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THESIS ABSTRACT 
This study explores how young children of British Bangladeshi heritage experience 
instructional events offered in their home, school and community domains. It seeks to 
understand the sense that children make of these learning encounters, and especially of 
literacy related events, and thus how they constitute themselves as learners in the 
ritualised educational activities of their everyday lives. The study views children as 
active participants in their learning as they make meaning through their lived 
relationships with peers, siblings and adults. Learning, and particularly literacy learning, 
is studied from the children's perspective and interpreted within a wider social and 
cultural context. 
The study derives its theoretical and analytical frameworks from the research literature 
on pedagogy and theories of learning, and on the acquisition of literacy, as well as from 
a review of the Bangladeshi community's experience in the United Kingdom. 
The children in the study are drawn from three year groups, Reception class, Year Two 
and Year Five, in an inner-London primary school, and their families and community 
teachers. The methodology is broadly ethnographic, based on observing naturalistic 
instructional events as the children participate in literacy related activities in all three 
learning domains. It also uses interviews and conversations with children, and audiotape 
recordings of the children's interactions with peers and adults. 
The analysis takes the form of nine substantial instructional events, three for each of the 
year groups, with one event per year drawn from each of the three domains of home, 
school and community. The focus is on literacy learning and how children learn the 
ýrules', make meaning, and engage with their learning. The analytic process itself 
explores three layers of meaning: the event itself, the pedagogy of the event, and the 
broader sociocultural implications of the event for both children and adults. 
Conclusions suggest that these Bangladeshi children live their world and, as active 
learners, are able to engage successfully with teaching and learning in and across 
domains and over the years. In this participatory process they use their existing 
knowledge and experiences of learning to transform their knowledge, understanding and 
skills to constitute themselves as strong and flexible learners in their multilingual world. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION: 
POSITIONING MY RESEARCH STUDY 
How did you become a professional person who is interested in children and 
excited about what children do in class? How did you become interested in that? 
Maksuda, aged 10 years, Year 5 Bangladeshi pupil, January 2000. 
Once it is recognised that people from non-mainstream backgrounds do not come 
tabula rasa to the education system - that they come bringing trails of their own 
cultural heritage and that this is frequently why they have difficulty seeing what 
the mainstream teacher takes for granted - then whole new possibilities and fields 
of work and enquiry are opened up. 
Street (1995b: iii): Introduction, in Weinstein-Shr and Quintero (Eds): Immigrant 
Learners and Their Families: Literacy to Connect the Generations. 
1.1 Focusing my Research Study 
This study aims to explore the ways that children of British Bangladeshi heritage 
experience learning, as illustrated by instructional events related to literacy, as they 
move between the three domains of home, school and community. It explores how they 
view themselves as learners in these domains. Literacy instruction is a common 
experience that these children encounter in all three domains. I define literacy broadly 
as encompassing the role, interpretation and uses of texts in everyday life, not merely 
how children actually learn to read and write. In its broadest sense, it is about becoming 
a learner in these different environments. Like all children, they learn what is salient to 
adults through participation in ritualised and everyday life in the context of home, 
school and community. They come to know what is expected of them through 
sociocultural activities, with their family histories informing their present identities. 
Exploring the social and cultural context for children's lives is essential to understand 
their experiences of learning, as well as what and how they learn to learn. 
In the Bangladeshi community in the United Kingdom, children encounter many 
meanings and uses of literacy, which are manifested through a wide range of collective 
experiences. It is appropriate that I explore from the children's perspective the learning 
and literacy practices they encounter, and set these within a wider social, cultural and 
historical context. Like all children, those in this study experienced a variety of ideas, 
practices and expectations in different learning domains, most of which were largely 
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constructed by adults. The children have extended family and kinship networks in both 
the United Kingdom and Bangladesh, as well as having relationships with friends and 
teachers in school and in Bengali classes, and with religious teachers in Qur'an classes 
at the mosque. How the different curricula and pedagogies - the 'what' and 'how' - are 
constituted and enacted at home, in school and in community classes will have 
significant implications, therefore, for the children's learning. My study aims to explore 
the sense they make of their learning encounters. For the purposes of this study, when I 
am discussing British Bangladeshi children in the United Kingdom, I will simply refer 
to them as Bangladeshi children, while those in my study I simply refer to as the 
children. 
My study views children as active participants in their social world who engage in their 
own learning and who make meaning through their lived social and cultural 
relationships with peers, siblings and adults. I use the term 'engage' because I view 
children not as passive learners receiving ready-made ideas from adults but as active, 
creative beings who learn through engagement with their social and cultural world. My 
study also views children as competent in handling structural and cultural realities in 
their day-to-day lives. From the beginning and throughout the study, I am not looking at 
the negatives aspects of the children's leaming, and neither do I study how 
socioeconomic or institutional factors may be connected to disadvantage or under 
achievement. Despite the fact that many of these families may have had to struggle, this 
is a study of competent children and their strengths rather than their weaknesses. Nor is 
it a critical study of the pedagogies, but rather it is an account of the opportunities for 
learning in the three domains. 
My methodological perspective, in line with Christensen and James (2000), is that 
children are competent social actors when participating in research and can infon-n 
research studies of their own views in age appropriate ways. My research design 
incorporates an emic perspective of the children's own views and descriptions, together 
with an etic understanding based on the researcher's concepts and theoretical 
framework. I place the children at the centre of this research, while also taking into 
account the views and actions of adults, their culture, beliefs and value systems, in order 
to tease out the mutual influence of each on the other (Dunlop, 2003). This study 
involves, therefore, exploration of the ideas of the child as leamer, as well as adult 
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convictions of how children should be 'taught' in the three domains of home, school 
and community (Woodhead and Montgomery, 2003). 
The overall approach is ethnographic, by which I mean I shared the daily experiences of 
people, looking also to clarify and consolidate by using participant observation, 
conversations, specific tasks and other devices to elicit knowledge, as further elaborated 
in Chapter Five. I modestly aim to use this approach to add to our greater understanding 
of children's learning (Hammersley and Atkinson, 1995). Ethnographies of education 
are not now typically undertaken through full immersion, but through planned visits 
over a lengthy period. Pollard and Filer (1996) in their study of social influences on 
children's learning visited the study school about once a week over a number of years. 
In adopting a similar approach, I was also influenced by the ethnographic approaches 
used by Brooker (2000) in her study of 16 young Bangla and Anglo children learning at 
home and their first year in school, as well as by the research of Gregory (200 1) and 
Gregory and Williams (1998,2000b, 2001) with primary age Bangladeshi children in 
East London. 
In the next section,, I reflect on how I came to be interested in this study. Subsequent 
sections in Chapter One then outline a number of theoretical topics that underpin the 
broad approach I have adopted. The first explains my view of the construction and 
validity of knowledge, which next leads me to consider the role of culture for children's 
learning and for defining ideas of childhood. I then go on to examine how children's 
learning is linked to the pedagogical discourses used in different learning domains. I 
then briefly introduce some background information on Bangladeshi children's lives 
and explain why my research suggests they live in one social reality, their 'one world'. 
Finally, I outline the study in more detail. 
1.2 My Interest in this Research 
Maksuda's perceptive question above elicits my provenance as a researcher. A doctoral 
study can also be seen as a personal story that involves reflection upon a research 
journey. I acknowledge that my personal and professional experience has influenced 
both my research focus and my choice of methods. In James' words (1993: 15), "The 
teller of the tale becomes intimately part of the tale, reflecting the manner in which the 
anthropologist's Self is entwined with the selves that s/he accounts for. " As an observer 
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I recognise I am also part of the observational field and, therefore, also a subject of the 
research (Woolgar, 1991). 
As Coffey (1999: 3 9) points out, using "everyday life as an area of social enquiry makes 
the boundaries of observation and analysis almost limitless. " I have had to define and 
limit, therefore, the boundary for this study although at times this proved difficult to do. 
To ensure the trustworthiness of the observations and to show that they have 
educational relevance, my account needs to chart and justify the steps so as to "trace the 
route" by which I came to my interpretation (Mason, 1996: 150). Furthermore, I 
recognise that ethnographic description is inevitably partial and incomplete and, as 
Spradley (1980: 160) warns, "always stands in need of revision. " 
The starting point for my research journey began in 1998 on my return to the United 
Kingdom from Bangladesh, where I had lived and worked with BRAC, a large non- 
governmental organisation, in its non-formal primary education programme (Ahmed et 
al., 1993). 1 lived in Dhaka, the capital city and stayed in various rural districts, 
including Sylhet District in the north-east of Bangladesh. I stayed with families while 
observing small rural schools and running workshop training sessions with BRAC 
primary school teachers. However, my journey really began much earlier in my own 
childhood, growing up in a 'pack and follow' family in the British Foreign Service, with 
postings to Argentina, Mozambique, the Netherlands and the USA. 
Each move meant my learning new cultures and languages, and schools appeared to 
only partially recognise my prior experience and knowledge. With each move I had to 
quickly recognise new rules and ways of belonging and to learn which kinds of 
knowledge and skills were valued. My experience of a privileged life under colonial 
rule and apartheid in Mozambique and at school in South Africa, I came to realise later, 
played a formative role in my concerns for social justice and view of education as a 
political process. Later, working for more than twenty years as an early years teacher in 
Tanzania and as a classroom, advisory and headteacher in three different education 
authorities in north London, I always felt I should have known more about the 
children's out of school learning experiences. 
During later postgraduate studies in social anthropology and childhood I became excited 
by the potential of ethnographic studies of children in different cultures. A revelation 
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was Never in Anger: Portrait of an Eskimo Family (Briggs, 1970) which showed how 
rich behavioural observations helped explain the Inuit patterning of emotional 
expression and how children learned about their society. Another was "Listen, how the 
caged bird sings: Amarjit's song" (Steedman, 1985), which demonstrated how Amaýit, 
a creative 9 year old bilingual Punjabi pupil, employed her knowledge of language and 
music and different cultural means of expression to move skilfully between different 
representations of herself as she made sense of her world. In what Geertz (1973) called 
thick description, the analysis of small events can illuminate larger issues. Reading 
Childhood Identities: Seýf and Social Relationships in the Experience of the Child 
(James, 1993) later alerted me to the value of listening attentively to children's own 
words, as well as their silences, as a way of understanding the meanings they attach to 
their experiences. 
In pursuing my anthropological interest in understanding how we come to be who we 
are, it is appropriate that I next explain my view of knowledge and how this affects my 
approach to the research design. 
1.3 Adopting a Perspective on Knowledge 
I acknowledge the idea of multiple realities or perceptions, viewing people's subjective 
realities as both valid and real (Merleau-Ponty, 1962,1982). In this view, all children's 
subjective experiences of the phenomena of everyday life are valid and real to each 
child. I adopt the view that knowledge is socially constructed rather than it being an 
objective and testable reality (Berger and Luckman, 1966). Merleau-Ponty (1982) 
stressed the two-way and asymmetrical relationship between the child's orientation to 
the adult world and the interest of adults in socialising the child towards their own 
moral goals. I view children as social actors and participants, engaged in learning as a 
sociocultural process, and whose experiences, James (2001: 250) reminds us, are 
"contextualized by both cultures and societies in which they live, as well as the biology 
which shapes their mental and physical development. " 
Early in this study of Bangladeshi children's experiences of leaming across three 
domains I applied an inductive approach that was open-ended and used grounded theory 
to help generate my initial observations and analysis (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). As 
researcher I attempted to make sense of the children's accounts and experiences in the 
light of their subjective experiences. In this way my early observations (or data) allowed 
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many sources to 'speak' and helped establish a valid base for emerging themes, and led 
me to progressively focus on the next salient findings. This research approach initially 
meant I lived with high levels of uncertainty when gathering data and interpreting my 
observations. 
I analysed and interpreted my observations and data using an overarching sociocultural 
framework that viewed learning as a situated process in which children are co- 
participants as they engage in the process (Lave and Wenger, 1991). For the analysis, I 
used three layers to understand knowledge: a description of the learning event itself, an 
analysis of the pedagogy involved in learning and instruction, and finally the wider 
interpretation of learning within the broader context. This approach enabled me to 
explore how children actively co-construct their ideas and to integrate related theoretical 
perspectives provided by Bernstein (1971,1973,1975,1990) and Rogoff (1990,1991, 
1995). 1 discuss their perspectives further in Chapter Two. 
In summary, my study deliberately uses an eclectic theory of learning which assumes, 
as Fetterman (1998: 6) reminds us, that "we can describe what people think by listening 
to what they say". I used participant observation and focused on observing instructional 
events, particularly using literacy and task related activities, such as drawing, as entry 
points for investigating the children's constructions of their own learning (Kendrick and 
McKay, 2004). 
Since I adopt the view that knowledge is ultimately sociocultural, I next briefly review 
the interactions that link culture and children's leaming. 
1.4 Cultural Learning and Learning Culture 
Although culture is difficult to define, I use the term to represent the shared values, 
beliefs, practices, relationships, and identifications that are characteristic of a particular 
ggroup' of people. In this view culture also shapes the environments in which learning 
takes place. However, earlier notions often used a horticultural metaphor, in which an 
'artificial' leaming environment requires optimal ecological conditions for 'growth' and 
close attention to the necessary tools, beliefs and knowledge. "Culture in all of its early 
uses was a noun of process: the tending of something, basically crops or animals" 
(Williams, 1976: 77). Classrooms are thus seen as purposefully created leaming 
environments. Applying this metaphor to human lived experiences and recocynising the t-- 
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challenge of taking into account human agency, Cole (1996: 116) puts "culture in the 
middle" of such man-made environments. However, Geertz (1973) had earlier reminded 
us that culture has historical specificity in time and place, as well as being transformed 
by the accretion of artefacts from prior generations that link humans with each other and 
with their physical world. 
A useful definition of culture is that of "an ordered system of meaning and symbols in 
terms of which individuals define their world, express their feelings and make their 
judgements", in which "man is an animal suspended in webs of significance he himself 
has spun" (Geertz, 1973: 5). Another is that culture is "the acquired knowledge people 
use to interpret experiences and generate behaviour" (Spradley, 1980: 6). Culture can be 
likened to a vast reservoir of knowledge that lies hidden beneath our everyday 
behaviours and artefacts, and as a complex web of meaning which gives shape and 
meaning to our lives. 
This study views children as social beings or actors who co-construct cultural meanings 
from their experiences as they engage with people, institutions and different pedagogies 
in different domains. Based on the above view of culture, learning can be linked 
through a number of different perspectives. Children's learning may be viewed as 
embodied knowledge and experience, with each influencing the other (Bourdieu, 1977, 
1990; Wells and Claxton, 2002a). Each child is an 'agent', being at once a producer and 
reproducer. So learning becomes a collaborative process and culture can be seen as both 
structured by experience as well as structuring experience, continually being re-invented 
by each new generation. 
Children's learning is also a cultural process that involves becoming knowledgeable in 
local beliefs and folk pedagogies. These are not bounded and fixed entities and, as 
Kuper (1999: 98) suggests, "Because culture is a symbolic system, cultural processes 
must be read, translated, and interpreted. " Learning practices in mainstream education 
may also be seen by children as common sense and normal beliefs (Bruner, 1990,1999) 
and the way things are, as doxa (Bourdieu, 1977). Children's learning may also be 
understood to involve many normal or naturalised beliefs and practices. This allows for 
different adult views and educational practices that enable children to construct their 
own distinctive ideas about themselves as learners (Pollard and Filer, 1996; Mayall, 
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1999ý 2000), as well as their identities as learners across home, school and community 
domains (James, 2000). 
Children's learning also takes place within a variety of sociocultural relationships and 
related pedagogies and discourses (Spradley, 1980). As Claxton (2002: 26) comments, 
"To understand the way people are enculturated into a view of learning, and of 
themselves as learners, we need to focus on the situated moment. " During situated 
moments, which are specific to persons, time and place, children make meaning from 
their sociocultural interactions with specific individuals and through everyday routines. 
In summary, I use the term culture to represent the shared values, beliefs and practices 
that are characteristic of a particular 'group' of people, including the environments in 
which children's learning takes place. It follows that ideas of the child and childhood 
are also culturally constructed and may play a significant role in how children position 
themselves as learners. This concern I take up in the next section. 
1.5 Cultural Constructions of Childhood 
Ethnographic studies of children's lives have revealed the complexity of their social and 
cultural worlds (James, 1999,2001), as well as the very different ways children learn to 
become full members of their society in which teaching may be intentional or 
unintentional. Indeed, ethnographic studies of learning show that learning is culturally 
and socio-historically specific, with much of children's learning happening through 
everyday activities, social practices and symbolic forms. For instance, Toren's research 
(1990: 217) in Fiji showed that children "do not acquire ready-made their notions of 
gender, space and hierarchy; nor are they explicitly taught how to articulate any 
conflicting aspects of these notions; rather they construct their understanding out of 
their experience. " Borofsky (1987) observed that when young male children assist their 
older relatives to repair an outrigger canoe in Polynesia, they must appear 
knowledgeable, should not ask questions and must listen to criticism, and there is little 
explicit teaching and no overt instruction. In contrast, Schieffelin (1990) found that 
among the Kaluli in Papua New Guinea both adult and child caregivers play an essential 
role in explicitly teaching children through language and social relationships. 
Bangladeshi ideas of the child seemed to vary depending on different sociocultural 
contexts and situations. There have been few ethnographic studies of children's lives in 
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Bangladesh, although multiple ideas of the child were described in the studies of 
Kotalova (1993) as linked to the symbolic construction of womanhood, and Blanchet 
(1996) as linked to pregnancy and childbirth in rural Bangladesh. Both of these studies 
showed how children are socially positioned as well as how they position themselves. 
Khan (1995: 14), drawing on enculturation and socialisation models, compared both 
goverm-nent and non-formal schools and concluded that children were socialised "to 
show subservience towards authority, to accept hierarchical relationships and to acquire 
officially sanctioned attitudes towards learning. " Ahmed (1997) argued that the Western 
construct of an "ideal childhood" can be problematic in Bangladesh where local ideas of 
the child depend on class, gender and occupation and are "subject to continuous 
negotiations" in relation to the somaj or moral community (Ahmed, 1997: 21). (See 
Glossary on page 238). 
Social researchers in the United Kingdom have addressed ideas of the child and notions 
of childhood, including their construction and change, while their universality and 
specificity varies considerably (James, Jenks and Prout, 1998; Mayall, 2002). 
Childhood is seen to vary cross-culturally but this period does form a specific cultural 
component in all known societies (Mayall, 1990,1994; Jenks, 1982,1996; Jenks, Jenks 
and Prout, 1998). In this sense different sociocultural contexts and practices produce 
different childhoods. 
Ethnographic research has contributed a more holistic understanding of children's lives, 
in which learning is situated within the social relations existing amongst family, peers 
and teachers. Connolly (1998) and Pollard (1999) both point out that sociocultural 
factors, such as race, gender and class, influence how children perceive and position 
themselves as learners. And, as Apple (1986: 5) has aptly stressed, "We do not confront 
abstract 'learners' in schools. Instead, we see specific classed, raced and gendered 
subjects, people whose biographies are intensely linked to the economic, political and 
ideological trajectories of their families and communities, and to the political economies 
of their neighbourhoods. " 
Since Bangladeshi children's learning occurs in several domains, there is a need to look 
beyond single settings. Bronfenbrenner (1979,1989) emphasised the importance of 
multiple settings in his ecological model of nested and interconnected systems, in which 
he sees local episodes as manifesting the overarching ideas of social and public policy. 
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Such distal influences affect the curriculum and pedagogy in each of the domains of 
home, school and community. Bangladeshi children's learning, together with their 
associated pedagogies, is explored further in the next section. 
1.6 Understanding Learning Domains and Pedagogy 
Understanding children's learning also involves analysing how pedagogy shapes 
children's engagement with learning in different learning domains. As Wood (1998: 97) 
says, "Any theory that presents a view of how children learn or develop implies a theory 
of instruction. " However, multiple models of learning and teaching can coexist and, as 
Bruner (1999: 17) reminds us, "Real schooling, of course, is never confined to one 
model of the leamer or one model of teaching. " Children are required to learn the 'rules' 
for each domain and transitions between domains are embedded within the wider 
sociocultural beliefs of adults, siblings and other children (Fabian and Dunlop, 2002). 
Edwards (1998) observed that in a multilingual classroom children will have had many 
different experiences of literacy, as well as of different rules operating in the homes of 
friends and relatives. In the same way, they seem to accommodate with little difficulty 
to the different rules and ways of interacting with print that are culturally expected at 
home and in school and community classes. Dunlop (2002), in her study of transitions, 
found that young children themselves stress the importance of moving easily between 
different learning sites and their ability to manage their own learning opportunities. As 
children move flexibly between the social and cultural domains of home, school and 
community they also learn to belong to new groups and to acquire an understanding of 
different pedagogic discourses and practices (Willes, 1983; Brooker, 2000). These 
issues are explored further in Chapter Two where I review the literature on learning, 
pedagogy and learning environments. 
Earlier studies of Bangladeshi children tended to focus on them as a disadvantaged 
community (Tomlinson, 1992) and on the language barriers that children encountered, 
which supported the perception of them as a disadvantaged group (Wright, 1992; 
Quader, 1993). Later studies showed differences in the learning experiences of minority 
ethnic children and a much richer repertoire of home literacy practices (Gregory, 1998; 
Brooker,, 2002a, 2002b). In addition, other studies have shown both continuities and 
discontinuities in all children's experiences between home and school (Pahl, 1999; 
Marsh, 2003). Gregory (1994) examined young Bangladeshi children's interpretations 
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of reading in school and the role of family literacy strategies at home, and subsequently 
showed how older siblings may combine school and community class teaching 
strategies to support the reading of their younger siblings (Gregory and Williams, 1998- 
Gregory, 2001). 1 review the theoretical literature on literacy leaming in Chapter Three. 
The notion of co-construction of knowledge recognises the crucial role of more 
experienced adults, siblings and peers who may offer explicit and implicit views of 
what is valued as learning. For instance, Heath (1983), in an ethnographic study of three 
neighbouring communities in the southern USA, showed that children from the different 
communities brought to school from home very different understandings of literacy 
practices and ways with words. 
The home domain is critical in children's early learning and, as Clay (1998: 1) observed, 
"Remarkable learning has already occurred before children pass through the school 
doors. They are already wise in the ways of communication. " Families commonly assist 
in teaching their children at home, even if this is seldom utilised by teachers in school 
(Bruner, 1986; Wood, 1998). Furthermore, Tharp and Gallimore (1988: 20) found in 
their study of starting school, teaching in the home transmits "a 'curriculum' of far 
greater complexity than anything attempted in schools. " Early learning at home in the 
United Kingdom is usually 'situated' because it is promoted through conversation and 
the use of 'real' problems (Tizard and Hughes, 2002; Wells, 1987). 
Learning domains also include the physical layout and access to resources and what is 
on offer carries implicit values and signals (Makin, 2003). For example, Makin 
(2003: 331) says,, "Even when environments are print-rich in terms of the quantity of 
resources available,, they may offer children access that is restricted to a narrow range of 
books, paper and writing implements". The reverse may also be true. 
By participating in daily routines, children construct their understanding of appropriate 
learning for each domain, with differences between home and school learning often 
being reflected in the practices provided by teachers and the language of instruction 
(Papavasilopoulou, 2004). For instance, studies have analysed the distinctive spatial- 
temporal rhythm of the school day (Cochran-Smith, 1984; Mayall, 1994,1996), 
children's comportment (Evans, 1998), and how children, including 
bilingual learners, 
become 'proper' pupils by learning the school's rules, expectations and culture (Boyle 
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and Woods, 1998; Woods, Boyle and Hubbard, 1999). But as, Gregory et al. (2004) 
point out, each classroom and school develops its own particular culture and pedagogy. 
with national and local educational policies also imposing their own required practices. 
Considerable learning also takes place in community domains, such as in Bengali and 
Qur'anic classes (Rashid and Gregory, 1997; Williams and Gregory, 2001; Robertson, 
2004a). In the context of education and schooling, both Gregory (1997) and Brooker 
(2002b) have drawn on the notion in Moll et al. (1992) of the funds of knowledge that 
children hold and which may or may not be capitalised upon. Malaguzzi (1993) offered 
the image of the 'one hundred languages' of children, which enable them to express 
themselves in multiple, ways and to convey their meanings in different media. Recent 
educational research has also examined how the pedagogy of home and community 
learning practices influences the overall progress of young British Bangladeshi children 
(Gregory and Williams, 1998; Gregory and Kenner, 2003). 1 examine these issues in the 
next section. 
1.7 Bangladeshi Heritage Children in the United Kingdom 
During the 1980s there was a marked increase in interest in South Asian and 
Bangladeshi migration, with literature published on various aspects of this process and 
settlement in the United Kingdom (Clarke, Peach and Vertovec, 1990; Eade, 1994a and 
1994b; Anwar, 1998; Gardner, 2002a). I discuss this further in Chapter Four and a more 
detailed review of changing perceptions of Bangladeshi migration and settlement is 
given in Appendix 4.1. Bangladeshi families in the 1980s were portrayed in the Home 
Affairs Committee Report (1986: iv) as follows: 
The Bangladeshis are the most recently arrived of Britain's major ethnic 
communities and are considerably the most disadvantaged. Their problems 
generally differ in degree rather than in kind from those of other ethnic 
minorities, partly reflecting their recent arrival but the difference of degree is 
sometimes substantial. 
Even by the mid- I 990s, a decade later, the situation in north London had not changed to 
any appreciable degree (Camden Borough Council, 1996). Even today Bangladeshis 
have the highest rate (65%) for income poverty amongst ethnic groups in the United 
Kingdom (Rowntree Foundation, 2007). Gardner and Shukur (1994) suggest that the 
general term 'Bangladeshi' may be inappropriate since most young Bangladeshi 
children living in London were born in the United Kingdom and are themselves second 
and third generation British, although many young parents may have come to Britain as 
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children or after marriage. In addition, studies have also noted the importance of the 
formation of multiple identities by British-born Bangladeshis (Gardner and Shukur, 
1994; Modood et al., 1997; Anwar, 1998). 
Migration from Bangladesh to the United Kingdom was studied in villages in Sylhet 
District in the mid-1990s by Gardner (1991,1992,1995), who focused on the impact of 
out-migration. In her ethnographic study, she observed that the "cultural capital derived 
from having worked abroad is one of the most obvious forms of symbolic capital from 
'modem education"' (Gardner, 1995: 130). Later, her research on the life narratives of 
elderly Bangladeshis living in the United Kingdom (Gardner, 2002a, 2002b) showed 
how continuing links with desh, as the homeland (see Glossary, page 238), are 
symbolically revealed in the terms bidesh (new home) and Londoni for Bangladeshi 
Sylhetis living in London. Visits across the diaspora between London and Bangladesh, 
with the exchange of material goods, continue to be important. Using a similar 
perspective, Ballard (1994) suggested that young British Bangladeshi men and women 
had developed strategies for moving backwards and forwards across different cultural 
contexts, using what he saw as code switching or cultural articulation. Primary age 
children were seen to be learning mainly at home and in school where, as Ballard 
(1994: 34) described, not only "the boundaries around their own domestic worlds but 
also those of school are, by some sharply drawn. " Bangladeshi children's learning 
appears to take place in spatially and culturally separate contexts or domains, as 
explored in the next section. 
1.8 Living One World and Many Domains 
Although children have been described as living in multiple, inter-related worlds 
(Gregory, 1997), from my conversations they appear to live in one social reality, one 
world, experiencing learning events in different domains. If I am to explore the 
children's perceptions of instructional events in different domains, I need to explore and 
analyse their engagement with learning in their social world and from their own 
perspective. The importance of this concern is emphasised by Purcell-Gates (1995: 56) 
when she asks: 
How can we understand why so many children do not learn what the mainstream 
schools think they are teaching unless we can get inside the learners and see the 
world through their eyes? If we do not try to do this, if we continue to use 
mainstream experience of reality as the perspective, we fool ourselves into 
believing that we are looking through a window when instead we are looking 
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into a mirror. Our explanations threaten to reflect only ourselves and our world. 
serving no real explanatory purpose. 
This is illustrated by Taslima in Box 1.1 below who lives one social reality as she 
interweaves her domains while re-interpreting her task in Reception class. 
Box LI: My Family - "Amar house. " 
Taslima (4 years 8 months) sits with three other class mates in their third week in the 
Reception class. The curriculum theme is 'My family'. Using brightly coloured wooden 
bricks, she carefully completes what looks like a two storey building with a wall that 
encloses a space to one side and to the back of the building. To me this looks like a bari, 
a homestead, a pukka bari, a double storey building made of earth bricks and high walls 
around a courtyard, or a basha, like the houses in small towns in Bangladesh. 
In Bengali I ask: 
PM: Eita ki? (What's this? ) Eita kita? (What's this one? ) 
Taslima: Amar house. (She pauses) Bangladeshe. (It's my house. In Bangladesh. ) 
She adds bricks to the rectangular two storey shape, and a tall thin shape of bricks 
placed one on top of each other rises from one comer of the structure. 
PM: Shundor. Ekhon eita kita? (That's beautiful. Now what is it? ) 
Taslima: Eita niashid (It's a mosque). 
I turn to get my camera but a child knocks down her model, despite her efforts to 
protect it. I sketch both models in my notebook. 
Taslima brings her cultural knowledge into school and shows how her world transcends 
continents. She draws on her lived experience and memory of her recent visit to 
Bangladesh, including the mosque and her family bari, the homestead. As a bilingual 
learner she draws on the language of both home and school to communicate to me that 
her model signifies her multiple domains for learning are home, school and mosque. By 
transforining her model into a mosque, she also symbolically records the importance of 
Islam. Taslima also signals her multiple identities as a Bengali who belongs 'here' in 
Britain, bidesh, as well as 'there' in Bangladesh, desh. Robertson (2004b: 13 1) refers to 
the terin syncretic in reference to emergent bilingual children in her study, when she 
says, "They live in one reality, not in two parallel social and linguistic realities with two 
different sets of labels to describe their two sets of experience. Their experiences are 
synchretic. " 
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In addition, many Bangladeshi children regularly witness the public rhetoric of 
Bangladeshi identity, as shown in Box 1.2. This is the welcome speech, given in 
standard Bengali and English, at a mela in central London (See Glossary, page 238). 
Box 1.2-. Welcome speech for the annual mela (fair) in Coram Fields, London. 
"To recognise our culture and the spirit of Bangladesh, the newest independent country, 
to express ourselves, what we do, who we are. We are from Bangladesh! We must 
remember what we offer to the rest of the world. Maybe not much, but our craft, music, 
food, clothes, everything, every minute represents Bangladesh ... When men landed on 
the moon, 30 years ago in 1969, people died in our country. They belonged to the 
Language Movement and they died so that we can talk our language and be where we 
are. Don't think that just because you aren't wearing a sari or don't speak Bengali, 
you're not Bengali. It's inside you. My identity is inside me. Your identity, whatever 
you do, what you wear, eat - it can be cod and chips - you can say, you're Bangladeshi, 
and say you're proud to be Bangladeshi. " 
Fieldnotes, July 2000. 
1.9 Outline of My Research Study 
Theory plays an important role in defining the research problem and, as Fetterman 
(1998: 5) reminds us, "Theory is a guide to practice; no study, ethnographic or 
otherwise, can be conducted without an underlying theory or model" (Fetterman, 
1998: 5). The nature of observational research is complicated since, as Silverman 
(2001: 5) observes, "We only come to look at things in certain ways because we have 
adapted, either tacitly or explicitly, certain ways of seeing". He goes on to add that "data 
collection, hypothesis-construction and theory building are not three separate things but 
are woven with one another" (Silverman, 2001: 46). 
My aim was to explore the learning experiences of young British children of 
Bangladeshi heritage living in north London and to explore the multiple meanings they 
derive from their everyday experiences, including the learning of literacy, which I use 
as a window to focus my in-depth observations. I define literacy 
broadly as 
encompassing the role, interpretation and uses of texts in everyday 
life, not merely how 
children actually learn to read and write. The literature reviews 
in Chapters Two and 
Three inform our understanding of this complexity and the many paths that children use 
to become literate. 
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During the study I refined my original research questions and progressively focused 
more on literacy as the window for observing children's learning. My final research 
questions became: 
1. In what ways do British Bangladeshi children (aged 4-10 years) make sense of 
different instructional events offered in the domains of home, school and 
community classes? 
2. In what ways do the children demonstrate their literacy learning, including 
understanding the broader meaning and uses of literacy, across these three domains 
and over the years? 
The study is ethnographic in intent since, as Wolcott (1987: 43) argues, "The purpose of 
ethnographic research is to describe and interpret cultural behaviour. " I sought to 
understand the children's emic views of their world by collecting observational data 
using a range of qualitative methods, including participant-observation with selected 
children and families and in school and community classes, task-centred activities with 
children to elicit their ideas, and interviews with parents, school staff and community 
teachers. My research methodology is given, in full, in Chapter Five. 
A state primary school in north London provided the main entry point for getting started 
and my focus was with selected young Bangladeshi children and their families. In the 
area about one third of the local ethnic minority population are of Bangladeshi heritage, 
mainly from Sylhet District in north eastern Bangladesh. 
For this research study I defined literacy related and instructional events as follows: 
1. A literacy related event is one in which written or printed materials are integral to 
the nature of the participants' interactions and their interpretive processes. Literacy 
is discussed ffirther in Chapter Three. 
2. An instructional event is one in which an adult, such as a parent or teacher or 
significant other such as a sibling or friend, has a learning intention for a child or 
group of children, either consciously or unconsciously. The intention is to effect 
some 'positive' changes in knowledge, behaviour, attitudes and/or skills and can 
vary from being precise and clear to being vague and loosely planned. It may also be 
explicitly stated or implicitly encoded. This is discussed further in Chapter Five. 
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Phase One fieldwork began with an inductive period of three months (September- 
December 1999), spent observing and listening to the young Bangladeshi children as 
they joined the school's Reception class. I also visited families at home and attended 
community based activities. Later in Phase One (January-July 2000) 1 continued to 
observe instructional events with children in Year 2 and Year 5 classes and to spend 
time with families in their homes and take part in community classes. 
During Phase Two fieldwork (September 2004 - July 2005) 1 undertook similar 
observational activities and again spent time with the Reception, Year 2 and Year 5 
classes, while also continuing to meet with selected families and attend community 
classes. The long gap between Phases One and Two was not originally intended and 
was mainly due to family circumstances beyond my control. The evolution of my 
participant observation and data collection is described further in Chapter Five. 
For my analysis I draw on the tradition of quilt making. A quilt is traditionally defined 
as a bedcover having three layers (Gutcheon, 1973). 1 identify with Denzin and 
Lincoln's (2000: 5; italics in original) description that, "The qualitative researcher ... 
is 
like a quilt maker or jazz improviser. The quilter stitches, edits and puts slices of reality 
together. " They further elaborate that the "product of the interpretative bricoleur's labor 
is a complex quiltlike bricolage, a reflexive collage or montage -a set of fluid, 
interconnected images and representations ... connecting the parts to the whole. " With 
this metaphor in mind I use a basic nine-patch block as the structure to present the 
analysis of the nine core instructional events, my main unit of analysis. Although only 
nine core instructional events are presented, each one was chosen as an exemplar from 
many similar events to represent all those observed in the three domains. The full 
analyses are in presented in Chapters Six, Seven and Eight. 
For the interpretation and analysis of the nine core instructional events I draw upon the 
notion that learning is collaborative, socially distributed and situated and use a 
sociocultural framework, including that proposed by Rogoff (Rogoff, 1990; Rogoff, 
Matusov and White, 1996). This approach is further discussed in Chapter Two. In 
Chapters Six, Seven and Eight I first present children's accounts of their perceptions of 
learning, followed by the analysis of three core instructional events, one from each of 
the home, school and community domains. For each of the events, the interpretation is 
based on three layers of analysis as follows: a description of the learning event itself. an 
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analysis of the pedagogy of learning and instruction, and finally the wider interpretation 
of learning as it occurs within a broader sociocultural framework. Other findings are 
presented using a mix of activities, quotations, short vignettes and extracts of 
transcripts. 
In Chapters Six, Seven and Eight the core instructional events, drawn from both Phases 
One and Two, are also analysed and compared using Bernstein's (1975a, 1990) theory 
of curriculum, pedagogy and assessment, as this provides a language of description for 
analysing the learning practices and pedagogical discourses. In particular, I draw on his 
theory of educational transmission and classification (contents - 'what') and framing 
(the manner of transmission - 'how') of educational knowledge to deten-nine the 
visibility of the associated pedagogy in each core event to the children. I consider this 
framework further in Chapter Two. 
The nine core instructional events are given in Table 1.1 below by analytical theme, 
year and domain. Four core events are from Phase One and five from Phase Two, and 
six involve girls and five involve boys. 
Table 1.1: Core Instructional Events for Reception Year, Year 2 and Year 5. 
Chapter 
Class Home School Community 
Theme 
Chapter 6 Mahera Learns to 
Reception Read 
Wasimul Learns to Tariq and Armeen 
Write His Name Join the milad 
Learning the Girl Boy Boy and Girl 
Rules Observations 2005 Observations 1999 Observations 2000 
Chapter 7 Sami Reads with 
Year 2 Samina 
Abdul Gives His Mahima Learns 
Advice Bengali 
Making Boy and Girl Boy Girl 
Meaning Observations 2005 Observations 2005 Observations 2005 
Chapter 8 Mohammad Ashna Reports on Jahanara Forgets Her 
Year 5 Reads the Qur'an School Council cifara 
Transforming Boy Girl Girl 
Knowledge Observations 2000 Observations 2004 Observations 2000 
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Finally, in Chapter Nine I return to the research questions and reflect on the validity of 
my findings. I identify emerging themes for the children's learning, both across 
domains as well as over the years in the same domain. I also show how these children 
learn the meanings and uses of literacy. I conclude that they constitute themselves as 
strong and creative learners learning across domains and learn to use their knowledge of 
literacy. 
Throughout the thesis the Appendices are referred to where appropriate. 
In the next three chapters, I present the literature reviews for the three related areas of 
Learning and Teaching (Chapter Two), Learning and Literacy (Chapter Three) and 
Bangladeshis in the United Kingdom (Chapter Four). The main conclusions and 
implications from these reviews for my study are presented at the end of each chapter. 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE, REVIEW: 
PERSPECTIVES ON PEDAGOGY: THEORIES OF LEARNING 
AND TEACHING 
My mum teached me. Nobody learned me. I learned it by myself. 
Masum (5 years), fitting the last pieces of a wooden number puzzle, September 2004. 
For a choice of pedagogy inevitably communicates a conception of the learning 
process and the learner. Pedagogy is never innocent. It is the medium that carries 
its own message. 
Bruner (1999: 17): Folk pedagogies, in Leach and Moon (Eds): Learners and Pedagogy. 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter I focus on theories of cognitive development and draw on theoretical 
perspectives to inform my study of Bangladeshi children and their learning. I advocate 
that cognition is an embodied and social process and that learning takes place in its 
social, cultural and historical context. As pointed out by Rogoff (1993), all cultures 
have in common opportunities for children to learn, but there may be variations across 
communities in the goals of development and the nature of the involvement of children 
and adults. 
Masum already has a sense of himself as an active learner, as well as of his mother's 
instructional role. He, like other Bangladeshi children, may encounter different models 
of pedagogic practice in each domain and even in any one instructional event (Rashid 
and Gregory, 1997). Theoretical models of instruction inform both pedagogy and 
practice. As Wood (1998: 15) argued, "Theories that offer very different accounts of the 
way in which children think and learn also lead to alternative views on what is involved 
in teaching them. " 
Although this review is largely chronological, I emphasise that theoretical models of 
learning persist and thus can co-exist with new or subsequent models. Models of 
pedagogy often present instruction as either the transmission of knowledge by an adult 
teacher or the acquisition of knowledge by the leamer. A useful overview of models of 
learning by Rogoff, Matusov and White (1996) has helped frame my observations and 
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analyses of the instructional events observed in this study. They describe a 'pendulum 
swing', from adult-led to child-led learning theories, followed by a swing towards 
collaborative learning strategies with the interaction of both. 
The adult-led approaches to pedagogies, such as 'traditional' transmission and 
behaviourist models, began to give way in the 1950s to the child-led approaches of 
constructivism. The pendulum then began to swing towards social constructivism, in 
which learning is seen to be more adult-led and occurring mainly within social relations. 
More recently sociocultural approaches have proposed that culture is central to learning 
and that this occurs in an apprenticeship in communities of practice which involves both 
children and knowledgeable 'others'. However, as Rogoff and her 'colleagues (1996) 
point out, theoretical models are useful for heuristic purposes but, in reality, there are no 
pure exemplars. In any functioning educational institution, children will encounter a 
variety of pedagogical practices. 
This review begins by outlining the behaviourist models of leaming that evolved in the 
mid-20th century and then the constructivist approaches to understanding individual 
learning. This is followed by an account of the more recent social constructivist and 
sociocultural approaches. I then outline my analytical framework for examining 
pedagogies, followed by a brief account of changes in government policies for primary 
education that occurred during the period of my fieldwork. I conclude by focusing on 
some important implications for the design and conduct of the present study. 
2.2 Before Constructivism 
The 17 th century philosopher Locke (1693) offered a passive view of children as 'blank 
slates' waiting to be written on by their experiences. Such adult-led models persisted 
well into the 20th century. The prevalent, also called the 'traditional', model of learning 
became characterised by its focus on the transmission of knowledge. This model 
assumed that a finite body of knowledge had to be transmitted by knowledgeable 
teachers and viewed children as 'empty vessels' ready to be filled with a predetermined 
body of knowledge. The teaching was defined and guided by adult teachers and 
instructors. Acquisition of knowledge was seen as coming from an expert source and 
often involved memorising texts. Teaching tended to be formal, didactic and a one-way 
process for passing on information (Tharp and Gallimore, 1988). Successful learning in 
this model is located in the individual rather than in the institution, system or society 
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and, as Riley (2003a) points out, assumes that children will learn whatever is taught and 
presupposes accepted standards and the testing of predetermined sets of knowledge. 
Behaviourism., derived mainly from the work of Skinner (1938,1953), proposed two 
main kinds of behavioural or operant learning characterised by ideas of stimulus, 
response and consequences. Skinner (1953: 55) claimed that, "Reflexes are intimately 
connected with the well-being of the organism" and could be used for learning and for 
modifying behaviour. He described teaching as "the arrangement of contingencies of 
reinforcement which expedite learning" (Skinner, 1969: 15). The influence of 
behaviourist theory on school instruction is seen in the division of learning tasks into 
small and well defined steps, as well as the use of positive and negative reinforcement 
to modify and achieve appropriate learning behaviours. The teacher's function in this 
model is to instruct by means of "showing and telling ... the ways of 'priming' 
behaviour, of getting people to behave in a given way for the first time so that the 
behaviour can be reinforced" (Skinner, 1989: 99). In this view, programmed instruction 
involves small, discrete and logically sequenced steps that can be quickly and easily 
reinforced. Skinner (19 8 9) saw the computer as the ideal teaching machine that could be 
programmed to achieve this. However, like 'traditional' teaching, behaviourism casts 
the learner as relatively passive, with the main responsibility resting with the teacher. 
In the pedagogies based on the 'traditional' and behavioural models the teacher's role is 
mainly that of transmitter and demonstrator. Knowledge is bounded as subjects, with 
'facts' to be learned and memorised, followed by tests for the correct answers. This 
pedagogy often uses whole class settings and employs lectures, worksheets and 
textbooks. The teacher acts to uphold school or official knowledge and little account is 
taken of the habitus of participants, the individual dispositions that enable children to 
act in their own ways (Bourdieu, 1991). While this pedagogic model may be appropriate 
for particular purposes, it does little to build on children's own experiences and 
knowledge. 
Increasing recognition of the role of children in their own learning began to tilt the 
pendulum from adult-led models towards more explanatory theories of cognition and to 
child-initiated and child-led approaches to learning. 
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2.3 Constructivism 
During the 1950s and 1960s adult-led theories of pedagogy began to give way to a 
perspective on learning which was more child-centred as Piaget became a major 
influence in the ascendancy of the constructivist model of learning in which children are 
viewed as active agents who construct their own knowledge and understanding through 
interaction and exploration with materials and their environment. The analogy is that of 
children, as young scientists, also use observation and experimentation to assimilate 
new events and accommodate new information (Bruner, Goodnow and Austin, 1956). 
This perspective alerted educators to the active role of children in their learning. 
Piaget, in The Child's Conception of Physical Causality (Piaget, 1966 [1930]), 
explained his psychological investigations of the child, and in The Construction of 
Reality of the Child he argued that children's thought was qualitatively different from 
that of adults (Piaget, 1971a [1968]). Piaget (1966) emphasised that children actively 
and directly engage in their own learning through exploration and problem solving, with 
adults as enablers in providing a physical and supportive environment. In Structuralism 
Piaget (1971b) proposed a model of learning that involved schemas or mental structures 
into which knowledge is organised and logical structures are constructed. Piaget 
described the process of building new knowledge into existing knowledge in a process 
that involves assimilation and accommodation. Although Piaget recognised the role of 
language and social interactions in children's learning, particularly with peers, a relative 
lack of emphasis on the role of adults was noted by Bruner (1987) and Donaldson 
(1989). 
Piaget (1969b; 1971 a) proposed the notion of a sequence of developmental stages, each 
with a variable duration, which he did not intend as an instructional model. Research by 
McGarrigle and Donaldson (1974) and Hughes (1975) challenged Piaget's model of 
sequential stages when it was found that children aged 3 and 5 years could give correct 
responses when tasks were embedded within their everyday lives, such as those 
encountered at home. Both Donaldson (1978) and Tizard and Hughes (1984) also noted 
that school learning often requires children to solve problems that are disembedded. 
Later Whitebread (2003) observed that the notion of stages had become interpreted as 
showing 'readiness' for learning which could be facilitated by adults and teachers with 
appropriate pedagogical provision. As MacNaughton (2003: 44) commented, "Piaget 
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believed that educators should create the right environment for learning but then allow 
the child to problem solve and to learn through their own active discovery. "' A play- 
based curriculum for the early years came to be seen as a powerful medium for early 
learning. 
The pendulum for theoretical pedagogic discourse then began to move back towards 
seeing learning as a more joint activity between children and adults. This new direction, 
called social constructivism, began to view young children as active learners within 
their social and cultural context, and prompted a recognition of each individual child's 
construction of meaning. 
2.4 Social Constructivism 
Following the work of Vygotsky, a Russian psychologist active during the 1920s and 
1930s and whose work was only translated only three decades later (Vygotsky, 1960, 
1962), the pendulum swings further towards models that favour a collaborative child- 
adult view of learning. Like Piaget, Vygotsky (1962) viewed children as actively 
constructing their understanding as a result of their experiences, but also envisaged this 
learning as a process occurring within social interactions. Vygotsky (1962: 20) proposed 
that "the true direction of the development of thinking is not from the individual to the 
socialized, but from the social to the individual. " Although his work was only translated 
later, he had a great influence on 'western' learning theory and associated pedagogy 
(Moll, 1990; Daniels, 1993; Van der Veer and Valsiner, 1994). He also saw the 
development of thought as a historical-cultural process. Vygotsky (1978: 90) argued for 
the centrality of the social context for organised learning because it "sets in motion 
developmental processes that could not otherwise take place ... and that are able to 
operate only when the child is interacting with people in his environment and in 
cooperation with his peers. " 
In Thought and Language Vygotsky (1962) developed his model of internalisation, with 
a shift from speech to thought and from social cognition to inner cognition. He saw 
cognition as occurring in two planes, first being an interpersonal and an "essentially 
social" activity (Vygotsky, 1962: 19) before it becomes intemalised as inner speech. 
Cognition occurs in the course of social interactions by children with others and by 
using cultural tools. In this process of cognition children come into contact with new 
knowledge and experiences and learn how to make sense of their interaction with them. 
Cultural tools are important because they shape how children think; language is one of 
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the most important tools, allowing for the development of "higher mental processes" as 
well as the solving of practical problems (Vygotsky, 1978: 57). 
In Mind in Society The Development of Higher Psychological Processes Vygotsky 
(1978) proposed the concept of the zone of proximal development (ZPD), in which 
children participate in an activity which is slightly beyond their competence through the 
skills and assistance of more experienced others, often siblings and adults. Vygotsky 
(1978: 86) defined the ZPD as: 
The distance between the actual developmental level as determined by 
independent problem solving and the level of potential development as 
determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration 
with more capable peers. 
Through the ZPD "what a child can- do with assistance today she will be able to do by 
herself tomorrow" (Vygotsky, 1978: 87), with the corollary that "the only 'good 
learning' is that which is in advance of development" (Vygotsky, 1978: 89, my italics). 
He sees instruction as a driving force for development, with learning leading 
development. He gave importance to both instruction and active learning in a 
collaborative model involving both adults and knowledgeable others. 
In terms of pedagogy, language is seen as a way for children to develop their 
understanding as well as a means for communication. Learning is a social process and 
instruction is seen as an essential part. Other people, adults and children, can bring 
about learning in a young child by being a "more capable" other (Vygotsky, 1978: 87). 
Adult support is contingent on a child's understanding and cooperative behaviour, with 
help gradually being withdrawn as children succeed. When Vygotsky's ideas began to 
be applied in pedagogic contexts children were increasingly grouped in a variety of 
ways. As Moll later wrote (1990: 3), echoing Vygotsky, "What children can perform 
collaboratively with assistance today they can perform independently and competently 
tomorrow. " 
In summary, Vygotsky suggested that children come to construct new knowledge by 
developing their higher mental processes that would enable them to solve problems that 
they encounter. He envisaged this as a process of collaboration and co-construction in 
which the social aspects are viewed as more important than in earlier learning theory. It 
was the combination of the child's active role, together with the participation of adults 
and others, that was largely responsible for the learning process. Successful learning is 
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achieved through a co-operative process which recognises that each child has their own 
configuration of prior learning and cultural experiences. 
Bruner, over a period over thirty years, further developed Vygotsky's theoretical model 
and described the ways in which children actively construct their own knowledge 
through problem solving. In Towards a Theory of Instruction (1966) Bruner proposed 
the metaphor of a 'spiral curriculum' which describes the ways in which children revisit 
the same ideas, concepts, materials and activities over time to represent them in 
different ways, which results in a deepening of their understanding. In this recursive 
process Bruner (1973: 348) suggested children build on, integrate and "develop ways of 
linking to past to present to future. " 
Bruner's theoretical explanation of learning drew attention to the importance of 
'scaffolding' the learner (Bruner, 1986). Bruner (1988: 89) described 'scaffolding' as a 
process in which "the tutor or the aiding peer serves the learner as a vicarious fonn of 
consciousness until such a time as the learner is able to master his own actions through 
his own consciousness and control. " In this process, the more experienced other 
regulates the amount of help and instruction and gradually withdraws while ensuring 
successful learning. Meadows (1993) has suggested that the adult's supportive role 
includes highlighting critical features and information, keeping the learner focused, 
channelling their efforts, turning errors into opportunities, praising efforts, and the 
gradual transfer of responsibility for the task to the learner. In terms of pedagogy, the 
more experienced other, such as the teacher, seeks to support, guide, and provide 
appropriate instruction through such activities as verbal exchanges, open-ended 
questions, useful prompts, giving demonstrations, joint problem solving and within 
what Siraj-Blatchford et al. (2002) called sustained-shared thinking. 
Bruner also argued that language is a most important 'too] of thought' because it 
enables children to accomplish tasks that would otherwise have been impossible 
(Bruner and Kenney, 1966). He proposed that intellectual growth occurs in shared 
social contexts in which children become competent social operators rather than 
experimenting as lone scientists (Bruner and Haste, 1987). His understanding of culture 
informs his theory of instruction as participation. As Bruner (1990: 13, italics in 
original) states, "By virtue of participation in culture, meaning is rendered public and 
shared" Thus culture is a central factor in children's development of thinking. In 
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emphasising the importance of language in this process, Bruner and Haste (1987: 2. 
italics in original) believe a child is: 
Quickly aided in her entry into culture: its metaphors, its kinds of explanation, its categories, and its ways of interpreting and evaluating events. These are not invented by the child; they are the common currency of the culture, the framework that determines the boundaries of the child's concepts. Its medium is language and the forms of linguistic behaviour. 
Thus Bruner (1986: 127) concluded that it is through this joint process of culture 
creation that children learn to make meaning and that "most learning in most settings is 
a communal activity, a sharing of culture. It is not just that the child must make his 
knowledge his own, but that he must make it his own in a community of those who 
share his sense of belonging to a culture. " 
Social constructivism had a profound influence which resulted in the pendulum moving 
away from child-centred learning to a more interactive pedagogy in education. As 
Daniels (I 993: xxi) observes, "Today the move is away from competence and the 
abstracted child, to performance and the graded child. " Pedagogical instruction began to 
utilise a variety of teaching groups, together with enhanced communications between 
teachers and pupils. Models of learning now saw the importance of children belonging 
in communities and the sharing of culture. A new emphasis on the centrality of culture 
in learning is explored further in the next section. 
2.5 Sociocultural Approaches to Learning 
Early in the 20th century the influential child study movement sought to ground the 
understanding of children's development in the new science of psychology. Dewey, an 
early pioneer of the notion of learning as a social process, considered that individual 
learning occurred essentially in community with others. Dewey (1916: 344) argued that, 
"Every individual has grown up, and always must grow up, in a social medium. His 
responses grow intelligent, or gain meaning, simply because he lives and acts in a 
medium of accepted meanings and values. " He later argued that all experience lives on 
in further experiences in "the continuity of experience" (Dewey, 1956: 27) and that "all 
human experience is ultimately social: that it involves contact and communication" 
(Dewey, 1956: 32). Dewey's influence, however, receded as the pendulum swung and as 
the behavioural theories of his later contemporary, Skinner, gained more attention. 
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Since the late 1980s, sociocultural approaches to children's learning have emphasised 
the central role that social and cultural experiences play in the acquisition, organisation 
and use of knowledge (Gauvain, 2005). They place "culture in the middle" (Cole, 
1996: 116) and give more attention to the cultural "webs of significance" spun by human 
beings themselves (Geertz, 1973: 5). Culture is viewed as a system of shared meanings 
and actions which are passed across generations "through participation in the symbolic 
systems of the cultures" (Bruner, 1990: 33). Cole (1990) suggests that the sociocultural 
approach adopts a more integrated and interdisciplinary perspective by building on 
advances in psychology and social anthropology for understanding and explaining 
culturally appropriate behaviours (Cole, 1988,1990). As Gregory, Long and Volk 
(2004: 7) observe, the sociocultural approach "transcends academic disciplines and 
focuses on the inextricable link between culture and cognition through engagement in 
activities, tasks or events. " 
Although the sociocultural approach continued to view children as active agents in their 
own learning, it challenged the separation of what is learned from how it is learned. As 
Bateson (1979: 3) stated much earlier, "We come to every situation with stories, patterns 
and sequences of childhood experiences which are built into us. Our learning happens 
within the experience of what important others did. " This approach builds, firstly, on 
the premise that cognition exists in individuals as well as in the contexts of activities 
and among the participants. Secondly, learning is seen as a communal cultural process 
that happens through participation in cultural activities (Rogoff, 1990). Thirdly, learning 
activities and contexts are integral to what is learned, and all learning and cognition is 
viewed as fundamentally 'situated' in a community of practice (Lave and Wenger, 
1991). This is described as "a set of relations among persons, activity, and world, over 
time and in relation with other tangential and overlapping communities of practice. " 
(Lave and Wenger, 1991: 98). These communities are not necessarily well-defined and 
identifiable groups. It does imply, however, that participants share common concerns 
for what they are doing and what it means in their lives and for their communities (Lave 
and Wenger, 1991). Lave and Wenger (1991: 95) viewed legitimate peripheral 
participation as a way of learning, of absorbing and being absorbed, "Into the culture of 
practice. " 
Tharp and Gallimore (1988) offered a model of assisted performance in which they 
integrated features from neo-Vygotskian ideas of leaming in the ZPD. They argued that 
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an integrated model of teaching uses assisted performance when "assistance is offered at 
points in the ZPD at which performance requires assistance" (Tharp and Gallimore, 
1988: 31). For this process Rogoff (1990) used the notion of guided participation as a 
bridge from existing knowledge to the demands of the new task, as a structure for 
instruction, as ensuring the active role of the learner, and for transferring responsibility 
from the teacher to the learner. In early learning 'scaffolding' is commonly used by 
parents and teachers (Wood, Bruner and Ross, 1976) but, as children exert increasing 
influence, the need for help diminishes as children's performance becomes more self- 
assisted and self-guided (Rogoff, 1986). 
Tharp and Gallimore (1988: 72, italics in original) also initiated the concept of 'activity 
settings' as a unit of analysis of learning, which they defined as, "Contexts in which 
collaborative interaction, intersubjectivity, and assisted perforinance occur - in which 
teaching occurs. " They saw learning and teaching as occurring within the "small 
recurrent dramas of everyday life, played on the stages of home, school, community and 
workplace" (Tharp and Gallimore, 1988: 72). 
Lave (1988: 2) offered the term legitimate peripheral participation to describe how 
"apprentices learn to think, argue, act, and interact in increasingly knowledgeable ways 
with people who do something well, by doing it with them as legitimate peripheral 
participants. " The term legitimate includes acceptable ways of belonging, a crucial 
condition for leaming, and suggests "multiple, varied, more-or-less-engaged and 
inclusive ways of being located in the fields of participation as defined by a 
community" (Lave and Wenger, 1991: 36). 
Lave and Wenger (1991: 35) challenged the view of apprenticeship as 'informal' 
learning by viewing "leaming as an integral part of generative social practice. " They 
make a fundamental distinction between learning and instruction, in that 
learning takes 
place through legitimate peripheral participation whether there is an intentfor teaching 
or not. They also distinguished between a "learning curriculum" and a 
"teaching 
curriculum" (Lave and Wenger, 1991: 97). A learning curriculum consists of 
"situated 
opportunities" which includes "goals" for further improvisation and practice, viewed 
from the perspective of learners. In contrast, a teaching curriculum 
is for the instruction 
of newcomers, mediated through an instructor's participation and 
through an external 
view of what leaming is all about. 
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For Lave and Wenger (1991: 97), learning as situated is "characteristic of a community" 
and, they argue, should not be considered in isolation or analysed apart from the social 
relations that shape legitimate peripheral participation. Lave (1991: 325) asserts that 
situated learning encompasses and gives meaning and value to the subject matter, to the 
process of learning and to the activity itself. It is in this process that newcomers 
inevitably participate in communities of practitioners and that their sociocultural 
practices form part of communities ofpractice (Lave and Wenger, 1999). 
Many of these ideas have been brought together in Cultural Historical Activity Theory 
(CHAT), a term proposed by Wells and Claxton (2002b), in which the individual 
agency of constructivism and notions of socialisation and enculturation are all 
reconciled. Learning and teaching are held to take place all the time through joint 
activities, often between children and more experienced others. Activities, which may 
be intentional or unintentional and conscious or unconscious, convey "habits of mind" 
and provide important opportunities for "learning that leads to development" (Wells and 
Claxton,, 2002b: 4). As Lemke (2002) points out, learning occurs within the 'village', 
and language offers a vital tool for creating shared meaning. Wells and Claxton 
(2002b: 4) suggest that by learning to use such semiotic tools in discourse with others, 
individuals appropriate the culture's dominant ways of thinking and reasoning through 
"the culture's shared toolkit of meaning-making resources, the ways of making sense of 
experience, its modes of classification, its understanding of mean-ends relationships, 
and its aesthetic and moral values. " 
Wells and Claxton (2002a: 2) view education as a "more subtle kind of learning" that is 
a process of "simultaneous enculturation and transformation" based on guidance rather 
than didactic instruction or training. CHAT makes three main assumptions: that human 
societies and individuals are mutually constitutive, that culture has a large role in the 
development of individuals' minds, and that the ways people think, talk and act 
"embody an accumulated set of cultural values and beliefs that have been constructed 
and refined over previous generations" (Wells and Claxton, 2002a: 3). 
In summary, since the 1980s the pendulum for learning theories has moved away from a 
view of cognitive processes as located within individuals to a more integrated and inter- 
disciplinary perspective, which views learning as fundamentally 'situated' and activities 
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as integral to what is learned. Important theoretical contributions have been that 
children learn in ZPDs, as apprentices alongside more experienced others. 
2.6 Collaborative Models of Learning 
The collaborative model of learning, as proposed by Rogoff (Rogoff, 1990; Rogoff, 
Matusov and White, 1996), offers a theoretical model for describing what and how 
children learn. In this model the underlying theoretical notion is that learning is a 
process of transformation of participation in which adults and children support and 
direct in shared endeavors. The collaboration is situated in an activity that is centrally 
placed within local culture and communities of practice. Learners come to develop their 
understanding about what is involved in learning by participating in this process. 
Rogoff, Matusov and White (1996: 3 90) hold that "learning occurs in any situation, but 
different instructional models involve different relations of learners to the information 
and its uses in sociocultural activities. " 
Rogoff (1990) had earlier argued that children learn their culture through guided 
participation in which they take on an active role in an apprenticeship, through which 
learning tasks lead to "the socioculturally ordered nature of the institutional contexts, 
technologies, and goals of cognitive activities" (Rogoff, 1990: 39). Shared problem 
solving is central to learning in apprenticeships. In her view this includes explicit and 
tacit communications,, support structures for the novices' efforts, and the gradual 
transfer to novices of responsibility for handling skills. In this model more experienced 
others, including peers and siblings, are also co-learners. 
Rogoff (1990) believes that guided participation is more inclusive than that of 
scaffolding. She sees children as taking active and diverse roles in their own learning 
and wider social relationships. It is in the ZPD that culture and cognition inform each 
other and where apprenticeship with adults becomes most effective. Children are seen 
as novice participants in their culture rather than as lacking in 'skills', with induction 
into the culture being achieved through joint activities during which cultural ideas and 
practices are created first intermentally and then intramentally. 
Rogoff (1990: 41) explains that through "guided participation in skilled cultural activity 
individual cognitive development, in its widest sense, is advanced. " Guided 
participation is seen, therefore, as a process that provides a "stepping stone which 
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C: I-- guides rather than determines the path, thus allowing the individual to make choices 
about which aspects to attend to rather than others" (Rogoff, 1990: 197). As Gregory et 
al. (2004) point out a crucial role for more experienced others is that of mediating and 
initiating children into cultural practices and the learning of new skills and taking part in 
skilled cultural activities that are not conceived as instruction. Equally important are 
ways of sharing understanding through joint explanations, discussions and provision of 
expert models for enabling children to participate. 
When learning is viewed as socially constructed and embedded in social relations, the 
collaborative model of learning incorporates the following important principles for how 
children learn, which I summarise as follows: 
" Learning opportunities occur in many different domains 
" Learning activities are just in advance of the learner's present level of performance 
9 Learning occurs as an apprenticeship in a process of guided participation with 
significant and skilled 'others' 
" Learning involves legitimate peripheral participation in communities or groups 
" Children move gradually towards being full participants in communities ofpractice 
" Children gradually take responsibility for their learning as their knowledge increases 
" Children actively appropriate and transfer new knowledge and skills 
" Children actively transform their new knowledge into existing cultural knowledge 
and understandings. 
The collaborative model of learning is equally applicable to literacy learning, the focus 
of this study, in which shared texts are central to learning in an apprenticeship. As new 
knowledge is appropriated, transferred and transformed into new cultural knowledge, 
children gradually take more responsibility for their own reading and writing as their 
literacy knowledge and competences increase. 
In conclusion, important notions within sociocultural learning theory suggest that all 
learning activities be understood in their context, that learning takes place through the 
active participation of both children and adults in collaborative activities, that 
participants contribute differentially according to their existing expertise, and that 
teachers and significant adults have a role in selecting relevant and appropriate activities 
that are just in advance of the leamer's own level of performance. 
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In the next section I reviekv Bernstein's theoretical framework for examining how such 
models of learning are incorporated into pedagogical policies and practices. I Cý 
2.7 Understanding Pedagogical Practices and Activities 
Pedagocric discourse describes the entire learning and teaching process in an 
organisational setting (Brooker. 2002a- 2002b) and Bernstein's (1975a; 1990) model of 
pedagogic discourse provides a language of description for understanding how this 
process takes place. His model provides a framework for describing and comparing the 
pedagogy. curriculum and instructional. events in the three domains of home. school and 
communitv. Bernstein viewed educational knowledge as a mE(Jor recrulator of the 
structured experience of both learners and teachers and showed how power relations are 
transformed into pedagogical discourse. In Class, Codes and Cowi-ol (Volume 1) 
Bernstein (1971: 202) suggested. -How a society selects. classifies. distributes. transmits 
and evaluates the educational knmvledge it considers to be public. reflects both the 
distribution of power and the principles of social control. " In subsequent work he wrote. 
"'The rocess whereby this transformation takes place, formally and informally. in p 
families and education,, is to my mind essentially a pedagogic process" (Bernstein. 
1996: 12). 
Bernstein (1990.1996) suggested that schools promote concepts, skills and moral 
conduct through this pedagogic discourse in which instructional and regy lative rules are gu 
both incorporated. Both discourses are embedded within each other since "instructional 
discourse is always embedded in the regulative discourse, and the regulatory discourse 
is the dominant discourse" (Bernstein, 1996: 28). Both play an important part in 
transmitting official knowledge through the formal educational system. 
Bernstein, in analysing the 'what' and 'how' in pedagogic discourse, proposed. firstly. 
classification as a way of understanding how the content is transmi'tted through 
categories, contents and relationships, and secondly. Jr-aming to classify how knowledge 
transmission occurs. Classification defines the strength of boundaries betiveen various 
categories, such as between home and school, pupils and teachers, and between subject 
areas and classroom groups. Framing refers to the way people regulate 
forms of 
behaviour and communication both within and between categories. Analysis can reve. 
how work, behaviour and relationships are strongly or weakly framed and how they are 
made explicit and unambiguous to the 'other' (Brooker, 2000). 
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I use Bernstein's (1975a; 1990) framework of pedagogical discourse to analyse the nine 
core instructional events in this study. Bernstein argued that strong classification (+C) 
and strong framing (+F) produced a pedagogy that is fully explicit, which he called the 
visible pedagogy (VP), while weak classification (-C) and weak framing (-F) results in 
an implicit pedagogy, called an invisible pedagogy (IP). This model usefully allows for 
a range of modalities of practice, such as +C and -F, by incorporating different degrees 
of classification and framing. For example, secondary schools often have strong 
markers of classification and framing, such as an emphasis on hierarchies, uniforms, 
examinations and distinct subjects, while infant schools often show weaker markers 
through more integrated days and more fluid curricula. 
Within curricula, the regulative discourse (RD) establishes the social order within 
instructional discourse and generates principles for selection, organisation and pacing, 
as well as establishing criteria for required concepts, content and skills. As Singh 
(1995: 253) noted, "It also mobilises theories of instruction, and thus contains within 
itself a model of the learner and of the teacher and of the relation 'between teacher- 
learner'. " It is also particularly concerned with standards of conduct and behaviour and 
how children become aware of the rules for moral order and authority (Bernstein, 1990). 
The instructional discourse (ID) regulates the permitted modes for instruction and 
teaching. It is where children learn about the nature of objects and persons. It is 
concerned with the "transmission of principles of order, relation and identity" 
(Bernstein, 1990: 211). 
Children grow up in the primary contextualizing field of home and kin, and later move 
outwards to recontextualised contexts, such as school and community classes, where 
they experience different discourses and ways of valuing knowledge (Bernstein, 1990). 
Regulative and instructional discourses (RD and ID) are enacted daily in such different 
institutional settings and within each one the role of the learner and teacher and their 
interactions "is never wholly utilitarian; it contains ideological elements" (Bernstein, 
1996: 19). 
Bernstein (I 975b, 1990) suggested that the RD represents the moral order and Is a major 
mechanism for encouraging social consensus. He identifies consensual mechanisms as 
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serving to internalise the social order, as seen in assemblies and the use of uniforms, 
mottoes and emblems. Differentiating rituals act to mark off different groups, such as 
children by age, gender, attainment and cultural/ethnic identity. The task of the school 
(and all such learning institutions) is to encourage pupils to adopt a subject position of 
commitment to both the instructional and regulatory discourses (Bernstein, 1975: 56) as 
both consensual and differentiating types function to: 
Deepen local attachment behaviour to, and detachment behaviour from, specific 
groups; they also deepen respect behaviour to those in various positions of 
authority, and create order in time ... and buttress the formal authority relations 
and evoke respect through the ritualisation of difference and similarity of 
function; they create continuity in individual and social time and relate the value 
system and its derived norms to an approved external order. 
Bernstein's model provides key concepts and terms for describing and comparing 
different forms of pedagogic discourse and the ways that learning and instruction are 
presented. The most relevant terms for this study include classification and framing, 
visible and invisible pedagogy, and regulatory and instructional discourses. There is 
also a useful distinction made between home or 'local' and school or 'official' 
knowledge. Bernstein's model and framework are applied in Chapters Six, Seven and 
Eight to analyse the pedagogy in the nine core instructional events. 
2.8 Pedagogy and Changes in Education Policies 
During the 1990s there were significant changes in government education policies, as a 
result of which pedagogy in English primary education moved away from being child- 
centred and towards more formality and less individualism, as advocated in the National 
Curriculum (DES, 1987) and the National Literacy Strategy (WEE, 1998; Fisher, 2002). 
These reforms increased the "pedagogic prescription" for more whole class teaching 
(Pollard et al., 2000: 9). During Phase One (1999-2000) of my study state primary 
schools were required to introduce strategies for literacy and numeracy by incorporating 
daily literacy and numeracy hours. 
The focus shifted to emphasising core subjects of English, mathematics and science, 
and a discourse centred on school standards, parental choice and managerial 
accountability (Dearing, 1993). The White Paper Excellence in Schools (DfEE, 
1997) 
retained a complex system for testing at Key Stage 1 (7 year olds) and 
2 (11 year olds), 
with national targets for all II year olds. However, evidence of the analysis of outcomes 
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suggested that assessments may not have reflected the needs of children from ethnic 
minorities and economically disadvantaged families (Strand, 1997,1999). 
The new National Literacy Strategy (NLS) prescribed one hour each day for formal 
literacy instruction in primary schools, known as the Literacy Hour, with instruction in 
the use of words, sentences and text level work (DfEE, 1998). The NLS provided a 
tighter structure and less flexibility than previously, and the daily literacy hour became a 
bounded unit characterised by tight framing and fast pacing. Wallace (2005) observed 
that implementation tended to become more didactic and involved whole class 
instruction and follow-up tasks, including worksheets, word level work and phonics, 
although there was less integration of word and sentence level work within the study of 
whole texts and books. 
Recognition of the importance of the role of teachers in play-based activities contributed 
to the formal literacy hour being modified for the youngest children for whom whole 
class teaching was increasingly seen as inappropriate (DfEE, 1999a, 1999b). The new 
Foundation Stage (DfEE, 2000) in the National Curriculum for 3-5 year olds was 
introduced and welcomed by early years practitioners as promoting greater flexibility in 
meeting the needs of all young children and their families. The nursery and reception 
years were integrated and new 'early learning goals' introduced (QCA, 1999). The 
Curriculum Guidance for the Foundation Stage (QCA, 2000) proposed a curriculum 
that built on what children already know and proposed using various teaching methods 
in which adults dedicated more time to observing and supporting children's own 
learning, including expanding on the role of play. In order to meet the diverse needs of 
children, the QCA (2000: 17) suggested, "Practitioners must be aware that children 
bring 
to their early learning provision different experiences, interests, skills and 
knowledge 
that affect their ability to learn. " In order to achieve this, the 
learning environment 
should be well planned and organised. More professional 
freedom was granted to 
schools to "cover the elements of the literacy hour and 
daily mathematics lesson across 
the day rather than in a single unit of time" (DfEE, 2000: 27). 
The use of home 
languages was encouraged and pre-school experiences and the importance of 
family 




Recently there has also been a greater focus on promoting children's creativity and 
enjoyment in learning. The strategy paper Excellence and Enjoyment: A Strategy for 
Primary Schools (DfES, 2003b), promotes a curriculum in which literacy and numeracy 
remain vital. "We want schools to continue to focus on raising standards while not 
being afraid to combine that with making learning fun" (MES, 2003b: 4). In theory, 
schools now have more flexibility to decide how to teach but not what is to be taught. 
Although the reforms introduced in 1997 by the New Labour Government aimed at 
inclusion, social justice and raising standards, criticisms remained on the effects of new 
policies on school selection (Gillborn, 1998). Raising educational achievements of 
minority group children again became a national concern (House of Commons, 1999; 
Ofsted, 1999b). In addition, doubts were expressed on whether such improvements 
could overcome the effects of social and economic disadvantage (Mortimore and 
Whitty, 1997). Centralised accountability was strengthened and schools were required 
to accept increased responsibilities for local management (Gillborn and Youdell, 2000; 
Tomlinson, 2001,2003). Such changes have been described as the economy performing 
in the education market, combined with the tyranny of tables and targets (Ball, 2003). 
However, Gillborn et al. (1999) argued that, despite the government's concern to raise 
the achievements of ethnic minority children and tackle 'race' inequalities, its policies 
appeared to be 'colour-blind' because grouping by 'ability' and 'behaviour' continued 
to discriminate against ethnic minority and working class children. Thus New Labour 
aimed to "celebrate ethnic diversity as a source of cultural richness and strength but 
tends in the detail of policy to treat diversity as a deficit factor of marginal significance" 
(Gillborn et al., 1999: 14). 
More recent government policy has emphasised ethnicity and diversity in education and 
stresses recent improvements by ethnic minority pupils (WES, 2005). However, despite 
these changes, the over-riding literacy goal remains to enhance children's competence 
in English, the language of testing at Key Stages I and 2 (DfEE/QCA, 1999; 
DfES/QCA, 2000; WES, 2003a). Government funding through Ethnic Minority 
Achievement Grants for bilingual or multilingual learners was allocated for this specific 
purpose (EMAG, 1999). 
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The learning experiences of Bangladeshi children in this study need to be set within the 
context of these changes in government policies, particularly the National Literacy 
Strategy (DfEE, 1998). The impact of these educational reforms on the pedagogies 
employed in school literacy learning are explored further in Chapter Three (Section 3.9) 
and for Bangladeshi children in Chapter Four (Section 4.5). 
2.9 Conclusions and Implications for the Present Study 
This overview of theories of learning and pedagogy suggests that children may be 
viewed as actively involved in their own learning, and learn most effectively when 
"both the educator and the child can be simultaneously 'involved' in an 'instructive' 
process of 'co -construction"' (Siraj-Blatchford et al., 2002: 40). The metaphor of 
4 scaffolding' is useful in describing the key role played by knowledgeable others. In 
addition, culture and context are meshed together as clearly expressed by Rogoff, 
Gauvain and Ellis (1991: 293) as follows: 
To understand children's actions (or to compare them with those of other 
children of a different age or culture), it is essential to place these actions in the 
context of the children's interpretation of the task to be accomplished, the goal 
in performing the activity, and the broader social context of such activities in the 
children's experience. 
This study adopts a sociocultural view of learning as a social process rather than seeing 
learning occurring mainly as an autonomous act located in individuals. Instructional 
events provide a window into children's perspectives on learning. Integral is the need to 
take into account the 'world' of adults and their relationships with children, including 
their beliefs and value systems. The study should also give attention to the wider social 
and cultural context surrounding instructional events in the different domains, as well as 
the lived sociocultural experiences of Bangladeshi families. Thus contextual issues are 
important in exploring children's perceptions of their learning. 
Learning is explored in this study by focusing on instructional events related to literacy, 
as well as on observing other elements in the pedagogic discourse, together with 
home, 
school and community curricula. The analysis aims to weave together relationships 
between the immediate instructional practices and wider sociocultural contextual issues. 
It seeks to demonstrate how Bangladeshi children's learning takes place at the 
local, 
institutional and sociocultural levels. 
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Based on this literature review, if Bangladeshi children are to be at the centre of this 
study, there are three conclusions directly salient for my study: 
I- The focus should be on understanding how children position and view themselves as 
learners across the three domains of home, school and community. 
2. It should include the learning intentions that adults, particularly parents and 
týeachers, have and the ways they build on children's knowledge. 
3. It should seek to illuminate how literacy and reading practices are represented, 
interpreted and validated in these different learning domains. 
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CHAPTER THREE: LITERATURE REVIEW: 
LEARNING AND LITERACY 
I'm learning Arabic with my older brother. He's at college. I'm learning at home 
with a man who comes. You read it over and over again. You remember it. You get 
it right. You read from the heart (she raises her right hand and places it on the left 
side of her chest) it's ha-a-ard. 
Fahmida, aged 10 years, Year 5, conversation in school classroom, November 2005. 
As they come to be engaged in the literate practices of their culture - what others 
around them do with reading and writing - children learn to use reading to shape 
their own intentions, to ask questions about the world, and to move into the 
modern networks of communications as well as into the stories and literature of 
the past. 
Meek and Dombey (1994: xiii): Introduction, in Dombey and Meek (Eds): First Steps 
Together: Home-School Early Literacy in European Contexts. 
3.1 Introduction 
Fahmida's parents show that they are committed to her leaming classical Arabic and 
have arranged home tutoring for her and her brother. Fahmida describes her ritualised 
and patterned interactions with the text and has a clear sense of what purpose reading 
meets in this setting, in which memorisation and accuracy are paramount as she learns 
to read and pray. She draws attention to the holistic nature of the task and the 
conventions and skills involved, including the cognitive skills of decoding, as well as 
her affective and physical engagement as she uses literacy for a particular purpose. She 
reads 'texts', such as this Qur'anic one, within her wider cultural context, in which 
learning to read religious texts is important for learning about life and reinforcing her 
identity as a Muslim. 
In this chapter, I consider the challenges that learning literacy presents to young 
children,, as they learn in different ways and in different domains. What and how they 
learn naturally varies between each child. Becoming literate is a sociocultural activity, a 
process involving acculturation that leads to being a member of a literate society. It is 
developed in and through social situations. While not learned in isolation, it is always a 
personal journey that enables children to acquire a complex web of inter-related skills, 
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dispositions and attitudes, as they become competent and confident users of written 
language. 
Literacy always has a purpose across social relations and becoming a successful reader 
involves learning both key skills and meaningful social practices (Beard, 1993). Modem 
society depends on learning to read and write successfully and future life chances 
depend on mastering literacy skills. In learning to read, there are reciprocal relationships 
between efficient cognitive processing, environmental factors and the ability to read. 
The term 'Matthew effect' relates to how individuals with positive early learning 
experiences are able to access new educational opportunities more effectively 
(Stanovich, 1986), while less competent readers can become disenchanted,, lose 
motivation and thus read less well (Stanovich et al., 1984; Stanovich, 1986). 
Hannon (1995) suggests that each domain provides a vehicle for learning literacy as 
well as for gaining social, cultural and moral knowledge, including religious ideas, with 
learning to read in the mother tongue being "embedded in its context" (Donaldson, 
1993: 40, italics in original). Learning to be literate provides access to other types of 
learning, with learning to read later evolving into reading to learn. Leaming to read and 
write, however, differs from learning to speak the mother tongue as literacy involves a 
4 second order' symbol system that is 'man-made' (Donaldson, 1993). It requires a 
hierarchy of concepts and skills. Through literacy children widen their understanding of 
events, including those more distant in time and space, as well as access the complex 
cultural meanings conveyed through written language (Adams, 1990). As Spradley 
(1980) has commented, reading requires common cultural behaviours, including an 
understanding of grammatical rules, printed marks and their intended meanings. As 
cultures evolve and technologies change so will the nature and uses of literacy be 
redefined (Hannon, 1995). 
This chapter next examines definitions of literacy and explores early encounters in 
becoming literate, including notions of emergent and early literacy and cognitive 
processing involved in reading print, and the sociocultural explanations provide insights 
into how children acquire literacy within their everyday lives. The chapter then reviews 
the multiple pathways that children may utilise to become literate. This is followed by 
discussion on learning to become literate in an additional language, as practised by 
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many Bangladeshi children, and the developments in recent educational policies for 
bilingual learners. Finally, the chapter draws conclusions and implications for my study. 
3.2 Defining Literacy 
Definitions of literacy have been changing as children's communication skills become 
better understood. However, in defining literacy, as Viruru (2003: 13) points out, it is 
important to recognise that definitions are not neutral statements of fact since they can 
act as "powerful tools that emphasise certain meanings and marginalize others". A 
common dilemma for researchers is whether the most efficient conceptualisation is "to 
consider a range of cases as instances of different concepts or as different instances of a 
single concept. " (Hannon, 2000: 36). 
Definitions of literacy range from a focus on the individual leamer acquiring skills to 
decode, encode and comprehend written symbols and texts, to a wider focus on literacy 
as a social practice. The first conceptualises literacy in terms of the cognitive challenges 
learning to read and write presents to the individual, while the second looks beyond the 
individual to the social, cultural and political contexts of people's lives and their 
multiple ways for communicating meaning through texts (Goody, 1968; Olson, 1977; 
Ong, 1982). The former reflects the predominant Pedagogic model as practised in 
classrooms in the United Kingdom (Larson and Marsh, 2005). This also highlights the 
powerful ideology of Western schooling in which literacy is largely seen as 
synonymous with academic performance and the ability to read and write which is 
expected in fonnal education (Ogbu, 1990). Understanding literacy previously focused 
primarily on individual cognitive skills, while more recent research complements this 
with the notion that children also learn naturally through their everyday use of texts in 
social situations. 
Research has helped explain what and why children learn and about the functions of 
literacy and language in their daily interactions (Kantor et al., 1992). Recent eclectic 
approaches have studied cognitive processes within wider sociocultural perspectives, 
which led to defining literacy in sociocultural terms and viewing children as becoming 
literate within the cultures of their families (Taylor, 1983; Taylor and Dorsey-Gaines, 
1988), within classrooms (Cochran-Smith, 1984; Heath, 1983) and in community 
activities (Heath, 1983; Moll, 1990; Moll et al., 1992; Schieffelin and Cochran-Smith, 
1984). This study adopts such a contextualised or situated view of literacy. 
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The more recent orientation in human sciences has been to look beyond the individual 
to the social, cultural, and political contexts in which people lead their lives (Cushman 
et al., 2001; Purcell-Gates et al.,, 2004). From this perspective, literacy is seen as a 
cognitive skill embedded in social practices that are constructed and defined by 
members of groups, in accordance with the specific contexts in which the literacy is 
used. Such approaches inform us about the literacy tasks and why adults decide what 
children need to learn (Beard, 1993). This view means that literacy, understood from a 
social constructionist perspective, considers both the sociocultural contexts for learning 
literacy and different ways of using it (Caimey and Ashton, 2002). Literacy as social 
practice is seen as closely linked to cultural and linguistic practices and power 
relationships. Literacy learning, as Hall et al. (2003: xvix) wrote, is "mediated by 
language and accomplished in a context in which social actors position, and are 
positioned by, each other in verbal, non-verbal, and textual interaction. " 
A seemingly straightforward definition is that "literacy is the ability to use written 
language to derive and convey meaning" (Hannon, 1995: 2) and to communicate 
between people across space and time does not capture that it is a process involving 
speaking, listening, reading and writing. Clay's (1979) definition of reading as "a 
message gaining, problem solving activity, which increases in power and flexibility the 
more it is practised" highlights the necessary active engagement of the individual in 
making meaning from a printed text. Riley (1996,1999) views literacy learning as a 
process model in which the different aspects are seen as multifaceted, interactive and 
inter-related. Literacy can be considered in terms of the concepts, understandings and 
skills needed to be able to read and write, a mastery of which provides a powerful 
means for comprehending and conveying wider meanings through written language 
(Riley and Reedy, 2003). 
Cognitive skills of literacy involve learning to decode and encode print and to make 
meaning through reading and writing, at home, in school and community classes in 
culturally specific ways (Beard, 1993). Other definitions give more emphasis to using 
literacy within social contexts and a broader view of literacy, according to Pahl and 
Rowsell (2005: 9, italics in original), combines "an understanding of literacy as a set of 
skills with an understanding of how we use literacy in everyday life. " Knobel and 
Lankshear (2003: 59, italics in original) suggest that "literacy practices are always 
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deeply social: embedded in and constituting an array of familial, community and school 
relationships. " Recent theorising has extended the notion of literacy as multimodal, to 
the meaning made by children experiencing 'texts' in a wider range of communications 
and complex activities (Kress, 1997). 
The following definition from Purcell-Gates et al. (2004: 26) neatly refers to the what 
and the how. It is an appropriate definition for this study as it also unites cognitive and 
social theories: 
Print literacy is the reading and writing of some form of print for communicative 
purposes inherent in people's lives. Thus, it involves decoding and encoding of a 
linguistically based symbol system and is driven by social processes that rely 
upon communication and meaning. Because it is social, its practice reflects 
sociocultural patterns and purposes as well as power relationships and political 
forces. 
In this view cognition is seen as taking place always within cultural contexts or 
4ý settings for human activity shaped by social structures, languages, conventions, history 
and goals" (Purcell-Gates et al., 2004: 27). Literacy learning is seen as developing both 
inside and outside of school, across the life span, and within and without instruction. 
Since this study attempts to understand children's perspectives on learning, another 
useful definition of reading and writing sees literacy as "human interaction with print 
when the reader and writer believe that they are making sense of and through written 
language" (Goodman, 1986: 6). These two definitions give the possibility of 
understanding children's perspectives and their own encounters with print. Both 
definitions also allow for the foregrounding of different aspects of literacy while, as 
Purcell-Gates et al. (2004) suggest, also recognising the culturally interwoven nature of 
literacy learning. 
In conclusion, literacy has many forms (Caimey, 1995; Gee, 1992) and "incorporates 
words, acts, attitudes and social identities and is consequently value-laden. It is 
embedded in religion, gender, social class, 'race', identity, ideology and power, in both 
oral and written forms" (Robertson, 2004b: 31). This research study requires, therefore, 
an encompassing definition of learning and literacy that allows them to be interpreted 
within a broad sociocultural framework. How the research literature informs my 
understanding of this complexity, and the cognitive processing that children use to 
become literate, is explored in the following section. 
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3.3 Developing Literacy Skills 
It is widely recognised that learning to read and write involves a complex array of inter- 
dependent concepts, understandings and skills. Learning to read is a language-based 
process (Reid, 1993) and developing literacy requires many different and inter-related 
processes to operate together (Adams, 1990,1993; Riley, 2003b). Hannon (1995: 52) 
has identified that three main strands - oral language, reading and writing - all provide 
children with the basis for understanding literacy. 
There is a great debate on the merits of two broad types of processing, often referred to 
as 'bottom-up' and 'top-down' (Beard, 1993). 'Bottom-up' emphasises the importance 
of decoding, such as the perception of letters and words, together with spelling patterns, 
while 'top-down' puts more emphasis on language and meaning, including word 
recognition for reading comprehension in a process of hypothýesising, confirming or 
modifying. The 'top-down' perspective provides an understanding of language in tenns 
of its meaning as expressed in its larger structure, pronunciation, grammar and speech 
(Crystal, 1976,1997). It includes three strands in the English language, namely 
pronunciation (sounds and spellings), grammar (syntax and morphology), and meaning 
(words and discourse) (Beard, 1993). Readers can use different sources of information 
to 'decode' the language, with its vocabulary and conventions of space, direction and 
punctuation. In addition, it is important that children recognise that written language is 
decontextualised in contrast to face to face speech. 
Research suggests that children move through a complex hierarchy of key and requisite 
concepts in developing their understanding of literacy. Bielby's (1999: 16) statement 
that "learning to read is parasitic on spoken language" highlights that reading and 
writing develop from a sound foundation in oracy. Bialystok (2001: 153) has provided 
an outline of the j oumey to full literacy: 
The intellectual path to literacy appears to move relatively seamlessly from 
children's first encounters with written texts to the wondrous moment when they 
are independent and autonomous readers. Within this journey, however, it is 
possible to isolate three stages, which, although not clearly distinct in their 
boundaries,, represent three levels of skill in the ability to deal with written text. 
At each stage, there are specific concepts that the child needs to acquire to move 
on toward the goal of independent reading. 
Riley (2007) points out that as children become literate they acquire concepts, 
competences, skills, learning dispositions and attitudes by building upon their earlier 
and developing ability to use spoken language. In summary, the child acquires the *big' 
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picture of literacy, which broadly is the notion that speech can be transformed into a 
permanent written form. As young children develop more insight their conceptual 
understanding of the 'big picture' emerges as fundamental (Purcell-Gates, 1991). 
Purcell-Gates (1996: 422) believes that research into literacy has shown it is crucial for 
young children to grasp "the signifying nature of print and the many ways it can 
function in the lives of people. " The next two concepts are that texts and print have their 
own conventions (which differ in different alphabet scripts) and that the specific speech 
sounds can be recorded as written symbols in a code system (i. e. the alphabetic code). 
The skills which young children acquire are those of phonological awareness (being 
able to identify the sounds within spoken language) and orthographic awareness (ability 
to identify and label by name and sounds by upper and lower case in the written 
language, i. e. the written alphabet). In addition, the challenge for children is to link 
written letters, and graphemes, to the sounds they represent. Important is the 
identification of letters, phonological awareness of the 44 sounds and patterns used in 
the English language, and the phonemic awareness needed to identify them. Next is the 
need to know the letters and sounds in alphabets. None of this is achieved, however, 
without the ability to concentrate and the motivation to want to learn to read and write. 
In a three stage model for becoming literate, Bialystok (2001: 154) describes the first 
stage as "the period of pre-literacy in which children are building up concepts of 
symbolic representation and learning about the writing system. " This stage is also 
referred to as emergent literacy. The second stage is early reading in which "children 
learn the rules for decoding the written system into the familiar sounds of the spoken 
language. " And, in the third stage of fluent reading, "the meaning of the text takes 
priority and children can begin to use written texts for receiving and expressing ideas 
they did not have before. " 
Within the first stage of pre-literacy there are three essential 'big' understandings. The 
first one involves children leaming what reading and writing mean to adults. 
Even 
before entering school, young children are exposed to and experience the rich world of 
literacy through living in a print-filled world. Teale (19 8 6) and Teale and S ulzby (19 8 6) 
have shown the wide range of encounters with print that very young children experience 
in their home environment, including observing and participating in many literacy 
activities during the course of daily family life. 
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The second essential 'big' understanding is that print is a symbolic system and is the 
unchanging representation of spoken language (Teale, 1986; Teale and Sulzby, 1986). 
Before young children discover that they can read, they do many things that are 'like' 
precursors to reading, such as recognising familiar signs and logos, printing their name, 
and naming the letters of the alphabet (Bialystok, 2001). A child's early knowledge of 
language is speech-based and involves face to face interactions, while learning to read 
involves translating written symbols or marks back into speech. In time, they recognise 
that alphabetic marks can represent different speech sounds of spoken language and that 
language and print are related and have a communicative function 
The third 'big' understanding is an awareness of important links between oral and 
written language, including their functions, forms and context. This is not always 
obvious to young children (Riley, 1999), even though they start with alphabetic symbols 
as the "roots of literacy" (Goodman et aL, 1991: 136). 
In conclusion, children learn through a myriad of different experiences and learn to 
make sense of them. As Riley (2007) points out, although research suggests a hierarchy 
of concepts and skills, in reality children learn through a long journey to acquire a 
complex web of inter-related concepts, dispositions and attitudes which weave together 
and may not occur unitarily or in sequence. The basis for developing the forms and 
conventions of written language are explored further in the following section. 
3.4 Emergent Literacy 
In this section I use the term 'emergent literacy' to describe the phase when children are 
gradually coming to grips with the concepts, understandings and skills mentioned above 
and how it happens from about six months to approximately the Reception year. This is 
believed to start with children's earliest utterances and experiences with written 
language and refers to the early skills which gradually develop into conventional 
literacy (Sulzby, 1986; Teale and Sulzby, 1986). As young children develop more 
insight and motivation their conceptual understanding of the 'big picture' emerges 
(Purcell-Gates, 1991) and they begin to view literacy as inter-related, with reading and 
writing as reciprocal aspects (Adams, 1990; Clay, 2001). 
From birth children learn to make meaning and become active co-constructors of their 
own literacy knowledge (Wells, 1987). Developing an understanding of print can begin 
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as early as six months of age and an important recent discourse has been on emergent 
literacy, a tenn first coined by Clay (1969,1976). Very young children acquire their 
own idiosyncratic repertoire of literacy learning and each one has "a little knowledge 
and an awareness of some small part of the complex whole" (Clay, 2001: 14). Research 
findings have led to traditional assumptions about early literacy learning, what it is and 
where it occurs, being challenged (Teale and Sulzby, 1986; Hall, 1987). Some 
researchers have redefined and broadened literate behaviour to include pretend reading 
and scribbling (Goodman, 1983,1986) and what Clay (1991) calls 'inner control' over 
print concepts, which are necessary to progress from the emergent literacy behaviours to 
conventional independent reading and writing. 
It is now recognised that children have had a wide experience of literacies well before 
starting school (Hannon, 1987; Senechal et al., 1998), although each child will have 
different understandings and insights based on their own daily routines and social 
interactions. Each child will have had different experiences, such as storybook reading 
and parental teaching of reading and writing (Senechal et al., 1998). Each child will, 
therefore, be different from the other about what he/she knows and will also have 
knowledge about how literacy is valued by different families and communities 
(Cochran-Smith, 1984). The home environment has long been recognised as playing a 
key role in early literacy development and in enabling young children to experience 
printed texts (Wells, 1987; Hannon, 1995; Tizard and Hughes, 2002). However, 
Bialystok (2001) argues that instruction is necessary if sound-symbol correspondence is 
to be mastered and children are to build strategies for deciphering 'new' words. 
In conclusion, the research literature reveals how children move through a complex 
hierarchy of key concepts as they gradually become literate over time and thus learn to 
grasp the significance of print. As emergent literacy progresses towards more 
conventional literacy, there is a developing grasp of the aspects of decoding, phonics 
and spelling, as well as on printed texts and other forms of communicating (Hannon, 
2003; Papavasilopoulou, 2004). 
3.5 Aspects of Learning to Read 
As young children pass through the emergent literacy phase it evolves into early 
conventional reading, although it is not clear at precisely what stage this occurs. 
Children gradually come to understand the relationship between graphemes and the 
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sounds of speech for decoding written language (Bialystok, 2001). This decoding 
includes three main elements: consolidating letter identification, developing 
phonological awareness and developing grapheme-phoneme (letter-sound, GPQ 
association (Riley, 1999). Similarly, Beard (2003: 200) also identified three strands of 
language that children have to master to "uncover the key skills of reading. " First, the 
letter-sound relationships of unfamiliar words have to be decoded; secondly, 
grammatical sequences have to be followed; and thirdly, words have to be recognised 
and the meaning attributed to them has to be understood. 
Research indicates a strong link between children's ability to make phonemic 
judgements and becoming fluent readers, with early acquisition of phonological skills 
being an effective predictor of how well they will learn to read at school (Bryant and 
Bradley, 1985; Bryant et al., 1989; Goswami, 1995). The more knowledge children 
have about the constituent sounds of words, the better they tend to be at reading 
(Adams, 1990; Goswami and Bryant, 1990). However, as pointed out by Riley (1999), 
children learn to hear constituent sounds through the very act of learning to read and in 
the absence of these crucial skills they tend to rely on other strategies, such as 
recognising word shapes and predicting meaning through context. 
The earliest part of the orthographic stage occurs when children develop a sight 
vocabulary of key words and they improve their decoding skills by breaking words into 
their segment phonemes or constituent sounds, as well as mapping these sounds to 
letters or groups of letters. Combined phonemic and alphabetic awareness plays a key 
role in 'unlocking literacy' (Robertson, 2004a), although this may take several years. 
Before they develop full phonemic awareness, children often learn to recognise the 
larger sound units of onset and rime. Monosyllabic words can be divided into 'onset and 
rime'. with onset being the initial consonant or consonant cluster and rime the vowel 
and/or final consonant (Goswami, 1995). Together with alliteration and rhyming 
patterns these are believed to lead to greater phonological awareness of syllables and 
phonemes (Bryant and Bradley, 1985). This huge task for children is summed up by 
Blatchman et al. (1994: 2) in the following quotation: 
And yet, despite the complexity of the spoken message the child must analyse, 
one of the fundamental tasks facing the beginning reader is understanding that 
speech can be segmented and that these segmented units can be represented by 
printed forms. 
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There is strong evidence that awareness of letters of the alphabet (alphabetic awareness) 
and their corresponding speech sounds or phonemes (phonemic awareness) are 
significant predictors of a child's reading age (Stuart and Coltheart, 1988; Adams, 
1990). Indeed, children who are proficient at segmenting words into phonemes are more 
likely to become good readers (Bryant and Bradley, 1985) and those who can segment 
initial and final phonemes learn to read new words faster and more accurately (Dixon et 
al., 2002). Knowing how to use the alphabet in written language is also important 
(Blatchford et al., 1987). Other studies have shown that phonemic segmentation is 
associated with acquiring orthographic representation or the understanding of letters 
(Ehri 1980,1992,1995; Ehri and Wilce 1985). 
Experimental studies have shown that children do not necessarily have spontaneous 
insights into the sound structure of language but they do acquire phonological and 
phonemic awareness better through direct instruction (Cunningham, 1990; Stainthorp, 
2003). Indeed, Adams (1990: 331) concluded that the "evidence is compelling" that 
explicit instruction and support strengthens phonemic awareness. It also helps to 
encourage better reading (Stainthorp, 2003). Having understood the alphabetic principle 
and how it works, children can then develop a powerful tool for tackling new words 
independently and thus become more successful readers (Byrne, 1998). 
The 'top-down' or linguistic approach to the great debate on learning to read 
emphasises the importance of understanding the meanings conveyed in texts, with the 
processing skills used to anticipate the meaning of a word from its context and the 
grammatical structure of a sentence. This aspect holds that learning to read starts with a 
knowledge of spoken language coupled with experiences of the purpose and uses of 
texts, through children using relevant and rewarding 'real' books and stories. In this 
approach the spoken word is seen as embedded and encoded within the context for its 
use in everyday speech (Wells, 1987; Donaldson, 1992,1993; Tizard and Hughes, 
2002). 
In order to understand meaning, 'top-down' processing attaches importance to language 
structure, pronunciation, grammar and speech, as well as in terms of three strands in the 
English language, namely pronunciation (sounds and spellings), grammar (syntax and 
morphology), and meaning (words and discourse) (Crystal, 1976; Beard, 1993). Readers 
need and use different sources of information to 'read' and infer the meaning in written 
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language, sometimes referred to as the global context and local context. Research has 
also indicated that young children have an implicit knowledge of syntax and sense about 
meanings of language use in letters, words, books and handwritten messages. These 
may also be used in their reading (Clay, 1969,1991; Reid, 1993). Children are believed 
to often act on this knowledge, even though they cannot always describe what it is they 
know (Clay, 1991). 
Teaching that develops the 'top-down' aspects of reading places emphasis on 'reading 
for meaning'. The development of skills in comprehension, deduction, inference and 
prediction becomes a strong feature of the whole language and apprenticeship 
approaches to teaching reading (Waterland, 1988). Young children are encouraged to 
copy the book behaviour of experienced readers and make use of book illustrations and 
layout, together with their semantic and grapho-phonic knowledge (Goodman, 1967, 
1973). They are also encouraged to use clues and 'cues' according to the rules of 
language and grammar in order to determine meaning from sentences rather than by 
identifying single words or processing individual letters (Holdaway, 1979). The use of 
'real books' became influential in linking learning to read with the comprehension of 
speech, capitalising on the fact that children had already gained a wealth of literacy 
experiences and knowledge before starting a formal education (Holdaway, 1982; Reid, 
1993; Clay, 1998). 
However, research findings have also challenged different aspects of the 'top-down' 
model, including the assumption that both learning a spoken language and learning to 
read are 'natural' and innate processes (Smith, 1971; Gough, 1981; Reid, 1993). In the 
1980s research increasingly showed that skilled readers attended closely to words and 
that it is the less skilled readers who depend more on contextual clues (Hurry, 2000). 
Adams (1990) proposed a useful model for learning to read that takes into account the 
complexity of literacy and shows how different processes can be inter-related. 
She 
counterbalanced the view of reading as 'natural' and pointed out that children need to 
master some basic skills. She argued that skilful readers saw individual words and 
learned to process them quickly by using their own visual memory for words. 
In conclusion, the earlier 'bottom-up' approaches focused on phonological and 
alphabetic awareness, whereas the 'top-down' approaches 
focus more on understanding 
the importance of meaning in texts. However, it has been claimed that relying too much 
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on 'top-down' strategies may actually slow down the learner's progress because it relies 
too much on their knowledge of language and shared cultural experiences. This may be 
particularly relevant for some bilingual learners who are learning to read in an 
additional language (Robertson, 2004a, 2004b). The debate led to a more interactive and 
integrated approach to literacy learning that combines both 'bottom-up' and 'top-down' 
approaches. This is considered in the next section. 
3.6 Integrated Approaches to Early Reading 
An 'interactive' approach to teaching literacy has been proposed as a complementary 
model of learning to read and write (Stanovich, 1980; Adams, 1990, Bielby, 1994; 
Riley, 1996). This sees the complex tasks as inter-related and relying on multiple 
sources of information,, including letter recognition, letter-sound relationships, 
vocabulary, and knowledge of syntax and meaning (Stanovich, 1980; Gregory, 1996). 
These are all used by the fluent reader in a continuous and integrated process (Riley, 
1996). The implication for reading pedagogy is that "literacy learning has - should have 
- many strands ... the 
different strands should combine in different ways at different 
times" (Donaldson, 1993: 57). There should be a variety of 'bridging' experiences taking 
the child from the known to the unknown, so that the young reader becomes 'richer' and 
literacy learning is enhanced. Gregory (1996) argued that children should be able to 
'weld' language onto experiences and thus build up a store of language patterns. Greater 
success in reading has been attributed to this more holistic approach. 
Recently Stuart (2005: 3) identified the two dimensions of printed word recognition and 
language comprehension and stressed that "reading comprehension depends on an 
underlying knowledge of language, and printed word recognition processes give access 
to this underlying knowledge of language. " She also concluded that learning to read 
required skills to be developed in both lexical (whole word) and sublexical (part word) 
knowledge and processes (Stuart, 1995a, 1995b; Stuart, Masterson and Dixon, 2000). 
Donaldson (1989,1992) suggested that access to written language fosters systematic 
thought and influences intellectual development, with new disembedded learning 
being 
developed from the embeddedness of previous learning of speech. For Bialystok (2001) 
ýreading to learn' involves textual meaning taking priority and children begin to use 
written texts for receiving and expressing ideas. Fluent reading 
begins when reading for 
meaning takes priority. Reading moves towards making sense 
by extracting information 
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from texts and making inferences by 'reading between the lines'. This involves the 
reader in integrating their background knowledge and experience with the text, in what 
Bielby (1999) describes as 'filling in' what is implicit and 'filling out' or elaborating the 
text with their own imagination. This typically involves children using silent reading, 
developing a sight vocabulary and making sense by self-correcting. 
Having considered a, more integrated approach, how do reading concepts and skills 
relate to the wider social and cultural world in children's lives? Cook-Gumperz 
(1986: 1) emphasised that literacy learning is not just a technical skill, but is highly 
valued and socially specific: 
We expect literacy to provide not just a technical skill but also a set of 
prescriptions about using language. Literacy is not just the simple ability to read 
and write: but by possessing and performing these skills we exercise socially 
approved and approvable talents; in other words, literacy is a socially 
constructed phenomenon. 
During the past two decades there has been a significant new development, mainly from 
anthropological and socio-linguistic research, that sees the wider social context in 
children's lives as crucially important in literacy development. Given the importance of 
the sociocultural environment, the next section explores how literacy learning occurs in 
the different learning environments or settings. 
3.7 Sociocultural Approaches to Literacy 
While psychologists and educationalists have tended to emphasise the literacy needed 
primarily in schools (Hall, Larson and Marsh, 2003), others moved away from viewing 
literacy as a 'neutral technology' that exists apart from the social and cultural context 
(Guerra, 1998; Viruru, 2003). This challenged the view of literacy as universal, 
unvarying and unitary, consisting of a set of skills or cognitive processes that are 
relatively stable across different contexts (Heath, 1983; Street, 1984,1993,1995a; 
Taylor and Dorsey-Gaines, 1988; Barton, 1994a, 1994b; Baynham, 1995; 
Barton and 
Hamilton,, 1998,2000; Barton, Hamilton and Ivanic, 2000). 
The 'New Literacy Studies' re-examined ways in which literacy is viewed and 
recognised the tendency for researchers to impose their own 
beliefs and assumptions 
when interpreting other people's literacies (Street, 
1993). Earlier, Street (1984: 43) had 
suggested that literacy learning is "always embedded 
in some social form ... always 
leamt in relation to these uses in specific social conditions. " Later 
he drew attention to 
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the idea that literacy is never neutral and that it is "inextricably linked to cultural and 
power structures in society ... and with the variety of cultural practices associated with 
reading and writing in different contexts. " (Street, 1993: 7). 
In advocating ethnographic studies of literacy, Street (1993) argued for theoretical 
models which also address issues of power relations as instantiated in such practices, 
since all literacy practices are seen to have an ideological base. He proposed one version 
of literacy as 'autonomous', neutral and conservative that focuses on a set of skills, and 
another that is 'ideological' with cultural and political elements connected with 
sociocultural practices. In this view becoming literate is seen as a social activity that is 
embedded in everyday life and social relations, with texts and print used in many 
different ways (Hannon, 1995; Marsh and Millard, 2000; Hall, Larson and Marsh, 2003; 
Marsh, 2003). It takes into account local understandings and the significance of literacy 
practices in people's everyday lives. For instance, studies point to the relevance of the 
whole home-community environment for literacy learning by children (Heath, 1983; 
Street, 1984; Drury, 1997; Volk, 1997a, 1997b; Brooker, 2002a, 2002b; Anning, 2003; 
Robertson, 2004a,, 2004b). Such studies also stress the contextualisation of all literacy 
practices and the importance of social activities surrounding reading and writing. 
However, a distinction is often made between the wider concepts of literacy and print 
literacy, which has been defined by Purcell-Gates et al. (2004: 26) as: 
The reading and writing of some form of print for communicative purposes is 
inherent in people's lives. Thus, it involves decoding and encoding of a 
linguistically based symbol system and is driven by social processes that rely 
upon communication and meaning. 
Literacy has come to be seen as inherently multiple and processual, with socio- 
historicaL cultural, political and psychological dimensions. Thus, reading and writing 
can be seen as socially situated and always mediated through different social activities 
(Purcell-Gates, Jacobsen and Degener, 2004). 
Within 'New Literacy Studies', Gregory and Williams (2000a: 11) point out that school 
sanctioned literacy is viewed as "just one of a multiplicity of literacies which take place 
in people's lives, in different languages, in different domains and for a variety of 
purposes. " Their study of intergenerational literacies in London revealed that a 
multiplicity of literacies are used by young children and their siblings at 
home, in school 
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and in community classes (Gregory and Williams, 2000a, 2000b; Gregory, 2001). 
Examples included classroom language and learning practices, community language and 
religious classes, and learning in local libraries (Gregory and Williams, 2000a, 2000b). 
In summary, therefore, literacy can also be seen as "constructed by and woven 
throughout social and cultural practices, shaped by historical, status, and power 
relationships. It is always 'local', imbued with local meanings and practices"' (Purcell- 
Gates, Jacobsen and Degener, 2004: 63). Since literacy practices within the educational 
settings of Bangladeshi homes, mainstream schools and community classes are largely 
constructed by adults who take into account their own sociocultural circumstances, the 
next section considers how children experience their own literacies and make meaning 
of the pedagogies in different learning environments. 
3.8 Multiple Pathways to Literacy 
There appear to be many pathways in learning to be literate, and Gregory (1997) has 
explored the 'multiple worlds of children's learning' in the UK in which home and 
community experiences are often not legitimised by schools. Heath (1983) had a similar 
experience when studying literacy in rural USA. In addition, schools give little 
recognition to how children "switch from one language or literacy practice to another, 
each with its corresponding set of rules" (Gregory, 1997: 9). This ability to 'switch' or 
draw on different literacy strategies has been represented metaphorically as 'steps' 
(Gregory and Biarnes, 1994) or 'pathways' (Clay, 1998) or 'paths' (Gregory, Long and 
Volk, 2004). 
Gregory (1997) has suggested a syncretic approach in which children call upon their 
different 'worlds' to blend home and school language and learning practices. Such a 
wealth of 'invisible' and out-of-school literacies has only recently been more widely 
recognised (Rashid and Gregory, 1997; Hirst, 1998; Gregory and Williams, 2000a, 
2000b; Moss, 2001; Parke et al., 2002). Gregory et al. (2004: 4) emphasises the notion 
of blending by children, a creative process that is inherent in cross-cultural encounters, 
is "often characterised by contradictory elements arising out of disparities in power. " 
Besides the 'multiple worlds' involved in home and school, another issue is the 
consideration as to how children make meaning and learn to use literacy in different 
community settings. Heath (1983) found in the USA that community literacy practices 
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and values often did not link with those of the local school, which did not recognise or 
capitalise on these out-of-school children's literacy experiences. Similarly, Gregory 
(1993) in the UK highlighted similar misunderstandings by primary class teachers who 
perceived children of Bangladeshi descent as having 'problems' with literacy and who 
were often unaware that many six year old pupils were also regularly attending local 
Arabic and Bengali classes. In addition, such learning in community classes was not 
seen as an educational strength that children might use in school. Moss (2001), in 
referring to such continuities and discontinuities between home and school, pointed out 
that adults often do not recognise nor build on children's cultural knowledge, 
particularly for ethnic minority groups and working class children. Luke and Cale 
(1997) suggest that educationalists need to build on children's prior knowledge and be 
more aware in the classroom of home and community literacy practices. 
In examining the wider role of communications, Marsh and Millard (2000) explored 
children's popular culture and how it might be used in the literacy curriculum in school, 
including environmental print, comics, television, computer games, and music. They 
argued for a greater recognition of working-class and minority group children's 
4cultural capital'. Marsh (2003,2004), in her later study, found that the use of story- 
books for reading and writing in nursery schools could actually marginalise such wider 
literacy experiences. The inclusion of children's "intertextual universe" and interests 
should make school literacy practices more meaningful and thus generate more 
motivation for literacy (Marsh and Millard, 2000; Moss, 2001). Indeed, Millard (1997) 
had earlier argued for greater use of popular literacies and non-literary texts in school in 
order to develop critical literacy skills and to encourage children to explore their 
identities, including issues of class, racism and gender. The value of bringing such 
approaches to literacy into schools has been demonstrated in the United Kingdom by 
Hall and Robinson (1995) and Kenner (2000). 
Kress (2003) has widened the definition of literacy and drawn attention to the need to 
understand how children create their meanings in a multi-modal way. He proposes the 
use of a social semiotic perspective to study 'texts' in social and cultural spaces, and 
maintains there is a need to explore the many different forms of communication, since a 
child's world is "multi-modal, one where there are many culturally shaped resources - 
modes - for making meaning" (Kress, 2003: 156). In this view, literacy is a broad and 
complex set of skills, meshed with other activities, including oral narratives, drawing, 
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emergent writing, shaping of letters, telling stories, making plays and constructing 
models. Texts may be integrated with popular culture, such as portrayed by television 
characters, together with personal narratives from home and school (Pahl, 1999; Marsh 
and Millard,, 2000). 
In conclusion, a growing body of research has shown how children are involved in a 
wide range of everyday literacies and that a gulf often exists between literacy learning 
in homes, schools and communities, including for bilingual learners and children from 
non-middle class backgrounds (Taylor and Dorsey-Gaines, 1988; Gregory, 1993; 
Kenner,, 2000; Williams and Gregory, 2001). Evidence shows that children have 
individual literacy histories and many valuable pre-school literacy experiences. 
However, building on and validating children's own literacy histories will be a constant 
challenge if school learning environments are to engage with children's motivation 
(Wells and Claxton, 2002b). These issues are particularly pertinent for multilingual 
children growing up in the United Kingdom. This is examined next. 
3.9 Bilingual Learners and the National Literacy Strategy 
Being a bilingual learner is highly relevant to how children acquire literacy, as they may 
be at different stages in acquiring both their first and additional languages, as well as 
learning to read in an unfamiliar language while also learning to speak it (Gregory, 
1996). Bilingual learners have to learn what 'counts' as reading as well as situate 
themselves within the social context of different learning environments. Bialystok 
(2001: 153) suggested these issues highlight the many dimensions children, including 
emergent bilingual learners, face when learning to be literate, as follows: 
Despite the formidable burdens presented by the social context, children must 
nonetheless master the cognitive skills that lead to reading. Each language bears 
a slightly different relation to its printed form, each writing system represents 
the spoken language in a somewhat different manner, each social group places a 
different premium on literacy and provides different levels of access to it, and 
each educational system resolves the pedagogical issues independently. 
The children in my study are in the process of learning to read in another language, the 
concepts about print in English are different from those they are developing in Bengali 
and Arabic, such as print directionality and the conventions when learning to read the 
Qur'an. They also have to learn to take risks when acquiring the language of the 
dominant culture (Siraj-Blatchford and Clarke, 2000; Riley and Reedy, 2003) and 
acquiring a second language is similar to that of very young children 
learning new 
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vocabulary and grammatical structures in their first language (Riley, 1999). However, 
bilingual learners can bring a meta-cognitive awareness of the way that languages are 
structured and work, including how to 'read' non-verbal signals and their meanings 
(Riley, 1999; Robertson, 2002). Thus the learning process for bilingual learners has 
many facets. Gregory (1996) points out that bilingual learners cannot easily use 'top- 
down' strategies to process texts but tend to rely more on reading strategies that use 
decoding to access meaning. Robertson (2004a) suggests that bilingual learners seem to 
have a stronger 'cognitive flexibility' or dexterity in making meaning and using 
different clues to make up for any gaps in semantic knowledge. Indeed, Gregory (1996) 
had earlier advocated supporting bilingual learners' encounters with texts in English by 
starting with what children understand, the 'known', with teachers explicitly 
introducing the 'unknown', for example, through the use of stories. 
However, bilingual learners may also have considerable literacy knowledge and skills 
that remains hidden (Baker and Baker, 1995), including having an ability to manipulate 
language in ways that monolingual children often do not have. Gregory (1996) 
suggested drawing on this awareness to utilise 'clues' about pronunciation, vocabulary 
and grammar. Drury (1997) and Robertson (2004a, 2004b) suggest that such advantages 
are usually strongest when a child's first language is seen to have high prestige and 
when the bilingualism is seen as 'additive' to the first language rather than as 
'subtractive' or detrimental or replacing the first language. In addition, Edwards and 
Nwenmely (2000) observe that reading at home may differ from that of school, with 
different world views and a diverse range of responses to the printed word. 
In the United Kingdom, Bengali is not usually viewed as a high status language and 
neither is it positively promoted, in contrast to the positive status given to many 
European languages. Recent research suggests that many schools and teachers appear to 
be unaware of the positive cognitive advantages inherent in bilingualism and thus fail to 
exploit language skills as a valuable resource for literacy (Blackledge, 1993; Conteh, 
2002; Parke et al., 2002; Robertson, 2004a, 2004b). Bilingual children can call upon a 
wide variety of useful experiences in developing their 'new' language although, as 
additional language learners, they also face high levels of risk as they acquire language 
competence in classrooms (Riley and Reedy, 2000; Riley, 2003a, 2003b). Ideas of good 
practice and a 'safe' envirom-nent are suggested as offering a positive and enabling 
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ethos that values the community culture, offers dual text support and constantly embeds 
learning in concrete contexts. 
Using the term 'living with' rather than 'speaking' two or more languages reveals the 
need to see bilingualism as a way of life rather than merely as language proficiency 
(Ulich and Oberhuemer, 1997: 70). Bilingual children are not two monolinguals in one 
person but one person with a broad linguistic and cultural profile. They are not 
experiencing a deficit or suffering negative impacts on intellectual development but 
often have a higher linguistic and social awareness than their monolingual peers, 
together with greater cognitive and intellectual flexibilities (Vygotsky, 1962,1978; 
Drury, 1997; Robertson, 1997,2004a, 2004b). There is also evidence that concepts 
developed in one language can interact with and help develop other languages 
(Cummins, 1984,199 1; Kenner, 2000). 
Conteh (2002) observes that bilingual learners are sometimes seen as having problems 
that call for remedial action. For instance, Gregory and Williams (2003) found that 
Bangladeshi children growing up in London's East End are often seen by mainstream 
schools as being in the "subtractive bilingualism" model, with their mother tongue 
frequently being ignored and attempts made to replace it with English. Rosowsky 
(2001) found that Muslim pupils used their decoding strategies for Qur'anic texts when 
reading in a mainstream secondary school and relied heavily on graphophonic cues and 
word recognition information. He (2001: 68) observed that, "What is not so often 
recognised is the possibility that an experience outside of the classroom may also 
partially determine for a reader what exactly literacy is and that the engagement with 
other forms of literacy, including that of the school and a classroom, is shaped by that 
experience. " Walters (2003) in her study of young Bangladeshi children reading in 
primary school found that not all successfully became able readers. Although they took 
part in reading interactions with teachers and learned to decode accurately, they took 
insufficient meaning from the texts to complete their school tasks. In her view, children 
understood what counted as reading at home and in school and community as reading as 
performance, not as reading for meaning. 
How were these issues approached in the National Literacy Strategy Literacy? As 
literacy is seen by both home and school as fundamental to success in education, efforts 
were made to understand more about children's literacy strengths in their everyday 
lives 
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(Hall and Robinson,, 1995; Kenner, 2000; Rashid and Gregory, 1997; Robertson, 
2004a). Multilingualism is recognised in the Primary National Strategy (PMS) 
Framework (DfEE, 2006), and the Literacy Strategy acknowledged the benefit of 
children using knowledge of their first language when learning to read and write in 
Standard English. The Strategy suggested that "talking about literacy in languages other 
than English can help ... to identify points of similarity and difference between 
languages at word, sentence and text level" (DfEE, 1998: 107). Bilingual language 
learners are recognised as having their own logical interaction with different languages 
and texts (Robertson, 2002). In addition, the NLS and PNS endorse a cognitive and 
psycholinguistic view of reading, with an emphasis on 'reading for meaning' and 
development of skills in prediction, deduction and inference, including the use of 
stories,, illustrations, layout, genres, syntax, semantics and grapho-phonic knowledge 
In light of the above, there are many questions as to how bilingual children might 
actually view their learning experiences across different pedagogical practices. For 
instance, in what ways do they integrate and syncretise (or draw boundaries between) 
their various strategies for learning literacy? Do they move between two or more stable 
literacy domains? Do they see themselves as living 'one world' with different sets of 
social relations, which incorporates their syncretic perceptions and creativity? The 
concept of living in 'multiple worlds' does not appear to capture their lived experience, 
as the 'self can be multiple in relation to different sets of social relations and different 
learning environments (Hall and Robinson, 1995; Gregory et al., 2004). 
3.11 Conclusions and Implications for the Research Study 
This literature review set out to develop a sociocultural perspective and an interactive 
process view of literacy, acknowledging both the 'bottom-up' and 'top-down' 
approaches to literacy learning. This has raised complex issues in attempting to define 
literacy and in reconciling how cognition rests within the influences of different cultural 
contexts. 
Within a sociocultural perspective, literacy learning requires a focus on the social 
processes and cultural context for literacy and its construction in everyday life and 
events, as well as through the negotiation of meaning in different contexts. This 
approach calls for a closer examination of the actual processes involved in both leaming 
and teaching, including the cognitive task of learning and processing key skills and 
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concepts involved in becoming a skilful reader and writer. This study needs, therefore, 
to observe and analyse the different learning environments and the sociocultural 
practices involved. The review has also highlighted the complex tasks undertaken by 
multilingual children and the various pathways they utilise to become multiliterate. 
In exploring how these Bangladeshi children in north London view themselves as 
learners, I take literacy learning as the 'window' to observe what is salient to both 
children and adults, including the cognitive tasks and related sociocultural expectations. 
My study needs to explore the meanings that both children and adults derive from and 
construct about the leaming and teaching of different literacies and to understand the 
ways children form their ideas about literacy learning. 
Based on this literature review I identify the following important issues as pertinent to 
exploring the Bangladeshi children's experiences of literacy learning at home, in school 
and community classes: 
1. Literacy learning is not a unitary process. It is socially constructed and takes many 
forms, depending on its purpose and historical context. Literacy learning needs to be 
seen as developing inside and outside of school, throughout life, both formally and 
informally, and with and without explicit instruction, with the child as the agent in 
constructing its learning. 
2. Literacy as a social practice is inherently multiple and processual, with children 
experiencing a multiplicity of literacies. School literacy is therefore only one form, 
with both the home and community literacy environments being highly relevant to 
the children's total literacy experience and understandings. 
3. Multidisciplinary studies of learning and literacy need to draw on psychological, 
linguistic and social perspectives, by combining an understanding of literacy as a set 
of skills, what children learn, how they learn and how they use literacy in their 
everyday lives. 
4. Bangladeshi children, through their experiences of literacies at home and in the 
community, may bring to school their own understandings and views about print 
and what counts as reading. Multilingual learners may have particular strengths and 
weaknesses which may not be recognised or valued by their significant adults. 
5. The complementary 'interactive' model of learning to read and write highlights the 
cognitive tasks for monolingual learners, but for the multilingual learner there are 
additional dimensions and challenges at different stages of literacy development. 
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6. The notion of multiple pathways to literacy is a useful metaphor for understanding 
children"s experiences of learning and how their knowledge and skills are typified 
and legitimised in different settings. It should show how children negotiate or 
syncretise different practices or indeed keep them separate. 
The Bangladeshi children should be at the centre of this study if I am to understand how 
they make meaning and use literacy in their everyday lives. To do this my study first 
needs to draw on the principles of grounded theory for analysing children's own 
perspectives and I should remain open to their own views of literacy learning. Thus my 
theoretical approach and research methodology should neither pre-suppose nor pre- 
determine what might be most salient to the children themselves. In addition, I also 
need to include the role of significant adults and siblings when observing literacy 
related instructional events in the three domains of home,, school and community. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: LITERATURE REVIEW: 
BANGLADESHIS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM 
My grandma lives there, and three aunties, my mum's sisters, khala, not my dad's 
sisters, phupu - we have lots of words for auntie, you have only one - they live here. Nazma,, aged 9 years, Year 5, conversation in school playground, November 1999. 
It is this capacity to operate across cultures, to think across and through different 
rituals, routines and languages, that should give children confidence to deal with 
their future worlds. 
Gregory and Kenner (2003: 82): The Out-of-School Schooling ofLiteracy. 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter places Bangladeshi children's learning experiences within a wider 
historical perspective and within the sociocultural world of adults. Literature about 
British Bangladeshis prior to the 1970s is sparse as they were included under 
'Pakistanis' until Bangladesh gained its independence in 1971. Earlier studies focused 
mainly on Pakistanis and Sikhs (Carey and Shukur, 1986), while later researchers 
distinguished between Bangladeshis, Pakistanis and other South Asian groups (Eade, 
1990; Peach, 1990; Gardner, 1992; Ballard, 1994). 
Over the past thirty years, research perspectives on the South Asian presence in the 
United Kingdom have shifted considerably. Earlier research tended to categorise South 
Asians as one group and recognised few differences in origin, religion or language. In 
fact,, Gundara (1994) argued that this is now seen as both inappropriate and racist, since 
it denies the different historical origins that exist amongst Asians. Changing paradigms 
increasingly reflect both post-modem and post-colonial concerns (Clifford and Marcus, 
1986; Clifford, 1988) and changes in the lives and historical profiles of so-called 'ethnic 
minorities' (Gardner, 2002a, 2002b). 
Bangladeshis in the United Kingdom in the 1980s were seen as an economically and 
socially disadvantaged group in comparison with other minorities (Home Affairs 
Committee, 1986; Office for National Statistics, 1991; Camden Borough Council, 1996; 
National Survey of Ethnic Minorities, 1997). A full summary of the trends from the 
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1960s to the 1990s in the migration and settlement of South Asians and associated 
changing notions of ethnicity and cultural diversity in the United Kingdom is included 
in Appendix 4.1. 
The following sections describe how Bangladeshis settled in London, including in the 
borough where this study was conducted, and the role played by the Bangladeshi 
diaspora in the children's lives. The chapter then reviews the research literature on 
ethnicity and education in schools, followed by the learning and literacy experiences of 
Bangladeshi children at home and in the community. The chapter concludes with some 
important implications for the present study. 
4.2 Bangladeshi Identity and Diaspora in the United Kingdom 
There has been a large migration of people from Sylhet District in Bangladesh to the 
United Kingdom (Peach, 1990) and, as Gardner (1995: 19) pointed out in the mid- I 990s, 
there has been no substantial work on Sylheti migration and little anthropology of 
British Sylhetis has been conducted. Contrary to popular perception, by the 1990s 
Bangladeshis in the United Kingdom did not constitute a homogeneous community as 
there were considerable variations in length of residence, wealth, skills, educational 
experience and original home areas in Bangladesh. 
In the 1990s research focused more on the social and global environment of 
Bangladeshi communities, including how ethnic identities became constructed as 
authentic. Gardner and Shukur (1994) proposed that the term 'Bangladeshi' is not 
appropriate since it masks the presence of multiple social identities and the global 
environment in which most British-Bangladeshi people live. Further, Ballard (1994) 
argued that the Bangladeshi 'community', as such, does not exist although people do 
identify themselves as Bangladeshi when asked and do unite through kinship ties and 
obligations. For example, in the 1980s in Tower Hamlets "imagined communities" 
emerged in order to compete for scarce resources such as housing, education and jobs 
(Anderson, 1983; Eade, 1990,1994a, 1994b). This "useful fiction" tended to conflate 
cultures and communities based on local and national identities (Baumann, 1996). 
International events, Eade (1990,1994a) suggests, have enabled Bangladeshis to view 
themselves as a part of the global Islamic ummah (community) and encouraged more 
conformity in dress and religious rituals. However, Eade and Albrow (1994: 12) alert us 
to the need to look beyond "the arena of formal representation by the 'experts' and 
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question the solidity of group customs and traditions by focusing on the competencies 
of skilful individual actors. " The voice and knowledge of ordinary Bangladeshi people 
is closely linked to political and religious developments occurring in Bangladesh and 
globally (Eade, 1994a). 
Studies of the Bangladeshi diaspora indicate that most families remain closely involved 
with both their desh (homeland), which may refer to Bangladesh, Sylhet District or their 
village, and with bidesh (foreign homeland) in the United Kingdom. Desh and bidesh 
refer to a set of social relationships and families do not simply belong to desh or bidesh 
(Gardner, 1993; Siddiqui, 2004). As Gardner (1992: 589) points out, "To understand 
Sylhetis' lives in Britain, we must consider forces acting upon Sylhet and Bangladesh, 
as well as those in Britain. Since becoming British does not necessarily mean that 
village links become less important, the effects of migration on Sylhet in turn affect 
those who are primarily settled in the United Kingdom. " Jackson and Nesbitt 
(1993: 170) in their study of 8-13 year old British Hindu children in Coventry 
commented: 
Children are not only aware of aspects of families' migration history, but 
interact with relatives in Britain and in other countries who have lived through 
parallel experiences ... these networks provide more than personal contacts and influences; they are channels of cultural influence through video, fashion and 
music. 
The pattern of visits between the United Kingdom and Bangladesh is changing, with 
families making fewer visits and remittances to Bangladesh (Siddiqui, 2004). Marriages 
between British Bangladeshi families and people living in Sylhet are decreasing while 
more are taking place between families resident in the United Kingdom (Gardner and 
Shukur, 1994). However, Bangladeshis still see class and status in terms of Muslimjat 
(caste), namely bhalamanush (good people) and chottomanush (small people), terms 
which are linked to colonial land tenure systems and to kinship, hierarchy and marriage. 
Indeed, such concerns come to the fore when marriage is being considered (Gardner, 
1995). Although young Bangladeshis recognise that they may occupy an ambiguous 
position in British society, they do not see themselves as either caught or trapped 
between two cultures (Ballard, 1994; Gardner and Shukur, 1994). 
Many families have settled in London's poor inner city areas, such as Tower Hamlets, 
Newham and Camden (Ali and Eade, 1995). They have a younger demographic age 
profile than other South Asian groups and until recently retained a preference for brides 
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or grooms from Bangladesh (Modood et al., 1997). In order to provide more 
background, the next section provides a brief overview of the growth of Bangladeshi 
communities in London and outlines the socio-economic conditions experienced by 
Bangladeshi children growing up in the United Kingdom. 
4.3 Bangladeshis in London Boroughs 
For Bangladeshi families living in London it is important to recognise Milner's (1983) 
cautionary note that cultural and historical material can perpetuate the view of ethnic 
groups as 'immigrants'. The earliest Bangladeshi residents in London were often 
lascars, seamen, who had jumped ship after working as cooks and engine room 
mechanics in ships of the East India Company (Adams, 1987). In the 1920s a small 
community settled in London's East End and during the 1930s Bengali men, mainly 
single, began to settle in other areas of London in shared and often over-crowded rented 
accommodation. 
In 1991 the total Bengali population in the United Kingdom from East Pakistan was 
nearly 163,000 of whom 36% had been born in the United Kingdom (Peach, 1990). 
Explicit information on Bangladeshi ethnic status was first requested in the 1991 census 
(Storkey, 1993) and in the 2001 census the total number had risen to about 300,000. 
They made up just under 2% of the total United Kingdom population and just under a 
half (144,000) were living in London. 
Following the Second World War Bengali ex-soldiers and seamen settled in the London 
Borough of Camden, gathering at Bengali tea shops and cafes that were the forerunners 
of the later community centres (Momen, 1991). By 1990 there were nearly 2,000 
Bangladeshi children in the borough's schools. A survey of the borough's residents in 
the mid-1990s by the borough's Equalities Unit (1996) found that the post-war 
Bangladeshi community experienced considerable racial discrimination, educational 
under-achievement and high unemployment rates. Ninety four percent of all 
Bangladeshi adults in this borough had been born in Bangladesh and 97% had 
originated from Sylhet District. They considered themselves as Bangladeshi (95%), 
Sylheti (86%) and Muslim (82%). Many families had also experienced discriminatory 
practices in housing. In recent years the younger second generation have developed 
careers in community health, education, local government and computer related 
industries (Brooker, 2003a). 
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The study borough has many community organisations involving Bangladeshi families 
and children, ranging from small mosques which run Qur'an classes for children, drop- 
in community groups, Sure Start centres, tenants' organisations, and Saturday schools 
with Bengali classes. In addition, there is a range of Bengali language and Qur'an 
classes provided for small groups of children in family homes by local mullahs (Muslim 
clerics) and peripatetic teachers of Bengali origin. There are also segregated women's 
groups involved in sewing, health promotion and keep fit/gym classes in community 
centres. 
During the 1990s, several inner London schools had a majority of Bangladeshi children, 
including the school in this study which was known locally during the 1980s as the 
'Paki school'. In 2001 the total Bangladeshi community in the study borough was 
estimated at over 12,500 people, the largest ethnic minority group at 6% in a diverse 
population (Office for National Statistics, 2001). The Bangladeshi residents have a 
young age profile, with almost a half being under 16 years and about three quarters 
under 25 years old. Over 50 percent of Bangladeshi pupils are eligible for free school 
meals, double that for any other Asian group, which indicates lower socio-economic 
status (13hattacharya, Ison and Blair, 2003). Bengali heads the list of about 125 
languages spoken in inner London schools (Camden Borough Council, 2003). In recent 
years an influx of new refugees and asylum-seekers, mainly from South America, 
Eastern Europe and the Horn of Africa (Kahin, 1997) have replaced Bangladeshis as 
newcomers. 
The recent history of Bangladeshi migration and settlement in general, together with the 
young age profile of the Bangladeshi communities, is a relevant historical context for 
the children's experience of learning. The next section examines the educational 
experiences of ethnic minority children, with particular attention to British Bangladeshi 
children. 
4.4 Bangladeshi Children and Education 
During the 1980s academic 'underachievement' became a major focus in educational 
debates about ethnic minority pupils, including Bangladeshi children (Gillborn and 
Mirza, 2000). Issues of ethnicity, socio-economic status and education had earlier come 
to wider attention through the Bullock Report: A Language 
for Life (DES, 1975) and 
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later in the Swann Committee Report: Education of Children ftom Ethnic Minority 
Groups (DES, 1985). These reports recognised the importance of language and culture 
in contributing to educational attainment, and two common themes emerged in the 
research literature. First, socio-economic and structural inequalities were found to be 
powerful determinants of differential attainment (Newson and Newson, 1976; Rutter 
and Madge, 1976; Mortimore and Mortimore, 1986), and second, there were important 
interactions between ethnic background and such factors as social class and gender, 
which were increasingly recognised as having a substantial influence on the life chances 
of young people (Essen and Wedge, 1982; ILEA, 1983a, 1983b). 
While the effects of poverty and deprivation on educational achievement have long been 
acknowledged as important explanatory factors (Wedge and Prosser, 1973; Rampton 
Committee Report, 1981; Wedge and Essen, 1982), attention then turned to children's 
experiences in schools and the significance of 'race' and ethnicity in education 
(Tomlinson, 1992). Ofsted (1996) pointed out that the concept of 'under achievement' 
is problematic and, as Gillborn and Mirza (2000: 7) said, "The reasons for such relative 
'under achievement' are multiple and patterns of inequality are not fixed. " Failure was 
mainly located with individuals and their families rather than in the educational system 
(Mirza, 1992; Ofsted, 1996). Explanations for under achievement were seen as being 
with the 'disadvantaged' child and in their home and community circumstances (Troyna 
and Carrington, 1990). 
Research has mainly studied the experiences of Bangladeshi children in secondary 
education, including language learning and home-school relations from a pedagogical 
standpoint (Warner, 1992; Quader, 1993), generational continuity and change among 
the second generation of young Bangladeshi people (Eade, 1994a, 1994b, 1997) and the 
importance of home-school relations (Warner, 1992; Quader, 1993). In addition, 
education in other settings, such as Bengali and Qur'anic community classes, was often 
ignored (Mirza, 1997; Reay and Mirza, 1997). 
Recent ethnic monitoring has highlighted some differential successes. Pupils of Indian 
origin achieved higher outcomes than Bangladeshi or Pakistani pupils and they were 
also marginally better than their white peers of the same sex (Gillborn and Gipps, 1996; 
Gillborn and Mirza, 2000). However, Bangladeshi pupils were less likely to achieve 
five or more high GCSE (General Certificate of Secondary Education) grades and more 
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likely to leave school without any qualifications (Gillborn and Gipps, 1996), although 
this has now changed. In addition, boys achieved less well than girls across all ethnic 
groups (Bhattacharyya, Ison and Blair, 2003). The reasons for these disparities are 
complex, although economic disadvantage has an impact on educational achievement 
(Gillborn and Mirza, 2000). There was lower attaim-nent by pupils from manual family 
backgrounds within each ethnic group and social class factors persisted, and even 
overrode, the influence of ethnic inequalities (Gipps, 2002). 
A quarter of England's Bangladeshi children aged 5-15 years old live in the London 
Borough of Tower Hamlets where they have become one of the highest attaining ethnic 
groups (Gillborn and Gipps, 1996). Despite socioeconomic disadvantages these 
Bangladeshi children achieved higher exam scores than their white and 'Caribbean' 
counterparts (Haque, 2000). The LEA (Local Education Authority) attributed their 
fluency in English language to targeted support throughout primary and secondary 
schooling. Bangladeshis were also found to be the only South Asian ethnic group which 
had not experienced "a linguistic decline" in the use of their languages, Bangladeshi and 
Sylheti, at home between adults and children (Modood et al., 1997: 310). Recently, 
children of Bangladeshi descent have shown improvement in their educational ranking 
(Ofsted, 2004). However, a lack of fluency in English is believed to be a significant 
factor in underachievement (Camden, 1995). 
Another pattern was seen in the poor performance of Bangladeshi pupils in inner 
London where,, in 1995, over 30% were classified by their primary schools as being at 
Stages I and 2 for English language development (as new to or becoming familiar with 
English), far more than any other ethnic group (Camden Borough Council, 1995). The 
National Pupil Database showed that over 90% of Bangladeshi and Pakistani pupils in 
England were registered as having English as an Additional Language at Key Stage I 
(EAL) (Bhattacharyya, Ison and Blair,, 2003), although this does not mean that children 
are not fluent English speakers. 
Haque (2000) concludes that Bangladeshi children have begun to show higher 
educational attainment, despite formerly suffering marked educational 
disadvantages. 
However, during the 1990s, attaim-nent still lagged "behind white averages nationally at 
the local level" (Gillborn and Mirza, 2000: 11), although the educational attainment of 
Bangladeshis compared to their white peers has remained much the same (Gillborn and 
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Mirza, 2000). An assessment of the Bangladeshi community's own aspirations in 1997 
found a strong felt need for new research into their children's early educational 
experiences in nursery and infant schools (Eversley and Levy, 1997). Gillbom and 
Gipps (1996) emphasised the value of qualitative research studies in studying ethnic 
groups and education. As schools are only one of several learning environments, the 
next section reviews studies focusing on learning at home and in community settings. 
4.5 Children Learning at Home and in the Community 
Although primary school is a key learning environment, a vast amount of early learning 
also takes place at home and in community settings. A growing body of research 
recognises the cultural differences in learning practices of ethnic minority children in 
primary schools and the rich repertoire of practices these children use in home learning 
(Gregory, 1998; Gregory and Williams, 1998). Parker-Jenkins (1991,1995) points out 
that the values held at home on the role of religion may not be compatible with those 
values taught in school, and Bhatti (1999: 234), in a study of South Asian secondary 
school children,, some of whom were Bangladeshi, identified the unrecognised 
negotiations that children had to make among "the sometimes conflicting perceptions 
and demands of home and school. " A survey of ethnic minority parents with children in 
Camden's schools found that over a half of their children attended supplementary, out- 
of-school classes in their mother tongue (Hancock and Turner, 2000). In addition, 
growing attention is being given to generational aspects of continuity and change 
among the second generation of young Bangladeshis (Gardner and Shukur, 1994; 
Gregory, 1994; Eade, 1994a, 1994b, 1997; Ali, 2000). 
Despite such findings, Howarth (1997) found that, while there appeared to be general 
satisfaction amongst Bangladeshi families with primary school provision, they did not 
understand how well their children were performing and that teachers did not have 
knowledge of their culture and community values. Bangladeshi parents also felt that 
play activities should focus more on teaching and that weekday evenings were suitable 
for homework and language and religious classes rather than for leisure activities. 
Brooker (2002a: 56) found that Bangladeshi parents perceived their role in preparing 
their children for school as "conveying appropriate messages about school and study. " 
They were confident in their role as transmitters of knowledge and in the use of didactic 
instruction to convey an explicit curriculum, such as when teaching alphabets or 
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counting in English, Bengali and Arabic, and in explaining religious knowledge and 
practices. This is particularly pertinent in early literacy and reading development which 
parents feel is often not valued by schools (Brooker, 2002a, 2002b). In her study of 
home and school learning of 'Anglo' (English) and 'Bangla' (Bangladeshi) children 
prior to and during their first year in school, Brooker (2000) studied what contributed to 
early success in learning, as seen from the three perspectives of children, their families 
and classteachers. She found that Bangladeshi parents did not generally view play as 
learning and saw the parent's duty was to "instruct their children in a culturally 
appropriate curriculum at the appropriate time" (Brooker, 2002a: 55). Drury (1997) also 
noted that Bangladeshi parents were overtly didactic in preparing their children for 
school,, while play and toys are unlikely to be seen as "educational". 
The Curriculum Guidance for the Foundation Stage, introduced in 2000, recognises the 
importance of schools in meeting the diverse needs of children. Included in its 
principles, the document explicitly states that "No child should be excluded or 
disadvantaged because of ethnicity, culture or religion, home language, family 
background, special educational needs, disability, gender or ability. " (QCA 2000: 11), 
and that, "Parents and practitioners should work together in an atmosphere of mutual 
respect ... " Putting principles 
into practice involves providing a relevant curriculum and 
well planned and organised learning environment in which "Practitioners must be aware 
that children bring to their early learning provision different experiences, interests, skills 
and knowledge that affect their ability to learn" (QCA, 2000: 17) (my italics). Other 
studies have also shown that 'non-mainstream' (read ethnic minority families) have rich 
language and literacy practices which are frequently unknown, even ignored in school 
(Gregory, 1993,1997; Kenner, 2000). As a result teachers fail to realise that children 
come to school with different expectations of ways of interacting with print, which can 
lead to teachers as judging children as unwilling and unable and provide them with 
fewer opportunities to participate. 
In earlier ethnographic studies of Bangladeshi children in East London, Gregory (1992, 
1997) focused mainly on discontinuities (and continuities) evident in children's 
experiences of reading at home and in school, as well as on how interactions between 
children and teachers resulted in limited opportunities for some children to participate in 
language and literacy activities. She emphasised the need for explicitness for the 
children in terms of what counts as reading in the classroom. She also drew attention to 
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links between school and home literacy practices (Gregory, 1994). Later Gregory and 
Williams (1998) also drew attention to the critical role of older siblings and the ways 
they blend practices from home, school and community in their play. Later research 
investigated the ways Bangladeshi children syncretise their learning strategies across 
these domains and become members of different cultural groups based on languages, 
literacies, materials and ways of interacting (Gregory et al., 2004). Children as young as 
4 years old have been found to move skilfully from one cultural situation to another and 
to participate energetically in all the different groups (Jackson and Nesbitt, 1993). 
More recently too, research studies have also emphasised the need to understand the 
learning that takes place in the many community classes that Bangladeshi children 
attend, where they learn about their religion, language and history (Hancock and Turner, 
2000). These classes are highly significant for Bangladeshi families (Gregory, 1992; 
Murshad, 1996a; Rashid and Gregory, 1997). However, although the 'official' 
mainstream educational view is that play and pleasure both enhance young children's 
leaming, this is not practised in such community classes where leaming Arabic and the 
Qur'an mean pleasing Allah and becoming a 'proper' member of the Islamic 
community (Gregory, 1994; Gregory and Williams, 2000a). Bangladeshi children, like 
all children, learn to utilise "multiple pathways to learning" (Gregory, 1999: 4) and to 
make sense of and negotiate the multiple and different pedagogies they experience 
(Woods, Boyle and Hubbard, 1999). 
In summary, research has demonstrated considerable continuities and discontinuities in 
children's learning experiences at home, in school and in community settings, and 
children do attempt to make sense of what is expected of them as learners and 'proper 
pupils' (Webster and Feiler, 1998; Pahl, 1999; Riley, 1999; Marsh, 2003). Four main 
themes emerge from research with Bangladeshi children: the importance of home 
literacy practices, the pedagogies of home and school, the creation of classroom 
cultures, and teacher expectations. Studies have also drawn attention to the positive but 
invisible strengths and skills that bilingual learners can bring to their literacy learning 
(Robertson, 2002; Conteh, 2003). This is examined further in the following section. 
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4.6 Learning and Literacy 
This section examines current knowledge of the multiple literacies of home and school 
and the skills and knowledge that bilingual children of Bangladeshi origin can bring to 
learning. Over a decade ago Gregory (1994) highlighted the complex process of 
learning to be literate in different contexts, including the formal out-of-school learning 
in Bengali and Qur'anic community classes. She had previously shown how the nature 
of reading and its pedagogy at home and in community classes both influenced 
children's understandings of reading at school and the ways they transfer cognitive 
strategies between home and school in a two way process (Gregory, 1992,1996) 
Children experience different literacy practices and patterns of interaction when 
learning to read at home, in school and in community classes. Gregory and Kenner 
(2003) found that reading may also be perceived differently by parents and teachers, 
which suggested that a rich array of home literacy practices exist which could be 
"converted" by Bangladeshi families and drawn upon in other settings, such as in school 
(Gregory, 1992). Brooker (2000), however, in her study found that practices in one 
setting did not necessarily transpose or convert for use in another setting unless it had 
aspects of the dominant culture. For instance, the lower expectations of mainstream 
teachers for bilingual children learning to read, particularly children of Bangladeshi 
descent, contrasted with the assumptions of community teachers of Bengali and Arabic 
language classes that each child has the ability to be successful (Gregory, 1994). Rashid 
and Gregory (1997) also commented on the contrast between the high levels of 
concentration observed in community classes with the same children's seeming inability 
to stay on task in mainstream school classrooms. 
Recent research reveals growing support for the view that "people with access to 
different languages, cultural and religious practices have not just funds of knowledge 
but a range of choices that are inaccessible to monolinguals" (Gregory and Kenner, 
2003: 82). Gregory drew attention to the ways that older siblings at home may act as 
mediators by drawing on their experience of both school and community teaching 
strategies to support their younger siblings in learning to read (Gregory and Williams, 
1998; Gregory, 2001). Her research, mentioned earlier, also revealed the active 
involvement at home of parents, older siblings and other kin in reading and other 
learning events, including sharing in reading strategies that blended all their experiences 
to form a syncretic literacy (Gregory and Williams, 2000a, 2000b). In another study of 
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six Bangladeshi primary children in a predominantly white population in a rural county, 
Walters (2003) found that teachers may interpret pupils as unable or unwilling to 
participate when in fact they are having difficulties with understanding the language and 
task required. This then leads to a more restricted curriculum being offered. 
Acknowledging the challenge for bilingual and bicultural learners, Conteh (2003: 137) 
suggests that "contrasting rather than similar home and school strategies and practices 
provide children with a larger treasure trove from which to draw for school learning. " 
Her argument posits that differences can complement mainstream literacy rather than 
oppose it, although Brooker's (2000) study flags up the complexity of cultural 
understandings when used in daily classroom activities. Such studies, predominantly 
using sociocultural and socio-linguistic perspectives, encourage further research 
utilising more multidisciplinary approaches. 
This research review has raised the questions about children's own experience and their 
interpretation of different instructional discourses. How do they interpret what parents 
and teachers believe and practise about literacy learning? How do children understand 
their multifaceted and simultaneous world which is largely constructed and controlled 
by adults? This perspective was summarised by Brooker (2000: 301) and may also be 
applicable to learning in other key contexts. In assessing the mastery of knowledge that 
is valued by school and its relationship to children's educational success within the 
classroom she noted: 
What makes the difference ... is whether a child learns, or 
is taught, the rules of 
the culture,, such as that she or he is able to recognise and realise the requirement 
of the pedagogic discourse, and thus to become a well-regarded pupil and 
competent learner within the bounds of the offered curriculum and pedagogy. 
Possession of these rules is an essential constituent of social and cultural capital 
in the classroom. 
Pedagogical research has tended to move away from examining deficits in achievement 
to using a difference model that recognises the successful fusion of various cultural 
experiences and the syncretising of knowledge (Centre for Bangladeshi Studies, 1994; 
Gregory et al., 2004). In addition, it has begun to re-examine pedagogical practices for 
literacy and the ways that learning at home, and in school and community classes can 
influence young children's progress in reading and writing, including that of 
Bangladeshi children (Gregory and Williams, 1998; Gregory and Kenner, 2003). 
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4.7 Conclusions and ImPlications for the Research Study 
Research studies have revealed important perspectives on primary schools and young 
children's experiences of school, learning and literacy (Mayall, 1994; Pollard and Filer, 
1996; Sherman, 1997; Kendrick and McKay, 2004). This literature review confirms the 
relevance of historical perspectives in interpreting the present lives of Bangladeshi 
children. It also cautions that a 'Western' construction of childhood may be problematic 
when considering children with cultural links to South Asia. Bangladeshi childhoods are 
context dependent and may vary according to such aspects as place of birth, length of 
residence, class, gender and occupation which, Ahmed (1997: 21) points out, are 
"subject to continuous negotiations", particularly in relation to the Bangladeshi somaj or 
moral community. 
Children can be perceptive in reflecting on their complex learning environments and, as 
Pollard, Thiessen and Filer (1997: 49) found, "Home, community, peers and friends are 
ever present contexts within which primary pupils' classroom meanings and responses 
are located. " To understand the learning experiences of Bangladeshi children, therefore, 
it is appropriate to examine learning in the context of their sociocultural relationships, 
their global family connections, the influence of notions of desh and bidesh, and 
schooling and community classes. 
This literature review has provided an understanding of the multiple domains in which 
Bangladeshi children undertake their learning and how adults construct and frame the 
three different learning and educational domains of home, school and community. On 
this basis, it is important that this study takes into account the following as pertinent to 
this study: 
1. Religious and sociocultural beliefs and practices have an integral role in framing and 
inforraing the children's learning experiences. 
2. Adult folk beliefs and theories of what it means to be a child and a successful 
learner and, in terms of pedagogy, may differ across the three domains. 
3. Continuities and discontinuities in the pedagogy and curriculum for instructional 
events in these three domains may exist with respect to organisation of time, space 
and material resources. 
4. The children utilise multiple pathways for literacy learning within and between 
different learning domains. 
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5. The children encounter different meanings of 'reading' and what is involved in 
learning to read in the three domains. 
6. The children, as multilingual and bicultural learners, may bring particular strengths 
to literacy learning in these domains that may not be recognised or valued by 
significant adults. 
As I perceive literacy learning is a sociocultural process that is embedded in 
Bangladeshi daily life, I need to include the world views of Bangladeshi adults, 
including parents, siblings and teachers, in order to interpret the children's own 
meanings and uses for literacy. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: 
RESEARCH DESIGN AND PROCESS 
How can you write what we're talking about in our minds? 
Fawzia, age 7 years, Year 2, conversation in the classroom, May 2000. 
We can only suggest an interpretation, based on how we construct what we 
observe and how the data in turn and continuously serves to modify our 
perceptions. 
Mayall (1996: 65): Children, Health and the Social Order. 
5.1 Introduction 
Fawzia's reflective question highlights critical issues in using qualitative research. She 
asks how can researchers come to interpret and represent the sense children make of 
their learning experiences? How can my study make cultural inferences that go "beyond 
what is seen and heard to find out what people know? " (Spradley, 1980: 10). In this 
chapter I explain and reflect on the ways in which I attempt to answer Fawzia's 
question. In my research design I tried to solve these issues in order to make a credible 
and trustworthy account. 
During the study I refined my original research questions and progressively focused on 
literacy as the window for observing children's leaming. My final research questions 
became: 
In what ways do British Bangladeshi children (aged 4-10 years) make sense 
of different instructional events offered in the domains of home, school and 
community classes? 
2. In what ways do the children demonstrate their literacy leaming, including 
understanding the broader meaning and uses of literacy, across these three 
domains? 
In this chapter I outline my research intentions, the research methods and the overall 
research process. First, I explain my reasons for using ethnographic methods as the 
main methodological approach and then outline the research strategy and decisions I 
made during the research process. Next, I examine pertinent issues to do with research 
with children and follow this with some of the ethical and theoretical issues associated 
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with my fieldwork and 'writing ethnography'. I also consider reflexivity and questions 
of my own access,, role and status as a researcher. I next define an instructional event 
and justify using this as my main unit of analysis. Finally, I conclude by explaining my 
observational methods, the research location and the organisation and progress of my 
fieldwork in the two main phases. 
5.2 Ethnographic Research Process 
As the researcher I first wanted to clarify the processes involved in designing research 
and to establish what meaning I could derive from observations, recognising that my 
qualitative methods would infon-n both my own thinking and the study findings. I drew 
on Mason's (1996) 'difficult questions' to interrogate my assumptions and to examine 
key methodological issues, as well as how they may be resolved. I sought coherence 
and continuity, reminded by Robson (2002: 82) that good research design should have a 
"high compatibility among purposes, theory, research questions, methods and sampling 
strategy. " The research methods and analysis should establish the validity or truth of the 
findings (Holliday, 2002). 
Ethnography is a means of describing cultures, with the central aim of understanding 
another way of life from the local point of view. Spradley (1980: 3; italics in original) 
makes the distinction that, "Rather than studying people, ethnography means learning 
ftom people. " This involves understanding how beliefs, actions and meanings are 
constituted as explicit and implicit knowledge in a culture. However, as Spradley (1980) 
also points out, since culture cannot be observed directly, ethnographers make 
inferences from what people say, from the way they act, and from the artefacts they use. 
Ethnography here is "not simply good description" (Wolcott, 1987: 40), but is a process 
in which data and interpretation evolve together, with each informing the other. 
Doing 
ethnography, therefore, involves developing a theory rather than starting with a 
hypothesis, in a "cycle of hypothesis and theory building" that is consonant with the 
emerging observations (Massey and Walford, 1998: 9). 
Ethnographies of education are not now undertaken through anthropological immersion 
but typically utilise planned visits over a lengthy period (Pollard and Filer, 1996,1999; 
Connolly, 1998; Robertson, 2004b). This study is ethnographic 'in intent' in order to 
identify, in Wolcott's (1987: 39) words, "What elements most warrant attention. " My 
rationale for ethnographic approaches 
lies in their appropriateness for attaining the 
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study's aims and tackling my leading research questions (Spradley, 1980; Hammersley 
and Atkinson, 1995). As Massey and Walford (1998: 16) conclude, "Ethnography is 
ideal for reaching an understanding of children learning in context. " 
The integrated model of ethnography proposed by Hammersley and Atkinson (1995) 
values an initial inductive exploratory period as an acceptable basis for getting started. 
This approach reflects my own intention to seek the meanings that the children in the 
study attached to events, objects and experiences, whilst also ensuring my study has 
trustworthiness and an inner reliability (Robson, 2002). This approach also allowed for 
multiple perspectives, as well as a reflexive focus on the research process itself in order 
to obtain meaning (Merriam, 1988). In Fetterman's account (1998: 22), "Good 
ethnography requires both emic and etic perspectives", which involves representing the 
culture of the research domain from the point of view of the children as participants, as 
well as placing observations in a wider perspective that also makes sense from the 
conceptual viewpoint of the researcher. 
Adopting an ethnographic approach required reflection throughout the study, as I tried 
to "take two steps back" (Connolly, 1997: 180) in order to develop authenticity and 
critical reflexivity in designing the study, generating the observations, analysing the 
data, and presenting the findings. This process involved me in identifying and 
addressing important ethical issues generally and of undertaking research with children. 
Despite my best efforts to be systematic, however, ethnographic approaches also 
depended on my being surprised by witnessing unforeseen events, following 
unpredicted leads, and by assuming roles that had not been planned (Fetterman, 1998). 1 
aimed to remain flexible and sensitive to changing situations and to alter my plans if 
necessary. 
Next I explain how my research strategy developed for generating observations and 
collecting data, as well as for recording observations in fieldnotes and activities 
in 
fieldwork diaries. 
5.3 Developing the Research Strategy 
In qualitative research, since the "process is the product" 
(Ely et al., 1997: 52), 1 
recognise that in my writing I am 
imposing a structure on a process that was neither 
linear nor straightforward. Although I attempted to achieve a systematic research 
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design, in fact it is partly a post hoc reconstruction of what, in practice, was a more 
4messy' process of piecemeal inductive reflection, based on an ongoing analysis of 
incoming data. Following Phase One, I relocated my study to the Institute of Education, 
which meant reframing my study from a more open-ended anthropological perspective 
to one that was more bounded in educational discourse using ethnographic techniques. 
Box 5.1 below provides an outline for the main stages for this study. I began by setting 
up the study at Westway School in May 1999 and initiated Phase One fieldwork in 
September 1999. 
Box 5.1: Main Stages for the Study and Fieldwork. 
1. Setting Up the Study: May-August 1999 
Establishing contacts and seeking advice from other researchers, identifying 
Westway School as the research location, making preliminary contacts with the 
local Bangladeshi community, and obtaining access and agreement for the study. 
2. Phase One - Getting Started with Fieldwork: September-December 1999 
Attached mainly to the Reception class. A period during which I used 
participant observation to explore children's leaming and experimented 
with different observational methods for generating data. I progressively 
focused more on observing discrete instructional events. 
3. Phase One - Consolidating the Fieldwork: January-June 2000 
Attached for one terrn each to the Year 2 and Year 5 classes. 
Visited families at home and attended weekly classes and community events. 
Interviewed children, parents and school staff. 
4. Study on Hold: July 2000-September 2003 
Fieldwork suspended. Contact maintained with Westway School. 
5. Resuming the Study. - October 2003-July 2004 
At the Institute of Education I undertook further literature reviews and preliminary 
analysis of Phase One observations. I planned the research fieldwork for Phase 
Two and negotiated with Westway School to continue the fieldwork. 
6. Phase Two - Continuing the Fieldwork: September 
2004-July 2005 
Attached in turn to Reception, Year 2 and Year 5 classes at Westway School. 
Visited Bangladeshi families at home and observed community based classes. 
interviewed children, parents and school staff. 
7. Completing the Thesis: August 2005-February 2008 
Undertook final analysis and completed the thesis for submission. 
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After a preliminary review of the literature in 1998-1999,1 decided to establish case 
studies of the children's perspectives on learning and to use ethnographic approaches to 
generate observations and collect data. I also decided to focus on their everyday 
learning encounters across three domains of home school and community and over three 
year points in their primary schooling, namely Reception, Year 2 and Year 5 classes. 
After consulting with research colleagues and Bangladeshi friends I decided to work 
with a local primary school as my entry point to Bangladeshi families. 
In Getting Started with the fieldwork in September 1999 1 decided on a period of 
inductive exploration (September-December 1999) in order to develop a preliminary 
analysis without imposing any predetermined hypotheses or categories. To do this I 
used an unstructured approach to generate the first observations (Strauss and Corbin, 
1998) when I was attached first to the Reception class in Westway School. 
This exploratory period had three main goals, to: 
e Develop a stronger sense of what was going on by getting to know the observational 
field,, including the school and its children, and understanding the key contexts for 
literacy learning. 
* Establish my role as participant observer by developing rapport and trust with both 
children and adults in the three domains. 
e Develop a set of fieldwork techniques and research methods that would capture 
children's learning experiences in the three different domains of home, school and 
community classes. The challenge was to identify significant activities or events that 
were common across domains and in each year group. 
My early observations in Phase One revealed the complex and diverse perceptions and 
practices involved in young children's learning (Wolcott, 1987; Carspecken, 1996; 
Charmaz and Mitchell, 2001). As a novice researcher I soon realised I was learning the 
'culture' of research while also getting to know the culture of Westway School and the 
rhythm of the school day. I introduced myself to children and their families as doing a 
research study on the ways in which Bangladeshi children learn at home and in school 
and community classes. I had to work out my role for observing in classrooms and 
practical ways of working with the least disruption. I kept detailed notes of my 
conversations with children, teachers and parents, drew maps of classrooms, visited 
families and observed community classes. Preliminary analysis of observations and data 
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from this exploratory period revealed emerging themes as a basis for further fieldwork 
and to develop a strong strategy for the next stage in Phase One. I believe this period of 
inductive exploration and initial analysis added more "rigor, breadth and depth" to this 
study (Miles and Huberman, 1994: 10). 
At times I felt overwhelmed by the large amount of rich data and soon realised that I 
had to redefine my research focus and identify clearer priorities before proceeding to 
further fieldwork (Strauss and Corbin,, 1998). 1 refocused the study more closely around 
literacy related events, which the Bangladeshi children themselves saw as important in 
all three learning domains. At the end of this three month exploratory period, therefore, 
I defined my initial research questions as follows: 
* How do Bangladeshi children understand themselves as learners and what counts as 
leaming for them? 
* How do they move between different learning domains? 
What are their interpretations of the learning opportunities offered by different 
pedagogical approaches? 
In Consolidating the Fieldwork (January-July 2000) in Phase One I was attached to 
Year 2 and Year 5 classes for one term each. I started each attachment by observing the 
new classroom, getting to know its 'culture' and establishing rapport with individual 
children and teachers. I continued to observe and record classroom activities for 
children's learning and literacy learning whilst building my relationships with them at 
the same time. By remaining 'open' I was also opportunistic in following leads and 
contacts with Bangladeshi families and a women's community sewing group which was 
not connected with Westway. These contacts also provided me an opportunity to 
practise my Bangla which I was studying in Bengali classes at SOAS (School of 
Oriental and African Studies) and with another Bangladeshi friend who lived locally. 
I developed the research strategy for Phase Two following my transfer to the Institute of 
Education in 2003 by revisiting the research literature and analysing Phase One data 
using transcripts of interviews and observations of selected activities from home visits, 
school and community classes. I identified 'instructional events' as the best unit for 
generating observations and data for analysis, and for describing children's perceptions 
of learning, the intentions of adults, the explicit and implicit curriculum, and the 
pedagogy from the child's point of view. The rich contextual data and analysis from 
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Phase One enabled me to further define my research questions and I was impressed with 
how the sociocultural model of learning explained my findings. 
Following the long delay since completing Phase One fieldwork I decided, therefore, to 
conduct further fieldwork in Phase Two focusing more clearly on instructional events 
related to literacy learning and by using the same fonnat of three domains and three 
year groups. I had originally intended to focus on a smaller sample of Bangladeshi 
children, but this proved inappropriate and I decided to set more realistic boundaries for 
further data collection and analysis, including for the child profiles. 
In Phases One and Two I continued to compile child profiles and case studies. By 
focusing on observing learning events and analysing audiotape recordings of children's 
conversations and interviews,, I identified important literacy related events for all three 
domains and over the three year groups. However, during Phase Two it became clear 
that it was impractical to follow an individual child's learning in all three domains. By 
the end of Phase Two I decided I would not continue to generate case studies and that I 
should not use individual children as the main unit of analysis. I then focused on using 
exemplary instructional events as my unit main unit of analysis. 
As mentioned in Chapter One I then explored a three by three structure of nine core 
instructional events as exemplars of the rich data I had collected, which resonated with 
the nine patch design used in traditional quilt making. In addition, again using a quilt 
metaphor, I decided to use three layers of analysis to reveal the full meaning contained 
in each event. In this way I examined the varied forms of literacy learning that many 
months of observation had revealed. 
Fetterman (1998: 111) expressed this process well, "From simple notes about small 
events, special landmarks, or even the temperature, ethnographic writing requires an eye 
for detail, an ability to express that detail in its proper context, and the language skills to 
weave small details and bits of meaning into a textured fabric. " 
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5.4 Researching with Children 
Mayall (2002) argues that children, as 'valuable strangers' to a social order largely 
determined by adults, can tell us about their perception of this order. An important 
challenge for research with children, therefore, is how to bridge the differences in power 
relations between children and the adult researcher. The United Nations Convention on 
the Rights of the Child, enshrined in 1989, addresses children's rights to provision, 
protection and participation, since they have a right to be respected and be active 
members of their family, community and society (Alderson, 2000; Alderson and 
Morrow, 2004). 
The sociocultural orientation acknowledges that adults have power over children but 
sees their inequitable relationship as fluid, multiple and open to change. Such an 
approach enables children to express their views more freely and helps to ensure that 
they do not just tell adults what they think we want to hear. Mayall (2002), in 
acknowledging that adult researchers have this power, sees the need to minimise its 
effects rather than to deny them. She advocates building a more reciprocal research 
relationship using conversations. In trying to understand children, Mayall (2000: 122) 
positions herself as follows: 
I am asking children, directly, to help me, an adult, to understand childhood. ... I 
present myself as a person who, since she is adult, does not have this 
knowledge; for though I can remember some things about being a child, I may 
have forgotten much, and childhoods may vary and have probably changed over 
the years since I was a child. 
In adopting this approach children are seen as having social competence and a 
sophisticated understanding of their social world. I attempted to place children at the 
centre of my research and shared Connolly's (1998: 5) view that young children can 
demonstrate this competence when offered "the space to voice their own concerns. " I 
positioned myself by asking the children to help me understand what and how they were 
learning in the three domains. While they understood I already knew about school ("But 
you know what we do in school"), they responded enthusiastically about reading and 
writing at home and in Qur'anic and Bengali classes. It was by talking directly, 
having 
conversations, with young children that I made sense of their different 
learning 
experiences. 
The asymmetrical relationship between participants and researchers is even more 
important, however, when studies include members of disadvantaged and or dominated 
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groups (Siraj-Blatchford, 1994). This raised two further considerations,, namely the 
potential to cause harm by labelling children as "Bangladeshi" and perpetuating the 
stereotype of this community as underachieving, poor and marginalised, and the danger 
of 'othering' and rendering Bangladeshis as exotic or strange. I have attempted to avoid 
both tendencies. Also early in Phase One I became increasingly aware about how 
Bangladeshi families might view my actions and inquisitiveness. For instance, why was 
my study focused on Bangladeshi children? What was my study really about? I 
responded by attempting to achieve a more reciprocal relationship while making 
observations in all three domains. I decided I had to be open, explicit and honest with 
both children and adults about my study and my background. However, I stood to gain 
from this study but could offer few benefits in return. One father suggested, "Perhaps 
you can help other people and the teachers to understand better what is important to us". 
I also decided I should help in practical ways and, if asked, share information. I 
introduced myself personally to all children and explained that I was interested to learn 
about how they were learning at home and in school and community classes. In return, 
for example, I helped draft and typed letters to the Home Office and accompanied 
parents to appointments with local authority housing departments. 
I experienced a number of specific ethical issues in this study, including undertaking 
participant observation, holding conversations and making audiotape recordings, which 
I now explain in the next section. 
5.5 Ethical Considerations 
From early in the research process I considered many ethical aspects of conducting 
research with children (Alderson and Morrow, 2004). 1 made all reasonable efforts to 
ensure that the children, as participants, were aware of being involved in the study, that 
I practiced no deliberate deception and that I treated them with respect. It was 
fundamental that my study would do no harm to the children, their families or the 
school. It remained problematic, however, that children cannot 
know the full 
implications for themselves of being involved in such a research study. 
There were a number of specific ethical considerations to do with the school's 
legal 
concerns for child protection. For instance, I needed to 
have clearance from the 
Criminal Records Bureau and was advised by the headteacher to interview children in 
rooms with doors left open and in sight of other adults. 
I had to obtain parental 
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permission for all photography and audiotape recording. I also tried to be unobtrusive in 
all settings and negotiate for all interviews with children, as well as for access to private 
areas in homes, such as living rooms and kitchens. The following additional ethical 
concerns received particular attention. 
5.5.1 Access and Permission 
I gained initial access to Westway School through an agreement with the headteacher, 
which enabled me to be received positively by the school staff, particularly the 
Bangladeshi teachers and bilingual teaching assistants. However, this did not guarantee 
access at all times, which required a process of constant and subtle negotiation, even 
with classteachers on a daily basis. 
The headteacher of Westway School and I adopted a research agreement for a code of 
conduct, outlining each ofour roles and responsibilities, including for confidentiality in 
data collection (See Appendix 5.1). The headteacher then distributed a letter introducing 
me and informing all parents about my study. A letter was sent to all parents of children 
in Reception, Year 2 and Year 5 classes in both Phases One and Two (For example, see 
Appendix 5.2). In addition, due to new legal concerns for child protection in 2004, a 
letter was also sent by the headmaster to all parents of children in the school requesting 
any refusals in writing if they did not want their children to be photographed (See 
Appendix 5.3). No refusals were received. In family homes only four mothers declined 
my request to take photographs of their children reading. I always sent to the families a 
copy of any photographs I had taken during a home visit. 
5.5.2 Informed Consent 
As Lewis (2004) points out, research on or about children has partially given way to 
research with children and for best practice Mayall (1996: 13) believes that "consent 
includes consent at the outset and consent along the way. " On this issue of children's 
consent and assent, Kellet and Ding (2004: 165) comment as follows: 
All too often it is assumed that children are not competent enough to give their 
informed consent, that this needs to be gained from a 'more competent adult' 
and the simpler level of 'assent' (agreement to participate), is sufficient from the 
child. No one would contest the desirability of an adult- gatekeeper being 
involved in the consent process but this is not to assume that a child is not 
capable of giving his or her informed consent. 
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I introduced myself to Bangladeshi parents when they came to the classrooms or we met 
in the playground or at parent conferences. I arranged a meeting, either at their home or 
in school, so that I could explain personally about the study (See Appendix 5.4). At 
these subsequent meetings I also sought written parental agreement for their child or 
children to participate in the study (See Appendix 5.5). 
Following parental pen-nission I sought the children's initial consent by reading to them 
an information leaflet I had designed in English (see Appendix 5.6). 1 adopted the 
position that children, as research participants, should be approached for their consent, 
both initially and as a form of ongoing negotiation. As the children were 4-10 years old 
I tried to use age appropriate methods for obtaining consent, which was obtained in both 
face-to-face conversations and in writing. I read the information leaflet to each class and 
again with each individual child in the sample, reminding them that they could at any 
time withdraw, not answer, stop any tape recording, or close down any interview or 
activity. Children were also given opportunities to ask me questions. Each child was 
invited to keep their leaflet and to sign another copy which I kept. 
5.5.3 Communications and Confidentiality 
Based on my research agreement with Westway School, I made all reasonable efforts to 
communicate clearly and directly with children, parents and school staff on the research 
study. I did not produce a fon-nal, written code of conduct, but I did explain to all 
participants and their families my best efforts to safeguard their privacy and the 
confidentiality of the data (See Appendix 5.1 for the research agreement). The names of 
the school and all participants were changed to pseudonyms. In reporting to the school, 
however,, it was difficult to ensure the anonymity of staff. I assured all participants that 
the audiotapes were confidential and that no-one else, apart from the translator, would 
hear them. All tapes and transcripts have been kept at my home at all times. 
5.5.4 Disclosure of Confidential Information 
I explained to each child in advance that I would not tell anybody anything they told me 
in secret or in confidence. In the event of disclosure of confidential information such as 
possible domestic violence or risk of abuse, I might share this confidentially with the 
headteacher, with whom I had agreed I would take no independent action. First, 
however, I would advise the child to talk with their parents or classteacher. 
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5.5.5 Research Clearance and Costs 
I obtained two research clearances, an Ethical Clearance Form by the Institute of 
Education and "An Enhanced Disclosure from the Criminal Records Bureau" for 
working directly with children. These I obtained in July 2004. The latter was not 
required by law for Phase One. Secondly, ethical approval for this study, together with 
necessary letters and other documents, was submitted to the Ethics Committee at the 
Institute of Education. In 1999 similar clearances were not required for Phase One. 
No formal permission was required by the Local Educational Authority, provided I had 
the full agreement from Westway School. There were no direct research costs for the 
use of the school,, although at the end of both phases of fieldwork I made a donations to 
the school, a community class and mosque funds. When visiting families at home I took 
flowers and sent copies of any photographs I had taken. My main expenses were for 
translating and transcribing of interviews and documents in Bengali. 
5.6 Reflecting on Reflexivity 
In this section I reflect on reflexive issues because, as Nesbitt (2004) suggests, 
ethnography itself consists of interactive processes which requires researchers to be 
reflexive. Since the ethnographer affects and is affected by the field, there are three 
significant issues I want to highlight further: my personal and professional background, 
undue subjectivity and personal biases in participant observation, and my role as 
researcher were all important potential threats to my achieving quality in ethnographic 
research (Merriam et al, 2002; Bryman, 2004). Bryman (2004: 543) describes reflexivity 
in the research process as follows: 
A term used in research methodology to refer to a reflectiveness among social 
researchers about the implications for knowledge of the social world they 
generate and their methods, values, biases, decisions and mere presence 
in the 
very situations they investigate. 
Given my role as a 'white' and older woman, my professional background in education, 
and my experience of living and working in Bangladesh, my understanding of any event 
was pre-conditioned by my prior professional background and 
knowledge of 
Bangladesh, as a result of which I continually had to make the familiar appear new and 
strange (Eriksený 1984). 1 tried to be aware of 
how my identity, preconceptions, 
motivations and previous experience might 
impact on the research process. I 
acknowledge that observations, 
like any other form of evidence, are by definition 
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selective and biased and may contribute to stereotyping of people and situations. 
Mindful, therefore, of "threats to validity" (Robson, 2002: 171) and the need to keep 
applying a principle of reflective doubt, I considered alternative methods and 
explanations, in what Seale (1999) calls a process of "fallibilistic" research. 
I became acutely aware of my own role and reactivity as a 'white', older woman, 
researching 'ethnic-minority' children and famifies,, and how the power of the 
researcher, as well as my presence, might affect respondents. I perceived how 
respondent biases in turn might include varying degrees of obstruction to, or complicity 
with, my fieldwork (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). Such observer and respondent biases 
were potential threats to the validity and trustworthiness,, the "truth value" (Miles and 
Huberman, 1994: 278), of my research as I attempt to persuade readers (and myself) that 
my analysis is a trustworthy and valid account (Robson, 2002). 
The second significant issue concerns my role as a participant observer which had 
potential to be both paradoxical and misleading. As Clifford (1988: 34) notes, this 
process involves "continuous tacking between 'inside' and 'outside' events: on the one 
hand grasping the sense of specific occurrences and gestures emphatically, on the other 
stepping back to situate these meanings in a wider context. " The basic prerequisites 
often cited are sensitive contact with a setting, a rapport with its people, and a 
concreteness of perception. I felt constant concern about including everything and 
deciding what was noteworthy. My role as participant observer varied on a continuum 
from being an active participant to being strictly an observer. I ranged from being a 
friendly adult to being a privileged stranger and visitor. In addition, I was careful not to 
adopt the role of a teacher, classroom assistant or school supervisor, although I did 
respond to children's requests for help while also encouraging them to attend to the 
teacher's instructions. I had to be reflexive on how to "work the hyphen" of these self- 
other relationships (Fine, 1998). Similar issues arose when I reflected on and wrote up 
the fieldnotes. 
As a participant observer I was aware of three potential sources of bias related to issues 
to do with different degrees of familiarity between the researcher and different 
participants and in different domains (Wolcott, 1987). First, observations and data 
elicited from closer relationships tend to be given greater weight. This seems to be a 
common experience for ethnographers. Second, when the researcher is more familiar 
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with the school domain than with home and community domains, it becomes more 
difficult to render the familiar strange. This is an issue with school ethnographies, which 
are typically undertaken by members of the teaching profession. And third, is whether 
ýoutsiders% as participant observers, can ever produce reliable accounts of 'insider' 
knowledge. Siraj-Blatchford (1994) argues that the issue is not so much whether the 
researcher is an 'outsider' or 'insider'. but whether they are party to particular 'insider' 
discourses. 
The third significant issue concerns my role as researcher with reference to the children 
and families in this study. How participants questioned me often revealed their own 
potential biases. For instance, it was important for them to ask direct questions about 
my family, qualifications and whether I had been to Bangladesh. If so, when and where? 
Where did I live? Did I go to the gram (village)? Did I eat rice? Compliments paid on 
my shudho Bangla, 'proper' Bengali, seemed to facilitate access to families and, as one 
child remarked, this marked me as "a Dhaka person", educated and probably 'posh. I 
conveyed my belief in the study and several parents and staff called me 'sincere', an 
English word used by Bangladeshis as a compliment, implying humanity and integrity. 
Parents were keen for me to photocopy Bengali and Qur'anic texts they were using. 
A major issue was gaining the trust of the children. When they realised that I did not 
talk to other adults about what I had seen or heard they soon began to share their 
concerns, make comments and let me witness their conversations, jokes and rule 
infringements. Similarly, classteachers, despite initially seeing me as a threat, appeared 
to increasingly feel at ease and we all moved beyond presenting a 'front' in our initial 
encounters. As researcher with the children, however, I supported the teacher's position 
as the person in charge. Both children and teachers appeared to respect and accept this 
research position. However, being a non-judgemental observer at times felt like 
collusion with teachers when I was with them and collusion with the children when 
amongst them. 
In conclusion, ethnography is an interactive process and I needed to be reflexive about 
my personal and professional background, the difficulties inherent in being a participant 
observer, and my role as researcher with children and adults. In my account I do not 
intend to speak 'for' the children and I do not act as a voice on their behalf. 
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5.7 Research Location 
In order to construct the research setting, I realised it was necessary to create "an 
operational boundary" that was sufficiently flexible to allow for changes as the research 
progressed (Holliday, 2002: 40). My research questions and ethnographic approach 
suggested I start with a primary school as one entry point to Bangladeshi families, 
which led to approaching Westway Primary School in an inner London borough. The 
surrounding area was densely populated by Bangladeshi families, mainly from Sylhet 
District. I selected this school because good relations existed between the school and 
Bangladeshi families and there were active links with community groups. In addition, I 
already knew the school and the headteacher as a former colleague. 
The Borough is one of great socioeconomic diversity, with both affluent and poor 
neighbourhoods. It is generally recognised as supportive to new residents and refugees, 
with favourable housing policies. Surrounding Westway School were commercial 
businesses, local authority housing, small shops and local amenities, as well as 
contrasting 1970s local authority housing and modem office buildings. There are 
'Indian' restaurants (often with Bangladeshi owners) and a mix of Bangladeshi 
businesses, including shops selling food, vegetables, halal (permitted) meat, mishti 
(sweets) and shingara (savoury pastries). Bangladeshi families often lived over the 
Bangladeshi shops and restaurants. Within walking distance of Westway there is a large 
park and a local mosque. Public transport provides easy access to other parts of the 
borough and London. 
During the period of this study Westway School had about 400 pupils aged between 3 
and II years old, of whom over a half were of Bangladeshi heritage, most of whom 
were second and third generation in the United Kingdom. A few Bangladeshi parents 
had attended the school on arrival from Bangladesh. Since the late 1990s the number of 
child refugees had increased, mainly from Eastern Europe, Iraq, Kosovo, Somalia and 
Zaire. Over half of all the school's children qualify for free meals. The school 
celebrated its diversity and the collective achievements of all its children. The 
prospectus declared its international and intercultural intake as follows: 
The children at [Westway] are drawn mainly from the local community. They 
represent the wide range of social and cultural background of an inner city 
school. The majority of our children are bilingual, speaking a wide range of 
world languages which includes Arabic, Bengali, Cantonese, Lingala, Somali 
and Spanish. Our children bring with them a wide and rich cultural background. 
Westway School Prospectus (undated). 
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The school is well regarded by the local education authority and has a low turnover of 
staff, with several teachers having stayed on following their teaching practice. The staff 
were mostly female. Several ethnic-minority staff held senior teaching posts or were 
teaching assistants and meals supervisors. 
The school is housed in two buildings at both ends of the large playground. An old 
single story 1970's construction had the secretary's office, staff room, kitchen, nursery 
class, two reception classes, and a hall for gym, dining, after school clubs and 
community events. The other is a three storey Victorian school building that had the 
main offices, school hall, library, nurse's room, small maths room and classrooms on 
each floor. All spaces were utilised, with small group work even being carried out in the 
wide corridors. The hard surface playground had marked areas for Nursery, Reception 
and Year I children,, and another area for the older pupils. There were climbing frames, 
areas for football, sitting benches and areas with grass, trees, flower beds, scented 
climbers and outside climbing frames. The high wire fencing and electronically 
operated main gate indicated concerns over access and security. Parents and local 
residents made frequent references to 'drugs' and 'prostitution' which they saw as 
presenting risks to young people. 
5.8 Children in my Study 
Given the limited time and resources available for the research fieldwork, Phase One 
(1999-2000) focused on three year groups, the Reception, Year 2 and Year 5 classes 
The interruption to data collection at the end of Phase One meant that many of my 
planned home and community visits had to be postponed. I again decided to focus first 
on the children in Reception, Year 2 and Year 5 classes before undertaking home and 
community visits. This led to my choosing study children in consultation with the 
classteachers. 
I chose to begin with children in the Reception class because of the importance of the 
first months in primary school, in which children encounter the regulatory nature of 
its 
pedagogy and the official curriculum as conveyed, both explicitly and 
implicitly, by 
teachers and through the organisation of the school. The process of becoming a pupil, 
with rules and expectations of appropriate behaviours, was more 
likely to be made 
explicit by the teacher. By Year 21 expected the children to 
be increasingly able to 
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reflect on their experiences and be able to compare their learning at home and in school 
and in Bengali and Qur'an classes. I anticipated that by Year 5 children would be even 
more able to articulate their views on learning and to reflect on their different learning 
domains. 
During Phase One, I worked hard to establish relationships with individual children and 
their families, and compile the detailed information needed for children's biographies 
and profiles. I met individual families by first meeting parents in classrooms and before 
and after school in the playground. Access to community Arabic and Bengali classes 
and to a mosque were negotiated through direct approaches and local contacts. 
In Phase Two, the year groups remained the same (ie: Reception class, Year 2 and Year 
5), but children seen in Phase One were not intentionally followed up again in Phase 
Two, despite those previously being in the Reception class in Phase One now being in 
Year 5. My original intention was to build case studies of 18 individual children, 6 from 
each year group, selected in consultation with the classteacher. These children were all 
Sylheti speakers. If, after approaching families and children they declined to take part, 
they would be replaced by another Bangladeshi child from the same class. 
In order to construct the profiles of the selected children I planned a series of fieldwork 
events which included an interview with each child at school and at home, an interview 
with parents at home, and observing the same children in community classes. However, 
in carrying out the initial fieldwork for the children's profiles, I soon realised that these 
did not reveal the breadth and richness of instructional events related to literacy and 
neither did they reveal how the children perceived themselves as learners. In addition, it 
proved difficult to develop rapport and observe children in depth over only one term, as 
well as follow the same children across the three domains. 
A key decision early in Phase Two was to focus more on literacy related instructional 
events across the three domains and to give less importance to building child profiles. 
The next section, therefore, explores what I mean by instructional events. 
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5.9 Observing Instructional Events 
To understand children's experiences of learning I decided to observe instructional 
events involving literacy. These enabled me to analyse and unravel layers of meaning, 
the ways that children experience the different learning encounters, and how their 
learning is organised. Events also revealed the associated pedagogies and the nature of 
the event within its wider sociocultural context. 
Rogoff (1995: 40) provides a useful definition of such an event, including sociocultural 
activities on three planes, namely participatory appropriation, guided participation and 
apprenticeship, as follows: 
The use of an 'activity' or 'event' as the unit of analysis - with active and dynamic contributions from individuals,, their social partners, and historical 
traditions and materials, and their transformations - allows a reformulation of 
the relation between the individual and the social and cultural environments in 
which each is inherently involved in the others' definition. None exists 
separately. 
For the purposes of this study I defined instructional events as activities in which an 
adult (such as a parent or teacher) or significant other (such as a sibling or friend) had a 
learning intention for a child or group of children, either consciously or unconsciously. 
The intention was to effect some 'positive' changes in knowledge, behaviour, attitudes 
and/or skills and could vary from being precise and clear to being vague and loosely 
planned. It could also be explicitly stated or implicitly encoded. 
I used literacy related events as a window through which to focus my in depth 
observations on instructional events. I used Tannen's (1978: 35) definition of a literacy 
related event as "one in which written materials are integral to the nature of the 
participants' interactions and their interpretive processes. " Cochran-Smith (1984) also 
described such events as an action sequence that involves one or more persons in the 
production and/or comprehension of print. Like speech events, such literacy related 
events are structured according to certain interactional norms which, Cochran-Smith 
(1984: 2) suggests, "Centre on relationships between oral and written language strategies 
and how these are pursued by participants in order to understand, discuss, apply, 
respond to, play with, evaluate, build upon, or refer to various kinds of printed 
materials. " 
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My sampling of instructional events focused on activities initiated by a significant adult, 
sibling or friend. Although defining these events proved desirable, applying a rigid 
definition and tight boundaries was problematic when attempting to recognise valuable 
new information. For instance, how did I decide what is an instructional event? Where 
did I set the boundaries when sampling these events? How did I know when they began 
and finished? How did I make best use of events for making fieldnotes or an audiotape 
recording? In practice I decided, while recognising the intrusive nature of audiotape 
recording, to focus on a smaller number of such events and to look for exemplars of 
wider practice. However, although I observed many such events and listened to all 
audiotape recordings, only a few finally proved useful as exemplars for gaining deeper 
insights. 
In conclusion, instructional events enabled me to analyse and unravel layers of meaning, 
the ways that children experience the different learning encounters, and how the 
pedagogy is organised. Instructional events also revealed how children make meaning 
from print and use literacy for different purposes in their everyday lives. 
5.10 Generating Observations and Collecting Data 
Multiple methods were selected for data collection that allowed me to cross-check and 
triangulate the findings (Cohen and Manion, 1994). The main bulk of the data was 
generated using three methods: participant observation, conversations and interviews. In 
addition, I used a number of tasks with children as a means to elicit their beliefs and 
understandings. I also audiotape recorded many instructional events and wrote up 
detailed and extensive fieldnotes. During the fieldwork I explored activities at several 
levels, including for whole classes and individual children, as well as with families and 
local community activities. I had originally intended to give equal time to events in all 
the three domains, in practice this did not prove possible, particularly for community 
and mosque classes. 
In Phase One I generated observations and collected data on a broad range of activities 
in and out of school, and used questionnaires and interviews to generate preliminary 
data. I audiotape recorded interviews with families, children and teachers. In Phase Two 
I carried out more family visits and audiotape recorded interviews with children at 
home. Observations with children in both phases were supported by interviews with 
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teachers and teaching assistants, parents and carers, and educational advisers and 
officials. 
A summary of the main methods is included in Box 5.2 below: 
Box 5.2: Summary of Phase One and Two observational methods and activities. 
Participant observation undertaken in the primary school. The researcher, as 
participant-ob server and "helpful person', helped with minor task-s but did not act as 
a teacher. Accompanied educational visits, read with children and met with parents. 
Participant observation with Bangladeshi families at home. After school 
sessions, attended celebrations, Eid ul Filr (religious festival) and a women's 
shopping trip. Helped families with official letters and an infon-nation stall at annual 
Bengali mela (fair). 
Participant observation in local community centres. With women's groups, 
Bengali classes, and Qur'anic classes after school. 
Observations in Bengali and Qur'an classes in after school and community 
centres. Included visits to an East London mosque, Bengali and a Qur'anic classes. 
Not possible to gain access to the local mosque as it had only one entrance. 
In-depth and semi-structured interviews. Held with parents, school staff, school 
governors and community workers. Family interviews explored social backgrounds, 
educational experiences and expectations for their children. 
Observations of children with task-centred activities. Included the use of stories, 
drawings, photographs and diaries. Followed by conference conversations with 
children as they explained what they had drawn and written and why. 
Collection of documentation. Collected on topics such as school policies, literacy 
materials, teachers' records, and examples of children's 'work'. 
Textual analysis of learning and instructional events. These included audiotape 
recorded interviews, teaching events at home, at school and in Qur'an and Bengali 
classes, together with documentation and photographs. 
As with qualitative research using observation methods, choices had to be made about 
which events to observe. This led to my observations being selective, depending on 
where I happened to be at any given moment. However, my professional experience 
gave me an understanding of the best times in the school day, although access was 
both 
enabled and restricted by an organised school timetable, including sudden changes. 
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The main research activities undertaken to generate observations and collect data in 
Phase One and Two are summarised in Table 5.1 below. 
Table 5.1: Summary of Phase One and Phase Two main obsen, ational activities. 
Main Activity Phase One Phase Tivo 
Days in Westway School 60 49 
Visits made to: 
Family homes 4 28 
Community classes 44 
Community events 27 6 
Interviews and/or conversations with: 
Children 13 9 
Children, follow-up interviews and 30 21 
conversations 
Parents 3 15 
School staff 10 11 
Education Authority staff 42 
Audiotape recordings listened to: 
Instructional events 14 25 
Other classroom events 23 
Audiotapes transcribed: 
Instructional events 58 
Interviews and/or conversations 20 49 
5.10.1 Generating Observations 
Although I had originally intended to collect data equally across the three domains, in 
practice this did not prove feasible due to pressures on time and the difficulties of 
accessing family homes, community classes and mosques. Similar experiences were 
recorded by Robertson (2004) and recognised by Rashid (1997). It became apparent that 
it was impossible to follow the same children across the three domains. For example, 
access was not possible to the local mosque attended by many children nor to private 
tuition with a messab (religious teacher) at home. To overcome some of these 
limitations, my substantial unit for analysis became the core instructional events rather 
than individual children followed over time. 
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As a guide, I developed an observational aide-memoire (See Appendix 5.7). My main 
areas of focus were the instructional events themselves and their pedagogy in all three 
domains. For instance, I observed the learning environment, teacher's methods and 
pedagogical practices and also recorded the children's experiences. In hindsight I realise 
I could have asked teachers, adults and experienced others more about their actual 
intentions, which would have lessened my need to make inferences for their intentions. 
5.10.2 Tasks with Children 
I used these tasks as a means to facilitate conversations with children and seek their 
understanding on their learning and literacy learning instruction. In general, the tasks 
included looking at and reading books and drawing themselves reading and writing at 
home and in school. Talking with children about their drawing or diary allowed them to 
be more relaxed and provided more authenticity to our conversation. Conversations 
with Reception class children were usually held at a low round table in a quiet room. 
There were two tasks that involved children telling me about their learning to read and 
write. The first was based on their drawings of themselves reading and writing at home, 
in school or in community classes, and the second, for Reception children only, 
involved them explaining some photographs of literacy activities (See Appendix 5.8). 
Following these tasks I arranged to have follow-up conversations with individual 
children or in groups of two to four children. I was usually able to audiotape record 
these conversations as we explored different literacy practices in the three domains. In 
addition, I was able to audiotape children reading books from school while others chose 
to read their Bengali exercise books and primers. All tasks were appropriately adapted 
for children in Reception, Year 2 or Year 5 (See Appendix 5.9 for the interview process 
and examples of drawings and transcripts). However, the task about 
keeping a one page 
diary about reading and writing at home showed the busy lives of children after school 
but did not prove to be useful for literacy activities. 
5.10.3 Conversations and Interviews with the Children 
Hanging around with the children during the school day, such 
in classrooms, during 
lunch and in the playground provided opportunities 
for them to initiate conversations 
and test my knowledge of Bangla. 
I also conducted conversations with children from all 
three Year groups, using key questions (See Appendix 
5.9). These were conducted with 
the children on their own or with a 
friend of their choice. I constructed profiles of each 
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child, based on information from the classteacher and school records. However, these 
profiles were excluded from the analysis when my focus changed to literacy related 
events rather than individual children. 
I audiotape recorded conversations with each child, covering main topics, often using 
their drawings as a prompt. I found these conversations more demanding than I had 
expected. I invited the children to help set up and switch off the tape recorder and to 
listen to the tape at the end of the session. I had to develop the art of active listening 
while also writing notes and maintaining eye contact. I tried to give children time to talk 
and resist the temptation to ask leading questions. An issue was finding age-appropriate 
ways of seeking information from children themselves across the age groups. While the 
photograph task mentioned earlier was used only for 4-5 year olds, the drawing task was 
used with all children (See Appendix 5.8). 
5.10.4 Interviews with Adults 
I attempted to interview all parents, usually the mothers, on two occasions, by myself or 
with the help of the interpreter. Nearly all these parent interviews were conducted at 
home,, or in school towards the end of the school day. After introducing myself, I 
explained about confidentiality and anonymity and the purpose of my study. I invited 
them to ask questions. Some parents preferred to complete the family questionnaire and 
the second interview on the same occasion. 
The English and Bengali interview questionnaire (See Appendix 5.10) asked for family 
and educational history, household information, parental beliefs and practices, and 
about their children learning at home, in school and in community classes. 
I audiotape 
recorded all interviews if consent was given. The questionnaire 
had been piloted with 
adult Bangladeshi friends not connected with Westway School, which resulted 
in 
reducing the number of questions. At the end of the interview 
I asked if I might return 
to audiotape record their child reading. 
I formally interviewed the head and deputy teachers, class and EMAG teachers, and 
British Bangladeshi staff. Each had a copy of the main questions in advance (See 
Appendix 5.10. All but one teacher agreed to be audiotape recorded. 
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5.11 Recording Observations and Data 
In both Phases One and Two I followed Lincoln and Guba's (1985) advice to record the 
research process so as to form an audit trail that documented my observations and data. 
In addition, I kept records of analytical products (fieldnotes, theoretical notes), synthetic 
products (writing down themes, definitions, findings and conclusions), and process and 
reflexive notes (materials relating to intentions and dispositions). I wrote detailed daily 
fieldnotes, kept logs and diaries, made audiotape recordings for transcription to improve 
the accuracy of the transcripts. An iterative analytical process enabled me to continually 
revisit and reformulate my observational methods. In this way I hoped to demonstrate 
that I could, as Mason (1996: 150) recommends, "Trace the route by which you came to 
your interpretation ... continually and assiduously charting and justifying the steps 
through which your interpretations of the meaning and perspectives of participants were 
made. " 
I systematically recorded my fieldwork observations, using notes, diaries and records as 
follows,, with additional details given in Appendix 5.12: 
* Observations and fieldnotes: Each day I wrote up my scratch notes and records in 
detail, and efforts were made to transcribe on the same day when events were fresh. 
e Diaries: I kept one for recording sequential events, such as meetings, interviews and 
venues for observation, and another as a daily j oumal (as per Oakley, 1994). 
* Audiotape recordings: These were made of instructional events and interviews. I 
listened to all of them, made notes and transcribed the most informative ones. 
e Transcripts: Having unsuccessfully tried a professional transcriber, I then decided to 
transcribe myself as an important part of the analysis. 
9 Translations: Conversations and events in Bengali or Sylheti were translated with 
the assistance of a Bengali and Sylheti speaker as interpreter and translator. 
9 Document analysis: I collected documentation on school policies on the curriculum 
and other literacy related areas, including the Ofsted Report for Westway School 
(I 999a). 
e Photographs: I took these in classrooms and of the school environment, family 
homes and local community events. 
e Mixed methods of observing and data collection: An analysis of earlier 
fieldwork 
using a "funnel approach" (Oakley, 1994: 20) revealed priorities 
for me to follow up. 
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5.12 Undertaking the Analysis 
The analysis used observations and data from both Phases One and Two, although much 
of this data is not included in the findings in Chapters Six, Seven and Eight. I viewed 
children as embedded within the domains of home, school and community activities, as 
well as within the wider Bangladeshi community and the Islamic national and 
international context. In this way, I was able to bring together the children's perceptions 
with the views of significant adults, such as parents and teachers. To understand the 
literacy related events I also observed other daily events, as well as constructed profiles 
and brief biographies of the children, together with information about families and 
children's learning experiences. 
Early in the Phase One fieldwork, literacy emerged as the common experience for 
children in all three domains and my further analysis focused on the role, interpretation 
and uses of texts in everyday life, not merely how children actually learned to read and 
write. Literacy in its broadest sense is about becoming a knowledgeable learner in these 
domains in which texts have cultural as well as literal meanings. 
My flexible approach to generate observations and collect data in both Phases One and 
Two enabled me to begin to understand how to select appropriate instructional events 
for preliminary analysis, using such criteria as understandings shown by the children, 
intentions of adults, explicit and implicit nature of the curriculum, and the intended 
pedagogy. In this way I was able to transform the children's accounts into research 
evidence that I then exposed to closer scrutiny. My purpose was to tell a story about 
children's experiences of instructional events remembering that each child, as an 
individual, may experience the same event quite differently since they come, as Pollard 
and Filer (1996: xii) suggest, "with their own histories. " In this way I tried to form a 
more rounded picture. 
Since this study is about becoming a knowledgeable learner in three domains, the final 
nine core instructional events were chosen as exemplars to illustrate and exemplify the 
ways the children understand the meanings and uses of texts in everyday life. This study 
is not, as such, about learning to read and write. Following my review of a wide range 
of instructional events and a wealth of rich data, I selected literacy related events that 
were judged to be both typical and illustrative of literacy learning in practice, although 
they were not necessarily typical for all Bangladeshi families. 
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Each of the final nine core events had to involve a literacy related event and satisfy the 
definition for an instructional event. Each core event should be an exemplar and chosen 
to illustrate typical learning opportunities. Each one should have substantial and valid 
observations and relevant data, including sufficient data to analyse each event for its 
Bernstein classification and framing. In each event the analysis needed to draw out the 
importance of literacy, as well as to illustrate the social and cultural meanings and uses 
for literacy. Criteria for the final nine core instructional events were that they should: 
* Be exemplars for all literacy related events observed in each domain. 
" Provide high quality observations and data for in depth analysis. 
" Have full transcripts and/or detailed fieldnotes. 
" Include data on children's perception of pedagogies. 
Through a process of ethnographical analysis, I extracted patterns and exemplars that 
were typical for each domain, which together provided a rich patchwork of literacy 
related events. In interpreting the final nine core instructional events, I first considered 
what the child or children appeared to perceive was happening and then interpreted 
what they and adults said was happening. I also made inferences from other clues, such 
as interactions and body language or signals displayed in the modalities of instruction in 
the different learning envirom-nents. I analysed events using evidence from data, 
fieldnotes, recordings and transcripts, before incorporating other related observations. 
In order to understand the ways in which children made sense of instructional events, 
the core events were analysed for the visibility of the pedagogies using Bernstein's 
(I 975a) account of visible and invisible pedagogies. This model provides a language of 
description for analysing pedagogical discourses, the entire learning and teaching 
process in an organisational setting, and the modalities of instruction by drawing on his 
theory of classification (contents - 'what') and framing (the manner of transmission - 
'how') of educational knowledge. I used Bernstein's (1975a) model of pedagogic 
discourse to understand how this process took place at home and in school and 
community classes. I do not use this framework to focus on children's disadvantage. 
I present the final analysis in the following chapters, separately for the three year groups 
and the nine core events, together with quotations, short vignettes and extracts of 
transcripts. My analysis uses three layers of meaning: a brief description of the actual 
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event itself, the pedagogy involved in learning and instruction, and an interpretation of 
learning in a wider sociocultural context. Each chapter focuses on a main analytical 
theme. Chapter Six focuses on children in Reception, their first year in school, as they 
learn the 'rules' for being a 'good' learner. Chapter Seven focuses on the Year 2 
children as they strengthen their capacity to make meaning, while Chapter 8 focuses on 
Year 5 children as they transform and incorporate new knowledge in their social world. 
In the light of the research questions Chapter Nine presents the overall findings across 
domains for each year group and then over the years for each domain separately. 
Finally, conclusions are drawn for how the children in the study learn, and how they 
make meaning and learn the uses of literacy. 
5.13 Working with an Interpreter 
Most of the Bangladeshi families spoke English, but many at home spoke mainly in 
Bengali and a few mainly in Sylheti, a Bengali dialect. Since I spoke limited Bengali, it 
was important that I gained an understanding of what was said and not just a superficial 
interpretation or inference. A good interpreter proved essential, therefore, to provide as 
accurate a translation as possible for the depth of meaning and nuances that otherwise 
might be lost of translating between languages. 
During Phase One my Bangladeshi interpreter, who worked as a meals supervisor at 
Westway School, facilitated our access to families and their homes. However, working 
with an interpreter raises issues for the accurate translation of the spoken words, rather 
than the interpreter's own interpretation. I undoubtedly missed opportunities for good 
leads and further probing for subtleties and when further elaboration was required. 
During the latter part of Phase One this interpreter moved away from London. 
For Phase Two I spent more time inducting a new interpreter, a Bengali and Sylheti 
speaker, whose sons attended another local primary school. She was a trained interpreter 
and had experience of interpreting interviews with the local authority at medical 
appointments. Because she explained the research and our roles well, I overcame my 
tendency to control her as an 'invisible interpreter' (Edwards, Gandini and Forman, 
1993: 202) by acknowledging her power in interviews vis a vis the interviewees and 
myself She also had an important role as a key informant, her comments about certain 
responses to questions providing useful information. Together we followed a three part 
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process that involved transcribing, translating and transliterating, and selected sections 
were verified by back translation by an independent Bengali and Sylheti speaker. Due to 
international terrorist events at that time, some people felt under possible surveillance 
for issues to do with social security and migration and by social services for child 
protection. When they asked, "Is she (meaning myself) safe? " my interpreter's 
reassurance proved to be invaluable. As a mullah said, "You can't be too careful. You 
don't know who is coming through your door, CIA, Home Office or Social Security. " 
5.14 Organising the Research Fieldwork 
The organisation of research fieldwork for Phases One (1999-2000) and Two (2004- 
2005) is given in Appendix 5.13. A summary of the main observational activities I 
undertook were already given in Table 5.2, while details on the main observational 
methods used in both Phases is given in Appendices 5.14 and 5.15 respectively. 
During Phase One fieldwork I spent a total of 60 days, about three per week over three 
terms, observing in Westway Primary School, divided between the three classes 
(Reception class and Years 2 and 5). My role in the classroom varied from being a 
privileged observer to helping and taking part in classroom activities, accompanying 
educational visits and 'hanging-out' in the playground. In addition, I also spent time 
with the children's families at home, a Bangladeshi women's sewing group, attending 
Bengali language classes at SOAS and joining in religious and secular events. I 
conducted 43 interviews with individual children,, observed 31 community events and 
classes, and collected documentation on such topics as school policies, literacy 
materials, teachers' records, and examples of children's 'work'. 
In Phase Two I focused more directly on literacy related events and instructional events 
in small groups and classes. As before, the audiotape recording of events provided 
important observational data. My initial agreement with Westway staff was to start with 
the Reception class, but this changed after two weeks to respect the wishes of the 
classteacher who wanted to postpone my presence until the New Year. 
I began by 
collecting data with Year 5 and rejoined the Reception class 
in the spring term, and was 
attached to the Year 2 class in the summer term. Such changes reflect the 
flexibility 
required in 'real world' research. I spent a total of 
49 days as a participant observer in 
Reception, Year 2 and Year 5 classes, conducted 30 interviews and conversations with 
individual children, and made 28 visits to Bangladeshi families at home. 
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5.15 Study Strengths and Limitations 
This study has significant strengths. It focuses on one identifiable ethnic group, it 
incorporates children as active participants in the research, it seeks their own views on 
learning, it examines learning and literacy related events across three related domains, 
and it observes children over three different year phases. The fieldwork was carried out 
in two phases and I have drawn from an extensive range of in-depth observations using 
ethnographic approaches. However, since this research study was based in only one 
primary school in inner London and focused on a restricted and selected sample of 
children,, the findings may not be representative of the wider Bangladeshi population. 
The findings should not be unduly generalised, therefore, and I make no claims to wider 
replicability. In addition, the study has some inherent limitations that come with the use 
of qualitative methods and flexible ethnographic approaches. 
While recognising the specificity of this research in terms of time, place and 
participants, I hope the analysis goes beyond the local and particular and makes 
rhetorically and methodologically convincing analyses (Geertz, 1973). As Coffey and 
Atkinson (1996: 163) emphasise, "Qualitative data, analyzed with close attention to 
detail,, understood in terms of their internal patterns and forms, should be used to 
develop theoretical ideas about social process and cultural forms that have relevance 
beyond those data themselves. " In the following chapters I attempt to do this with 
integrity and trustworthiness. 
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CHAPTER SIX: RESEARCH FINDINGS: 
LEARNING TO LEARN IN THE RECEPTION YEAR 
Oh, so I will know how to speak in English, I will know how to speak in Bengali 
and I will know how to speak a little bit in Arabic. I will know how to read and 
write in Arabic as well. 
Mahera, aged 5 years, quoted by her mother Asha, home interview, March 2005. 
Home, school and community go together, make up the pieces in the jigsaw of 
children's lives. Children are constantly uniting the pieces in their learning, but 
how far do we recognise this? 
Kenner (2004: 1): Becoming Biliterate in Young Children: Learning Different Writing 
Systems. 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter focuses on understanding how the children in Reception Year are learning 
to be learners across different domains, starting from when they join their primary 
school as they become involved in learning the appropriate rules and ways of behaving. 
It is through their "engagement with multiple cultural worlds" (Kenner, 2000: 28) and 
their cognitive engagement with acts of reading and writing, together with their 
experience of different spaces and use of time, that they are developing their 'embodied 
knowledges' (Kenner and Kress, 2003: 199). 
I observe and analyse instructional events in which an adult or adults (such as parents or 
teachers) or significant others (such as siblings or friends) have a learning intention for a 
child or group of children which aims to effect some 'positive' changes in their 
knowledge, behaviour, attitudes and/or skills. The learning intention may be precise or 
vague, planned or unplanned, and encoded explicitly or implicitly. In these events, 
children experience different pedagogic modalities, each with its own complex 
combination of pedagogical classification and framing. The sense that the children make 
of their literacy learning is observed as they engage and respond to literacy-related 
activities and from their accounts of activities, such as conversations, drawings and 
other related interactions. The analysis is presented by using quotations, short vignettes, 
transcriptions, analytical grids and fieldnotes. 
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Home, school and community each have their own social and physical dimensions and 
provide a variety of learning opportunities. I explore children's perceptions of their 
learning encounters, including in space and time, as these have messages about what is 
valued by adults and their cultural beliefs about children and what is valuable for 
children to learn. The children's perceptions are first presented and this is followed by 
three core instructional learning events from the three domains. The first takes place at 
home, where Mahera is being helped to read in English, Arabic and Bengali by her 
parents; the second focuses on a school classroom interaction in which Wasimul's 
expectations of what counts as writing his name conflict with those of his teacher; and 
the third focuses on Tariq and Armeen's participation in a liturgical reading of the 
Qur'an at a milad, a community gathering of women for religious observance. 
Each event is interpreted using three layers of analysis as follows: a description of the 
event itself, an analysis of the pedagogy of learning and instruction focusing on literacy; 
and thirdly the interpretation of learning as it occurs within a broader sociocultural 
framework. The children's experiences of the pedagogy, what is taught (curriculum) 
and how it is learned, are analysed for each of the three domains. The visibility of these 
pedagogies is explored using Bernstein's (1975a) concepts of classification (strength of 
boundaries) and ftaming (the regulation of behaviour and communication between 
boundaried aspects) is used to analyse the regulatory and instructional discourses for 
children's learning (See Chapter 2, Section 2.7). 
6.2 Reception Year Children's Perceptions of Learning 
This section explores how the Reception children perceived their experiences of 
learning and the meaning they gave to their encounters in the domains. As each child's 
learning experiences are largely regulated by adults it is necessary to "interpret each 
perspective in relation to others" (Brooker, 2002a: 15). Bronfenbrenner's (1979) 
ecological model views each child's experiences as unique but also situated within their 
family context, which in turn is nested within its neighbourhood and community, while 
school and community classes are nested within institutions and within local and 
national education and religious systems. 
The children's perceptions in this study were explored using a range of observational 
methods, including photographs taken during the 
fieldwork of typical learning and 
instructional activities at home, in school and community classes. The children were 
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asked to comment on what they saw and explain to me what was happening in the 
photographs and what the people might be saying. Responses show they were aware 
that home literacy practices were important, even before they entered school and 
attended community classes. 
When they started school the children had already experienced many aspects of 
ritualised literacy and had a keen sense for literacy in family life. This included the 
embodied learning associated with how space and time were constructed and regulated 
by adults (Bourdieu, 1977; Mayall, 1994,1996). As the children joined their new school 
and community classes they had to learn a new 'cultural grammar', with its appropriate 
rules of discourse and patterns for participation (Gregory, 1993). There was also the 
transition from 'my house' to the 'inside' space of school and community classes, each 
with its distinctive organisation, language and rules. The rituals of separation from 
home to school are illustrated by the daily greetings, taking of the register and 
symbolically marked when children were asked to sit 'on the carpet', as identified by 
Mahera (aged 5years): 
Doing the carpet. Sitting nicely. Miss Fuller is saying 'Who's here? ' Miss Fuller 
says 'Good morning' and then does the register and writes in it. Be quiet and 
sitting nicely - if you put your finger on your mouth it helps you sit nicely. 
(Photograph task, April 2005). 
How the primary school day was regulated is well illustrated by Taslima's (5 years) 
account in Box 6.1 below, which revealed her perception of the ritualised and 
fragmented activities in her typical school day. Similarly for Khaleda (5 years), "Sitting 
nicely and listening to Miss Fuller", reflects the main rule, the stilling of the body as 
signifying attention, underlying activities when sitting on the carpet, in particular for 
shared reading and word level work (Photograph task, April 2005). 
Box 6.1: Taslima's day in Reception class. 
You come inside. You put your coats on your peg then you sit down on the carpet. Then 
you do register. Then you take register to Mrs Green. Then you do your writing, then 
you read a story. Then you play. Then you have to tidy up, then you go to assembly. 
Then you put your coats on, and then you have some fruit. Then you play. Then you 
come inside. Then you work. Then you have your dinner. Then you play outside. 
Then 
you hang your coat up. Then you play. Then you have to tidy up and you go 
home. 
Child interview, March 2000. 
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The children, although not yet regularly attending community classes, appeared to 
distinguish differences in the classification and framing of the curriculum in different 
domains, such as the more formal instructional role of teachers in Arabic community 
classes. Samina (5 years) explained a photograph of older children listening to a young 
messab pointing to two Arabic letters on the white board, "That's the messab. He shows 
you how to read it", and Khaleda (5 years) reveals respect tinged with apprehension for 
the status of an Islamic teacher when she responded, "Ooh, I'm afraid of him. " 
(Photograph task, April 2005). 
A strong sense of assuming agency for learning emerges in conversations with children, 
as illustrated in Box 6.2 below, which reflects Mujibur's (5 years) wide view of 
leaming. 
Box 6.2: "Nobody learned me. I learned it by myselU 
PM: What else did you learn by yourselP 
Mujibur: Wroting (sic) and playing and dancing and library and tidying and when 
it's messy at home my mum and me tidy and tidying - like now - in Reception 
and Nursery. Nobody learned me. NIm Vicky (his nursery teacher) and the 
children. I'm good at counting puzzles. 
Classroom conversation, September 2005. 
As Brooker (2002a: 17) observed, the ... idea' of school" is also present in the home. 
When I asked Yousef (5 years) who teaches him numbers, his reply conveys a routine 
family involvement in formal learning, "Everybody's mum. And my mum comes to 
collect me. I have a brother a big one and a small one. Sometimes - after school" 
(Photograph task, April 2005), Mothers teaching numbers and alphabets is seen as 
rnatural' -a family affair that involves a considerable 
investment in time and attention. 
The role of siblings in learning to read, particularly in English, is seen as important, as 
emphasised by Khaleda (5 years). "I write and I read at home with my brother Faisal, 
my borobhai (elder brother). He tells me "You can try", and I try and try and now I can 
do. He reads Snap. It's a story. " (Classroom conversation, February 2005). 
In summary, the children all appeared to be able to move fluently and easily 
between 
different instructional activities in different domains and none expressed any difficulties 
in moving between these domains. This suggests they tended to accept that adults may 
have different learning intentions and use different pedagogies. The children commonly 
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described literacy learning at home as learning with parents and siblings, and often 
spoke of learning to read and write Bengali and to read Arabic as 'hard'. They tended to 
differentiate between adult roles by commonly talking about how their parents ýheip 
them' leam to read and write, while they (the children) 'do things for' their teachers at 
school, and the messab 'shows them how to' read in Arabic. The Bengali phrase 
shundor korche (You did that beautifully) heard at home and in school, is a form of 
encouragement to children that implies an appreciation of their effort and persistence, as 
well as, for example, well formed handwriting, a response to both process and product. 
6.3 Mahera Learns to Read at Home: Core Event Number One 
(Main Observations 16 May 2005) 
6.3.1 Mahera: Introduction 
This core instructional event demonstrates how Mahera (5 years), positioned herself as 
she encountered different pedagogical approaches to learning to read in Arabic, Bengali 
and English. All three languages were important to her parents. It also shows how she 
subtly adapted and responded as she learned to read in socioculturally acceptable ways. 
Besides learning English in school, Mahera had just begun to attend a local mosque for 
classes in Arabic and Bengali. She seemed to engage easily with different adult views of 
how best to teach Arabic and Bengali. She also brought to home literacy learning some 
elements of school reading practices, thus introducing 'nýew' ways of reading to her 
mother and father. 
Mahera attended mosque classes for Arabic from 5-6.30pm on Wednesdays, Thursdays 
and Fridays, and for Bengali on both Saturdays and Sundays mornings for two hours 
each day. This was not yet common for her Bangladeshi classmates, and not yet known 
to her classteacher. When Mahera questioned why it was important that she learn all 
three languages, her mother's reply emphasised immediate family ties as well as wider 
social and cultural reasons connected with personal identity and being a Muslim, as 
in 
Box 6.3 below. 
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Box 6-3: Mahera asks why she has to learn so many languages. 
Mother: Mm and I say because your grandmother is from Bangladesh and she 
speaks in Bengali, so if you don't know how to speak in Bengali you wouldn't 
understand her and she wouldn't understand you. And your Dad speaks in Bengali, he 
doesn't know much English, so if you speak in English I will be able to understand you, but you wouldn't be able to understand your Dad. And you must make sure that you do learn. Bengali. 
Then she'll say why do I have to learn to read Arabic and then I say it's because you are 
a Muslim person, and as you are a Muslim person you are encouraged to read about 
your religion. So unless you read the Qur'an people don't know what to believe in, what 
not to believe in. 
Adapted from audiotape recording 75, counter 492, recorded March 2005. 
Mahera's father, Karim, previously a deed writer in Sylhet, came to the United 
Kingdom following his marriage in Bangladesh. He spoke Sylheti, read Arabic and 
continued to learn to speak English by listening to television and reading local 
newspapers. He now worked as a waiter in a local restaurant. Her mother, Asha, grew 
up in south London, where her parents and her two brothers still lived in neighbouring 
boroughs. She spoke English and Bengali and learned Sylheti after she was married. 
Mahera was aware of her parents' individual competences in each language. 
6.3.2 Mahera Reading at Home: The First Layer Analysis 
After school Mahera's father and mother taught her at the table in their small living 
room. On one wall, an ornate clock with a view of Mecca, a prayer calendar, three 
strings of beads and a name-card written and decorated by Mahera in school displayed a 
range of texts which emanated from the three domains. The full Transcript and 
Analytical Grids for Mahera are in Appendices 6.1 and 6.2 respectively. 
Sitting on the settee, Mahera showed me "my English books. " The first, On The Farm, 
had pictures and single word captions, the second, It's Time to Wash, had short 
captions, and the third was an alphabet book. She quickly read the first two and seemed 
at ease when reading to me in a manner similar to that used in her Reception class, 
where 'talking to your book', or emergent reading, was acceptable at this early stage 
(Lines 1-32). She said she also read Arabic and Bengali every day with her parents. 
As Mahera moved from the settee to the table, her mother brought the Arabic and 
Bengali primers from another room. Mahera started working with her father to 
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memorise Arabic letters (Lines 37-62), followed by reading It's Time to Wash with her 
mother (Lines 113-130), reciting the Bengali names for the days of the week (Lines 
166-200), counting up to 100 in Bengali (Lines 243-261), followed by her mother 
reading Little Red Riding Hood in English (269-275), and finally, more than an hour 
later, together they read two alphabet books from school (Lines 279-335). 
6.3.3 Mahera Pedagogy for Learning: The Second Layer Analysis 
Mahera's parents said they were teaching Arabic letters primarily so Mahera could later 
read the Qur'an. Asha explained, "It's just like believing in a religion yeah, if you don't 
know how to read and write in Arabic you won't understand the meaning of being a 
Muslim person or like mm understanding the rules and regulations to that. " Karim 
framed this reading as 'special' when he brought Mahera an orna (head scarf) and 
gestured for her to put it on. Her mother was more direct. "Cover your head. " Mahera 
resisted. Although they look disappointed ("She should"), they explained her resistance 
as shyness in my presence. Mahera knew it was non-negotiable in Qur'an classes. "At 
the mosque, if your teacher sees that (hair) he will shout, " 
Sitting down beside Mahera, her father initiated reading the primer saying the first three 
letters and prompted her to say them. Both parents listened attentively as she sounded 
out the letters, with exchanges following the routine pattern of "participation, 
demonstration, practice and test" (Gregory, 1994: 118). They were amused by her 
"trying to learn the letter[s]" (lines 40-47) in the Arabic alphabet acknowledging that 
"She['s] all mixed up" as the letters got more difficult. 
See Transcript 6.1 below for Lines 37-41. 
Transcript 6.1: Mahera learning to read in Arabic. 
37 Father: alif baa toa 
38 Mahera: alif baa taa saa 
39 Mother: tomar niatta gomta dao [Cover your hair) 
40 Mahera: alif baa laa saajim haa khaa daaIjaaIjim (etc) 
Mahera continues reading the letters of the Arabic alphabet by herself as her parents 
listen attentively. Mother chuckles as she finishes. 
41 Mother: bolo (== read 2d person informal imperative) 
Her parents focused on de-coding. They regarded listening, practising and correction as 
the most effective way to encourage Mahera to learn 
by heart. They gave attention to 
Arabic symbol-sound correspondence and matching with the correct pronunciation. 
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Their pedagogic model gave Mahera the correct pronunciation for each letter and 
sequence of letters and then showed her how to combine letters into syllables. She 
dutifully memorised and mastered the initial letters as they were essential for complex 
Arabic syllables and words. Karim gently prompted by providing the right sounds. The 
primer had no illustrations or other clues. Their instruction was similar to that observed 
in Arabic classes at the mosque. 
A different pattern emerged when Mahera read It's Time to Wash in English with her 
mother, which they had evidently read before. First Asha read the first few words and 
left Mahera to finish the phrase (See Transcript 6.2 below for Lines 113 - 122). 
Transcript 6.2: Mahera learning to read English. 
113 M: It'S Time to..... (Mother starts by reading the title; where she 
supplies the word for Mahera it is written in bold). 
114 Mahera: TVash. It's time to wash. It's 
115 M: Fill 
116 Mahera: Fill tub up 
117 M: Fill the tub 
H8 Mahera: Look at 
119 M: /W/ /a/ /tch/ 
120 Mahera: Watch the tub bubbles 
121 M: Bubbles 
122 Mahera: Bubbles rub a dub dub. Naughty naughty ducky 
Mahera then tried to take the initiative in reading, leaving her mother to make 
corrections (Lines 118-122). Her mother again took over and prompted the next words 
(Lines 123-127). While her mother focused closely on the written text, Mahera gave her 
own rendering drawing on her knowledge of spoken English. Her parents did not 
comment and did not praise. They signalled the end of the episode by closing the book 
and moving it away. 
They tell Mahera, now looking at a Bengali primer, to say the Bengali names for the 
days of the week which she has just recited in English. Mahera confidently recited the 
days in English. Karim prompted the recitation in Bengali, starting with the Bengali 
convention of shonibar (Saturday) as the first day of the week. He followed the usually 
instructional pattern of demonstration, repeat, check and correct. Soon they started code 
switching by using English names, as well as prompts 
like "mongolbar then budbhar" 
(Wednesday then Thursday, Line 176). See Transcript 6.3 below for Lines 166-174. 
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Transcript 6.3: Mahera learning the days of the week in Bengali. 
166 Mahera: Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 
167 Father: bangla bolo (Say it in Bengali) 
168 Mother: bangla bolo 
169 Father: shonibar (Saturday) 
170 Mother: shonibar 
171 Mahera: shonibar 
172 Father: eita shonibar ar eita robibar (And this is Sunday and Monday) 
17 33 Mother- robibar 
174 Father: robibar Monday shombar. 
Increasingly they used prompts in English, such as "And then? " (Line 186). Humour ran 
through this scaffolded and decontextualised exercise. Mahera joked to me (PM), "I am 
teaching you alphabets and words in Bengali" (Line 200) when I joined in. She implied 
a change in roles and emphasised that successful learning was based on both listening 
and remembering in learning to read Bengali. A similar but more rigid pattern of 
reciting and repetition then followed as Mahera counted to 100. 
Finally, Mahera and her mother read an English alphabet book from school, with turn- 
taking that tested her ability to identify the letters (Lines 279-295). She drew on school 
practices of reading with her teacher, thus bringing her outside world into her own 
reading by asking her mother for explanations of the text (Lines 296-335). 
What were Karim's and Asha's apparent learning intentions for Arabic and Bengali as 
they followed the accepted and basic method for Qur'anic instruction based on a model 
of look, listen and repeat? They deliberately focused on Mahera beginning by learning 
the 26 letters of the Arabic alphabet, and 3 initial vowels. She learned these first as 
names (Foulin, 2005) and then moved on to learning the sounds of the letters. Children 
use what Rosowsky (2005: 37) describes as "consonant plus vowelling units with others 
to forin syllables", as preparation for decoding and recognition of whole words. 
Leaming classical Arabic begins with the letters of the alphabet and then moves to 
practising combinations of phonemes and graphemes as presented in the numbered 
'little books' or pre-Quranic primers. In Arabic, the focus is on consonants, and vowels 
are marked optionally with diacritic marks above or below the letters (Edwards, 1998). 
Karim aimed to support the memorisation of letter-sound correspondence in preparation 
for what he expected would be taught in mosque class. 
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As Mahera actively participated, her parents knew exactly what she could do. "She 
reads a bit in Arabic. She can read a little bit in Bengali as well (chuckles). She knows 
the alphabet in Arabic but in Bengali she knows only half because she only started 
about three weeks ago. " Asha explained that, as dutiful parents, "You have to encourage 
your child to read and to write. I know that it will be difficult for them to read and write 
in English and Bengali and in Arabic as well", and, furthermore, "if you don't go along 
helping with them, she wouldn't do well at school or at mosque or anywhere. '" Mahera 
seemed to respond to their high expectations, pride and good humour. Learning 
multilingually, despite the challenges, was simply what she did. 
6.3.4 Mahera Wider Sociocultural Context and Meaning: The Third Layer 
Analysis 
Sociocultural interactions reveal both the curricula, what is taught and learned, as well 
as the pedagogy, how the teaching and learning take place. Mahera was at ease with her 
parents' assumption that she would first learn the names of the Arabic consonants, the 
Bengali alphabet letters and read English books from school, and switched easily 
between the reading requirements for these three languages. Many Bangladeshi parents 
devoted considerable time to tutoring and their pedagogic style was usually compatible 
with that used in mosque classes and influenced by their own experience of learning 
Bengali 
Mahera was also learning to read English from other texts, including national and local 
newspapers, by communicating with family, reading library books, and practising with 
her story and alphabet books from school. She was also learning English and Bengali 
from children's television programmes, videos and watching with her mother "short 
films - stories about Bangladesh - they're cultural. " Mahera already 
had a strong sense 
of the power of reading English for a real-life purpose. For instance, Asha recounted 
that, following the birth of Mahera's baby brother, her family had been bidding for a 
larger council flat and that Mahera actively searched in the local newspapers for suitable 
accommodation. "Mummy, Mummy look there, " pointing out the advertisement 
for 
flats in north London NWL "Look at this. Look, it's got two bedrooms" (Interview, I 
March 2005). On her own initiative she frequently practised by copying letters and 
words from her reading books and often asked 
her mother, "What does this word say? " 
or "What does it mean? ", determinedly extending 
her own word lexicon. 
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An analysis of Mahera's parents' pedagogy reveals a 'visible pedagogy' (VP) 
characterised by both a strongly classified curriculum and a strongly framed 
instructional mode, with a clear boundary between their role as teachers and Mahera's 
as pupil. They controlled the materials and her learning sequence, as well as regulating 
the pace and allocation of time. Mahera knew what was being taught, when and how, 
and what counted as successful learning. This was most apparent for learning Arabic 
which was both strongly classified and framed and marked by ritual observances. 
Learning to read Arabic took precedence over before learning to read in Bengali. She 
was clear about the instructional discourse (ID) and, despite her momentary resistance, 
accepted the regulatory discourse (RD), at the same time taking greater control of her 
own leaming. 
The very act of starting by learning the Arabic alphabet correctly intimates the 
unquestionable 'duty' of every Muslim to read the Qur'an, which is legitimised by the 
strong classification and strong framing of the pedagogy in the mosque classes. 
Learning Bengali, Mahera also encountered a didactic pedagogy and initially aimed at 
'mastery' of the 52 basic letters and 10 shortened vowel forms that she knew she needed 
to practise at home if she was to recognise, name and sound the Bengali consonants. 
Mahera. seems to have had no doubts that she could achieve this through clear 
instruction and her own application. 
In reading books in English from school, Mahera recognised and realised the rules of 
discourse as understood by her parents, while also gently introducing some of the 
school's literacy discourse into the exchanges with her mother. She was also aware that 
learning English is linked to future success in the wider society, such as her aspirations 
to be a nurse or doctor. 
In summary, this core instructional event demonstrates how Mahera in her Reception 
year was already engaging with multiple texts in three languages, with different scripts 
and systems, and can negotiate different pedagogies and modalities. Moreover, she 
could switch between expected sociocultural ways of reading, such as 'reading' for 
meaning her story book in English from school, wearing an orna when leaming Arabic, 
and the importance of memorising the Bengali alphabet for decoding words. 
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6.3.5 Mahera-. Conclusions 
Learning to read is highly valued by Bangladeshi parents, who see literacy as the key to 
full sociocultural and religious participation. Mahera and her family have a well 
developed metacognitive awareness of language differences and the discourse rules 
needed for each, particularly of Bengali and Arabic. Her parents actively bring their 
own individual histories to their tutoring and have confidence in their model of 
instruction. At the same time, Mahera has confidence in introducing her parents to 
reading strategies used in her mainstream school. 
Mahera works easily between different cultural assumptions for reading and is 
culturally responsive to appropriate behaviours in each discourse. As a multilingual 
child, she is developing a fine sense of what counts as reading in these languages, their 
different purposes and that each one requires her to recognise and enact different rules 
and norms. For instance,, her experience of shared reading in English in the nursery and 
Reception classes is the emergent reading paradigm for English, as outlined in the 
National Curriculum and the National Literacy Strategy. The early emphasis is on 
multiple cues for meaning rather than word-for-word, letter-by-letter accuracy of 
reading. It uses an interactive approach seen as 'fun' and acceptable for reading in 
school. 
In learning to read Arabic, however, cultural requirements are more formal and the 
emphasis is on decoding through letter recognition rather than meaning, with learning to 
read Arabic being framed by the need to read the Qur'an and to pray so as to become a 
'good' or moral person. Leaming Bengali is also framed by cultural requirements, such 
as knowing about Bangladesh and its history, and its necessity for the immediate 
practical reasons like communicating with family, including across continents. 
This core event "allows a reforraulation of the relation between the individual and the 
social and cultural envirom-nents in which each is inherently involved 
in the others' 
definition" (Rogoff, 1995: 140). As Dewey (1916: 26) suggests, by participating in such 
joint learning activities the learner "appropriates the purpose which actuates 
it, [and] 
becomes familiar with its methods and subject matter, acquires needed skill, and is 
saturated with its emotional spirit. " This event also conveys the main educational goals 
and concerns of the parents who see themselves as 
having the main responsibility for 
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encouraging their children to learn and understand these three languages, all of which 
imply ways of seeing and experiencing the world. 
6.4 Wasimul Learns to Write His Name at School: Core Event Number Two 
(Observed 28 September 1999) 
6.4.1 Wasimul: Introduction 
This core instructional event illustrates how Wasimul Islam, in his first days in 
Westway School, received support for his emerging literacy while also encountering 
both continuities and discontinuities in expectations and teaching practices. It reveals 
the complexity of experiences in the first year at school, as children try to make sense of 
their teacher's instructions,, while also adjusting their own expectations. 
The teacher, Mrs Miles, assessed the children for intellectual, organisational and social 
skills and explained that she was "trying to help them [to] be independent children" and 
"how to do things on their own. " She saw independence and self-reliance as an 
important part of learning to be a pupil. She insisted, "You must let children try. It's 
part of learning. " She explained, "Over the first weeks I take note of children's skills in 
a range of activities, cutting out, writing, painting, getting things out and putting away, 
making puzzles and their own social skills - how they get on with other children and 
adults" (Interview, July 2000). Fostering awareness of appropriate behaviours seemed 
to form a large part of her pedagogical discourse, with regulatory discourse governing 
classroom behaviours (Brooker, 2002). 
Wasimul Islam, almost 5 years old, was in his second week in Reception class, having 
previously attended another local nursery. His mother had also attended Westway as a 
child. As Wasimul and his teacher,, Mrs Miles, began to get to know each other and their 
respective ways of knowing, what sense did they make of what counts as knowledge 
and learning? What was Wasimul learning when he wrote his name? What new 'rules' 
was he having to learn in the pedagogical and sociocultural practices of the Westway 
Reception class? 
6.4.2 Wasimul Literacy Related Event: First Layer Analysis 
After Mrs Miles and the whole class had finished reading the story of The Hungry 
Caterpillar, the shared reading of the Big Book version, she chose two groups of four 
children to draw a hungry caterpillar and assured the others that, 
"Everyone is going to 
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have a turn. " She helped the rest of the class, who were still sitting on the carpet, to 
(choose' activities which they could self-direct while she attended to the two smaller 
groups. 
In one group Wasimul and three other children sat at a table and were busy drawing. In 
the middle of the table was a pile of long rectangular cards with a child's forename 
written in large, thick black letters in felt pen on each one. The cards were laminated 
and looked new. On one card was written Wasim. After Wasimul had finished drawing 
he turned the paper over and drew a line horizontally across the page on which he wrote 
his name in full as "Wasimull slam" (sic). Mrs Miles came over to look at his writing 
and then directed him to "Do it like mine", pointing to his name card. Wasimul looked 
up and replied, "I wrote my name. " The teacher did not reply and walked away to the 
other group. 
Wasimul sighed as he compared the card with what he had written and then placed the 
card in front of him. He copied his first name in large letters shown on the card but 
actually wrote WasimAul. He looked at his writing and, spotting a mistake, put a 
diagonal line through the A and then wrote IsLAM. The letters were small, tidy and 
well formed, with many in upper case. They also sat neatly on the line. Although he 
copied both the large size and precursive script, he still wrote his first name in full and 
then added his second name 'Islam', thus completing his full name. Leaving his paper 
on the table he went over to another area in the classroom. 
Later, his teacher gathered up his paper and commented, "He's very bright, but no 
social skills. " While Wasimul learned his new identity as a pupil, the teacher's non- 
validation effectively delivered a gentle 'symbolic violence', which Bourdieu 
(1977) 
describes as a form of domination that conveys her hidden power as exerted through 
communication. 
Wasimul's and the teacher's actions are summarised in Box 6.4 below and the complete 
Analytical Grid is given in Appendix 6.3. 
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Box 6.4: Observational analysis of Wasimul learning to write his name. 
Line Wasimul's Actions and Speech Teacher's Actions and Speech I Wasimul sits at table with 3 children Mrs Miles helps the rest of the class 
sitting on the carpet to 'choose" 
activities 
2 He draws 
He stops drawing and turns the page 
over 
4 Wasimul draws a horizontal line half 
way down the page 
5 Wasimul writes his full name just 
above the line. He writes 
Wasimullslam (sic) 
6 She comes over and stands beside 
Wasimul. She looks at his writing 
7 "Do it like mine" 
8 1 wrote my name" Mrs Miles points to the pile of name 
cards on the table 
9 She walks to the other group to look at 
a child's drawing 
10 Wasimul sighs, picks up his name 
card on which is written Wasim, and 
puts it just beyond his paper 
II He copies his first name in large 
letters and in the style shown on the 
model card 
12 He writes WasimAul 
13 He looks at what he has written 
14 Wasimul puts a diagonal through the 
A 
15 He looks again at what he has written 
16 Wasimul adds IsLANI 
17 He pushes the paper towards the 
middle of the table 
18 Wasimul gets up and walks away Mrs Miles notices but continues with 
from the table what she is doing 
19 "He's very bright, but no social skills" 
6.4.3 Wasimul Pedagogy for Learning: Second Layer Analysis 
What does this incident reveal about Wasimul's knowledge, concepts and understanding 
about print as he starts in school? What prior learning has already taken place at home 
and in nursery? The process of writing his name in full (Lines 3 to 5 above) provides 
clues to some of the basic concepts Wasimul has acquired about reading and writing. 
He 
can write his name neatly and in full; knows the alphabet and some 
letter-sound 
relationships (grapheme-phoneme correspondence); shows 
knowledge of fine grade 
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print by editing his writing; and his corrections show observational ability. In addition, 
he knows that print is different from drawing, that it carries a message and that the same 
series of marks are always decoded into the same spoken language (the immutability of 
print). 
In writing his name as one word (ie: Wasimullslam) he reflects the common elision of 
his two distinct Islamic names when spoken. From visual memory he realised that his 
long name is written differently from the script used at home. Writing his name as 
Wa/si/mul, together with the omission of a space between his names, reflects that he 
may not yet have fully understood the separation of first and second names. In addition, 
his spontaneous corrections and scrutiny (Lines 14-15) suggest that at home he is taught 
to use both upper and lower case conventions. He shows a 'mastery' of letter formation, 
as well as cultural values embodied in using Bengali. 
Wasimul's handwriting already meets the requirements for the end of Key Stage I 
Writing in the National Curriculum (DfE, 1995). Attainment Target 3 requires that the 
average seven-year-old be able to produce letters which are accurately formed and 
consistent in size. The horizontal line he draws (Line 4) demonstrates a device used at 
home to assist in presentation. It gives a clue that, as a bilingual leamer, he was aware 
of different conventions being used for English and Bengali scripts. English letters 'sit 
on' the line whereas Bengali letters 'hang below' it. 
Wasimul appeared to have prior knowledge and expectations of what is valid and 
valued at home, as well as anticipating that his teacher valued both presentation and 
accuracy. While he clearly recognised the first part of the task (draw then write your 
name), lines 3 and 5 showed that the task was strongly framed but not strongly 
classified. The provision of written name cards tacitly indicated that the school way of 
writing was by copying, although it was unclear what was legitimate copying. 
What was the pedagogy that Wasimul encountered? What kind of literacy was he being 
taught? Line I suggested that Mrs Miles held a developmental model of learning based 
on appropriate ages, stages and ideas of 'readiness' 
for learning literacy. She located 
learning in the individual (Line 19 "He's very bright") and fostered individualised 
learning by scaffolding and by providing a standardised visual model (Line 8) as a 
prompt for each child's individual efforts. 
At the same time she drew on an 
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apprenticeship model of learning for reading and used the 'Big Books' where 
participation was encouraged. The National Literacy Strategy for the Literacy Hour 
assumed that children learn literacy as apprentices by learning to read by reading 
(MEE, 1998). The illustrated narrative texts become a prompt for the development of 
oracy, reading and writing. 
The prepared name cards signified a belief that young children need visual examples 
and that as pupils they should comply with teachers' requests. This instructional 
approach reflected the elementary tradition in which evaluation of performance or 
product is seen as key (Pollard et al., 1994). This typically involves three steps: One - 
Set task, Two - Model task and Three - Monitor, evaluate and feedback. The 
classteacher's discourse emphasised her one-to-one relationship with learners and 
provides feedback while children are engaged in their tasks. However, Mrs Miles' 
instruction, "Do it like mine" (Line 8), can be interpreted as strong classification (ie: 
copy-and-write) and strong framing (you must do it how I want it done). Her silent 
response (Line 9) reinforced the strongly framed non-negotiable nature of the task - 
names have to be written in 'infant' script. The purpose remained a mystery to Wasimul 
who, encountered drawing a hungry caterpillar as weakly framed - he could represent 
this in his own way - but then encountered the teacher's non-acceptance of his 'mastery' 
of his name. Since Wasimul could already write his full name independently, this 
episode is less a zone of proximal development in literacy learning and more a symbolic 
induction in social control. 
The practice of name writing gives valuable support for emerging literacy as it links 
writing and drawing. In early language practice names are written on every drawing, 
which reinforces the distinction between the two symbolic systems. A drawing 
represents reality in a personal way, while writing involves the encoding of language 
sounds into an agreed code system. Frequent name writing enables children to practise 
and indicate letter-sound combinations that are particularly salient to themselves. An 
ability to write one's name also supports the acquisition of auditory and visual memory 
(Clay, 2001: 15). Name writing ability is a strong predictor for being able to read at the 
end of the first year of statutory schooling (Adams, 1990; Riley, 1999; Beard, 2003). 
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6.4.4 Wasimul Wider Sociocultural Context and Meaning: Third Layer Analysis 
Pedagogic discourse and underlying rules of behaviour shape the experiences of 
children and the practices of teachers. Although superficially this instructional event 
seems to be about literacy learning, a closer examination suggests that it is more a mini 
rite de passage (Van Gennep, 1909) in the transition between status as child learner at 
home to becoming a pupil in school. The analysis helps to understand what was 
happening at a deeper level. As Bernstein (1975b) held, the rules of instructional 
discourse (ID) and ways of learning in the classroom are embedded within the rules of 
the regulatory discourse (RD), including appropriate ways of behaving in the classroom. 
In Line 10, Wasimul recognised that both the ID and RD required that he copied the 
teacher's model in terms of size of script and the use of only his forename. While he 
achieved the infant script, he resisted total compliance with his teacher's version of his 
shortened name. Wasimul appeared to recognise (Lines 14-15) the dominant school 
manner for writing letters but kept his name as it is culturally framed at home. Despite 
being accustomed to being called Wasim at home, he rejected the short form on the card 
and held strongly to his full name and his own personal and cultural identity. Line 16 
showed him holding onto his sociocultural understanding and that his full name, 
Wasimul, should be used in both fonnal and public situations. Thus Wasimul literally 
marked his multiple identity as a strong and knowledgeable bilingual leamer and as a 
Muslim and as a British Bangladeshi. 
During his early weeks in school, Wasimul thus encountered a pedagogic discourse that 
presented both similarities and dissimilarities with his home learning. In the Reception 
class children had to make sense of and negotiate their way through any disjunctures, 
while the pedagogic discourse required them to 'read' the teacher's instructions. 
They 
had to learn to recognise both the instructional and regulatory discourses embedded in 
her words and behaviour. In recognising this, Wasimul decided not to challenge 
his 
teacher further and demonstrated his social agency by adhering to his full name. This 
suggests he had social awareness, confidence in his prior 
home learning and a strong 
sense of personal identity. The importance of given names was 
later confirmed by two 
Year Five boys in the playground who asked me what my name meant (See Box 6.5 
below). Their reply showed an imperative to have a Muslim name and that parents (and 
grandparents) had limited flexibility to choose. 
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Box 6.5: Who chooses your name? 
PM: And what about your names? Who chooses your name? 
Boy 1: My Mum and Dad 
Boy 2: Allah says 
Boy 1: (Laughs) Yeah Allah 
Boy 2: There is a list. Allah tells you, man. 
Fieldnotes for conversation in Westway Playground, February 2000. 
In summary, Wasimul conveyed his understanding of his cultural practices for formal 
interactions by writing his full name. At school, however, he had yet to learn the norms 
for instructional interactions in the classroom, where it was rare for Bangladeshi 
children to challenge their teacher's explanations and interpretations (Gardner, 1991). 
6.4.5 Wasimul: Conclusions 
The teacher's instruction, "Do it like mine", established the underlying rules of 
pedagogical discourse in school. It carried several aims. Firstly, it emphasised the role 
of being a pupil, which involves learning to learn to follow teachers who, in effect, 
represent the school community and government educational policies. 
Secondly, teachers are implicitly carrying out nationally agreed educational policies 
relating to early learning goals and desirable outcomes for early years pupils. These 
policies contain cultural assumptions as to what are deemed appropriate ways for 
teaching and learning, with the teacher modelling the 'right' way in terms of script, size 
and visual clarity. 
Thirdly, Wasimul was learning that compliance and conformity are valued in class, as 
they are at home; that schools may be unaware of religious and cultural beliefs and 
practices of minority ethnic groups; and that home learning, even though it may have 
been a part of a formal preparation for school, may not necessarily be valued in school. 
This brief episode demonstrates how the Regulative and Instructional Discourses are 
both present in classroom interactions and that both are concerned primarily with 
sociocultural learning. It offers an insight into how both discourses are present at home 
and in school in combinations of modalities and how there may be a strong boundaries 
between home and school knowledge. In an explicit and visible pedagogy (VP) teachers 
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are the arbiters of what counts as writing, while in a weak and invisible pedagogy (IP) 
the learner has an apparent choice. Wasimul's encounter provides an example of how 
the regulatory discourse (ie: how to behave as a pupil in a setting) is transmitted through 
the instructional discourse (ie: how to learn in this setting). The explicitness of the 
pedagogy (the how and the what) remained a mystery to Wasimul, as did the purpose of 
the activity. 
6.5 Tariq and Armeen Join the milad in the Community: Core Event Number 
Three (Main Observations 8 June 2000) 
6.5.1 Tariq and Armeen: Introduction 
In the previous two core events, the instructional discourse was prominent. In this 
episode it appears to be minimal, although it is still rich in literacy learning 
opportunities through the modelling of adults. Tariq (aged five years) and Armeen 
(about three years old) joined in a milad, best described as an occasional religious and 
community cultural event for reading the Qur'an and reciting prayers. Rosowsky 
(2001: 56) calls this "liturgical literacy", which he argues is an equally valid form of 
literacy that has an "effect upon the learning of other literacies, including the reading 
and writing of English. " The central role and cultural meaning attached to this fon-n of 
literacy are implicitly conveyed in and through the activities in the course of the milad 
However, while it is rich in opportunities for literacy learning, the adults' instructional 
intentions for their children appear implicitly through subtle gesture. 
The milad was led by a highly respected local woman. The children showed great 
respect by silently entering and leaving the room at all times, by socialising quietly in 
the adjoining room, and by walking across the living room with bent posture and their 
right hand held out in front. 
What does participation mean for young children like Tariq and Armeen? What are the 
adult learning intentions for their children? What sense do the children make of this 
unintentionally instructional event? What is the sociocultural significance of the milad 
to the children for literacy learning? 
Through their voluntary presence in this milad both Tariq and Armeen were learning 
how to participate and actively position themselves as devotional participants. As they 
participated and adopted acceptable postures and behaviour they received 
immediate 
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encouragement and positive reinforcement. The leader noticed, but remained intent on 
reciting. The women smiled and nodded and signalled approval to Armeen, while 
catching each other's eye in shared amusement and delight. To Tariq, being older, they 
nod in approval. The analysis suggests that, by participating, they were learning both 
the 'rules' for engaging in the milad as well as the future imperative for learning to read 
the Qur'an and a belief in the comfort of prayers. 
Full Fieldnotes are given in Appendix 6.4, with general observations on the milad in 
Part One and those on the participation of children in Part Two. 
6.5.2 Tariq and Armeen Join in the milad: First Layer Analysis 
Unlike a Bengali mela, a secular fair, the milad is a community religious event or 
celebration. Rubeya, my interpreter, explained this reason for this milad: 
"It is the moon month, rabiyul. On an Islamic calendar it says Safar-Rabi al 
Awwal. It is the Prophet's birthday (Peace be unto Him). During this month 
women often pray at home at any time and they also meet together in each 
others' flats and houses to pray and read the Qur'an, talk about good and 
difficult things and try to support each other. " 
Rubeya told me, "The leader knows the Qur'an and everything, which is why we ask 
her to be our leader. She can recite the whole of the Qur'an by memory, nothing wrong, 
I don't know how she does it! " This woman also taught Arabic to children and was a 
highly respected member in the local Bangladeshi community. By early afternoon the 
milad had been under way for two hours in the living room of a flat in a tower block and 
the mothers, a grandparent, young girls and a couple of young boys were reciting dua, 
religious phrases. There were twenty people in the room where a large white cloth 
covered the central floor area, which a young girl told me was to "keep the carpet clean 
as outside things are dirty, and you are meant to be clean inside and outside when you 
pray. So the cloth keeps you from touching the carpet which might be dirty. " Praying, 
she continued, helped people to become clean inside and outside, to gain soab (religious 
merit . 
Despite the summer heat, the leader and all the other women, who sat facing the leader, 
wear a burqa (an outer garment concealing the hair and body). The leader recited the 
Qur'an from memory while facing Mecca and her voice sounding out above the sound 
of prayers. Although the children, who were gathered in the bedroom next door, came 
and went they carefully did not disturb or interrupt those doing dua (religious phrases). 
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In Box 6.6 below Tariq leads Armeen silently to her mother on the floor cloth. He 
remained attentive at the edge of the cloth. 
Box 6.6: How do Tariq and Armeen participate? 
Tariq ... silently leads Anneen to her mother and sits her down whispering "boso- ("Sit down"). Her mother continues to recite dua with fingers on her beads, and Tariq then 
moves to the edge of the white cloth. As he walks across a woman puts her hand out to 
protect the 'book' and points to how close he came to it. 
Armeen then goes to stand in the middle of the room,, raises her hands to her chest, 
whispers, looks around, sits down and begins to rock. The other girls smile as the leader 
continues to chant and rock backwards and forwards. The women smile broadly at 
Armeen and at each other as the leader continues to read and pray and rock sideways. 
Twice Armeen's mother places a black flowered runial, head scarf, over Armeen's head 
but she pulls it off each time. On the third try Armeen keeps the scarf on and everyone 
watches', smiles and nods at her. 
After about ten minutes Armeen again pulls off her run7al and continues to rock to and 
fro. Some one says in Sylheti "shundor xorso " ("you have done it beautifully"). Next 
Armeen stands up and Tariq takes her by her hand over to an older girl who sits Anneen 
on her lap and gives her some car keys to hold. A few minutes later Armeen goes to 
Tariq and together they leave to join the other children in the room next door. 
Extract based on Part Two of Fieldnotes in Appendix 6.4, Observed June 2000. 
While the devotions were taking place the young children played quietly in the next 
room. During the day some joined the milad and stayed, while some older boys 
remained outside the doorway and listened. Several women held one hundred white 
beads threaded onto cotton,, tabji, and repeated the same words over and over again. An 
eleven year old girl explained, "You have to say the words one hundred times. " She said 
this was called durud kora. The children sitting beside me said they did not know what 
it meant. The leader then passed around a perfume bottle which contained, Rubeya says, 
"Flower essence from Mecca. The Prophet loved perfume from flowers. " The leader 
closed the Qur'an and then continued to recite with her eyes closed. Older secondary 
school age girls then brought in cups of tea. The women drank and chatted and began to 
sing devotional songs, praying for forgiveness and to celebrate in song the beauty of 
'golden' Bangladesh. They wept as they sang. 
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6.5.3 Tariq and Armeen Pedagogy in a Sociocultural Context: Second and Third 
Layer Analysis 
Although this milad was a highly valued religious and cultural activity for the adults, 
and was mainly organised for their own devotional and mutually supportive purposes, 
there were considerable learning opportunities for the children embedded within it, 
including in the organisation of space, time and materials. As there was no explicit 
teaching or instruction, what were the learning opportunities in this event? What 
intentions did the women have for their children's learning? What was the epistemic 
milieu, the cultural ways of knowing, that was being created by the adults for the 
children? 
Although Tariq's presence seemed to be voluntary, the milad was gendered with girls of 
all ages and only younger boys entering the living room itself Tariq was quiet and 
respectful, both inside and outside of the living room, and he was free to participate to 
different degrees and for varying lengths of time. At age five, Tariq already recognised 
the following rules for conduct: his attendance was not compulsory, he might watch 
from the side, come and go quietly by showing respect, not interrupt during reading or 
reciting, might say dua and join in the singing, might sit on the white floor covering, 
and that he should face the leader and the Qur'an. 
With their prior knowledge, Tariq's role with Anneen was that of a more experienced 
other as he scaffolded her entrance into the room and helped her to cross the floor 
covering, avoid touching the Qur'an and sit down quietly. Her mother's insistence on 
her wearing a head scarf emphasised the correct relationship between bodily 
comportment and the saying of prayers and rocking. These give highly valued meaning 
to the Holy Book. The women's smiles and responses sent powerful reinforcement to 
both Tariq and Anneen and enabled them to constitute themselves as 'proper' learners 
in this cultural context. They were both learning in a zone of proximal development 
constructed by the adults, all of which signalled their future need to become literate in 
Arabic. Tariq stood to one side as is usual practice for men at mixed public gatherings. 
What was the mode of the pedagogy? The pedagogic discourse (regulative and 
instructional) is manifest in this event's classification and framing. The regulative 
discourse (how to behave in the setting) was firmly conveyed to Anneen, by the need to 
insist on wearing a head covering when in the presence of Allah and the reading of the 
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Qur'an. The more 'hidden' instructional discourse was concerned with her acquisition 
of specific competences for devotional behaviour, including how to pray, sit and rock, 
with reinforcement for her engagement in 'how to' learn while not yet understanding 
'the what'. 
Although neither Tariq nor Armeen actually demonstrated any specific literacy skills, 
they did experience cross-generational situated learning by being in close proximity 
with others at the expert reciting of the Qur'an and by the symbolic organisation of a 
ýclean' space. From Tariq's and Armeen's Point of view any instruction is barely 
visible. The weak framing contrasts, however, with the direct instructional approach 
experienced by Mahera when learning to read Arabic at home. In this milad 
responsibility for learning the liturgical literacy (Rosowsky, 2001) rests with the 
children to decide when to participate alongside more experienced others. 
The full Analytical Grid for Tariq and Armeen is given in Appendix 6.5. In this 
instructional event both Tariq and Armeen encounter a predominantly invisible 
pedagogy (IP) and little overt instruction, together with strong classification (+C) and 
weak framing (-F). This suggests the view that young children learn through watching, 
listening and imitatating when free to participate (-F) in such a strongly classified 
activity (+C). It illustrates a common-sense expectation that young children learn 
through participation. This view is held alongside the apparently contrasting view of 
many Bangladeshi parents that teaching is most effective when direct transmission is 
involved. 
In summary, the children frequently observe and hear Quranic reading and recitation, 
as a situated activity in which reading as performance has meaning and an extremely 
high social and cultural significance. However, reading with full understanding may be 
restricted to the knowledgeable leader and some adults, while young children may be 
formally required to actively participate. When they do they also observe the value 
attached to the rituals surrounding the Qur'an and the spiritual sustenance to be derived 
from reading it. The learning young children encounter in this Milad counterbalances 
the highly visible pedagogies used at home and in the mosque or community classes for 
learning to read Arabic and Bengali. 
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6.5.4 Tariq and Armeen: Conclusions 
Literacy learning in the milad took place in a social context when women and children 
gathered mainly for religious purposes. The leaming is socially and culturally situated 
as individual children develop their identity as a member of a Muslim community. Tariq 
and Armeen, despite their different ages and experience, were both engaged in a process 
that Lave and Wenger (1991: 65) describe as "becoming a member of a sustained 
community of practice. " When children join adult activities they are offered 
opportunities to learn through assisted performance and, by watching and listening to 
others. As Tharp and Gallimore (1988: 48) remind us, "A person can form an idea of the 
components of a complex behavior and can begin to visualize how the pieces could be 
assembled and sequenced in various other settings. " 
Bernstein's framework for analysing pedagogy shows how the children, far from 
experiencing the discontinuities commonly seen as occurring between home and school, 
actually encounter a different pedagogical modality in this community event which 
complements both home and community approaches to learning to read the Qur'an. 
Thus the milad has a complementarity with other instructional approaches. At home, 
didactic instruction, based largely on a transmission model of leaming, serves the 
purpose for decoding Qur'anic verses. In the milad there are experiences which "live 
fruitfully and creatively in subsequent experience" (Dewey, 1956: 27). As Lave and 
Wenger (1991) suggest, legitimate peripheral participants acquire and practise their 
skills in the very process of actually engaging in adult activities, such as this milad, 
which they are then expected to apply elsewhere. Furthermore,, Tariq and Armeen's 
peripherality as relative newcomers provides them not only with "an observational 
lookout post" through participation but also, crucially, a way of leaming that absorbs 
them into the "culture of practice" (Lave and Wenger, 1991: 95). 
6.6 Analysing the Pedagogic Discourses 
This section compares the different pedagogic discourses for literacy learning that are 
experienced in the three core events. Bernstein (1975a) held that the regulatory 
discourse (RD), how to behave as a learner in a setting, is transmitted through the 
instructional discourse (11)), how to learn in that setting. Both the RD and ID are present 
in learning interactions and both are seen to act within a sociocultural context. The rules 
of ID are embedded within the rules 
for RD, including appropriate ways of behaving in 
learning situations. In this framework a visible pedagogy (VP) is shown by a clear and 
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explicit separation between curriculum activities and subjects, such as when teachers are 
the arbiter of what counts as writing. A highly VP is characterised by having both a 
strongly classified curriculum (+C) and a strongly framed (+F) instructional mode, 
including a clear boundary between the role of teachers and pupils, and teachers also 
controlling the literacy materials, learning sequence, and regulating the pace and 
allocation of time. Table 6.1 below compares the visibility of the pedagogies. 
Table 6.1: Comparison of three core events during Reception Year for their 
pedagogical classification and framing. 
Mahera Learns to 









what is being 
taught, when and 
how, and what 




between parents as 
teachers and 




as well as 
regulating space 
and time allocation. 
High 
Wasimul Learns 
to Write his Name 
in School 
C 
Wasimul sees he is 
required to copy 
teacher's script and 
use of his forename. 
Also dominance of 
school manner for 
writing letters. 
F 
Wasimul's name is 
culturally framed at 
home by his culture 
Teacher's 




discourse in school. 
Moderate 
Tariq and Armeen 




wear a head 
covering when in 
the presence of 
Allah and the 
reading the Qur'an. 
-F 
By proximity to 
expert leader 
reading the Qur'an 
and by the symbolic 
(clean' space. 
Children can decide 





In Bernstein's (1975a) framework, learners encountering a highly visible pedagogy are 
more likely to know what is being taught, when and 
how, and what counts as successful 
learning. The analysis reveals how the VP for literacy learning is judged to be high for 
Mahera, moderate for Wasimul and low for Tariq and Armeen. Bangladeshi families 
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would see Mahera leaming to read as a literacy learning event, but it is doubtful if they 
would give the same credibility to Tariq and An-neen's literacy experience. 
For Mahera, learning Arabic is both strongly classified and strongly framed and marked 
by boundaried ritual observances. Learning Arabic appears more important than 
learning Bengali. She is clear about the ID and accepts the RD, as well as the goals for 
her own achievement as she takes control of her own learning. Mahera has no doubt she 
can learn through clear instruction from her parents and with her own application. 
For Wasimul, both the ID and RD require that he copies his school teacher's 
instructions although he holds to his own written version as his preferred form. He 
learns that his teacher's instructions contain both ID and RD embedded in her words - 
"Do it like mine" - and that she establishes the underlying rules of pedagogical 
discourse for him in school. He senses astutely not to challenge the teacher's 
explanations and interpretations, even though her teaching intention remains a mystery 
to him. 
For Tariq and Armeen, the RD (how to behave in the milad) is gently conveyed by 
gestures for the need to move with respect and the wearing of a head covering when in 
the presence of Allah and the reading of the Qur'an. The 'hidden' ID is concerned with 
acquiring specific competences for devotional behaviour and demeanour, including how 
to pray, sit and rock. Literacy learning is weakly framed (-F) and there is little overt 
instruction, despite the apparent classification (C) of the content. Literacy learning is by 
participating in a strong social event and a cultural community is created as emotions 
appear in poetic form in literary Bengali that contains links with the past. 
In summary, the analysis suggests that the pedagogic discourses experienced by both 
Mahera and Wasimul were focused more on their learning the 'rules' and specific 
literacy skills, while the discourse for Tariq and Anneen focused primarily on the wider 
cultural meanings attached to religious literacy and to the ritual traditions 
in Bengali 
poetry. It also contains an implicit message on the importance of religious texts and the 
children's future need to learn to read Arabic and Bengali. 
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6.7 Conclusions for the Children in Reception Year 
Reception year children actively participate in their learning, 'live their world' and seem 
to develop a faculty for achieving integration between their different learning domains. 
while recognising the rules, norms and values for learning being embedded in each one. 
"One of the most important things they had learned, additionally, was about learning 
itself- what counts as knowledge, and how you get it" (Brooker, 2003a: 44). 
With regard to the three domains, four common themes emerge from these events. 
Firstly, as the children enter their Reception year they are leaming to take part in new 
domains and social networks, all of which have literacy learning as a high priority for 
their present and future success. Secondly, the children are aware of moving between 
their different domains and how they experience the different pedagogical discourses 
they encounter. Thirdly, as active learners they live complex social relations largely 
shaped by adults but, through their observations and social interactions, they construct 
their own knowledge in terms of facts, skills, beliefs and values. And fourthly, through 
literacy learning they are also acquiring their culture and through their bodily and 
cognitive engagements with reading and writing they construct and reconstruct their 
ideas of learning within their own culture. 
Four main conclusions emerge for the Reception children's learning: 
1. The pedagogical analysis shows the children encounter instruction which can vary 
from being explicit and apparent to being much more implicit and subtle, as 
reflected in the assessment of the Visible Pedagogies for Mahera (high), Wasimul 
(moderate), and Tariq and Armeen (low). Instruction also varies appropriately from 
focusing on the direct learning of skills, such as alphabets, to participating in 
cultural rituals and nonns,, such as when reading the Qur'an. 
2. The children have a strong sense of themselves as active and competent learners and 
recognise the role of their parents, peers and teachers as instrumental in their 
learning. In particular, they perceive a close relationship with their parents as 
important in managing daily learning activities at home, including for emergent 
literacy. However, at this age they tend to find it difficult to articulate what it is they 
learn at home and how their parents instruct them. 
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3. The children often appear to know what to do but not necessarily the meanings of 
their ritualised literacy learning activities, such as learning Bengali, preparing to 
read the Qur'an at home or taking the class register or reading in the Literacy Hour 
at school. While the children learn to follow the rules as they see them, becoming a 
proper pupil involves a fine-tuned recognition and realisation of ritualised 
behaviours. These rituals help to create a sense of communitas, a sense of belonging. 
4. The children actively embody experiences through their relations with others. They 
constitute their world in which educational observances and ritual become normal 
and everyday activities, of the same order as, say, eating a meal or watching 
television. It is also the ways children participate in social, religious and educational 
events, including those intended for literacy learning, where they witness literacy 
being used for different purposes that informs their understanding of themselves as 
learners. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: RESEARCH FINDINGS: 
MAKING MEANING IN YEAR TWO 
pori ar i 
joto pari shiki 
(The more you read and write, the more you (can) learn) 
Bengali children's rhyme and proverb. 
Children learn situated ways of making meaning with print that vary according to the literacy practices of their communities. When children write, they take up, 
adapt, or resist positions in existing systems of power relations. Negotiating their 
places in these cultural systems is a key part of authoring. 
Rowe (2003: 265): The nature of young children's authoring. 
7.1 Introduction 
By Year 2, the children are well accustomed to the rules for learning and are socialised 
in the teaching discourses of home, school and community. How do they negotiate and 
make sense of their different instructional encounters? How do they constitute 
themselves as learners across different 'situated' domains? 
This chapter focuses on how the children in Year 2 bring their embodied knowledge and 
dispositions to their learning. It provides evidence on how they move between domains 
and how they draw on their knowledge of different pedagogies in each. Bourdieu 
(1977: 81) proposed that lasting effects are laid down in the early years as dispositions 
and habitus, which subsequently result as products and "structures which are active only 
when embodied in a competence acquired in the course of particular history. " Year 2 
children continue to learn to make meaning through their "engagement with multiple 
cultural worlds" (Kenner, 2000: 28), and Bruner (1996: 168) reminds us that 
"knowledge, after all, is justified beliefs" and that all knowledge has history. It is 
important, therefore, to examine how the children mediate their literacy learning as they 
reconcile their cognition and cultural knowledge, how they learn to learn with what they 
leam. 
Section 7.2 explores children's perceptions of their learning, based on purposeful 
conversations about their diary entries and a drawing task of themselves reading at 
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home and in school. Their explanations show that they practise their reading and writing 
tasks at home and in classes. Home and school are each present in the other. The 
children show a high level of awareness of environmental print, including literacy 
related mundane activities related to food and shopping, needed for their growing 
responsibility in participation in household tasks, as well as how they make meaning 
from their cross-cultural beliefs. 
Core Events Four, Five and Six are presented next and analysed in accordance with the 
three layers used in Chapter 6. In Core Event Four Sami (7 years), in loco parentis, is 
helping his younger sister Samina (5 years) to read, with a strict adherence to accuracy 
when reading a book from school. In Core Event Five Abdul develops a clear 
understanding of the explicit school pedagogy used to develop his grapho-phonic 
awareness in Literacy Hour. Core Event Six reveals how Mahima (7 years) encounters 
the pedagogy of a community Bengali language class that combines traditional and 
mainstream teaching. 
The pedagogical analysis of these three events, based on Bernstein's (1990) broad 
sociocultural analytical framework outlined in Chapter 2 (Section 2.7), is presented 
next. Questions arise as to whether the children are encountering markedly different 
pedagogies or merely differences in how the learning events are framed and classified 
depending on whether the adults have explicit or unintentional or implicit learning 
intentions. 
The conclusions support the view that the children, as multilingual learners, 
demonstrate considerable strengths in using both cognitive and cultural flexibility to 
make meaning in literacy learning. Indeed, they appear quick to build on any 
pedagogical differences in 'ways of learning' and 'doing reading', whether at home, in 
school, or in their Bengali or Arabic classes. 
7.2 Year 2 Children's Perceptions of Learning 
There are three aspects of the Year 2 children's perceptions of learning. First, they 
reveal how their understanding of learning has changed from Reception class; second, 
how literacy activities (and the learning developed from them) are embedded in their 
daily activities; and third, how they are developing an ability to negotiate meaning 
within their familial and cultural 
beliefs and practices. Their perceptions presented are 
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derived from inter-views and conversations about reading and writing at home and in 
classes. By Year 2 nearly all the children said they were being taught Arabic, either at 
home or by a relative or at the local mosque, and about half said they were learning 
Bengali. 
In Reception class, the school day usually began with 20 minutes of 'choosing' whereas 
in Year 2 the classteacher signalled her expectations of industrious pupils, such as, "In 
this class we do hard work. We like hard workers" (Classteacher, September 1999). 
Faisul (6 years), when I asked him to explain his use of the term 'hard work' seemed to 
view work concerned with product "When someone does little (small) writing I do it. 
When someone does big (large) writing I can't" (Interview, June 2000). Two girls from 
the parallel Year 2 class, Asia and Saifa, were keen to signal their growing status by 
emphasising 'hard work' and less 'play'. This is captured in Box 7.1 below, which 
shows their playtime conversation in their first week in their new class. 
Box 7.1: Hard work and no choosing. 
Asia: Maths,, writing, we do more harder work, more than in Year 1, 
Reception, Nursery 
PM: What makes it harder work? 
Saifa: There's no choosing 
PM: No choosing? 
Saifa: You can choose in the Nursery, Reception and Year I 
Asia: No choosing 
Saifa: We have merit books 
PM: Tell me about merit books 
Asia: You put stickers in the book. The teacher gives you a sticker if you go up 
stairs quietly, come quickly, and do very very = good work. 
Fieldnotes, September 1999. 
Asia and Saifa easily identified the curriculum priorities as numeracy and literacy, as 
well as orderliness, discipline, conformity and academic achievement. They made sense 
of their new classroom environment, its rules and routines, together with the values 
conveyed through social interactions and their new material environment. They saw an 
increase in adult-directed literacy activities and fewer opportunities for play. Reflecting 
on past years, they accepted some changes as inevitable (no choosing, no play) and as 
4natural' (merit books) as they progressed 'up' the school, as increasingly matching 
their and their family's expectations. They talked in terms of subjects and were acutely 
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aware that teachers were the arbiters and judges of their work and for rewards, with 
merit books being a public record of desired behaviours and successful learning. 
The children's conversations, diaries and drawings showed that by Year 2 literacy 
learning was already very important and embedded in Bangladeshi children's daily 
lives. The phrase "I read my book" is commonly used both for 'reading' to someone 
and for reading by themselves. For example, the diary for Kamal (7y 5m, 24 April 
2005) says, "I ate rice and chicken. Then I watched TV. After that I read my Book. I 
played my game after reading my Book, then I Brashed (sic) my teeth, went to sleep" 
and that for Selim (7y 2m, 27 April 2005), "1 went to the sweet shop after I saw Abdul, 
then I went Home and had ice-cream and I started to watch TV, then I started to read 
my Book, then I brushed my teeth. " Other common activities include visiting family, 
shopping, playing, watching television and computer games, but omit reference to 
community classes which tend to occur at weekends. In school the children now sense 
both the strong control over intellectual activity and the urgency to deliver on the 
National Curriculum, with reading for pleasure being enjoyed as a reward in 'Golden 
Time' or when 'work is done% as shown in Box 7.2 below. 
Box 7.2: Selim says: "Only when it is Golden Time. " 
In school we do literacy, we do geography, we do science and we do history. This is my 
history book. I don't write anything to be honest and this is a reading book ... 
but I 
don't really read them every time because we are not allowed, only when it's Golden 
Time or maybe when we have got a little bit [ofl time left or time at home. 
Selim, drawing task interview, April 2005. 
The children frequently indicated a different sense of literacy learning in the three 
domains, including how learning Arabic and Bengali compared to 'normal' school. 
Selim observed, "But everyone who's Bengali they only read at Saturdays and it's a 
little bit different than normal school because when you read it you have to tell your 
teacher that, but not the teacher you have at school, a teacher that actually goes to 
someone's house or you have to go to their house to read" (Drawing task interview, 
April 2005). 
The Year 2 children are also becoming more aware of the social and intergenerational 
importance of literacy, as in the interview with Mahima (6y II m) in Box 7.3 below: 
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Box 7.3-. So what's proper reading, what do you mean by that? 
Mahima: Proper reading is reading clearly and speaking loudly if you have to 
speak loudly in front of all the people and if you didn't have a loud voice 
and if you were chosen to read to loads of people in your family 
gathering around you won't be able to read. ... That*s gathering around when we are just celebrating special things (much background noise) 
First mm it is the littlest children that have their go, like my baby 
brother, he's two,, and he reads nicely a poem 
PM: What kind of poem does he read? 
Mahima: It's just a little poem about a fish, he likes fish,, in English. And then it"s 
my turn to read a big story. Then it's my parentsý go and my uncles' they 
have a go as well and something different those stories because they 
were learned when they were little. 
Interview, April 2005. 
The Year 2 children also show a growing ability to negotiate meanings when their 
deeply held beliefs encounter conflicts with school literacy tasks, such as those in the 
National Literacy Strategy (NLS). Box 7.4 below provides an example of the ways a 
group of Year 2 girls respond to an unexpected aspect of a teacher-directed task and 
how they try to negotiate an acceptable way forward. All three girls, as they read for 
meaning, apply their own logic based on their knowledge of texts and their own culture. 
The girls provided 'good' reasons for their behaviour (based on strongly legitimated 
beliefs), such as: "not being allowed" to say the word pig; their identity as members of 
Islam; the imperative of obedience to Allah; and the consequence of not asking for 
pardon for a wrongdoing. Their strategies included ritually asking for forgiveness (taba, 
learned at home), using an alternative word for pig such as hog (an infrequent word in 
children's literature) and spelling the word P-I-G. This suggests that they recognise the 
permeability of rules and their identities as Muslims, and their capacity to deal with 
certain mismatches between religious beliefs and secular curriculum tasks with 
equanimity and in individual ways. 
This example also shows how cultural and religious beliefs bear on school sanctioned 
knowledge and illustrates the "ever present contexts" (Pollard, Thiessen and Filer, 
1997: 49) and continual presence of 'home' within school. The school's dominant 
discourse expects the children to conform, "You don't need to do that here" (Teaching 
Assistant noticing the taba ritual), and by implication, therefore, such cultural issues are 
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rendered 'apparently irrational beliefs" (Sperber, 1992). The strength of this taboo is 
also illustrated by Year 5 girls who, when asked to act the story of the Three Little Pigs 
for a Reception class, after briefly conferring, told the teacher that, "We're not 
allowed. " 
Box 7-4: Saying Pigs and taba taba taba taba. 
A small group of Year 2 children have been told to read an information book, called 
Whatever Will These Become? by Peter Garland, and then write their own version. 
Hassina (7 years) asks to read to me: "Tadpoles lay their eggs and then some tadpoles 
they [eat] their eggs and they turn into a tadpole and then they turn into frogs. And pigs 
(she pauses) ... and a piglet becomes a pig ... " (Reads to end of text). 
NaJma: I'm going to shut this book, okay? Make sure you don't say it. You 
know the writing, yea, I can't do the work. Taha taba taba taba 
(taps both cheeks quickly) 
PM: So what happens if you see a pig in the book? Vvhat happens in school? 
NaJma: Do you know what [unclear] Allah means? It means that you look like, 
you know, God. That's why. And you listen [to] him 
PM: You're not allowed to see it (pig) or say the word? 
Hassina: You could say hog and that's okay 
Na ma and Jamilla: Yes 
PM: But you mustn't say pig? 
Girls: Yes, that's right 
Hassina: Pig sounds a worser word. I told you now 
PM: So, when you go like this (tapping my cheeks), what does that mean? 
NaJma: taba taba taba taba (very quickly). I do that because if you don't say 
these words you will stay in the fire for ever 
Hassina: Everybody who says it should say taba taba taba 
NaJma: Even if you say pigs 
Hassina: Or piglets. But you can just say bog. That's it. 
Classroom conversation, June 2000. 
However, at other times children appear to accept stories with pigs as characters, 
although conformity may in fact involve children in "an often strategic compliance" 
whereby "pupils generally aim to satisfy teacher expectations" (Pollard and Filer, 
1999: 27). It suggests that children undertake 'cultural weaving' in which Pahl (1999: 83) 
believes, in order to construct meaning from one cultural space to another, they 
negotiate conforinity by adopting viable pathways and identities 
in the face of 
pedagogic requirements. It also suggests adherence to belief 
in the face of tacit pressure 
to conform to a mainstream view. 
In summary, the children's perceptions show 
how they compare their recent experiences 
with those in previous years. 
They begin to adopt adult notions of 'hard work' which 
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gives legitimacy and status to their identity as pupils and credence to their 'core' 
activities in the NLS. They perceive an increase in adult-led activities, with little 
provision for 'play' or 'choosing', more in keeping with family expectations of school 
work. They also sense a change in their role within the adult-directed classroom 
discourse, with less involvement in making apparent 'choices' of the 'what' and the 
'how' of school activities. However, the children show they are increasingly reflective 
learners and demonstrate their desire -to negotiate individual ways forward while also 
accommodating any cross-cultural demands or dissonances encountered in curriculum 
content. 
7.3 Sami Reads With Samina At Home: Core Event Number Four 
(Main Observations 23 May 2005) 
7.3.1 Sami: Introduction 
Siblings can be efficient teachers of schooled literacy (Gregory et al., 2004) and have a 
valuable role in helping their sisters and brothers learn to read books brought home 
from school (Rashid and Gregory, 1997). This Core Event reveals a pedagogy that has a 
distinctive pattern of repetitive interactions and a tightly framed pedagogy in which 
Year 2 children read school books with their parents and siblings at home. It focuses on 
Sami's instructional modality, with three other examples to reveal variations on this 
approach. The pattern is reminiscent of Mahera's literacy interactions with her parents 
in Core Event One,, and suggests that the siblings are borrowing a pedagogical approach 
from community classes and then transforming it. 
Samina (5 years) told me she often read with Sami (7 years), her elder brother. As their 
mother did not wish to be interviewed at home, both children were recorded in school 
since Sami's explanation provided assurance that, "This is how we read at home. " This 
is included here as an example of an instructional event at home. The Transcript and 
Analytical Grid for Sami are in Appendices 7.1 and 7.2 respectively. In addition, I 
analyse three other examples in which older siblings employ teaching strategies 
learned 
in school and community classes and which reveal some fusion between 
diverse 
practices. 
7.3.2 Sami "This is how we read at home": First Layer Analysis 
As we walked from the main school building to the quiet room near 
Samina's classroom 
Sami explained how it works at home, "I sometimes read with Samina. 
So does my Dad 
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on his day off when he's had a rest. My Mum does too sometimes, but she's busy. " He 
conveyed a picture of whole family involvement in leaming to read and his 
responsibility for reading a story or reading scheme books with Samina sent home by 
her classteacher, reading together in the living room or in the bedroom when his parents 
watch television. He said they were learning Arabic with a teacher who came to their 
house. 
We sat at a low round table in the quiet room. Sami and Samina brought Goldilocks and 
the Three Bears to read, a European tale included in the Reception class's literacy 
resources (Lines 9-13 1). Sami opened the book and determinedly started to read the 
title, assured in his tutoring role. He held the book, read aloud two or three words, 
pointed to the words, drew his finger underneath them and turned the pages. His hands 
covered the illustrations while Samina, hands in her lap, followed his lead, repeating the 
words. Both children appeared at ease as Sami lead with this repetitive instructional 
style, probably learned at home or in community classes, as shown by Lines 72-81 in 
the Transcript 7.1 below. As they approached the end of the book, Samina initiated a 
change involving a different, more inter-active instructional pattern, as illustrated in 
Lines 72-87 below. 
Transcript 7.1: Goldilocks and the Three Bears. 
72 Sami: Father Bear 
73 Samina: Father Bear 
74 Sami: looked around 
75 Samina: looked around 
76 Sami: Someone's been 
77 Samina: sitting sleeping on my bed 
78 Sami: He said. And 
79 Samina: Someone's been sleeping 
80 Both together: in my bed 
81 Sami: cried Mother Bear. Oh 
82 Samina: Oh 
83 Sami: squeaked Baby Bear, some 
84 Both together: one's been sleeping 
85 Samina: on my bed 
86 Sami: in my bed and she's still there (text says 'here') 
87 Both together: And she's still there. 
When they finished, Samina rushed off to get another book from her classroom and 
returned saying, "I don't 
find it, but I got this one. I can read this. '" They read At the 
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Seaside, a single word caption book, recalling their visits to the seaside with their 
cousins, splashing each other and playing on the rocks (Lines 142-146). 
7.3.3 Sami Pedagogy for Learning: Second Layer Analysis 
During this tightly structured interaction the dominant pattern is demonstrate, repeat, 
correct and repeat, with Sami immediately correcting Samina's 'errors'. She remembers 
inaccurately and decodes with difficulty (Lines 65-67 and Lines 78-86). Sami breaks the 
text into small chunks of two or three words for her to repeat, even if it breaks up the 
meaning. The text is beyond Samina's decoding ability but the repetition reinforces 
patterns of language as she chimes in by remembering patterned phrases, a practice 
probably learned from community classes. This pattern continues with the second book 
based on single word captions. 
Despite familiarity with this more traditional pedagogy, both children reach a point 
when they transform their approach and start to incorporate independent reading. For 
instance,, in Lines 76-77 and 78-79 Samina starts to join in, completes sentences and 
imitates her classteacher's expressive model with "[Some] one's been sleeping ... 
in my 
bed" (Lines 79-80). Samina now holds the book. They read together, interacting in the 
school approach which encourages the learner to join in, read along and complete the 
sentences through shared readings. 
Sami leads with an instructional style that, firstly, focuses on the task in hand and does 
not take up Samina's offer to talk about her prior experiences; secondly, both are 
comfortable in using English, the language of school learning; thirdly they focus 
entirely on the text, with no reference to picture cues or conventional book language 
(such as Mother Bear in Line 8 1); fourthly, Sami does little to find out how much of the 
text Samina has understood; and fifthly, he gives no praise to his sister during or after 
the long reading session. 
What are Sami's apparent learning intentions? He has confidence in listening and 
practising as an effective way to learn. His emphasis on decoding rather than making 
sense of the text is taken from the model he encounters in Bengali classes. He explains, 
"First she has to listen to the words I say. After I say the words she has to say the 
words. " Although the task is clear, he does assess the challenge in the text and observes, 
"This is too hard for her to read by herself. If I don't read them she doesn't know what 
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to say. So, if I read them she gets to understand and then read the book. " When I ask if 
they look at the book's pictures, his negative reply highlights the importance of first 
paying attention to text rather than illustrations, which contrasts with the common 
school practice of switching from text to talking around a text (Rashid and Gregory, 
1997). 
Copying words and pictures is also seen as a means of consolidating learning. Sami 
explains the process, "Sometimes though, she draws the pictures and copies the words. 
She writes it down in a piece of paper. Sometimes she does it by herself. Like if it's an 
easy book, like if there were two words then sometimes when she does it herself, she 
tries herself by looking at it. " As the more experienced reader, he occasionally checks 
how much Samina has understood and sees his role as providing a model answer. He 
explains the process, "Sometimes she can tell me what the story is. She can tell me. If 
she doesn't get it right then I tell her. " Reading At the Seaside is an example of a reader- 
centred response in which the siblings build a bridge between a story and personal 
experiences, described by Martinez, Roser and Dooley (2003: 225) as a "fundamental 
act of literary meaning making" in which children "draw on their knowledge of the 
world, including a host of linguistic and cognitive abilities" as they follow the story. 
Sami distinguishes between decoding and reading for meaning. He is aware of his 
competence in decoding as well as the limitations of his vocabulary perhaps due to the 
role of cultural background knowledge as a second-language learner on his reading 
comprehension (Droop and Verhoeven, 1998). If he cannot access a text's meaning, he 
turns to his parents as more knowledgeable, as shown in Box 7.5 below: 
I Box 7.5: Do your Mum and Dad read like that, in the same way? 
Sami: No, they don't read like that. My mum and my dad don't do that 'cos I only 
know the words mm to say the words, but I don't know some of the meanings, 
so I tell my dad and my mum. They tell me the meaning 
PM: And for Sarnina? Do they read in the same way? 
Sami: Yes, but instead of them telling Samina the meanings, I tell the meanings. 
A more traditional way employs much more repetition, as shown 
by the example of 
Nurul (Year 2) reading with Musa (Reception), who attend another primary school. 
Their mother, Jareen, was worried about Musa's apparent slow progress 
in learning to 
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read. She said their school had not shown parents how to teach reading. The two boys, 
sitting on the sofa, were about to read a dual language Bengali-English story book from 
the local library called It's Mine - Oita Amar by Rod Campbell. Their rigorous Pattern 
for turn-taking conveys a strong reliance on demonstrate, repeat and correct that 
continues until the end of the book. 
Nurul prompted Musa to, "Listen to me" and "Speak louder. " Occasionally he corrected 
Musa. When I asked him who read like him he explained that the messab, who taught 
them at home,, was "very strict and does it [the] same way. " See Box 7.6 below. 
ox 7.6: Nurul helps his brother to read. 
Nurul: Let's take a walk in the tall grass 
Musa: Let's take a walk in the let's A 
Nurul: walk walk in the river 








Nasima (Year 5) helping her sister Nadia (Year 2) to read Contrary Mary is another 
example using this highly structured approach. Nasima takes her role seriously, 
implicitly showing it is Nadia's responsibility to learn. If Nadia hesitates, Nasima 
increases the pace, "You have to read" and "Go on. Read this one. I can't read for you. " 
And later again, "Look at the words. Sound it out. " When I ask whether they usually 
read like this,, Nasima says, "Yes, sometimes I read first she ... 
listens and she reads 
again ... 
but my mum doesn't read. " It is a serious business. Reading is not 'fun'. The 
pattern differs from that of story reading practices they are initiated into in school. 
Murshad (Year 2) showed a more flexible approach when reading My Hen is Dancing at 
home with his mother, Naila, who had attended sessions at her son's school in which 
teachers "explained how they teach literacy. " On the wall hangs a large multi-coloured 
chart displaying alphabets and numbers in English, Bengali and Arabic, carefully 
composed and made by Murshad's father. Sitting together at the table, Naila praises 
Murshad's successful reading of the word 'scratch' and, as they finish, says in English, 
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"Very good. Good. I am proud of you. " The participation structure suggests that Naila 
listens while Murshad reads. Occasionally she directs him to "separate the word" and 
ý. (. put your face up" so she can hear. She insists that he finishes the book. Finally she 
gives praise (See Box 7.7 below). She also uses what Rashid and Gregory (1997) refer 
to as real life events which enable them to exchange personal information and shared 
experiences. 
The hens sharing the henhouse link to the family's present London experience of living 
in a cramped flat while expecting the birth of their third son. In this more flexible 
approach to decoding the text, Murshad is learning that reading is both functional and 
for pleasure and that it requires discipline and sustained effort. In addition, it can evoke 
shared memories of their visit to Bangladesh and brings the past into the present. 
Box 7.7: It's quite a nice story isn't it? 
Murshad: Yes it is. My hen lives in a (pauses) henhouse 
Naila: Good. We have these in Bangladesh, don't we? 
Murshad: Yup 
Naila: There are two ones in our bari 
Murshad: Yes! 
Naila: That['s] where they take all the chickens and ducks inside the henhouse. 
Do you remember that? That was nice, wasn't it? 
Murshad: With five other hens. Other hens? 
Naila: They have to share their house 
Murshad: I know. Like our flat. 
(They both burst out laughing). 
Observed, May 2005. 
What is the instructional pedagogy? The examples indicate the provision of scaffolding 
which is closely adjusted to the reading ability of the novice. The children's 
interpretation of 'reading' is taken from their community classes. Some diversity 
emerges. Practices highly reminiscent of mosque and Bengali classes and with the 
messab, vary from being tightly framed, almost leaming by rote through to word by 
word repetition, to memorisation of word combinations, to differently structured 
leaming with more attention to textual meaning. The children seem to blend mainstream 
school practices with a more relaxed atmosphere, link the text to the child's 
first-hand 
experience of their parents' home country. Although reading 
is taken seriously, with 
notions of 'hard work', texts provide shared memories and the 
joy of reading. 
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7.3.4 Sami Wider Sociocultural Context and Meaning: Third Layer Analysis 
This Core Event presents typical exchanges in which the children are practising reading 
with situation specific and culturally specific rules for using language and text, as well 
as how to act and interact within the relevant and particular teaching styles. Differences 
are not just due to individual idiosyncrasies (Luke and Kale, 1997) but are constructions 
derived from the complex cultures in which the children live and interact. For instance, 
literacy practices may be linked to their own experiences of being instructed in Bengali 
and how their parents were previously taught English in Bangladesh. Traditional 
Bengali pedagogy places an emphasis on rote leaming, memorisation and testing. 
Rashid and Gregory (1997) draw a direct parallel between a similar pattern of reading in 
Arabic classes where children are taught that to change a single sound can change the 
meaning of the word, and that this is unacceptable. From the bases of their own 
experience of literacy learning many Bangladeshi parents are unsure of how schools in 
the United Kingdom approach the teaching of reading. 
7.3.5 Sami: Conclusions 
In the Bangladeshi community, siblings play an important role as mediators for models 
of literacy learning as they weave together diverse ways of reading. A commonly used 
pedagogy relies on a distinctive pattern of repetitive interactions used when the Year 2 
children read school books with their parents and siblings. While this approach is often 
used at home and in community classes, as well as later in school, the children imitate 
and practise some fusion between these diverse practices as they transform them to meet 
their own needs. 
The dominant pattern is the use of demonstrate, repeat, correct and repeat. There are 
common features, including a sharp focus on the individual words and letters, little 
reference to pictures and illustrations, intermittent use of English, little emphasis on 
what is actually understood of the text, and little direct use of praise. However, these 
literacy learning practices seem to vary from being tightly framed and structured, close 
to learning by rote, contrasting with more attention to textual meaning, with texts 
sometimes used as an opportunity to share in reading for meaning or recalling 
memories. 
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7.4 Abdul Gives His Advice in Literacy Hour in School: Core Event Number 
Five (Main Observations 5 April 2005) 
7.4.1 Abdul: Introduction 
This Core Event explores how the Year 2 children experience the Literacy Hour. The 
class of 25 children, in their third year at Westway, encounter instructional texts that are 
more formal and explicit than in Reception class. They have long accepted the school's 
rules, rhythm and routines as simply the way things are done in school. 
Literacy Hour, often referred to briefly as 'Literacy' by both children and teachers, 
includes the shared reading of a Big Book and lessons of phonics word level work. It 
takes place with children sitting cross-legged on the carpet. The classteacher, while 
implementing the essential components of the NLS, creates a classroom culture that 
supports bilingual learners by combining 'hard work' with 'fun', although there is little 
reference during my observations to the children's own wider cultural experience and 
knowledge. She employs a variety of forms of Pedagogy and the transcription analysis 
throws light on the ways in which the children, as bilingual learners, encounter and 
interpret such tasks. 
The Fieldnotes and Transcription for Core Event Five are in Appendices 7.3 and 7.4 
respectively. 
7.4.2 Abdul Learning to Read in Literacy Hour: First Layer Analysis 
In this learning event the school day began with the class gathering on the carpet for the 
Register, in daily rituals of separation from parents. Carpets had a prominent role in 
structuring how children physically, psychologically and culturally experienced 
language and literacy learning. The delivery of a new carpet was a special moment and 
the teacher commented on the "nice rust colour. " Abdul's reply, "It's good, innit. Much 
bigger", reflected his awareness of the carpet's centrality in classroom life and the 
discomfort involved in prolonged sitting with legs crossed on the previous one. The 
carpet's central position exemplified the structuring of particular instructional events in 
which the teacher played a key role in whole class teaching in accordance with the 
National Curriculum. The classteacher's call "On the carpet" signalled a specific pattern 
of participation structures in that designated space within the organisation of the 
classroom. See Box 7.8 below. 
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Box 7.8: Teacher's call: "On the Carpet. " 
The teacher's call of "On the carpet" no longer punctuates the day as frequently as it did 
in the Reception class, The carpet, however, still takes centre stage and at one end are 
the teacher's chair and whiteboard. The carpet provides an area where pupils gather 
several times a day in a well practised manner. The teacher sits in her upholstered chair 
and surrounded by her small Iibrary' of writing tools, record books, and teaching 
materials. Here she orchestrates her carefully planned learning opportunities. Here the 
pupils encounter different strategies for teaching. 
Fieldnotes, April 2005 (Appendix 7.3). 
The classroom was organised around the sides of a large carpet with a quiet library and 
reading area with cushions to one side. Tables and chairs were grouped around the 
carpet in four sets. Trays with sand and water were now replaced by boxes of games for 
language development, mathematics, logic and strategic thinking. Signs in Bengali (or 
other) script, displayed in the Reception class, were no longer evident. This was a 
mono-lingual English learning environment in accordance with the National Curriculum 
requirements. 
The NLS prescribes the shared reading of a Big Book, to be followed by text, sentence 
or word level phonics work. In the NLS (DfEE, 1998: 5) successful literacy teaching and 
learning is seen as incorporating a "full range of searchlights" based on tried and tested 
strategies. Key Stage I emphasises developing skills at three different levels (word, 
sentence and text), with the daily Literacy Hour being dedicated to this purpose. Thus 
Westway School is implementing the NLS as well as monitoring the children's literacy 
development and comprehension. 
The usual form is to start by the teacher and pupils reading a text together which they 
then use to do sound level work using direct teaching. However, on this occasion, may 
be for organisational reasons, the classteacher focused the session 
first on word level 
work (Lines 73-177). 
The Literacy Hour began when Mrs Ward announced, "We're going to work with some 
whiteboards" (Line 56) and told the children 
to sit in four 'columns' and 'rows'. 
Organising themselves and passing back the individual boards, rubbers and 
dry marker 
pens proved difficult. 
Mrs Ward scrutinised the children for readiness and attention, 
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with pens on the carpet, arms folded, and emphasised that they should "not be playing 
with anything" (Line 73). She divided the hour into three main parts: firstly, she focused 
on word building skills and new consonants and, only if the word was correct did it go 
into the list they were building up (Line 109). She systematically rephrased, enunciated 
and matched sounds to graphic symbols; secondly, she taught phonemic segmentation 
and separated out the different phonemes when children encountered difficulties in the 
English language, using pupils' names to illustrate the process; and thirdly, she 
provided a model for the children to follow by writing and matching the phonemes to 
either one letter or a cluster of letters (Line 112-139) and by applying their knowledge 
to a variety of spellings. 
Later, came the shared reading of the new storybook. Mrs Ward announced, "First I 
have a difficult question for you", as she recalled the previous day's focus on terms 
such as "What does illustrated mean? " (Line 188), and then went on to ask about the 
author (Lines 194-208) and publisher (Lines 235-242), as emphasised in the NLS. This 
was followed by whole class shared reading of Farmer Duck by Martin Wadell. As 
mentioned above this was an unusual way of conducting the Literacy Hour where word 
level work should flow from the text. 
7.4.3 Abdul Pedagogy for Learning: Second Layer Analysis 
While some children leave for a recorder lesson, Mrs Ward works with a smaller group 
to extend their work on a newly introduced consonant blend fl and the children's 
annotations illustrate some challenges in teaching letter-sound relationships in English 
to an ethnically mixed class whose pronunciation may differ for the same word. The 
written versions of the word flower reveal how each child makes sense of the task and 
their awareness of phonemes. Abdul and Kutub (Bangladeshi) write flouer, Adil 
(Bangladeshi) writes flower, Bobby (English) writes flawar and Gokcen (Turkish) 
writes flouwer (Line 144). 
During word building Abdul is attentive and copies the three consonant clusters learned 
previously onto his individual white board (Line 88). He spontaneously writes the two 
letters of their 'new sound' fl and applies it to a word flag and suggests the word 
fly 
(Line 116). In Line 125 he shows that he has been following the teacher's explanation 
why some children write fliye. He also brings 
his metalinguistic awareness by focusing 
on the properties of words themselves. 
When Mrs Ward says "You need to know this 
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word" (Line 124) and taps four times on the word written on the board, Abdul finishes 
her sentence "like that. " Mrs Ward takes this up by repeating, rephrasing and 
amplifying the rule "It is like that. It's one of those words. " 
As Abdul participates in the small group work he adopts the role of 'adviser' to Kutub 
sitting next to him, as he struggles to think of more words that begin with fl. Answering 
Kutub's appeal for help Abdul whispers, "Oh, just write it down and show her" (Line 
177). Abdul implies that Kutub should have a go and take a risk. He understands that 
his teacher is using a co-constructive model for learning to spell, despite the apparent 
dominance of the transmission model. 
Whereas the transcript is in standard English, in the following small section a phonemic 
transcription is relevant. Each bilingual child is constantly making translations or 
equivalences as they listen and phonernically segment spoken words and map them onto 
the symbols. They also represent the phonemes with a grapheme as they sound them 
out,, even though they may have differing pronunciations. For example, Adil uses 
conventional spelling, whereas Bobby, a white working class boy growing up in inner 
London, pronounces flower as Me: . Abdul, Kutub and Gokcen all represent their 
sounds in their respective heavily accented English pronunciation. In effect, they have 
matched the sound they each can hear onto a grapheme. They know about accurately 
matching the particular phonemes onto a grapheme as they say it. Mrs Ward introduces 
decoding in a culturally sensitive way, while respecting the accents represented in her 
classroom,, as illustrated in Transcript 7.2 below. 
Transcript 7.2: Can you think of a word beginning with /fl/? 
Line Children's Speech Adult's Speech and Actions Notes 
or Actions 
144 Abdul & Kutub write Excellent. Can you think of Rephrases the 
flouer another word? Could there be question 
something that grows in the 
Adil writes flower garden with petals? Provides a clue within 
children's experience 
Bobby writes Draws six short horizontal lines As children write own 
flawar on the board. Underneath the versions, Mrs Ward 
first two lines she draws a short, sets up short lines as a 
squiggly line. Under the next checking device on 
two she draws one longer the whiteboard 
squiggly line. Under the next (omitting letters) 
two she draws two short 
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squiggly lines 
145 Nasrin: flower 
146 F1 fl ow er Flower 




help you again 




150 Check your phonemes with that 
151 Child (quietly): One 
two three four 
152 Abdul rubs out and Fantastic. This quiet shows me 
writes flower that you are really concentrating 
and really really trying. After 
what I have just said [unclear] 
well done. F1 ow er 
(pauses) ow er . Are you done Gokcen? 
153 Abdul: Mine's ready. 
Mine's got ow in it 
154 Flower. Okay. Let's have I 
think I am going for [unclear] 
[extraneous noise] 
155 Well done, good boy. Abdul? 
The Transcript Box 7.3 below shows Mrs Ward starting to read Farine7- Duck (See also 
the full Transcript in Appendix 7.4) a storybook recommended by the NLS. 
Transcript 7.3: Reading Farmer Duck in Literacy Hour. 
Line Child's Speech or Adult's Speech or Action Notes 
Action 
209 Children talking Pretends to cough: We've 
together 
_ _got 
the book here. 
210 Children talking Ooh! Fan-ner Duck 
211 Children fall silent We're going to look at the 
front cover together. Oh 
lovely, it's all coming 
together. 
212 Glen, can you read the title 
for me? 
213 Glen: Farmer duck 
214 Well done. Can you see this 
Abdul? 
215 bdul: Yes 
216 d the title for us. Farmer 
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217 Children: Farmer 
Duck 
218 Farmer Duck (looks at Mrs 
Jones) Do you think they can 
try and read the author for me 
the author 
(CT emphasises try and 
author) 
219 Children (putting 
hands up): Ooh ooh! 
What is the pedagogical approach used by the classteacher? For instance, observing 
how the ow digraph proves difficult, Mrs Ward writes the Bengali name Kawsar (Line 
171) to show phonemic segmentation and the children glimpse the highly irregular and 
notoriously difficult nature of English words like bough, cough, though and through. 
She admits "We do need to work some more on that, but I would really like you to say - 
At least I tried,, I really tried and [did my best]" (Line 176). She encourages the children 
to be active learners by meeting the ideal of 'really trying' in which risk taking is valued 
and encouraged (Lines 73 and 96). She frequently uses the term 'we' (Lines 73,87,94, 
97 and 107) and 'us' (Line 10 1) and 'our' (Line 9 1) to create a sense of j oint endeavour 
and learning together. 
The next extract for the shared reading of Farmer Duck demonstrates the rules of 
engagement or interaction in shared reading. The distinctive opening phrase "There 
once was a duck" immediately conveys the tacit rule for 'joining in'. Abdul proudly 
announces that he has read Farmer Duck before. The children call out to finish 
sentences, often imitating, sometimes exaggerating, the teacher's expressive delivery 
and intonation. They are well versed in such rules and the special discourse required for 
'shared reading', having learned this earlier when starting school. 
Mrs Ward supports the children's participation by providing clues (Line 114), writing a 
new word on her board (Line 130) and by intervening when they hesitate (Line 137). 
She expresses praise as "Excellent. Well done" (Line 139) and says this shows they are 
4ý really thinking about your sounds. " She questions, directs, demonstrates, praises and 
gives positive feedback as she models the phonics. Finally Mrs Ward says "And even if 
you haven't spelled the word completely correctly, at 
least I can see that you are trying 
and you're [concentrating]. Really good" (Line 
139). However, in this closing remark 
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she locates her power as an evaluator of their learning and affirms her emphasis on 
process rather than product. 
The classteacher uses the NLS model by following a whole class teaching approach and 
an authentic rather than a decontextualised text. She retains control and children keep 
silent and answer as called. She also constantly draws the children's attention to their 
own active role in learning by employing strategies such as remembering (Lines 73 and 
97), listening (Line 96), writing and annotating (Lines 91 and 96), and by looking and 
checking (Line 103). 
This sequence is revealed in Transcript 7.4 below (The full Transcript is in Appendix 
7.4, Lines 251-333). 
Transcript 7.4: Reading Farmer Duck (continued). 
Line Child's Speech & Adult's Speech & Action Notes 
Action 
251 Fin only going to read it if 
we are really quiet. Then we 
can read it. "There once was 
a duck who had the bad luck 
to live with a lazy old.. 
252 Children: Farmer 
253 Fanner 
254 Abdul: The duck did 
work every day (reads 
fast) 
255 "The duck did the work. The 
farmer stayed in bed... 
256 Abdul: every day 
257 "stayed in bed all day. " 
What is that farmer eating, 
Nasrin,, can you see? 
258 Children: Choc 
259 Nasrin: Chocolates 
260 CHOCOLATES! IN BED! 
What's the poor duck doing, 
Goldi, what's the poor duck 
doing? 
261 ol i: (remains 
silent) 
262 bdul: Ate the food 
263- Not good enough. Goldi. 
Bringing him more food. 
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-- 
Bringing him more food. 
Bringing him more food. 
Look at that poor duck. 
264 Child: Chocolates 
265 That lazy fan-ner's in bed 
266 Abdul: He brings it 
to the farmer. Look at 
that poor duck! 
267 Child: He"s lazy 
The use of 'we' nominally positions the young pupils as observers and novices,, 
including Abdul despite his evident knowledge of the text. The teacher retains a strong 
control over the intellectual activity while at the same time the children's increasing 
awareness of their own reading abilities generates some tension. The children can only 
contribute by completing the teacher's reading, by reading ahead or by commenting on 
the farmer's character. They try to influence the pace and, by calling out "Quack, 
quack", signal obliquely that the shared reading should continue more quickly. 
7.4.4 Abdul Wider Sociocultural Context and Meaning: Third Layer Analysis 
Shared reading, originally viewed as replicating the qualities of 'the bedtime story' in a 
classroom (Holdaway, 1979), is whole-class reading using approved texts to promote 
enthusiasm for reading. The NLS underpins the shared reading approach, with the 
teacher modelling reading skills and encouraging high levels of class participation. It 
makes more explicit the task of reading and enables further progress to occur through 
children taking part in scaffolded participation (Riley, 2006). It is also an efficient way 
to engage a whole class with a text as teachers focus on different aspects of reading, 
including comprehension,, organisational structure and presentation, as outlined in the 
NLS Framework for Teaching (DfEE, 1998). 
Gregory (1996) states that bilingual and biliterate children using a phonic approach to 
learning to read another language capitalise on lexical, phonic and orthographic clues. 
In learning to read the Qur'an in Arabic, Abdul will have already learned complex 
phonic rules that use accents to change the pronunciation of a symbol. He will have also 
used simple forms and slowly built more complex ones as he masters the simpler ones. 
Arabic and Bengali classes rely on learning alphabets and word building in early 
literacy, with tapping out and pointing as an aid to memory to decoding and 
memorising. He and his classmate will 
know risk taking and guessing is not 'how you 
do it right'. 
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The teacher is central to shared reading and writing, as expert modelling the process and 
enabling children to read at a level they could not achieve on their own (Fisher, 2002). 
As mediator, she provides a balance between direct instruction of sets of skills and 
deciding what is to be learned. She also encourages metacognitive awareness, a 
conscious awareness of what is going on, and provides contingent responses to the 
children in order to engage them in learning literacy (Wood, 199 1). 
Abdul has to navigate his way through different views of what counts as reading and his 
use of out-of-school time for home tuition and community classes. Mrs Ward, who 
thought Abdul was being pushed too hard at home and by attending Bengali and Qur'an 
classes, recognised he was proud of his culture and had tried to help her say asalaam 
aleikum. However, she and the EMAG teacher both expressed disapproval of home 
tutors and said they tell parents that "the children have worked hard all day in school 
and at home they need to play and relax. " They view children as "being pushed" by a 
traditional pedagogy based on "worksheets, multiplication tables and small reading 
books. They should learn how to write stories, not all that grammar stuff. " 
The Year 2 children often refer to the idea of 'hard work' when learning to read, 
particularly Arabic and Bengali, and this theme is implicitly and positively promoted in 
such texts. An underlying moral message emerges in the Literacy Hour story about hard 
work as preparation for life, similar to the Protestant work ethic, and reference to the 
lazy fanner provides opportunities for critical discussion, such as the exploitation of the 
poor duck. 
7.4.5 Abdul: Conclusions 
How does Abdul appear to position himself as a learner and what knowledge and 
strengths does he bring to the phonies teaching? He recognises the instructional 
discourse embedded in the regulatory discourse which requires that pupils should 
engage but not question what or how they are being taught. He knows why 
he is 
learning to read and write and how he is expected to behave. He generally conforms to 
school norms and is well tuned to the explicit instructional ways expected 
by parents 
and encountered in community classes. 
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Abdul recognises the need to mernorise patterns of spelling and that irregularities are a 
common feature in the English language. He is also keen to participate in reading the 
Big Book and has a sense of the aim in Westway Primary School's prospectus to 
provide "a safe stimulating environment where all children can learn together in 
friendship and enjoyment" and as culturally constructed by his teacher. He shows he 
has learned that 'getting it right and correct', 'having a go and trying' and 'working 
things out', are all deemed highly valued ways for learning in this domain. 
7.5 Mahima Learns Bengali in a Community Class: Core Event Number Six 
(Main Observations 6 March 2005) 
7.5.1 Mahima: Introduction 
This Core Event focuses on analysing opportunities for learning to read and write in 
Bengali in community classes and compares the pedagogical approaches to those 
practised at home and in Westway School. Mahima (7 years) participated in a 
community language class, although Bengali and Qur'anic classes were also often 
located in private homes and mosques. The classes usually catered for children in Years 
2-6. Private tuition was also organised by parents at home, such as with Mahera in 
Chapter 6, or by employing peripatetic private teachers. 
In the study, many Sylheti speaking parents saw literacy learning in standard Bengalias 
important. Many themselves spoke and read Bengali. For the children who spoke 
Sylheti with parents and elders it was in some respects like learning an additional 
language. Bengali was highly valued for communicating with other family members 
and visits to Bangladesh, with strong emotive reasons linking the diaspora to their 
Bangladeshi cultural and linguistic identities and heritage. Many Sylheti speaking 
children entered primary school with fluency in Sylheti, some knowledge of standard 
Bengali, and with little pre-school experience and a limited knowledge of English. 
Some Year 2 children attended Bengali classes, while others were being encouraged to 
learn at home with materials used by caregivers and child together usually of a 
direct 
instructional nature, such as alphabet or labelling books and copying and memorisation. 
Azad (6 years, interviewed April 2000) saw himself as a 
beginner, "I can't write in 
Bengali. My brothers write Bengali at home and my mum could write herself Bengali 
and sometimes I could write easy easy ones, 
but I can't write hard ones. " The children 
were also aware of other arrangements 
for learning Bengali, as well as differences in the 
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process involved. Selim's (7 years, drawing task, April 2005) account echoed those of 
his peers, "But everyone who's Bengali they only read on Saturdays and it's a little bit 
different from normal school because when you read it you have to tell your teacher 
that, but not the teacher you have at school, a teacher that actually goes to someone's 
house and [or] you have to go to their house and read. " So, what makes learning 
Bengali "a little bit different from normal school"'? The mothers used a traditional and 
formal approach that was familiar to the children and similar to that used by many 
Bangladeshi families at home, based on graded reading primers bought in local shops. 
The first after-school Bengali class I observed at Westway School shows two mothers' 
view of reading in Bengali as based on primers sent from Bangladesh, following the 
routine of 'demonstration, practice, and test' (See Box 7.9 below). 
Box 7.9: An after-school Bengali class at Westway School. 
There are eight children at tables and each child is at a different stage, with their own 
Bengali primer and an exercise book. Two girls read and copy letters into their exercise 
books from a photocopied sheet. There is an attendance register. 
A teacher supports letter recognition by pointing from left to right to each alphabet letter 
and saying its name which the pupil repeats. They continue to read in this way but next 
the teacher points and waits for the pupil to say the name. Any hesitation and she 
provides the answer and they repeat it. At the end of vowels the teacher says in Sylheti, 
"abarforo" (Read again). They start to read again but this time the teacher holds back 
more and more. If the other children stop reading, the other teacher prompts them 
saying sharply, "ey poro poro" (0y, keep reading). Later, a pupil reads a short rhyme 
six times in all. 
Fieldnotes, July 2000. 
7.5.2 Mahima Finds It Hard Learning Bengali: First Layer Analysis 
Mahima (7 years) attended a Bengali language class on Saturday and Sunday mornings 
in the Akash Room ('Sky Roorn') at a community hall. The children arrived singly and 
in small groups carrying plastic bags containing books. They were dressed in clothes 
similar to those worn to school. A few wore a shalwar kameez (loose trousers and shirt) 
or kurta (traditional shirt). Those attending the Qur'anic class in the main hall quickly 
sat down and began reading aloud their Arabic primers and Qur'anic texts. 
The boys 
wore tupi (embroided cap) and the girls covered their 
heads as they read. 
In a side roorn, which was used 
for other purposes during weekdays, Mahima (Year 2) 
sat at a cluster of tables with eight other children ranging 
from Year 2 to Year 6. The 
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boys and girls sat on opposite sides facing the teacher and white board. In the centre of 
the table lay paper, Bengali primers, photocopied sheets, coloured pencils and rubbers. 
As I entered the class the teacher, Mrs Rahman, announced in English, "The topic for 
this week is Bangladesh and we are learning about rivers. " She pointed to the word 
BANGLADESH written in Bengali at the top of the white board and to the six questions 
written beneath. For the remainder of the lesson she spoke Bengali. 
Her instruction, largely based on questions and answers, relates to the questions on the 
board. She asked, "What is the capital of Bangladesh? " "Do you know where it is? " 
"What are the other large cities? " "Who knows the national flower, fruit, animal or 
fish? " Thechildren's shrugs, silence and answers revealed gaps in knowledge. All the 
children quickly named the capital city, Dhaka, but only two of the four main cities. 
They could name the Surma river (the name given to a local community centre), but not 
the Jamuna river. They were uncertain of Bengali pronunciation. The teacher made 
them repeat the pronunciation of the final vowel sound of 'rickshaw'. Later, she gave 
the correct information for her earlier questions on shapla (water lily) and bagh (tiger) 
which still retains its English version of 'Royal Bengal tiger'. 
Mrs Rahman used photocopied sheets with illustrations showing, for example, a 
rickshaw or a map of Bangladesh. She graded her tasks. She assigned drawing and 
labelling tasks to individual children, asking the two Year 2 pupils to draw and colour a 
national flag, an older boy to draw a rickshaw, and the oldest boys to trace a map of 
Bangladesh, an d to mark and label the main rivers and cities. She then asked them to 
"Write a bit about Bangladesh. " A volunteer assistant reminds them, "Your handwriting 
should be very nice" for the poster they would make to show at Open Day for parents 
later that morning. 
The Transcription and Analytical Grid for Mahima are in Appendices 7.5 and 7.6 
respectively. 
7.5.3 Mahima Pedagogy for Learning: Second Layer Analysis 
What are the children learning? What do they think they are learning? 
It can be inferred 
that they are not just learning Bengali. While learning the language they are 
learning to 
be proud of where they or their parents come 
from, and to be proud of their national 
language while also recognising the lower status of their Sylheti mother tongue. 
In 
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school, a Year 2 boy, on hearing me speak Bengali, noted that I spoke like one of his 
teachers, "That's how Dhaka lok (people) talk. " with a tacit awareness of social class of 
their Bangladeshi teachers. The adult intentions are for learning standard Bengali,, 
similar to those of Mahera's parents in Core Event One (See Chapter 6), as well as 
learning facts about Bangladesh. See Transcript 7.5 below and the Analytical Grid in 
Appendix 7.6. 
The teacher,, Mrs Rahman, uses a transmission model and her session planning sheet, 
which she shows me, states that the topic is "Bangladesh for Beginner, Middle and 
Higher groups" and her written objective indicates that "At the end of the lesson, pupils 
will be able to give more information on Bangladesh. " 
Transcript 7.5: Mahima says: "It's hard, innit. " 
Line Child's Actions and Adults' Actions and Notes 
Speech Speech 
I "Draw ajackfruit, a bird and Directs, sets task in 
a fish and write the words in Bengali 
Bengali. "' 
2 "How can I do it? " (in Signals difficulty and 
English) implicitly asks for help 
Points to the word on the Provides clues by 
paper, leans over and indicating the relevant 
underlines the word words in text to be 
Bangladesh and the word copied 
kathal Oackfruit) in the text 
3 "We don't have any rulers Provides an aid for 
so FlI use this" (in Bengali). writing letters of a 
She draws two parallel lines certain size 
across the top of the page 
using a card as a ruler. 
4 Looks at ruled lines. 
5 Copies Bangladesh in Realises the task of 
Bengali script from copying and writing 
the word underlined between lines 
by the teacher, writing 
between the two 
horizontal lines 
6 "Shall I rub out the Teacher does not reply. 
lines? " (in English) 
7 Leaves tiýe lines. Does not rub out 
lines 
the teacher herself drew. 
Mahima says "It's Comments to peer next 
hard, innit. iý to her in English 
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Mahima recognises that she is having diff1cultY with her specific task, "Draw a jackfruit, a bird and a fish and write the words in Bengali. " She appears unsure of her 
'reading' of the teacher's intentions. She does not know how to draw a jackfruit. She 
asks in English for help with writing the Bengali word. She comments to her neighbour 
that "It's hard" refers to the challenge of meeting unfamiliar items, names, as well as 
writing Bengali script, as well as learning new facts and vocabulary. 
Her questions test prior knowledge and her style becomes more didactic during the 
session. Photocopied handouts and attention to key words for copying indicate an 
underlying view that learning to read and write in Bengali and learning more about 
Bangladesh is achievable through memorisation and copying. 
The teaching approach is similar to traditional Bengali and English 'elementary 
tradition', with attention to basic skills (Pollard et al., 2000: 13). In moving between 
Bengali and English the teacher implicitly models the 'naturalness' of bilingual learning 
and asks pupils to respond. The children demonstrate flexible code-switching as they 
ask questions in English, speak to each other in Sylheti or English, and try to read and 
write in Bengali. 
Mrs Rahman gives praise in English, using 'Good' and 'Excellent' to draw attention to 
a judicious use of praise for both evaluation and encouragement. The children's 
questions and requests for assistance are also in English, not in Sylheti, nor Bengali. 
They are aware that Mrs Rahman does not speak Sylheti, that they do not speak 
Bengali, and that English is a shared medium which teacher and pupils can comfortably 
use, as also reflecting mainstream school expectations that pupils should identify their 
own needs for help. The tasks are highly classified, such as copying, writing or reciting 
a poem, with children having little room for negotiation. The manner of transmission, 
the framing, is explicit and unambiguous, with explicit instruction of formal knowledge 
associated with community 'schooling'. 
7.5.4 Mahima Wider Sociocultural Context and Meaning: Third Layer Analysis 
Community classes play an important social and cultural role in the formal acquisition 
of knowledge about Bangladesh, and enable teachers and children to co-construct their 
own cultural knowledge, including the importance of maintaining links with the wider 
Bangladeshi diaspora. Parents often said that their children should learn Bengali as their 
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community language and the pedagogies used in community class seemed to be 
increasingly influenced by United Kingdom mainstream school practices. Bangladeshi 
community teachers now undergo fon-nal training and many parents work as classroom 
assistants and meals supervisors in primary schools. In addition, these classes are 
indirectly influenced by educational programmes such as Sure Start. 
Bengali language classes also legitimise culturally specific knowledge. For instance, the 
children learn appropriate greetings, kin terminology, and respectful behaviour, as well 
as about idealised families, famous people and events in national history. The children 
also extend their knowledge of Bengali and complex kinship networks and hierarchies, 
including the importance of ritual reciprocal gift exchanges, lena dena, which they 
absorb through social activities made more or less explicit by members of the family 
and community. The classes take place alongside children's experience of new 
technologies, such as DVDs, videos and mobile phones, which are also rapidly 
changing communications amongst families. 
The Bengali reading books and primers commonly used in both after school and 
community classes (observed in 2000 and 2005) are usually designed and printed in 
Bangladesh and are available in local Bangladeshi-run shops in the United Kingdom. 
These show a predominantly rural Bangladesh with paddy fields, a distinctive sky line 
with palm trees, wide rivers, traditional nouka (river boats), and daily routines in the 
family bari (family household area). 
These books and primers typically show a romantic view of rural Bangladesh, one often 
not experienced by the children during visits to the desh. The primers assume 
that 
British Bangladeshi children have a linguistic and cultural familiarity with the text and 
illustrations, which was often not evident in this study. This raises concerns that such 
resources fail to speak to the experience of children 
bom in United Kingdom and those 
who have not visited Bangladesh (Gregory and 
Kenner, 2003; Edwards, 2004). They 
may also provide a linguistic level for any given age range which may 
be too advanced 
(Edwards, 2004). Such Bengali community classes may be seen as perpetuating a world 
as constructed in textbooks rather than modem 
day reality. For instance, while the 
Royal Bengal Tiger is increasingly rare in the sundarbans 
(mangrove swamps), modem 
consumer goods (TVs, 
DVD and CD players and mobile phones) are common in Sylhet 
(Callan, 2007). 
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What does the teacher,, Mrs Rahman, want the children to learn? Does she want them to 
learn Bengali or geographical facts? She describes her teaching as "leaming about rivers 
in Bangladesh" but the emphasis is on learning facts about Bangladesh and names of 
national symbols. The children can be seen as learning to learn particular aspects of 
their identity through acquiring written language. The pedagogy is modelled on both the 
more fon-nal and traditional methods familiar to Bangladeshi families, as well as on 
adapting the mainstream National Curriculum and school practices. For instance, she 
used lesson planning sheets, a whiteboard and gave praise in English, all of which 
reflected practices at Westway. There is little discussion by the children of their own 
knowledge and experiences of Bangladesh. Learning Bengali is initially by naming and 
writing down the alphabet. Learning is through her chosen tasks, such as drawing 
(tracing) a map and writing (copying) a brief text. Mrs Rahman uses iconic artefacts 
such as the highly decorated rickshaws. 
The children are learning to use literacy for cultural purposes. Her teaching implicitly 
reinforces the children's identity as Sylheti speakers, with success being seen as 
becoming literate in standard Bengali, a 'wantable' identity (Meier, page 96, in Nieto, 
1999). Bengali is the language of education and it is used in national newspapers, 
literature and leaflets published by local authorities. Thus Mrs Rahman is confident that 
the class will meet parental expectations and approval in terms of content and literacy. 
Learning the names of the major rivers and drawing their courses on a map, symbolises 
and reinforces the distinctive features of the riverine life of Bangladesh. Above all, the 
teaching conveyed pride in Bangladesh, the heritage country. 
7.5.5 Mahima: Conclusions 
This Core Instructional Event in a community Bengali language class shows a pedagogy 
that is modelled on both the more formal and traditional methods 
familiar to 
Bangladeshi families, as well as adapting to the influence of the mainstream National 
Curriculum, with the use of a planning sheet and display of lesson objective. 
The 
emphasis is on learning cultural, geographical and 
historical infon-nation about 
Bangladesh. 
Although there appears to be some mutual reinforcement 
in learning between home and 
such conununity classes, there seems 
to be less reinforcement with school. There is, 
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however,, some transfer of pedagogy from schools to community classes, such as the use 
of teaching objectives and new teaching technologies (white boards, Photocopied 
worksheets). The underlying pedagogy, however, reflects the elementary model as 
commonly used in schools in Bangladesh. 
7.6 Analysing the Pedagogic Discourses 
This section compares the different pedagogic discourses for literacy learning contained 
in the above three Core Events, based on using Bernstein's (1975a; 1990) analytical 
framework for the visible pedagogy (VP). The pedagogical analysis in Table 7.1 below 
summarises the VP as high for all three Year 2 Core Events. 
Table 7.1: Comparison of the Year 2 three core events for their pedagogical 
classification and framing. 
Sami Reads with 







model of reading 








with Sami as 
teacher and Samina 
as reader. 
Highlevelof 








Abdul Gives his 












between role of 













between school and 
community 
learning, eg: topics, 
location and time. 
+F 
Clear boundary 
between role of 
teacher and pupil. 
Highlevelof 








Classification refers to how a task is defined by its curriculum purpose, while framing 
refers to the degree of compulsion or negotiability in the instruction and task. A strongly 
classified (+SC) curriculum and a strongly framed (+SF) instructional mode, with clear 
boundaries between the role of teachers and pupils, characterises a highly VP. 
The instructional discourse (ID) is embedded in the regulatory discourse (RD), it is also 
clear that the RD must be sustained if the ID is to take place. Sami, as elder brother!, 
teaches Samina how to read in English. Two main points emerge. Although he can read 
for meaning, in this session Sami's focus is on accurate decoding, a model he is familiar 
with at home and when learning Arabic. Both Sami and Samina recognise the ID and 
conform to the RD of sitting still and concentrating, with control located with Sami, the 
more experienced other. Also, as her borobhai, she is expected to treat him with respect 
and obedience. They seemed at ease in blending different ways of 'doing' reading. They 
are flexible and shift their style when Samina shows she is familiar with the story from 
'Big Book' readings in school. Sami's lack of positive comments and praise suggests he 
sees Samina's performance as satisfactory. 
Abdul already has an extensive experience of literacy in learning to read the Qur'an. He 
also encounters a highly visible pedagogy with an explicit ID as prescribed by the NLS, 
with which he is familiar in terms of routines, terminology and learning objectives. He 
has internalised one aspect of the IP which values risk-taking in literacy learning and 
that mistakes are visible signs of a child's need for further targeted teaching. Despite his 
prior knowledge of the story, Abdul recognises that the rules in pedagogic discourse 
locate control over knowledge and participation with the teacher. 
For Mahima, her Bengali class shows a highly visible pedagogy with clear and distinct 
boundaries in tenns of time, space and commitment. This pedagogy conveys the goal of 
transmitting information in terms of easily testable knowledge, similar to school and at 
the mosque. The underlying pedagogy, however, relates to the production and 
reproduction of images of Bangladesh through which cultural and emotional bonds are 
evoked and sustained with the desh. 
Thus across the three settings there are similarities. The analysis suggests that the VP 
for learning to read is high for all three Core Events, irrespective of the actual setting. In 
each event, the teacher is in a position of power and can exert a 
high level of control in 
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their use of voice to govern pace, movement and gesture, as well as in the organisation 
of space, time and the means for children's participation. 
7.7 Conclusions for the Children in Year 2 
In the conclusions to Chapter Six on the children in Reception class, four common 
themes emerge: The children are learning to take part in new domains and social 
networks that give a very high priority -to literacy; they attach importance to their 
different domains and new pedagogical discourses; they are active learners living 
complex social relations largely constructed by adults; and through cognitive (including 
bodily) engagements with literacy they are also continuing to make meaning and 
construct their culture. 
Chapter Seven attempts to answer further questions: How do Year 2 children continue 
developing their abilities to negotiate and make sense of their different instructional 
encounters? And how do they constitute themselves as learners across different 
' situated' domains? 
In summary, findings from Year 2 agree with the notion that for a child "to be literate is 
to have the disposition to engage appropriately with texts of different types in order to 
empower action, thinking, and feeling in the context of purposeful social activity" 
(Woods, 1996). As these children move between domains, they are aware of the 
different ways in which adults play an increasingly strong regulatory role as arbiters and 
judges of their work. 
The Year 2 children have an understanding of how learning has changed from their 
earlier Reception year and how literacy related activities are important in their daily 
lives. They also have a stronger ability to negotiate meaning within their sociocultural 
background and to blend their experiences. Literacy engages them in their different 
domains,, or spheres of thought and action, and through their embodied knowledge and 
dispositions they continue to make meaning and engage with their culture. They are also 
more aware of the intergenerational importance of both reading and writing. In addition, 
there are no marked differences for literacy at this stage between girls and boys. 
These Year 2 children sense that the school curriculum has subjects and that teachers 
intend to meet the objectives in the National Literacy Strategy which are shared NA-ith 
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thern. They clearly identify "doing numeracy and literacy" as important, as well as 
discipline, conformity and academic achievement. Reading for pleasure becomes a 
reward for work well done, with fewer opportunities for play and an increase in adult- 
directed literacy activities. They make better pedagogic sense of their new classroom 
environments. 
The children have -a growing ability to negotiate meanings when their deeply held 
religious beliefs encounter school literacy tasks and are increasingly aware of their 
identities as Muslims. By Year 2 nearly all the children in the study are being taught 
Arabic and about half are learning Bengali, either at home or with a relative or in a 
community class or at the local mosque. As multilingual learners they demonstrate 
considerable metacognitive and cultural flexibility as they build on pedagogical 
differences in ways of learning and "doing reading". They are also aware of how 
teaching practices for learning Arabic and Bengali compare with those of "normal 
school". The persistence of instructional methods used for Bengali and Arabic may be a 
function of their suitability for these languages, combined with parents' believing that 
this approach worked for them. 
The following are new emerging themes: 
1. Siblings play an important role as mediators and as models of literacy learning. 
Their pedagogy commonly relies on a distinctive pattern of repetitive interactions 
that focuses on the text itself, with little reference to illustrations and supportive use 
of English, less emphasis on what is actually understood, and little direct use of 
praise. Texts are not usually seen as an opportunity to share in reading for meaning 
or for discussion and pleasure or recalling memories. 
2. In the Literacy Hour, the Year 2 children recognise the need to engage but do not 
necessarily question what or how they are being taught. They know why they are 
learning to read and write and recognise the need to use phonics and memorise 
patterns of spelling. Constant attention is drawn to bodily comportment and systems 
of sanctions and rewards as acceptable way 
for managing behaviour strategy. This 
all shows how the ID is strongly embedded in the RD. 
While in school the children 
rarely refer to their literacy learning experiences outside school. 
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3. Bengali community language classes reveal a pedagogy modelled on more formal 
and traditional methods within a structure of language, routines and rituals that are 
already familiar to most Bangladeshi families. The emphasis is on learning cultural, 
geographical and historical information about Bangladesh, incorporating an 
underlying pride in cultural heritage and legitimising the high status of spoken 
Bengali. There appears to be mutual reinforcement in learning between home and 
community classes, with a hidden pedagogy of perpetuating 'imagined 
communities' (Anderson, 1983) and sustaining kin and cultural links between desh 
and bidesh. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT: RESEARCH FINDINGS: 
TRANSFORMING KNOWLEDGE IN YEAR FIVE 
I think reading is the most important thing in your life, well not the most important, but it is very important for you to get a knowledgeable career - and so is writing. 
Ashna, 10 years, Year 5, commenting on her drawing task, December 2004. 
In my view, appropriation is a process of transformation, not a precondition for transformation. Thus, I use the term "appropriation" to refer to the change 
resulting from a person's own participation in an activity, not to his or her internalization of some external event or technique. 
Rogoff (1995: 153): Observing sociocultural activity on three planes: Participatory 
appropriation, guided participation, and apprenticeship. 
8.1 Introduction 
This chapter focuses on the influence of the wider sociocultural world of Bangladeshi 
heritage on the children's learning and how the children, aged 9-10 years old, become 
increasingly competent members of their social world by bringing their own embodied 
knowledge, dispositions and orientations to their learning. In using the term 
transforming knowledge, I mean that the children are continually in a process of 
reconstructing the meanings and functions inherent in their social interactions. In this 
process they make-over their knowledge which, in Bruner's words "is, after all, justified 
beliefs" (1996: 168) (italics in original) each of which has significant history. 
Through participation in cultural practices, children learn to master and embody ways of 
acting and being in human communities. Their historical experiences are crystallised or 
laid down in 'cultural tools% a term used by Stetsenko and Arievitch (2002: 87) to refer 
to "material objects ... patterns of 
behaviour organised in space and time ... [and] 
language combining culturally evolved arrangements of meanings, sounds, rules of 
communication, and so forth. " Cultural tools, they argue, can be appropriated by 
children , only through acting upon and with them; that is, only in the course of actively 
reconstructing their meaning and function ... through 
interaction with other people who 
already have the knowledge of a given cultural tool" (Stetsenko and Arievitch, 
2002: 87). 
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As stated earlier, my view of learning in this thesis is that learning is situated in social, 
cultural and historical relationships and enacted through pedagogies and discourses that 
are always in a process of mutual constitution (Spradley, 1980). Children take up the 
belief that literacy is central in their lives but also sense that, in Claxton's words 
(2002: 22). "cultures value different learning achievements, and foreground, or neglect, 
different layers of learning. " I take up Claxton's (2002: 26) suggestion that "to 
understand the ways people are enculturated into a view of learning, and of themselves 
as learners, we need to focus on the situated moment. " In previous chapters I have 
demonstrated ways in which the children engage with instruction and learning in 
different domains, developing strengths as they learn in at least two languages. 
As in Chapters 6 and 7, the next section (8.2) explored Year 5 children's perceptions of 
learning, based mainly on tasks, diaries, drawings and conversations. These revealed a 
marked increase in awareness of the importance of literacy as the children built upon 
their existing cultural knowledge and beliefs. 
Core Events Seven, Eight and Nine are then presented and analysed using the three 
layers of meaning making. In Event Seven Mohammad is asked by his mother, Rusna, 
to take the lead in prayer and in reading the Holy Qur'an; in Event Eight Ashna reports 
back to her class on a School Council meeting; and in Event Nine Jahanara is required 
to recite the first chapter of the Qur'an in a community class. The pedagogical analysis 
of these events is presented next using Bernstein's (1975a) analytical framework as 
outlined in Chapter Two. 
8.2 Year 5 Children's Perceptions of Learning 
The 10 year old children in Year 5 had a clear vision of the importance of literacy and 
had developed an increasingly refined understanding of its range of uses and genres in 
fulfilling their own personal purposes. As they developed they became more 
sophisticated learners, with increasing competence in abstract and reflective thinking. 
Analysis showed the crucial importance of literacy in their lives and their strong 
awareness of themselves as learners (and as teachers) in their different domains. They 
were also more literate in their community 
languages. Reasons for valuing and 
prioritising literacy included, 
for example, religious beliefs and practices, personal 
development and ambitions, kinship obligations and marriage, and future careers and 
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employment. Their cultural understandings were woven into their personal and social 
lives, as well as being influenced by a variety of sources, including religious ideas and 
practices, the media and peer groups. 
The children's drawings revealed their complex understandings about the interactive 
nature of literacy and how they brought their own interpretive framework and manner of 
appropriation to the cultural materials they encountered (Kendrick and McKay, 2004). 
Highly relevant was Goodman's (1986: 6) definition, mentioned in Chapter 3, of reading 
and writing as "human interaction with print when the reader and writer believe that 
they are making sense of and through written language. " 
In their diaries,, the children revealed a wide range of after school literacy related 
activities. For instance, Imran listed,, "I watched TV, played out, played with my 
computer, listened to music and played football. " Tasneem wrote, "Done my 
homework. Eat and Watch TV", while Babul recalled, "I read, lunch, help brother, help 
mother, go to sleep. " Said's listed physical activities at a youth club, "gamecube,, 
swimming and brake dancing" (sic),, while Enamul's structured time centred around 
devotional practices, "First I read asr namaz. Ate first. Played play station. Went to the 
shops by myself. I did maghrib namaz. I ate again. I read isha namaz. I went to bed. " 
(See glossary). 
The children were keenly aware of their need to acquire new knowledge, of individual 
potential and ability, and of their responsibility for their own learning, as well as 
learning as generative and transferable, as revealed in Box 8.1 below: 
Box 8.1: Tasneem: "And that's what you have to do in school. " 
They teach you everything you need to know in school and everything and more. Most 
of the good things that coming to school is about being clever, well er Ws not really 
about being clever, it's about how much you can know in your age, how much you 
could know in one year and how you could use your leaming and things like that. 
onversation following drawing task, November 2004. 
Follow up conversations based on the drawings revealed the children's perceptions 
about various social and cultural 
issues that had meaning for them (James, 1993). 
Tasneem perceived learning as doing tasks for the teacher and being tested, saying, 
"She hurries at you. She rush and get the next thing and we have to get our 
books and 
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when we done our tests and then we done our show (an assembly). We had to write 
SATs. I had to but you can't go to the toilet. " She was also aware of marking and 
valued the teacher's feedback saying, "When you do writing, when Miss says we should 
do writing mm and when we have finished the next day of school I see that she's 
marked it and she says what good ideas I've got". While acknowledging the importance 
of teachers the children also recognised their own active role in and engagement with 
leaming, as Ashna said, "We have to like concentrate and don't like talk to other people 
... sit in the front line ... be more confident rather than sitting down and watching 
other[s], watching some people getting answers right. " Ashna showed a determination 
and single mindedness, which positioned her as a learner. 
Aysha seemed to recognise the effort on the part of teachers to enable children to learn 
facts and improve their concepts and understanding. She also mirrored the dominance of 
the teacher's voice in instructional interactions. "Teachers teach us. They will explain 
everything, they go blah blah blah. They ask, right, and they explain. They will explain 
even if they sit at their desk. They don't want children to be rude". By rude Aysha may 
have meant ignorant. She projected her experience of a predominantly didactic model 
tempered with concerns that children also understand and develop socially appropriate 
ways of behaving. But the children were equally aware of the importance of literacy for 
their future, as shown by Hassina next in Box 8.2: 
Box 8.2: Hassina: "You have to read so much books, and after that... " 
... 
because if you want to have nice beds and you want a job everyday yea, and 
pretending you said "Oh I don't like reading" that man say[s] mm "Read this mm table 
for your job" yea, and then you're stuck, and you say "I don't read. And then the man 
says "Sorry, you can't have a job". That[s] why. So you have to read. Yes, so you must 
read names and you have to do things like that. 
Informal conversation, November 1999. 
The Year 5 children mostly saw school teachers as knowledgeable and as 'helping'. 
Babul found it easy to learn, "When I get lots of help. That's because we have a lot of 
help from the teachers. They know the most to help us so they will help us. " They often 
said the teachers 'learn me' which may 
have reflected the similarity between the 
Bengali verbs to teach (shikha) and to learn (shikh) or his use of non-standard 
English. 
Enamul appreciated a teacher who "Leamt me a lot about maths. I 
like it. She leamt me 
a lot about maths how to work things out method and everything. 
" 
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The children seemed aware that their leaming was being publicly monitored, and adults 
emphasised individual goals and cooperation for good classroom behaviour rather than 
for learning achievements and progress, by rewarding them with smiley faces, stickers, 
names on wall charts and prizes in assemblies. Teachers teach and control what is 
taught, all of which reflects the predominant transmission model as practised in many 
school classrooms (Larson and Marsh, 2005), in which the teacher questions rather than 
encourages open discussion. 
The children were well aware of the influence of school on their future. As Aysha said, 
"School will teach you everything you need to know but also to learn and do some 
interesting things" and "it's not just about that, it's how you cope with people that is 
what school is all about and we have all the help we need ...... They were usually 
positive about their forthcoming move to a secondary school. For example, Aysha said, 
"I want to go to secondary college and university" and Said, when expressing his 
ambition to be a breakdancer and pool champion, also recognised that secondary school 
would help him "to learn maths so I can learn my physics in secondary school when I'm 
in Year 7. " Although he admitted he did not know what physics was he already had a 
sense of a hierarchy of desired educational achievements. I heard adults and parents say, 
"You don't want to work in the superinarket all your life. " 
The Bengali and Arabic classes were usually held after school and at weekends. Many 
children mentioned "going mosque", leaming with "our messabji " at home, or leaming 
with siblings, cousins and neighbours. All the boys were leaming Arabic and all except 
two attended Bengali classes, with most girls attending classes at home. Community 
classes were seen as 'fun' and an opportunity to be with friends from school. When in 
school, however, children rarely referred to leaming at home or in community classes. 
Religious literacy in Arabic was widely seen as a personal endeavour for becoming a 
'good' Muslim. When leaming Arabic, children explained the importance of "getting it 
right", which reflected the pedagogic approach as well as the time and financial 
commitments made by their families. It also implied a belief in accuracy. The children 
frequently explained that they could incur ghuna (sin) for not trying or getting 
something wrong. They practised reading the sacred texts in a manner described by 
Rosowsky (2001: 60) as having the intention of "meaningless accurate decoding", only 
apparently meaningless in the conventional and 
literal sense. During Ramadan a priority 
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is to visit extended family members after school and at weekends, with older children 
socialising and caring for the younger ones. Box 8.3 below shows the key role of 
learning the Qur'an for Enamul,. not only with regards his father's ambition for him, but 
also his own to teach others. Enamul likens his strategies for memorising Arabic text to 
mathematical formulae. 
Box 8.3: Enamul: "My Dad says I have to be a good hafiz. " 
My dad says I have to be a hafiz. I have to memorize the whole Qur'an, cifýlra, to 
memorise the whole and then I can be an alim too. But my Dad doesn't want that. But 
then I can be a teacher to learn people. I just sit down and just memorise it by myself 
and I have to look at it. Kind of like on maths. If she gives me a question I don't look in 
my book. It's kind of like that. 
Conversation following drawing task, November 2004. 
Literacy was seen as important in their everyday lives for solving problems. Sometimes 
they had more immediate responsibility to interpret and mediate the world to their 
significant adults. In Box 8.4 below Said helped his parents to make a passport 
application. 
Box 8.4: Said helps his parents attend the Passport Office in Croydon. 
Half way to the Passport Office the taxi driver gets lost. They decide to make their own 
way and leave the taxi, but they do not know the way. 
"Said is clever because this one, my husband, is illiterate and cannot read. So I said 
'How can we go? ' And Said said 'Go to the tube station and look at map. ' They don't 
know. Nobody knows. So Said was brave, so clever. He went to the station, got tickets 
for Croydon... He asked the tube lady how to go to Croydon. So it turned out we were 
following him! Instead of him following us we were following him like children! And 
when we got there we don't know where the office is and he went to a lady... and the 
lady took us to the office and that's how we got his (her husband's) legality a year and a 
half ago. I am very proud. " 
Interview with Said's mother at home, Tape 63, December 2004. 
These examples indicate how the Year 5 children saw the importance of literacy as 
being useful and how it could be used to transform their knowledge and understandings. 
This transfon-nation process was well illustrated by an educational visit to Hampton 
Court Palace as part of the National Curriculum history class on the Tudors. The girls 
discussed how Henry VIII divorced and beheaded his wives and observed, "It's hard to 
remember all the wives and which one 
had her head chopped off because he really 
wanted a son. " Their concerns appeared 
to resonate with many Bangladeshi women 
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facing marriage and the importance of bearing a son. Box 8.5 below shows how they 
drew on a variety of sources to appropriate and transform the schooled version. 
Box 8-5: Transforming the Tudors. 
My group of four Year 5 girls announced, while walking around Hampton Court Palace, 
(. 4w 1 eýre a group. We're all friends - and you! That's good" (meaning to include me). They make few comments about the Tudors or the Palace and only half-heartedly 
complete their worksheets. As we enter a large room with a wall length model of the Palace we sit down on benches waiting for the next commentary. 
Salma suddenly gets up, positions herself in front of the barrier and turns to face us. 
"While we are waiting I am going to tell you about this arnazing building. A very long 
time ago there was a king called ... " She introduces us to Hampton Court Palace and its history, as her voice and expansive gestures mimic the TV weather forecasters. The 
others stop chatting and watch. "And upstairs you can see ... " She describes the building and architecture. She finishes with a flourish, bows and sits down. We all clap. 
Rahema now gets up and picks up from Salma. She focuses on Henry VIII and his 
marriages. Her presentational style is also literary and engages her audience. She bows 
and sits down. We clap. Ruma gets up and tells us about the wives. Meherjan, recently 
returned from Bangladesh, does not make a presentation. 
Finally, Salma draws it to a close and, walking towards her audience,, asks rhetorically: 
"Just think Miss, would you marry Henry Vlll? " She pauses. "And that, Ladies and 
Gentlemen,, is all for today. We hope you have enjoyed our presentation. " 
Year 5 class visit to Hampton Court, December 1999. 
The Year 5 girls transformed their 'official' schooled knowledge into a pastiche, each 
girl drawing on her history syllabus. Each one showed confidence and skill in making 
sense of historical 'facts' in today's real world. They blended the performing styles they 
saw on television, such as the expansive hand gestures of presenters, together with the 
oral family traditions and religious narratives and modest acknowledgement of applause 
at Bangladeshi cultural gatherings. In this way they "abstract a meaning from a 
particular reality ... to work out what 
it implies for the future" (Steedman, 1985: 138). 
In summary, the Year 5 children brought their own cultural 
lens to learning new 
knowledge and transforming it. They had a wide sociocultural understanding of the 
importance of literacy, which was ever-present in their consciousness. They also 
appreciated the significant role of adults 
in mediating this wider cultural world. Literacy 
is perceived as important and 
involved more than reading "so much books' . 
it 
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foreshadowed their desire to improve their future, including for material circumstances 
such as housing and employment, and about accessing life in a complex modem world. 
Literacy also helped them to be good Muslims and contribute to their future well-being, 
such as in kinship and marriage (Bhatti, 1999). 
8.3 Mohammad Reads the Qur'an at Home: Core Event Number Seven 
(Main Observations 17 May 2000) 
8.3.1 Mohammad: Introduction 
This core instructional event exemplifies the teaching commonly used at home and in 
community classes and at the mosque. I focus on the epistemic milieu, ways of 
knowing, created by the teacher (Wells and Claxton,, 2002b) and explore the wider 
significance of reading the Qur'an as mediated to the children by adults. I consider 
Mohammad's experience of both sacred and secular learning to read and how his 
culture was embodied in this process. It reveals his perceptions of how reading the 
sacred Qur'an and secular Bengali primers is embedded in his wider sociocultural world 
as mediated by his mother. 
This event took place in Rusna Begum's living room in her local authority flat. On the 
walls hung a framed Qur'anic saying, garlands of plastic flowers, a shell mobile, brass 
ornaments and a picture of a forest scene in Bangladesh. A small television sat in a 
comer, on the wall to wall carpet. Rusna taught reading of Arabic and reading and 
writing in Bengali, as well as listening to the reading of English school books, five 
times a week in the late afternoon. Her class consisted of her sons, Mohammad (9 years) 
and Abbuel (6 years), and her neighbours' two children, Umar (6 years) and Selim (5 
years), whom she taught on a paid basis. Mina, her daughter (3 years), remained in the 
room during these classes. 
Rusna's class fell into four main parts: the ritual ablutions carried out by all the children 
before Mohammad started reading (See Box 8.6 below); praying and reading the Holy 
Qur'an (See Transcript for Lines 1-18); reading a Bengali Primer (Lines 19-64); and 
Mohammad reading in the same primer about the tragic fighter pilot (Lines 65-157). 
The Fieldnotes, Transcription and Analytical Grid are given in Appendices 8.2,8.3 and 
8.4 respectively. 
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8.3.2 Mohammad Reads the Qur'an at Home: First Layer Analysis 
Rusna started by silently covering the floor carpet with a large white cloth and told the 
boys in Arabic to "make wudu" (ozu in Sylheti), to do their ablutions. They carefully but 
playfully washed their feet,, hands, neck and face in the bathroom. Rusna covered her 
head and wrapped a large green orna around her arms and shoulders. Mohammad stood 
in front,, the three boys behind, and Rusna behind them. She asked Mohammad to lead 
the prayers, namuz, and he recited the act of faith with the boys completing the 
prescribed sequence of movements for prayer. Mohammad recited and then placed the 
wooden stand,, raiel, on the cloth and brought the Holy Book wrapped in cloth and tied 
with a cord. He unwrapped the embossed leather bound Qur'an and placed it on the 
raiel. Abbuel placed two cushions on the white cloth together with a thin booklet, the 
haida. The children were well practised in the prescribed rules for ritual cleansing and 
in showing respect for the Qur'an, as shown in Box 8.6 below. 
Box 8.6: Making wudu (ozu in Sylheti) ... "Because it's a special Book. " 
Mohammad: We did wudu (ozu), we washed our face 
Abbuel: We put on a special hat and we start reading 
PM: Why did you do all these things? 
Mohammad: To stay clean and we end up ... (he pauses) we 
don't touch the 
Qur'an with our leg. You [are] put in the fire, maybe die 
Abbuel: Any mistake then you don't go in the fire 
Mohammad: Because it's a special book 
Abbuel: And be careful. 
Based on Fieldnotes, May 2000. 
Rusna, having removed her orna, sat down on the prayer rug facing the boys as they all 
listened to Mohammad read the Qur'an. She realised that it was facing her and carefully 
turned the Book around on the stand and pointed to the words. Mohammad followed 
her 
finger and pointed with his left hand. Rusna corrected him and said, "Touch with your 
right hand" (Line 12) and "Put your finger nicely underneath" 
(Line 14). Mina 
spontaneously started to recite and they all clapped when she 
finished. 
The strict cultural requirements then 
became more relaxed for secular rea ing in 
Bengali,, signalled by clearing away the prayer mat and taking off their caps. 
They had a 
short break sitting on the white cloth and were now noticeably 
more informal. 
Mohammad and Rusna now started to read a Bengali primer while the others practised 
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alphabets. Rusna began to teach the Bengali alphabet to Abbuel, Umar and Selim, while 
Mohammad read the story about Motiur the fighter pilot in the Bangladesh War of 
Liberation. She finished the session with biscuits and commented, I am very lucky, my 
children are learning so fast. Mohammad says it beautifully and Abbuel is doing good 
and my daughter Mina understands. " She tacitly postponed reading the English books 
from school. Sylheti was often used for conversations and instructions, together with the 
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occasional use of spoken English and Bengali. 
8.3.3 Mohammad Pedagogy for Learning: Second Layer Analysis 
Transcript 8.1 below follows namaz and the setting up of the raiel (stand) for the 
Qur'an and the cushions for the haida. Mohammad then began to read. He became a 
practitioner and more experienced other for the novices, with Rusna modelling and 
regulating his practices and comportment. His status grew as he publicly read the 
Qur'an and developed his ability to recite from memory. Rusna instructed Mohammad 
by modelling the first line (Line 1). It was important not to interrupt the reading and to Z-n 
concentrate on the sacred text. Mina's distracting efforts were ignored (Lines 2,7 and 
8). Rusna modelled the phrases (Lines 1,4 and 13) while Mohammad finished them 
(Lines 5,6,15 and 16). 
Transcript 8.1: Rusna's class reading the Qur'an and praying. 
Line Child Child's Actions Rusna's Actions Notes 
and Speech and Speech 
I can't understand Rusna to Abbuel who is 
sitting by himself 
Bolo read kolima. Rusna instructs 
Alhamdu lilahi ... 
Mohammad to read the 
verse,, speaking Bengali, 
English and Arabic. 
She starts to recite 
2 -M7i-na -Kfi-nais crying Rusna ignores Mina. 
3 Ki-d I can't hear Mohammad protests 
(Sylheti) 
4 Pray loudly. To Mohammad (Sylheti) 
Alhamdu lilahi Rusna recites a phrase 
Rabbil Alamin (Arabic) 
5 Md Allah huliman Mohammad looks at the 
hamida Allahi Qur'an which is facing 
huakbar Rusna 
i Md & Walanfia kulli n. Abbuel joins 
Abbu lamia zidni 
Mina 
. 
-Kfu--mý Mum I want Mina tries to get 
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to eat something attention (Sylheti) 
Don't do that. Be Rusna directly 
blessed by God admonishes her, Urges 
her to behave 'proper .I Islamic way (Sylheti) 9 Md (continues to read) They are just Rusna comments to PM 
learning you know - evaluates the levels of 
they can't do that competence of the boys 
one. He only can do and of Mohammad 
10 Rusna turns Quran to 
face Mohammad 
II Md Mohammad points as he 
reads 
12 Touch with your Rusna directs (Sylheti) 
right hand 
1. ) Allah hu7nma Rusna reads (Arabic) 
solliala 
14 Put your finger Rusna directs (Sylheti) 
underneath, Didar 
15 Md Rabbana zalanima Mohammad reads the 
next phrase (Arabic) 
16 Md Wala alihi amin Wala alihi amin Mohammad and Rusna 
sunima ainin summa anfin say last phrase (Arabic) 
17 Very nice reading Rusna praises in English 
Well done boy 
Rusna drew Mohammad's attention to the text and turned the Book around (Line 10). 
She explicitly directed him to use his right hand (Line 12) for accurate decoding (Line 
14). Her instructions used well-tried and widely accepted techniques for learning to read 
the Qur'an by pointing to letters and markers, so as to ensure the correct and accurate 
grapheme-phoneme decoding of the text. The use of Mohammad's second name, Didar, 
(Line 14) revealed their close familial relationship as co-readers of a valued text. Their 
joint recitation of the last line (Line 16) showed that they saw this as a joint activity. 
Rusna and the children adeptly moved between different languages and scripts as they 
encountered literacy being used for very different purposes, including for praying and 
giving ritual and devotion to Allah. 
How did Rusna mediate the wider sociocultural world to the children? What were they 
learning? Religious conventions and ritual practices were being taught alongside the 
literacy event and children recognised the obligatory nature of religious observances. 
As 
soon as the boys put on their tupi they stopped talking and adopted a quiet 
demeanour. 
They explained that prayers and reading must not 
be interrupted. These rituals conveyed 
the very sacred nature of the Holy 
Book and disrespectful behaviour, such as feet 
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touching the Qur'an, they told me, was accountable in the afterlife and punishable by 
"going in the fire". 
Although Rusna's visible pedagogy (VP) continued in her teaching of Bengali, 
Mohammad was now freer to negotiate what he wanted to do (Lines 19-23 in Appendix 
8.3). Later in the negotiations, Rusna invoked cultural norms of respect by saying, "You 
should listen and respect your parents" (Line 28), and "Everybody is saying to learn" 
(Line 
-3 ) 
1). She revealed the power of wider cultural and social values in learning to read. 
Rusna was now less adamant on how he should perform as she became more attentive 
to Mina, as shown in Transcript 8.2 below: 
Transcript 8.2: Mohammad reading Bengali. 
Line Child Child's Words Rusna's Words Notes 
And Actions And Actions 
19 R: Yeah well done boy. English 
OK read some Bengali Sylheti 
book a little bit. Just 
read a little bit then we 
will stop at seven 
thirty. 
20 Md No Bengali, no Sylheti 
21 Mina Crying loudly 
22 OK Mummy is going Sylheti 
to give you 
23 Md I will only read four Sylheti 
lines Mummy, I will 
only read four lines 
Mohammad did comply but broke the pattern by reading ahead in Lines 32,72,76 and 
86. Rusna then tried to hold to the exchange pattern by urging him to persevere, "It's 
not hard. Try kor. (literally: do/make [a] try). Please try, it's not hard. You are doing a 
lot today. You can read already from here so try please. Try it's not hard" (Line 
Mohammad then read the whole text for himself. Rusna saw it as her duty, as a Muslim 
parent, to educate her children in Islam, in which the Qur'an and prayers are an integral 
part 
Mohammad, now fully absorbed in reading his Bengali primer, asked, "What does this 
say? " encountering difficult and uncommon words like shadhi. -nota 
(independence, 
Lines 108 and 110). At home he used some literacy strategies he had learned for 
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English in school, such as looking for contextual clues to establish the meaning of a 
word. 
What were Rusna's pedagogical intentions for this core event? What did the different 
texts reveal about how Rusna constructs reading? For Arabic, Rusna's instruction was 
direct and traditional, with an emphasis on recitation and accuracy and a focus on the 
harmonious recitation of Arabic sounds. Learning Arabic required that the whole 
alphabet was learned first and then clusters of graphemes, followed later by more 
complex combinations and then memorising chunks of text by repetition. She controlled 
the pace and procedure, while explicit instructions indicated when Mohammad should 
read and the voice he should use. He performed solemnly and did not question the 
meaning of the Qur'anic text or the accompanying rituals. She describes Mohammad as 
"good at it" (reciting and reading simultaneously). Rusna understands reading in Arabic 
as memorisation and believes everyone is able to "read" the Qur'an. Clearly in such 
religious events the instructional discourse is strongly embedded in the regulatory 
discourse and is highly related to the purpose. 
Learning to read in standard Bengali, however, is less prescribed and more open to 
negotiation. In Bengali emphasis is given to first learning the names of letters and their 
sounds because it is a regular grapheme-phoneme correspondence language, as a sound 
basis for growing fluency and 'guessing' from context. There has been a growing 
awareness by school teachers of the need to recognise children's experience of 
instruction for both Arabic and Bengali, following guidance in the National Literacy 
Strategy (WEE, 1998). Nonetheless, teachers may be largely unaware of the capacities 
of bilingual learners (Drury et al., 2002), with Qur'anic literacy often being 
ý4 misunderstood, marginalised, and even, at times disparaged" (Rosowsky, 2006: 529). 
Learning to read the Qur'an is a challenge that requires effort and persistence. The rite 
de passage is celebrated with the child's first successful reading and recitation of the 
Qur'an. Rusna saw Mohammad as a model for his younger siblings who should watch, 
listen and learn from him. Rusna explained that "Listening is very soab (clean, with 
religious merit) ... I 
don't know what soab is like ... because Allah said somebody 
listening is very good. " She believed that very young children learn through 
observation, in a process of "legitimate peripheral participation" 
in daily rituals (Lave 
and Wenger, 1991). She knew this worked 
for Mohammad who learned "very young- 
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and was now "doing it better than old men" whose religiosity, as Gardner (2002a) 
observed, often increases with age. 
8.3.4 Mohammad Wider Sociocultural Context and Meaning: Third Layer 
Analysis 
Learning the Qur'an is culturally highly valued and almost obligatory for a good 
Muslim. Quranic literacy involves the distinctive method of listening, saying, repeating 
and memorising as the alphabets become more complex. Reading the Qur'an in Arabic 
and writing Bengali reflects how central these languages are to Bangladeshi Muslim 
cultural values. The teacher's role is to transmit these values and language skills and 
achieve a harmonious performance. Reading of the Qur'an and chanting the prayers 
enables the holy words and rituals to become embedded into living consciousness - in 
other words, to be a Muslim. 
Although meaning is often seen as essential to the reading process, and the Rose Report 
(2006) argues that without comprehension the act of reading is rendered meaningless, 
memorisation is a most important skill for early reading of Arabic. Indeed, followers of 
Judaism and of Islam "regularly take part in religious practices which stress the 
importance of accurate decoding above meaning" (Rosowsky, 2001: 60). Making 
meaning in reading the Qur'an occurs as the reader brings to the text their understanding 
of their wider culture. Reading becomes, therefore, much more than accurate whole 
word recognition and decoding using letter-sound correspondences. 
If reading involves interpretation that is rooted in language competence, then the 
uncomprehending recitation of written texts is different. Mines (1986: 17) identifies 
three layers of learning, "At its simplest, leaming the Koran may be rote-learning but 
important lessons are still being taught about literacy, such as the meaning of print and 
the layout of a page. Furthermore, the book relates to the rest of life. " As Baker 
(1992: 107) reminds us, "If we also think of reading as the socially significant practice 
of taking up a text and going through the processes of actualising the inscribed words 
in 
a temporal sequence, expending real time and personal effort 
in doing so, then we have 
something essential to the activity of reading without yet concerning ourselves with 
comprehension and the interpretations that can 
follow from it. " 
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Reading the Qur'an is an act of worship. This is clearly shown by Rusna as she insists 
on the rituals of purifying the body and preparing the space that marks the book as the 
Holy Qur'an. There are culturally acceptable ways to read the Qur'an and more relaxed 
ways for Bengali primers. A children's book on Muslim prayer stipulates, "There 
should be a difference in your posture while reading the Qur'an in comparison to an 
ordinary book" (Murad, 1990: 12). This is clearly shown in the playful nature of 
preparing for namaz (prayer) as Mina watches Abbuel washing his feet and the more 
formal seating as Rusna sits on the prayer mat as Mohammad recites kolimah (the five 
pillars of Islam), before she turns the Qur'an around so he can 'read' it properly. There 
is a more informal and intimate arrangement for reading Bengali, with the prayer mat 
and tupi (cap) removed, the children and Mina kneeling and sitting alongside Rusna. 
Using Bemstein's (1971,1975a) pedagogic model, this core episode reveals a wealth of 
information for assessing the strength of classification and framing between religious 
and secular ('sacred' and 'profane') knowledge and practices, as well as the implicit and 
explicit pedagogy between teachers and learners. Mohammad sees that Rusna strongly 
classifies the pedagogy for the Qur'an, although it is more moderately framed for 
Bengali. This is shown in the Analytical Grid in Appendix 8.4. 
8.3.5 Mohammad: Conclusions 
Mohammad provides an example of the syncretic experiences of bilingual children who 
daily move from one literacy practice to another and learn to operate appropriately in all 
(Robertson, 2004b). Reading the Qur'an is made meaningful through the deeper 
meaning contained in the Book and the children are reading with meaning rather than 
for meaning. Mohammad learns to read the Quran in the unquestioned expectation by 
the Islamic ummah (community) and Sylheti religious elders that he, like all pupils 
regardless of ability, will complete reading the Qur'an and may learn to read and write 
in Bengali. What counts as reading and leaming is strongly signified by the children's 
participation in rituals, rules and bodily comportment. 
Learning to read in Bengali, however, is less prescribed and more open to negotiation. 
Although it too involves reciting and memorising, learning Bengali allows for more 
reading for meaning because 
it is for a very different purpose. The stories create 
imaginary bonds to past heroes and national causes of Bangladesh as the motherland. 
Thus children experience at least two models of 
learning to read at home, both of which 
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may be unknown to school teachers (Gregory, 1997) and often not considered as 'real' 
reading in their mainstream schools (Drury, 1997; Lemke, 2002). 
8.4 Ashna Reports on School Council: Core Event Number Eight 
(Main Observations 17 May 2004) 
8.4.1 Ashna: Introduction 
In this core instructional event, Ashna fulfils her responsibilities as class representative 
to the School Council by actively co-constructing her role with her classteacher, in spite 
of their asymmetrical relationship. She uses literacy skills to convey the council's 
discussions and in making proposals to the class. In doing this she mediates the wider 
world to her peers while the teacher also mediates the official educational policies 
underlying the role of school councils (www. schoolcouncils. org). 
Ashna engages her class in decision making and generates a different pedagogical 
dynamic from the usual transmission model. She reports back on two possible options 
for class fundraising support, redecoration of the school toilets and support for a charity. 
She uses written notes and official pamphlets to support her understanding of poverty 
and her peers listen and respond with questions that draw on their own knowledge. 
Being able to read, write and speak in English, Ashna is seen as very competent "by 
possessing those skills ... that exercise[s] socially approved and approvable talents" 
(Cook-Gumpertz, 1986: 1). 
There are five main parts to this core event (for details see Analytical Grid in Appendix 
8.5). Firstly, before Ashna arrives late there are the usual class routines following the 
register (Lines 1-15). Secondly, the classteacher arranges Ashna's report back (Lines 7 
and 16) and her role as chairperson (Line 17-19, and 34-74). Thirdly, Ashna reports 
back from School Council (Lines 20-33). Fourthly, Ashna uses her notes and a 
pamphlet to explain the situation about flooding in Bangladesh (Lines 35-48). And 
finally, Ashna and the classteacher open the session for questions and discussion (Lines 
49-72) and the teacher draws the session to a close (Lines 73-74). 
8.4.2 Ashna Reports Back From School Council: First Layer Analysis 
This core event took place in the autumn term at the start of the 
Year 5 school day. Miss 
Morrow, the classteacher, and her 25 children aged 9-10 years waited for Ashna who 
had recently moved house and now 
had a longer journey to school. The plan on the 
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whiteboard showed 15 minutes for Ashna, as class representative, to "report back from 
School Council. " Children sat cross-legged in their designated places on the carpet. The 
classteacher, sitting on her chair, used the time for daily routines, such as taking the 
register, reviewing timetables, and making lists for today's tasks. The public nature of 
individual behaviour (conformity) and attainment, as well as whole class endeavours, 
were conveyed by charts, awards and certificates. Miss Morrow started by taking the 
register, noting punctuality, checking on home reading books and bags, and completing 
home reading records. 
In Box 8.7 below the classteacher signalled the start by asking Ashna "Do you want my 
chair? " 
Box 8.7: Classteacher says: "Do you want my chair? " 
CT: We're all going to sit quietly and Ashna is going to tell us what they've been 
talking about in Council. Right, Ashna. Come up here. Do you want my chair? 
All right 
(As Ashna sits down on the teacher's chair, the children laugh and continue 
to giggle. Some make comments sotto voce) 
Ashna: I don't think I'll sit 
CT: Okay, you can stand up, Ashna, and I'll sit here and help them listen. And you 
can start off, Ashna. 
Lines 17-19, November 2004. 
Miss Morrow acted as facilitator as Ashna engaged her peers with the reporting process 
and carefully used her written notes and official pamphlets to persuasive effect. She 
used literacy skills gained at home, in school and community activities. She 
encountered laughter from her peers (particularly the boys) who saw an anomaly as she 
sat in the 'seat of power'. She preferred to remain standing as it signalled an alignment 
with her audience who, with the help of her teacher, settled down to listen. 
Ashna demonstrated various literacy related competencies. For instance, she used a non- 
fiction text for the information contained in a leaflet in English from the Bangladesh 
High Commission. Such texts are organised differently from fictional narratives in 
terms of being concise, their register, disembedded language, grammatical structure and 
vocabulary, and the way they are 'read' (Riley and Reedy, 2000). For example in Box 
8.8, reading her notes, Ashna says "Most of the homeless people are affected by water 
and water-borne diseases. Most of Bangladesh is submerged under four metres of 
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water. " She 'reports' by using a more formal literacy that was appropriate for the class 
representative. She coped well with the three way interactions between herself, the 
teacher as facilitator, and her peers. 
In her task of presenting the fundraising issues with her classmates, Ashna selected 
parts of the text to draw attention to the notion of Bangladesh as the 'motherland' of 
many ethnic minority pupils and to the effects on health and economic welfare of the 
annual floods. She marked Bangladesh as one of the poorest nations. Ashna had 
prepared her presentation and held her papers tightly. See Transcript 8.3 below. 
Transcript 8.3: Teacher says: "And what's the charity? Have you chosen one? " 
Line Child's Action and Speech Teacher's Action and Speech 
35 Ashna - Yes. We've got people from 
Bangladesh. Because we [unclear] 
because there's more [than] from 
Portugal, we want to do something for 
different countries like America,, nun 
Barba[dos] all the countries that are 
poor. The Bangladesh is probably the 
low one 'cos enough people, you know 
it has lots of people 
36 How many children come to this school 
from Bangladesh? 
37 Ashna - Don't know because some of 
us are bom here 
38 Child -I never went there 
39 1 think you mean poor children that 
don't have enough to eat or vitamins to 
keep them healthy 
40 Several children try to say something, I hope you don't all sit there and chat 
some put their hands up, some talk 
with neighbours. 
Ashna proceeded with her suggestion to support Bangladesh. The classteacher then 
asked Ashna whether she wanted more ideas or questions (Line 49). The questions 
showed that the children were drawing on their shared experiences and other multiple 
sources of information. For example, "You know Blue Peter they have their own 
charity. Why don't we just give to their charity? ", "Have you got to give to a charity for 
the homeless people? ", "So would the natives' charity get the money and then and then 
how do you think we will raise enough money to make proper school equipment)" and 
"if you pay for it would you change things? " 
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As the discussion continued Miss Morrow prompted Ashna to make a case by giving 
some more In rmation and data". See Box 8.8 below. 
Box 8.8: Teacher says: "We'll do a little bit about Bangladesh and then we'll have 
some information and data. " 
Ashna: The charity thing. 
CT: Mm. Yes. Let's see how much that will be. That will be about f2000. WeAl, 
do a little bit about Bangladesh and then we'll have some information and data 
Ashna: Okay. Mm. Right. 1ý 11 tell you about the poor people of Bangladesh , cos iV s our 
country 
(She reads the text differently, in a stilted manner from her key points in note form) 
Up to 30 million people are homeless or they're stranded. Most of the homeless 
people are affected by water and (hesitates) water-bome (pronounces 
water-bern) diseases. Most of Bangladesh is submerged under four metres of 
water. Factories and farms destroyed, with an estimate[d] cost of a dozen million 
pounds to run one of the poorest countries in the world 
CT: Thank you ... 
Lines 44-47, November 2004. 
Ashna,, now in her stride,, subtly moved to draw the discussion to an end by reminding 
her teacher to record the questions and suggestions. See Box 8.9 below: 
I Box 8.9: Ashna-. "Miss, can you remember their ideas? " 
CT: Well, I'm not sure if we have to write them yet. Thanks, Ashna. There are lots of 
ideas here. (Looks at another child) I know you want to like to help a 
different charity. Shivanie, show me how to sit nicely 
(CT looks at her list for the day, reads it out loud and ticks off the list) 
Right, let's see if we can read the maths rules 
-I Tq 11 VV %-, I" "ul AOVYVlp. 
The teacher, as chairperson, then briefly thanked Ashna, closed the session and rapidly 
moved onto the next timetabled lesson for Mathematics. Ashna put her papers in her 
drawer, sat down in her designated place on the carpet and faced the teacher. Her status 
immediately changed as she became a 'pupil' again, 'sitting nicely' and ready to read. 
She settled quickly into another discourse, subject and way of being. 
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8.4.3 Ashna Pedagogy for Learning: Second Layer Analysis 
What knowledge and skills does Ashna bring to this episode? Her competence in both 
spoken and written English allows her to take on this role. She shows her maturity with 
a greater ability for abstract thinking and a more in depth understanding of the wider 
world. She reads 'disembedded' texts and she is learning to reason, argue and justify her 
position through exposure to impersonal language (Donaldson, 1993). Her notion of the 
world is evolving and she has the ability to express her own thinking and feelings with 
sensitivity. Ashna is clearly seen as an able representative and the class give her their 
attention. She is at ease working closely with an adult and standing in front of an 
audience. 
What about her awareness of herself as a learner? Ashna has the ability to "reflect on 
the way in which one has learned something, or carried out a mental task ... to think 
about thinking in order to think more effectively" (Riley and Prentice, 1999: 8). She uses 
'we' and 'us' to position herself as class representative to the School Council. She is 
assisted by her teacher, a more experienced other (Vygotsky, 1978), and by guided 
participation as she co-manages the pace and nature of the interaction (Rogoff, 1990). 
Non-fictional genres challenge her reading ability as they have a different text structure 
from fiction. Ashna is evidently aware of her power to transmit factual information that 
substantiates her point of view. She uses her own written notes, probably based on 
information in a pamphlet or from the internet, which she reads using appropriate 
phrases and expressions. She does not simplify the text and some new words provide a 
challenge, such as 'water-bome diseases'. 
What is the pedagogy used by the teacher? In this short session set aside for School 
Council business, Miss Morrow might argue that she is not teaching a curriculum 
subject but following a key principle for Westway that their Teaching and Leaming 
Policy "needs opportunities to extend and apply their knowledge and skills through 
problem solving and in real life situations" (October 2003). She has not written learning 
objectives on the white board, as she usually does, and her pedagogy is less explicitly 
framed by tacitly taking on the role of chairperson and leading by following and 
providing "stepping stones" (Rogoff, 1990). As a more experienced practitioner, she 
tells me, she is modelling how to handle fon-nal feed-back, and "facilitating the children 
taking responsibility for their own leaming" (Classteacher interview, January 2005). 
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She adapts her monitoring activities and helps Ashna transform the information and 
make the case to support a Bangladeshi charity 
8.4.4 Ashna Wider Sociocultural Context and Meaning: Third Layer Analysis 
How is Ashna using literacy in this setting? Bialystock (2001), in her third stage of 
fluent reading, draws attention to the importance of written texts for receiving and 
conveying ideas and information. Ashna has learned to express her own ideas by 
extracting useful information and shown she has the necessary ability to present this in a 
socially approved manner to her class. 
In a conversation later the same day, Ashna identified a connection between these 
actions and her desire to be "a role model" with a career. Ashna's experiences are 
already shaping her future motivation and aspirations. Ashna transforms the infori-nation 
to make a case for supporting a Bangladeshi charity and in doing so she becomes the 
teacher. 
The importance of literacy in her different communities of practice is revealed as she 
talks about achieving her ambitions, spoken with passion and intensity, as in Box 8.10 
below: 
Box 8.10: Ashna: "I want to be a role model. " 
... well, 
because I've been elected to the School Council I really want to be the 
President of Bangladesh. I wouldn't mind being the President of Bangladesh. Or I 
would like to be a Bengali singer because I sang in Assembly and it's Eid Assembly this 
Friday. I'm going to dance and most of my friends think I am really good at singing. I 
don't really believe them (laughs) but I think you can't give up too easily in your life. 
Conversation, November 2004. 
By adopting a new role she engages in her "in-process constructions of the world, 
particularly [their] constructions of self' (Kendrick, 2005: 24). We can infer her need to 
understand her identity in terms of her "investment in the 'real' world but also in terms 
of [our] investment in possible worlds" (Kanno and Norton, 2003: 248). For Ashna, this 
could mean a possible future as a politician or dancer; each would require resilience. 
This core event expresses "the knotted relevancies" (Bateson, 1979) of Ashna's learning 
and identifies the ways her competencies cross domains. Power relations are also 
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instantiated in this event, which suggests that all literacy practices have an ideological 
basis (Street, 1993). It is also an example of literacy as instrumentally drawing on non- 
literary texts (Millard, 1997). 
Bernstein (1990: 17) argues that the "selection, creation, production and changing of 
texts are the 'measures' whereby the positioning of subjects is revealed (and reproduced 
or changed). " The visible pedagogy (VP) for Ashna and her peers for this event shows 
strong classification by clearly separating it from the following curriculum session on 
Mathematics. It is also strongly boundaried but less explicit and more moderately 
framed in terms of pedagogy. Despite a range of ideas being encouraged, the children 
are expected to make the connections themselves, while adhering to set procedures. The 
instructional discourse (ID) is clearly set within the regulatory discourse (RD) (See 
Section 8.6 and Appendix 8.5). 
8.4.5 Ashna: Conclusions 
This event shows the importance for literacy development of 'communities of practice' 
and the imagined communities to which Ashna hopes to belong (Wenger, 1998; 
Kendrick, 2005). Being a Year 5 class member, a representative to School Council, and 
belonging to the Bangladeshi diaspora all enable her to have a strong sense of 
community, which constitutes "A process of expanding oneself by transcending our 
time and space and creating new images of the world and ourselves" (Wenger, 
1998: 176) and render her a simultaneous member of multiple communities. 
While acquiring procedural and presentational skills, Ashna also experiences changing 
patterns for participation in her communities of practice (Lave and Wenger, 1991). It 
can be inferred that Ashna's classmates, by listening and questioning, are also leaming 
to participate in a democratic process. Ashna in her role as representative and reporter is 
empowered by the written word. She is also being influenced by her values and beliefs, 
as well as by the wider social, cultural and envirom-nental conditions surrounding this 
situated moment. In Freire and Macedo's (1987) view, Ashna can be represented as 
both 'reading the word and reading the world. ' 
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8.5 Jahanara Forgets Her cifara (Reading book) in a Community Class: 
Core Event Number Nine (Main Observations 8 June 2000) 
8.5.1 Jahanara: Introduction 
This last core event shows how the notion of the Muslim ummah (community) is 
present in the . pedagogy of a community Arabic class, and influences a child's 
experience of reading. It suggests the children draw meaning from ritualised activities 
and specific interactions which constantly reinforce the fact that "all Muslims the world 
over constitute one I ummah or community" (Haw, 1998). By focusing on the situated 
moment this instructional event provides an example of how Jahanara is enculturated 
into a view of learning and of herself as learner (Claxton, 2002). It analyses the 
children's learning by focusing on social relationships and situated moments, including 
their inter-related pedagogies and discourses (Spradley, 1980). 
Jahanara (9 years) had fairly recently started attending the Arabic class held in the local 
tenants' community hall with her cousins and friends. The children were at different 
stages of competency, some learning to read the Arabic alphabet while others were 
reading the suras, the simple passages from the Qur'an. Jahanara had forgotten to bring 
her copy of cifara to the class and was required, therefore, to recite one passage many 
times. What was Jahanara learning as she recited? What was the underlying pedagogy? 
What were, the sociocultural beliefs and goals being mediated in the routine practices of 
this community class? 
Transcript 8.4 is given below and the Fieldnotes and Analytical Transcript are given in 
Appendices 8.6 and 8.7 respectively. 
8.5.2 Jahanara Forgets Her Book: First Layer Analysis 
Mr Jalal Uddin, a teacher, community leader and father of three of the children in the 
class, and the young mullah, a man with Islamic learning, together with the boys, had 
just arranged the tables and chairs in a T-shape in the community hall. It was late 
afternoon. The boys, wearing tupi like the men, sat down along one side and the girls, 
with hair tightly covered with a black orna clasped under their chin, took their places 
along the opposite side, each with their books in front of them. Two girls sat side by 
side at the top end. The class had four main parts. First, the children individually read i 
the Qur 1) an or learnt the Arabic symbols and script. A whole class session of letter and 
word level work then followed and then the more individual reading and reciting. 
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Finally, the room was prepared for namaz prayers after which the furniture was 
rearranged before leaving. 
Each child found their place in their book and started to read out loud. The sounds of 
their voices fill the hall. The two men listened and observed, corrected and modelled 
one by one. Jahanara,, her black orna tied more tightly than the way she wore it in 
school, did not have a book. Jalal Uddin noticed she was looking awkward and asked 
where was her book. She admitted she had forgotten her cifara (Transcript 8.4 below, 
Line 3). He told her to recite the opening verse of the Qur'an (See Box 8.12 below). 
Transcript 8.4: Jahanara forgets her cifara (reading book). 
Line Children's Actions and Speech Teachers' Actions and Speech 
Jahanara sits looking 
I uncomfortable. The other children 
read. 
2 Jalal Uddin asks "tomar boi kothay? 
(Where is your book? ") (Bengali) 
3 Jahanara looks down and says 
"bhulegelam ("I forgot it. ") 
4 Jalal Uddin looks for another book. 
Picks one up. Looks at it. Puts it down 
5 Jalal Uddin to PM "It is Saudi Arabian 
Arabic (pointing to Fatima"s book) so 
she cannot read this - too hard" 
(pointing to the book he picked up) 
(English) 
6 Jalal Uddin to Jahanara "Al Fateha 
poro " (Recite AI Fatehah). (Arabic and 
Bengali) 
7 Jalal Uddin to PM "It's the first thing 
children learn. Children hear it all the 
time. " (English) 
8 Jahanara recites rocking slightly to Jalal Uddin listens to another child 
and fro reading. The mullah stands behind the 
oldest boy who is reading Quran 
9 Jahanara recites several times 
taking short pauses in between 
recitations 
10 Jahanara finishes one recitation. 
She sits quietly 
II Fatima nudges, continue reciting 
12 Jahanara continues reciting the Both teachers attend to other children 
same passage 
13 Fatima pulls Jahanara's orna up to 
cover her hair 
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14 Jalal Uddin and mullah call the group to 
the whiteboard. The niullah waits for 
- children to 
finish what they are reading 15 Jahanara completes the passage. 
Each child completes the sentence 
s/he is reading. They gather by the 
whiteboard where the mullah 
waits,, dry marker in his hand 
Jahanara recited the opening verse from the Qur'an out loud many times. If she rested 
for too long between recitations, Fatima, who was slightly older, nudged her and 
occasionally ensured that Jahanara's hair was properly covered. In Line 3 Jahanara 
recognised the appropriate rules, and the need for honesty and responsibility for her 
actions in not bringing her own book. She recognised and realised the task (Lines 8-14) 
of reciting from memory the words of a selected verse, memorised like a poem, and 
here using kinaesthetic devices such as swaying and rhythmic chanting. Jahanara's 
compliance revealed the strongly classified and strongly framed nature of the event in 
which neither the text nor the way of 'doing reading' (reciting and reading) were to be 
challenged by the learner. 
After about half an hour the mullah lead a whole group session at the whiteboard 
focusing on word level work after which the children returned to their places and 
Jahanara again continued to recite the Al Fatehah. Both teachers left her to recite on her 
own. After another half an hour it was time to prepare the room for namaz. 
Jalal Uddin expected the children to have made ablutions at home, be appropriately 
dressed and bring their own texts. He enquired about children who are absent, but there 
was no register. Children arrived late and greeted both teachers, took their places 
quickly and quietly, and started reading. The arrangement of tables ensured that all 
participants faced inwards, their backs symbolically to the outside world. The teachers 
quietly circled around the readers in a calm and assured way, correcting alphabetic 
sequences with clear pronunciation and melodious phrasing, and cutting short long rests 
by saying "poro" (Go on, read). Jalal Uddin adjusted a tupi and banned chewing gum. 
Jalal Uddin and the mullah moved from child to child giving individualised instruction. 
There was no age-graded curriculum and responsibility for learning clearly rested with 
the children. Jalal Uddin's direct question in Bengali in Line 2- "tomar boi k0thay? 
(Where is your book? ) was intended to find out if Jahanara, a relative newcomer, was 
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innocent or intentionally forgetful, and to gauge how serious she was. He expected an 
honest answer but did not give her another text. In Line 6. he used the Bengali verb por 
which means 'to read', 'to recite' and 'to study'. He used the imperative in the second 
person familiar to indicate his senior status as adult and teacher. 
Jalal Uddin's pedagogy emphasises 'religious literacy', starting with the Arabic 
alphabet and simple words and mastering of the suras (verses) from the Qur'an. He 
asked for literal or rote recitation. Reading was for worship. His ultimate goal was the 
complete mastery and memorisation of the Qur'an over the next six to eight years 
(Wagner, 1982). 
8.5.3 Jahanara Pedagogy for Learning: Second Layer Analysis 
What understanding does Jahanara bring to this leaming event? We can infer that she 
has only recently started to learn Arabic. Her description of herself as being "on cifara" 
and having recently learned to "read haida properly", shows a sense of progression. The 
two key 'graded' books of haida and cifara are simplified but still retain the power of 
the Qur'an itself (Mines, 1986). Jalal Uddin's assumption in Line 7 is that Jahanara has 
already memorised the first and important sura (verse) of the Qur'an. Jahanara knows 
the sura by its name and is able to recite the six lines of this opening verse of the Qur'an 
which begins, like all sura, with the words Bismillahir rahmanir rahim, as shown in 
Box 8.11 below. 
Box 8.11: Jahanara recites the Qur'an. 
Bismillahir rahmanir rahim. 
Alhanidu lillahi rabbil alamin. 
Arrahmanir rahim. Maliki ycn4ýmid din. 
lyyaka na 'budu via iyyaka nasta 'in. 
1hdinas siratal mustaqim. 
Siratal ladhina an'amta 'alaihin, ghairil maghdubi 'alaihim 14)a lad dallin. 
In the name of Allah the Compassionate the merciful. 
All praise is for Allah, the Lord of the Universe. 
The Most Merciful, the Most Kind. Master of the day of Judgement. 
You alone we worship, from You alone we seek help. 
Guide us along the straight path. 
The path of those whom you have favoured 
not of those who earned Your anger nor of those who go astray. 
Source: Sarwar, 1998, first edition 1984). 
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Being on cifara also indicates Jahanara is already competent in early phonics, including 
the skills required to memorise the whole alphabet and its phonemes, practise 
pronunciation, match phonemes to graphernes, and segment words into their separate 
phonemes (Robertson, 2002). Accessing meaning is not core to this activity. Like 
younger children, she recognises the ultimate rule of accuracy and talks in terms of 
reading it properly and reading it nicely. Jahanara reveals her sense of self-discipline 
and application. "We practise and practise until we get it right ... and when we read 
haida, the first one, mrn we have to read it properly, first like say alif baa taa and then 
we read that properly. We read it through and then when we get on the next one called 
cifara we read. " 
Jahanara knows that learning to read implies decoding rather than comprehending the 
meaning held in the written text, "I can read it but I don't know what it means. " For her 
this does imply reading with meaning. This is embodied in specific rules such as always 
ensuring accuracy by reading to the end of a line or completing namaz. Her use of the 
Arabic word soab (religious blessing) suggests affective dimensions as she identifies 
with the ideal of trying "through the discipline of concentration to transcend your daily 
problems and put yourself in contact with the divine" (Mernissi, 1991: 27). 
Mal Uddin's tuition is closely bound to the preparatory books. "This girl she is learning 
the alphabet. She forgot to bring her alphabet. " He insists that accurate reading rests in 
the unalterable word of Allah, "That is why no one in this world that can alter one single 
alphabet because it is the words of Allah". Mal Uddin is clear about the pedagogy for 
learning Arabic, as shown in Box S. 12 below: 
Box 8.12: Jalal Uddin explains learning Arabic. 
The first step is to learn Arabic alphabets by looking and sounding it out, which 
involves making the sounds from the mouth and the throat. This is quite difficult. Then 
you put the alphabets together and make the words. Then you make the sentences or 
phrases. The more complex task is reading the script and using the correct intonations as 
these affect the meaning. The children cannot say it wrong, as people cannot be saying 
something that is not in the Qur'an. They do not laugh at mistakes as this would 
be 
inappropriate. It is not a time for joking. 
Fieldnotes, observed June 2000. 
Awareness of the complex task is also demonstrated by the clear direct teaching by the 
mullah who, having spotted a child in difficulties, drew on the texts pupils were reading 
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to focus on word level work in the whole group session. He relied on the traditional and 
didactic transmission model of teaching. He wrote the learning objective on the 
whiteboard and followed this by explaining, demonstrating, modelling and testing. 
Instruction focuses on individual letters in all possible configurations, with short and 
long vowels and other diacritics being embedded in single words. He made the sounds 
which children then repeated in unison. The approach is similar to two of the three inter- 
related 'strands' (words, sentence and text levels) recommended in the National 
Literacy Strategy Framework (DfEE, 1998). After wiping the demonstration off the 
whiteboard he then checked that each child could do it. The two youngest girls, 
disappointed that they were not tested by the mullah, demonstrated to each other. The 
absence of overt praise suggests satisfaction is seen as located in the individual's own 
achievement and in pleasing Allah. 
8.5.4 Jahanara Wider Sociocultural Context and Meaning: Third Layer Analysis 
This community class signifies Jalal Uddin's and the mullah's intense concern that all 
children learn to read the Qur'an, with religious practice and pedagogy stressing the 
importance of accurate decoding above meaning, with little use being made of semantic 
knowledge (Rosowky, 2001). Leaming is directed to the one script, Arabic, that is 
widely read by members of the ummah, including those living in Bangladesh and the 
United Kingdom. 
Rewards are intrinsic to the reciting, with a major celebration to mark when the first 
reading of the Qur'an is completed, marking the accomplishment by a change in status 
with sweets from the local mishti (sweets) shop and specially cooked rice and chicken. 
Or, as Jahanara says, "If you don't want to do that you can send money to Bangladesh 
and the people in your village in Bangladesh might get a Qur'an and send it to their 
nearest mosque in their area. " Links with Bangladesh are evident and learning to read 
the Qur'an is an unquestionable duty that is rooted in life cycle rituals. "You know, if 
someone in our family in our village died today and the next time when 
it comes again, 
we do something really special and that's why we pray all night when the person 
dies, 
like say one of my nana (mother's father). " Jahanara's words are clearly expressing 
her 
sociocultural links in kinship terms and with the wider ummah. 
It indicates that her 
cultural understanding of the uses of literacy is shared with and assumed 
by her teacher. 
The Year 5 children grow up in an oral and literary tradition that is closely linked to the 
life of the Prophet Mohammad and the spiritual happenings on 
Haj. The hidden 
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curricu urn in narratives draws attention to how literacy learning constitutes becoming a 
moral person. For instance, the children easily recalled in detail the sufferings of 
Prophet Mohammad and his first wife, Khadija, far more easily than the life of King 
Henry VIII and his wives. The ummah esteems learning Arabic, as Jahanara explains: 
"What happened is the angel gave him (Prophet Mohammad) like a Qur'an in Arabic 
and he couldn't read it. He said, "I can't read or write", and Gabriel said, "Just read it 
and write, then you can be really happy. " And then he started practising and practising 
and practising and then he started staying out and praying in the cave ... so when he 
died he went straightaway to heaven because he always prayed and read those things. 
Allah just said "You are now a Prophet. You're the messenger. " 
Jalal Uddin uses the word 'we' when talking about learning Arabic. What does Jalal 
Uddin want the children to learn and how does this relate to the wider ummah? His 
ultimate objective is illuminated by his translation of the word ummah, first in Bengali 
and then using English, "Mane ghusti (It means lineage/clan). We are living the family 
line. We are one tribe. We are all brothers. That's what it says. " His use of Bengali and 
English to translate Arabic demonstrates the multilingual and living world of the 
concept of Muslim brotherhood and the close links existing between Britain and 
Bangladesh (Gardner and Shukur, 1994), with some high status families claiming 
descent from the Prophet Mohammad. The global ummah emphasises a positive identity 
and collectivity, with Islam as a world religion. Jalal Uddin would probably agree with 
Mernissi (1991: 2 1) that being a Muslim is "a civil matter, a national identity, a passport, 
a family code of laws, a code of public rights. " A Muslim may go anywhere in the 
world and still be able to read the local Qur'an, even without diacritic markers, and to 
join in prayers. 
Jalal Uddin sees literacy learning is for both religious and secular purposes. After the 
class he comments on the importance of showing respectful behaviour and "following 
the right path. " He elaborates, "Parents have a responsibility to educate their children in 
schools and to teach them their religion and the Qur'an - and the way of life along a 
good path. You have to behave properly for your own good, the good of your family 
and the community. You must contribute to the community. If you take drugs and get 
drunk, you make it bad for yourself, your family and are a burden to the community and 
to the state. And that is no good. " 
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Although this core instructional event superficially appears to be about Jahanara 
forgetting her book, a more in-depth analysis shows it is also about learning liturgical 
literacy and becoming a moral person. The notion of the ummah is instantiated in a 
predominantly invisible pedagogy. Here the ID is virtually indistinguishable from the 
RD centred on the sacred Qur'an. The organisation of the learning space, routines and 
materials is part of the pedagogical framing and gendered by seating arrangements and 
appropriate clothing. Close physical proximity between teacher and pupil, who share a 
safe learning environment and a strong common purpose, formalises their relationship 
in a faithful oral reproduction of what has been written in the Qur'an (Baker, 1992). 
8.5.5 Jahanara: Conclusions 
The teacher's instruction "Al Fatihah poro" establishes Jahanara's responsibility as a 
Muslim and a serious pupil. Recitations are regularly practised and their sensitive 
qualities, patterns of sound and bodily engagement are what Baker (1992: 109) calls, 
following Bourdieu (1977), "a deeply felt Muslim 'habitus"' in which compliance and 
conformity are highly valued. This event shows reading as social practice that "involves 
persuasive forces that do not depend upon the readers' competence to comprehend the 
text though they influence the subjective evaluations that readers make" (Baker 
1992: 98). 
This event also demonstrates the implicit and explicit sociocultural nature of literacy 
learning in the Islamic faith and how it conveys the religion as embodied practice. The 
pedagogical discourse strongly classifies a curriculum of Islamic knowledge and 
strongly frames the instructional style, more explicitly than occurs in school. The 
teacher is the earthly arbiter who closely monitors each child's effort and performance 
(VP) and, through direct intervention and demonstration, explicitly defines what 
constitutes reading the Qur'an. Jahanara must not question the teacher who, as the more 
experienced elder, is the religious and cultural mediator in ways of behaving as well as 
in securing blessing. Bangladeshi adults often comment "Only Allah knows" and 
children affirm "Allah sees everything. " Learning to read, getting it right and doing it 
nicely in the children's understandings are bound up with the achievement, gaining 
credit and avoiding incurring ghuna (sin) and personal responsibility. At the same time 
the children become increasingly saturated with the idea of the ummah as the emotional 
spirit in a community of believers (Dewey, 1916). 
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8.6 Analysing the Pedagogic Discourses 
The pedagogical analysis for core instructional events Seven, Eight and Nine is shown 
in Table 8.1 below. As with Reception class and Year 2, this section uses Bernstein's 
(1975a) analytical framework to examine the visible pedagogy (VP) for these three 
events. 
Table 8.1: Comparison of the Year 5 three core events for their pedagogical 
classification and framing. 
Mohammad Reads Ashna Reports on Jahanara Forgets 
the Qur'an at School Council her cifara in 
Home Community Class 
Classification of +C C +C 
Curriculum 
Strongly directed Moderately clear Strong boundary 
format for reading boundaries between between leaming 
the Qur'an in contents being Arabic in 
Arabic and what reported to her community class 
counts as 'proper' class. and other leaming 
reading. She uses sites. 
Clear boundary information from Only approved 
between Arabic and different sources. religious texts used 
reading in Bengali Clear priorities for in a correct and 
and English. optional support approved sequence. 
identified. 
Framing of +F F +F 
Instruction 
Clear boundary for Clear role for Very strong and 
Mohammad as Ashna in reporting clear boundary 
'teacher' in reading with teacher back between role of 
Qur'an in Arabic. 
, in supportive role. teachers and pupils. 
Highlevelof Literacy legitimated Highlevelof 
control expressed through agreed control resides with 
by his mother. democratic process teachers. 
Reading Bengali is and concern for Literacy learned 
more relaxed and Bangladesh flood with legitimated 
more negotiation for victims. Qur"anic texts in 








A VP is characterised by a strongly classified (+C) curriculum and a strongly framed 
(+F) instructional mode, with clear boundaries between the roles of teachers and pupils. 
Classification refers to how a task is defined by its curriculum purpose, while framing 
refers to the degree of compulsion or negotiability in the instruction and task. 
When Mohammad reads the Qur'an, Rusna uses a highly visible pedagogy, with direct 
and traditional instruction based on recitation and accuracy of Arabic sounds. Reading 
the Qur'an is made meaningful by reading with meaning. Rusna controls the pace and 
procedure and her explicit instructions indicate when Mohammad should read and the 
voice he should use. He performs solemnly and does not question the meaning of the 
Qur'an or the accompanying rituals. In his view he is reading. When reading Bengali, 
Mohammad is freer to negotiate what he reads in selected texts, which allows for and 
encourages more readingfor meaning. 
As Ashna fulfils her responsibilities as a class representative to the School Council the 
visible pedagogy is more subtle and moderate. She is learning to reason, argue and 
justify her position as she mediates the wider world to her peers. Ashna's role is 
actively co-constructed together with her classteacher. The classification is moderately 
strong and separates this session from other curriculum subjects, while content is more 
weakly framed. In expressing her ideas, Ashna actively draws on texts from home and 
is supported by her more experienced teacher as she makes her case to support a 
Bangladesh charity. 
For Jahanara and her fellow pupils, the visible pedagogy is closely embedded in beliefs 
regarding the Qur'an. There are clear and strong behavioural rules for reading and 
reciting extracts from it. The organisation of space, routines and materials also 
reinforces the regulatory discourse (RD). The class is saturated with the notion of 
ummah, which is instantiated by the Arabic class. The children progress at their own 
pace but following an explicit model of the ways of doing reading (reciting and reading) 
which involves not only decoding rather than comprehending the text's meaning, 
but 
also the correct bodily comportment. The instructional discourse (ID) and the regulatory 
discourse (RD) are almost inextricable. 
There is variation in the strength of the visible pedagogy for literacy learning across the 
three settings. It is judged to be moderate for Ashna but high for Mohammad and 
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Jahanara. Again the analysis shows that teachers are in a position of considerable power 
and exert high levels of control within each session through the organisation of space, 
time and children's participation. In all these core events the ID is strongly embedded in 
the RD. 
8.7 Conclusions for the Children in Year 5 
The themes for focusing the analysis of children's learning were learning the 'rules' for 
Reception class and making meaning in Year 2. For Year 5 the theme has been 
children's learning to transform their knowledge within their wider sociocultural world 
and, in so doing, using literacy for a range of personal purposes. 
The Year 5 children are maturing and have become more sophisticated and reflective 
learners. They have a wider understanding and vision of the importance of literacy, 
which is ever present in their consciousness and in their lives. Their reasons for valuing 
literacy include religious beliefs and practices, personal development and ambitions, 
kinship obligations and marriage, and future careers and employment. Literacy, they 
believe, also helps them be Muslims and members of the global ummah. 
They acknowledge the significant and important role of adults (both parents and 
teachers) in mediating the wider world while also recognising their own active role in 
learning. Adults and older siblings are seen as important to literacy learning. They are 
aware that their learning is publicly monitored, that adults emphasise both individual 
goals and cooperation, together with the necessity for appropriate learning practices and 
behaviours. 
Besides being skilled in the use of English, reading the Qur'an in Arabic and reading 
and writing Bengali are central to British Bangladeshi Muslim sociocultural values. 
Learning the Qur'an is highly valued and almost obligatory for a Muslim, although the 
Qur'an is made meaningful by reading with meaning. Children talk of this as 'doing' 
reading. However, Bengali seems less prescribed and allows for more reading 
for 
meaning. 
Thus, the Year 5 children, by building on their Year 2 experiences, appear to show 
increasing competence in bringing their own embodied knowledge, dispositions and 
orientations to their learning. They also 
have a clearer realisation that learning is 
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situated within their own social and cultural relationships and enacted through the 
different pedagogical discourses they encounter. In a process of continuallý" 
reconstructing the meanings inherent in their social interactions, they appropriate new 
meanings and transfon-n their own knowledge and cultural understandings. 
The findings for Year 5 children also suggest that: 
1. The children have gained experience in the different pedagogies used at home, 
in school and community classes and use them to transfonn their own learning 
strategies. 
2. While literacy is central in their lives they have developed a keen sense that in 
each domain different cultural values and skills are highlighted for successful 
leaming. 
3. They use their own histories to reflect on how they are enculturated into a view 
of leaming and themselves as leamers. 
4. They have a complex awareness of their need to use literacy for very different 
purposes and practices. 
5. They weave together their understandings of their literacies from school with 
their cultural background, as well as being influenced by the media and modem 
life. 
6. As multilingual learners they have a finely tuned knowledge for what constitutes 
appropriate participation and the rules and routines necessary in each learning 
domain. 
7. They are also aware of changing patterns of participation as they move towards 
secondary school. 
There was a considerable change in learning experiences and pedagogies from 
Reception class to Year 2. However, the main conclusion in Year 5 suggests that 
virtually all the features that characterise their learning were already present in Year 2. 
The further development of Year 5 children, therefore, has been mainly in its scope, 
breadth, depth and empowerment, rather than the emergence of new abilities or themes. 
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CHAPTER NINE: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS: 
LAYERS OF MEANING: 
LEARNING ACROSS DOMAINS AND OVER YEARS 
Some people don't learn so well because they give up too quickly ... You should never give up quickly because giving up quickly is giving up your whole life or 
something like that. 
Aysha, Year 5, aged 10 years, classroom conversation, November 2004. 
[WIhen we seek to understand learners, we must seek to understand the cultural 
contexts within which they have developed, learned to interpret who they are in 
relation to others, and learned how to process, interpret, or decode, their world. 
Purcell-Gates (1995: 5): Other People's Words: The Cycle ofLow Literacy. 
9.1 Introduction 
This study explored Bangladeshi children's experiences of leaming, as illustrated by 
instructional events related to literacy, as they moved between the domains of home, 
school and community. Since literacy was the common experience that the children 
encountered in all three domains,, my study used it as a 'window' through which to 
observe, analyse and interpret nine core instructional events across the domains and 
over the three year groups of Reception, Year 2 and Year 5 classes in a primary school. 
I defined literacy broadly as encompassing not only leaming to read and write, but also 
accessing the meanings and uses of texts in everyday life. So, in its broadest sense, 
literacy is about becoming a learner in these environments. My study, which takes a 
sociocultural perspective, explored the sense the children made of their learning 
encounters, the ways they viewed themselves as learners, and how they made sense of 
the meaning and uses of literacy. 
The literature reviews in Chapters Two and Three on theories of learning and literacy 
and Chapter Four on the experience of Bangladeshi children in the United Kingdom set 
my study within a socio-historical context and informed my analysis of the core 
instructional events presented in Chapters Six, Seven and Eight. 
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I unravel the main findings, like the threads running through the layers of analysis, and 
weave them together again so as to understand what sense the children made of their 
literacy learning experiences across three domains and over the three year groups. The 
main thread running through the thesis is that children's learning is not located 
primarily in the individual, but that it is deeply social and culturally distributed and 
shared. 
In this chapter I use my study findings to answer the two research questions which 
were: 
1. In what ways do British Bangladeshi children (aged 4-10 years) make sense of 
different instructional events offered in the domains of home, school and 
community classes? 
2. In what ways do the children demonstrate their literacy learning, including 
understanding the broader meaning and uses of literacy, across these three 
domains? 
I address the first research question by analysing the findings in the following three 
sections: 
9.2 Engaging with learning across domains 
9.3 Literacy leaming over the year groups 
9.4 Pedagogic discourses from the children's point of view 
Using a sociocultural perspective, I next present my interpretation of the findings and 
my overall conclusions for children's engagement with learning and literacy learning in 
the following three sections: 
9.5 Understanding the children's literacy learning 
9.6 The meanings and uses of literacy 
9.7 Conclusions: The children's learning and literacy 
My conclusions enable me to demonstrate the children's capabilities and strengths in all 
three domains and year groups. Although many of the children in this study live in 
structurally disadvantaged circumstances, they are not disadvantaged by their cultural 
identity nor by their individual identities. They are strong and flexible learners who, 
from an early age, actively engage with literacy learning in different domains and 
by 
means of diverse pedagogical discourses. Although there are some similarities 
between 
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the linguistic and cultural practices experienced by the children, the findings should not 
be extrapolated as applying to all Bangladeshi children's learning experiences. 
To illustrate the sociocultural basis for the children's learning and how they assume 
agency in their literacy learning, I leave the last word with three Year 5 girls who are 
composing a song in the school playground and who, in their creative process, 
demonstrate an ability to use and transform their own literacy and cultural knowledge. 
9.2 Engaging with Learning Across Domains 
By the time the children join their Reception class they have already had a wide range 
of experiences of learning and of literacy at home. They bring their experience of the 
different rules that operate in the different households of kin, neighbours and friends, 
and on starting school they quickly recognise and adjust to the different rules in each 
new domain. They demonstrate flexibility in moving between the three domains where 
they experience a variety of 'texts' and ways of engaging with print. The analysis shows 
that they actively participate in their own learning and have a sense of their own agency 
in this process. 
From an early age the children in this study, like all children, are learning at home as 
apprentices in a range of 'communities of practice' (Lave and Wenger, 199 1) or 'culture 
clubs' (Claxton, 2002). Home preparations for literacy and numeracy usually begin with 
the direct teaching of Bengali alphabets and numbers in both written and oral forms. 
Qur'anic literacy is often first learned at home by observation and participation, 
followed by imitation, recitation and repetition. Later more formal instruction is 
instituted for decoding liturgical texts in the Arabic script and reciting passages from the 
Qur'an that the children learn by heart. 
The findings for the children's engagement with learning across the three domains is 
surnmansed in Table 9.1 below. 
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As the children joined the Reception class, aged 4-5 years, they encountered new and 
distinctive literacy practices, many of which were different from those used at home, as 
illustrated by Mahera learning to read, Wasimul experiencing new requirements for 
writing his name, and Tariq and Armeen as they joined in the milad These core events 
showed them to be social participants who already positioned themselves as active and 
instrumental in their own learning and talk in terms of their mastery of skills. As 
Masum. reflected, "I learned it by myself. " As the children moved from the ritualised 
organisation of time and space at home, they became aware of the different ways in 
which space and time are divided in school and the compulsory nature of many of its 
associated rules. They cued into the messages within the words and body language of 
adults about what is valued in learning. However, despite their classteacher's use of the 
word 'work' for all activities in the classroom, the children distinguished activities as 
6work' or 'play'. For example, building with blocks or using the water tray was defined 
as 4play', while reading and writing was seen as 'work'. This suggests that their 
expectations for coming to school were to 'learn' and to 'work', and more free flowing 
activities, while pleasurable, did not count as proper learning, reflecting the 
ambivalence of parents concerning play-based activities on offer in the first year at 
school. 
The Reception children tended to find it difficult to explain what and how they were 
leaming and usually talked in terms of what they had to do and the tasks teachers 
wanted them to carry out. At home they talked of 'doing reading' with parents and 
siblings, while in school they described themselves as 'sitting nicely and listening to the 
teacher' and in the community class the messab showed them 'how to read it'. All the 
domains required their own 'learner' behaviour and performance and children's 
comments reflected their understanding of this. It is not simply that literacy instruction 
was 'taught' at home and in community classes, whereas in school the teacher led and 
promoted whole class literacy activities. Learning to read at home was seen as a more 
formal activity, with its allocated time, sitting at a table or on the settee, and using a 
particular instructional pattern distinctive from that experienced in school. The children 
reflected on the teacher's discourse in which 'sitting nicely and listening' are 
desirable 
during their routine didactic instruction. Reference to the Messab indicated a growing 
understanding of learning to decode Arabic as performance - you need to 
know 
effectively how to read and recite. 
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In Year 2, when the children are 6-7 years old, parents, teachers and older siblings all 
played a significantly larger regulatory role, with siblings having a valuable role as 
mediators in literacy learning. Children were aware that the school curriculum is now 
separated into 'subjects' and that, in their words, they 'Do literacy'. However, in 
recognising the diverse ways for 'doing' reading they were also beginning to integrate 
their different learning practices. For example, Samina and Sami gave attention to 
correct decoding but also used their school classroom practice by drawing on life's 
experiences as they shared their seaside memories (Gregory, 1993). Abdul in Literacy 
Hour positioned himself as a multilingual 'other' who, through his knowledge of 
different languages, identified with his teacher's efforts to explain phonics and spelling. 
He demonstrates his understanding that his school valued risk-taking in literacy 
learning, whereas this would be considered inappropriate in Arabic lessons. Mahima, in 
her community Bengali class, by reciting poems in literary Bengali about life in 
Bangladesh, was being encouraged to take pride in the 'motherland'. 
In Year 5, the children tended to be more articulate about wh and what they were y 
learning, as well as the importance of literacy leaming for their future lives. They took 
seriously their role in teaching literacy to younger siblings and their responsibility to 
contribute to their own education. They perceived school reading as a subject called 
'Literacy'. Strong school discourses existed for different subjects and the children could 
describe the ways in which the tasks of leaming to read and write used different 
instructional methods in each domain, each with different criteria for success. They 
identified with the need to read and understand a wider variety of texts and saw 
classteachers in school as 'explaining' and 'helping' children to learn. Mohammad and 
Jahanara demonstrated their understanding that reading the Qur'an involves accurate 
memorisation, perfecting a melodious chanting and reading 'from the heart', which 
Robertson (2004a) interprets as reading with meaning. Ashna demonstrated her grasp of 
the power of literacy and how information from a non-fictional text in English can be 
used to make a persuasive argument to her peers. 
In Year 5, the children recognised that learning in all three domains required regular 
attendance, punctuality, good behaviour and completion of homework. In school, they 
knew the value of progressing well in assignments and tests and were aware of the 
pedagogical discourse aiming at 'getting high marks' in Key Stage 2 SATs, which they 
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would take in their last year in school. Some children saw 'messing about' and 'wasting 
time' as impediments to learning and their future success. 
Year 5 children had a more highly developed understanding of how their own cultural 
beliefs relate to the literacies used in different domains. However, school and 
community literacy practices tended to take little account of other literacies, including 
those used at home, in the media and those linked to other out-of-school interests. The 
children sensed that institutional boundaries existed and that school teaching often did 
not connect with social and community informed literacies which were almost 
'invisible' and not legitimated in school (Gregory, 2000; Parke et al., 2002). In addition, 
while there may be reinforcement between home and community literacy practices, 
these were only weakly connected to those practised in school. By Year 5, however, 
home and school literacy pedagogies did show some convergence, resulting in some 
integration and reinforcement between the two. 
In summary, the children in Reception, Year 2 and Year 5 classes learned to move 
physically, intellectually, emotionally and socially between the expectations of different 
domains in a fluent and easy manner. They recognised different learning strategies and 
made increasing use of their developing literacy to fulfil personal needs in a wide range 
of situations. This is addressed in the next section. 
9.3 Literacy Learning Over The Year Groups 
The children in all three year groups moved easily between domains, as well as between 
their multiple identities and their cultural ways of being. They demonstrated increasing 
use of their developing competences in language and literacy and came to see that 
literacy was a powerful tool for their own learning. Further literacy learning occurs 
through this empowering process in which they are motivated to become independent 
readers. In addition, over the years the children learned to make meaning and use 
literacy for their own purposes. 
The Reception class children's home or 'local' knowledge became increasingly 
complex as they took into account the cultural ideals of kinship and the social networks 
defined by the Bangladeshi diaspora, as well as the obligations and reciprocity that were 
included in many formal and informal religious and social activities. In Year 2 many 
children started attending formal community classes 
in the Bengali national language 
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and in Arabic in order to read the Qur'an. They encountered different patterns of 
reading and experienced particular rituals in each domain but, as Woods, Boyle and 
Hubbard (1999) found, it was difficult to compare how these impacted on each other 
By Year 5, close to the final year of primary schooling, the children were much more 
articulate about their understanding of why, what and how they learn literacy in the three 
domains. In addition, they now had a more developed and sophisticated understanding 
of the social and cultural relevance of their multiple literacies for their past, present and 
future lives. The Year 5 children, as multi-lingual learners, commonly used three 
languages - Sylheti, Bengali and English - for everyday communications in various 
social networks. Through obligations to family and kin they became increasingly aware 
of high parental aspirations for their future. 
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Over the years, as the children developed and mastered the uses of literacy learning, 
their role often also changed from novice to 'teacher' in all three domains. As they 
became more competent in the different discourses and increased their understanding of 
what counts as literacy, they took on more responsibility for educating their younger 
siblings through direct teaching, for integrating strategies from home and school, and by 
providing models for reading the Qur'an and praying. 
In examining developments over the three year groups, it is possible to identify some 
probable changes in children's acculturation through the primary school. Firstly, 
children's close relationship with parents in daily learning continued throughout 
primary schooling. Children's conversations with me on their life narratives suggested 
that they often heard adults discussing family matters, including concerns for business 
and finances, sickness and death, and religion and kinship. These conversations often 
emphasised the moral person and notions of respect and honour. Children's presence 
during decision making processes appears to be common in Bangladeshi families and, I 
suggest, is a cultural strength that supports children's learning. Secondly, literacy 
became more widely used as the children gained more responsibilities for their family 
and community members, such as acting as a 'language brokers' (Edwards, 2004), for 
local shopping, reading local newspapers, mediating with government agencies, or 
discussing Islamic beliefs and practices. Story telling by the children with their peers 
often centred on retelling family stories about meaningful moments during Hajj, and of 
redemption and conversion to Islam. It included family, kinship and social networks 
that are powerful across the age groups and in all three domains. Thirdly, friendships 
with other children become important through community activities and 'festivals' like 
Eid ul Fitr, which are an opportunity to educate peers and teachers about their Islamic 
faith. And fourthly, both parents and children increasingly realised the importance of 
literacy for higher education and employment, including for attending college and 
training as a professional. 
In conclusion, the analysis suggests that the children from an early age developed a 
disposition, or frame of mind, that enabled them to engage appropriately with different 
texts in different settings and different Pedagogies. As well as learning literacy from an 
early age they were also using it to learn in their everyday lives. The children both 
learned and used literacy as an integral process that enhanced their further learning. 
increasingly the children learned to make use of their new competences in language and 
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literacy by appropriating, transferring and transforming their knowledge for new 
purposes. Because of the empowering nature of literacy it became a significant tool 
through which the children made cultural meaning. The next section examines, from the 
children's point of view, how they understood the pedagogical discourses they 
experienced, as revealed in the nine core instructional events. 
9.4 Pedagogic Discourses from the Children's Point of View 
Pedagogic discourse describes the process of bringing about learning in a domain and 
Bernstein's (1975a, 1990) model of pedagogic discourse provides a language of 
description for understanding how learning and teaching takes place. The modalities of 
classification and framing experienced by the children in the nine core instructional 
events were used to judge the overall visibility of the pedagogies to the child in each 
event. The visibility of the pedagogy, when seen as low, moderate or high, was judged 
to be high in six core events, moderate in two and low in one. Although this approach 
risks over- simplifying the visibility of the pedagogies the children encountered, it does 
suggest that most of the nine core events were strongly classified and strongly framed, 
although in different ways, and that nearly all had an explicit pedagogy. 
The core events in the Reception Year showed the greatest variation in their visible 
pedagogy (VP). It was high for Mahera learning to read at home, moderate for Wasimul 
learning to write his name in school, and low for Tariq and Anneen as they participated 
in the milad. The VPs for Year 2 and Year 5 were judged to be consistently higher than 
in Reception. 
Once they started school the children were already making sense of what counted as 
instruction in different domains, each child constructing their understanding based on 
their prior experiences. How did they experience these pedagogies once they had started 
school? The children were aware that instructional practices for learning to read and 
write, including classification and framing, are weaker in the Reception Year and 
become stronger in Years 2 and 5. For instance, the Reception class in school promoted 
reading as fun, but this soon became 'Phonics' and 'Literacy Hour' as the emphasis 
increased on the National Literacy Strategy. Reading 'my book' now meant a story or 
non-fiction book from school. By Year 2, the children accepted that 
learning Bengali 
and Arabic in community classes or at home with a tutor was 'outside of and separate 
from 'normal' school, and that school would rarely draw upon their knowledge of these 
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languages. The challenge for the children was to make sense of school pedagogies and 
texts which often assumed that families were culturally homogeneous and linguistically 
familiar with their content. 
At home, parents and older siblings often used a didactic pedagogy for teaching reading 
and writing, which the children often described as 'hard work'. The children described 
the challenge of learning through using concentration and listening, memory and 
practice, and recitation and repetition. As Mahera engaged in a long and fast paced 
session with both parents, they were engaged in working towards the goals of accuracy 
and melodious phrasing. This they described as 'doing it right'. Young children also 
experienced a social and religious literacy that was implicit by positioning themselves 
to listen to adults reading and reciting Qur'anic verses. Mohammad's three year old 
sister also positioned herself to listen and watch her mother and brothers reading and 
praying. Earlier in the day she had covered her head with her mother's orna and sat 
cross legged reading an Argos catalogue, serving as a Qur'an, resting on a cushion. On 
starting school, the children usually encountered a strong boundary between home and 
school knowledge, with some home knowledge not necessarily being seen as valuable 
or appropriate. For instance, the teacher commented, "Her mother must drill her. She 
can count to 100 but doesn't know what it means. " 
In Reception class, Mahera, who distinguished between the languages she was learning 
at home, Sylheti and Bengali, and Arabic in mosque classes, already had a firm grasp of 
the different pedagogies for these languages as well as the role of teachers, based on her 
experience of their authority and didactic methods. In school, reading was projected as 
'fun', 'stories' and 'phonics' and she knew it was important to listen to her school 
teachers and carry out their tasks - doing things for them. In contrast, at the mosque 
class she relied on demonstration by the messab who 'shows you how to do it'. Home 
pedagogy relied mainly on the tried and tested method of demonstration and repetition 
for learning to read accurately in Bengali, Arabic and English. 
In Year 2, however, pedagogic differences emerged in what counted as knowledge, as 
well as in content, skills and understanding. As Year 2 children started attending 
Bengali and Qur'anic community classes they experienced a modality that had a strong 
classification and strong framing compared with that in school. 
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Many Year 5 children in this study experienced the highly explicit and visible pedagogy 
used in Qur'anic classes where teaching is based on didactic and traditional instruction, 
with the aim of achieving independent reading in Arabic. The pedagogy was strongly 
classified by the focus on one script and strongly boundaried from other secular 
literature, and concerned solely with Islamic knowledge. The instructional style was 
also strongly framed through the ritualised use of space, seating arrangements, bodily 
actions and attire, producing a gendered experience in literacy learning and praying. Of 
the act of reading itself, Allah is ultimate judge while the messab or teacher monitors 
progress and evaluates effort and performance. 
It is also relevant to understand how learning encounters may be changing from 
Reception class to Year 5. Children at home, and before starting school, experience 
different modalities from those they first experienced in Reception class. Although the 
parents often did not recognise the school early years' play based pedagogy as 
'teaching', there was some convergence in terms of parental and school expectations for 
instruction. However, from Year 2 onwards children realised that school 'official' 
knowledge usually took precedence over prior 'home' knowledge, as well as any skills 
previously taught by parents. Although there was some reinforcement between the 
pedagogies of home and community classes, only by Year 5 did home learning practices 
start to converge with those used by the mainstream school. The school continued to 
have expectations, however, that families would support its mainstream teaching 
practices for literacy learning. 
9.5 Understanding the Children's Literacy Learning 
In this section I draw on theoretical perspectives in order to explain my findings on 
learning and literacy learning. Although there has been an evolution in theoretical 
models of learning and teaching, as outlined in Chapter Two, today they often continue 
to co-exist and overlap. The more traditional models largely assume that learning is 
adult-led and largely a one-way teaching process, while the constructivists, like Piaget, 
believe that learning is mainly initiated and led by children. The social constructivists, 
such as Vygotsky, envisage learning as a process occurring within social interactions, as 
social before being intemalised and individually led. However, more recent 
sociocultural learning theories, which include a far more 
important role for the wider 
social and cultural context, provide the best explanation 
for my findings. 
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From infancy children are active co-constructors of their own literacy knowledge 
(Wells, 1987), with emergent literacy behaviours later leading to independent reading 
and writing. Pahl and Rowsell (2005) argue it is possible to combine an understanding 
of literacy as a set of skills with an understanding of how people use literacy in 
everyday life. Purcell-Gates, Jacobsen and Degener (2004) maintain that literacy 
learning is inherently multi-faceted and processual, and reading and writing is always 
mediated through different social values and activities. 
Sociocultural theory places a strong emphasis on the social context for learning, the 
enabling role of significant adults and others, and the way cultural knowledge can be 
represented, embodied and transformed (Bruner, 1986; Wood, 1998). Over time the 
children are able to build on their previous knowledge and learn to represent the world 
in increasingly complex ways. The notion of learning as a collaborative or communal 
process places children's learning as fundamentally situated in their wider social and 
cultural experiences (Gauvain, 2005). 
Rogoff, who offers a convincing theoretical explanation for how children learn (Rogoff, 
1990; Rogoff, Matusov and White, 1996), argues that all learning activities have to be 
understood in their context and that learning occurs through guided participation with 
more experienced 'others' who, with the active participation of children, form an 
apprenticeship system. In a situated activity and through a process of legitimate 
peripheral participation the learners move towards full participation and membership in 
a community of practice. In the process, the need for this kind of support diminishes as 
children's performance becomes increasingly self-assisted and self-guided (Rogoff, 
1986). 
The study findings support the sociocultural collaborative theory for how children learn 
to learn. As explained in Chapter Two, the children's learning is socially constructed 
and embedded in their social relations. Key principles in this theory, which are evident 
to a greater or lesser extent in the analysis of all nine core events, demonstrate that the 
children learned to learn, as well as learn what it meant to be a learner, that learning 
occurred in the communities of practice of family, school and community, and that 
learning involved increasing participation in such communities. In this process of 
participating in sociocultural activities, the children appropriated new knowledge, 
transferred it and then transformed it into their own understandings and roles. The core 
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instructional events involve children as members of different communities of practice 
and the different identities that they acquired, such as being a pupil, sibling, Muslim and 
British Bangladeshi. Their literacy leaming was tied to community values and groups, 
to belief systems, languages, values, and goals. It linked people to each other and to 
their shared histories. By moving across domains, the children were actively moving 
between and among language systems and engaging in very different uses and meanings 
of particular literacy events and practices. The following brief summaries illustrate these 
principles and how the children take increasing responsibility for their leaming. 
The analysis of Tariq and Armeen (Reception/community, core event three) joining the 
milad, illustrates the process of participatory appropriation as they were gently 
inducted into the religious merit of saying prayers and reading the Qur'an (Rogoff, 
1995) and in securing Allah's blessing and forgiveness (soab) (Shaw, 2000). The 
women tacitly approved their participation in this cultural and ritualised activity that 
was beyond the children's own understanding (Rogoff, 1991). Through their direct 
experience Tariq and Armeen were learning the values and symbolic relations as 
embodied postures, gestures and expectations. They recognised the significance for the 
participants. This all seemed to prepare them for subsequent religious activities, such as 
those experienced by Jahanara in her Qur'anic class. 
Abdul (Year 2/school, core event five) adopted the role of advisor in school, while at 
home he was an apprentice with his father, a mullah, who wanted him to become a 
hafiz, a religious person who can recite the Quran from memory. He was learning to 
manage both the home practices for religious learning and the pedagogy that mediated 
Literacy Hour in school. In addition, like Sami, he experienced a different pattern of 
literacy instruction for Bengali texts. They both also knew that in the end that they were 
responsible for their own learning. 
Mohammad (Year 5/home, core event seven), learning to read the haida and cifara at 
home, was seen by his family as a full member of Islam. As the eldest son he had a role 
as 'teacher' by reciting and reading the holy Qur'an to his siblings as members of Islam. 
They were all members in a community of practice and legitimate peripheral 
participants in home literacy activities in the social context of his family and its cultural 
traditions (Rogoff, 1995). In reciting the Qur'an Mohammad became a reliable and 
experienced other for family prayers. The analysis shows that he participated, 
however, 
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in an instructional event that was predominantly adult-led and that is strongly classified 
and strongly framed by tradition. 
Tariq, Armeen, Abdul and Mohammad were all engaging in early literacy learning on 
their different paths to becoming experienced users of literacy. The gentle induction of 
Tariq and Armeen encouraged their participation and enculturation into reading and 
reciting the Qur'an. Abdul's passage required him to learn to manage different models 
of learning, while Mohammad, now able to read and recite the Qur'an, was a leader for 
family prayers and a model for his younger siblings. At all stages in their journey, each 
one demonstrated their personal involvement and that motivation was "a process of 
becoming, rather than acquisition" (Rogoff, 1995: 142). 
9.6 The Meaning and Uses of Literacy 
My study raises questions as to how the Bangladeshi children actually made meaning 
and used literacy in different domains. Literacy was developing at home in the pre- 
school years and this continued in school and community domains. The home 
environment has long been recognised as playing a key role in early literacy and in 
enabling young children to experience printed texts (Wells, 1987; Hannon, 1995; Tizard 
and Hughes, 2002). The analysis of the nine core instructional events showed that 
literacy was a means of gaining religious, social, cultural and moral knowledge, which 
was clearly "embedded in its context" (italics in original, Donaldson, 1993: 40; Hannon, 
1995). It is not always easy to distinguish one from the other. 
Literacy learning is a culturally interwoven process that involves learning to read and 
write, and which evolves into using literacy to learn (Beard, 1993). Learning and using 
literacy requires, therefore, many different and inter-related processes to operate 
together (Adams, 1990,1993; Riley, 2003b). As children move through a complex 
hierarchy of key concepts the 'big picture' emerges that literacy is useful and can be 
life-enhancing, to the concept that written language is a symbolic system (Purcell-Gates, 
1991; Bialystok, 2001). 
As indicated, sociocultural theory has important principles that help to explain how 
primary age children learn. The following principles, when applied to literacy learning, 
are demonstrated in the analysis of the nine core instructional events. I summarise these 
as follows: 
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Children actively participate in literacy activities in different domains 
Children use literacies in an apprenticeship alongside more experienced others 
Shared texts are central in learning to use literacy in an apprenticeship 
Children and more experienced others are coparticipants in literacy learning 
Literacy activities are just in advance of the learner's present level ofperformance 
Children gradually take more responsibility for their own reading and writing as 
their literacy knowledge and competences increase. 
The analysis of the nine core instructional events also shows how the use of literacy was 
socially constructed and embedded in social relations, including membership of local 
communities of practice, such as the diaspora and the global ummah (Gregory et al., 
2004). As well as being multilingual in Sylheti, English, standard Bengali and classical 
Arabic, the children may also integrate the use of these texts as they live their social 
reality or one world (Rosowsky, 2001,2005). 
The children learned in situated ways to make meaning with print that differed 
according to the literacy practices and the domains in their communities. As Rowe 
(2003: 265) says, "When children write, they take up, adapt, or resist positions in 
existing systems of power relations. Negotiating their places in these cultural systems is 
a key part of authoring. " 
The following three summaries of core events show how the children used different 
literacies to transform their knowledge by eliciting meaning from the multiplicity of 
texts in use at home, in school and community classes. 
Mahera (Reception/Home, core event one), already a full participant in her first 
language, was involved in a collaborative pedagogy at home as she learned two 
additional languages. She used her memorisation and decoding skills, which later she 
will need for reading religious texts. Through her legitimate peripheral participation in 
two languages she was also engaging with a wide nexus of social relations, including 
English for future careers, Bengali for kinship and diaspora, and Arabic for her Islamic 
faith community. 
Mahima (Year 2, core event six), attending a Bengali community class, was learning to 
read and write in standard Bengali for its historical and cultural 
linkages through the 
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diaspora (Rashid and Gregory, 1997). The Bengali primers drew attention to traditional 
values and images of Bangladesh as the motherland. Mahima was in an apprenticeship 
to her own culture's "ways of taking meaning" from texts (Street 1984: 156). This event 
confirms Brooker's (2000: 294) finding that children's "literacy learning is integrated 
with their overall social and cultural learning. " 
Ashna (Year 5, core event eight), reporting back from School Council, was a 
coparticipant with her teacher who, even so, retained power to control the school 
pedagogy, which in turn was implementing national educational policies. Although she 
used "persuasive writing to put or argue a point of view" (DfEE, 1998: 68), in fact this 
event was tightly boundaried from other events in the National Literacy Strategy. Ashna 
found her use of literacy both exhilarating and empowering as she integrated skills from 
different domains using non-fictional texts and when presenting her case she took on the 
role of teacher or more experienced other to her peers. 
The children's journey from novice to 'expert' in the different uses of literacy in school 
can be seen by linking Wasimul to Abdul and to Ashna. Wasimul's critical moment in 
Reception class, when he recognised the imperative of conforming to school models of 
writing, links with Abdul in Year 2 who was now able to advise his friend in Literacy 
Hour. While Ashna in Year 5 showed how, by engaging in the full literacy learning 
process, she had gone from novice to full membership in school. She then skilfully used 
her school model of literacy to support her identity as a pupil with a Bangladeshi 
heritage. 
9.7 Conclusions: Children's Learning and Literacy 
In my analysis of nine core instructional events, which focused on learning, literacy and 
instruction, the children showed themselves to be active, strong, flexible and fluent 
learners, with an ability to move easily and intentionally between different domains. 
Learning occurred with the children's active participation and within situated 
sociocultural contexts. It also took place over time and across space and between local 
and global cultures. The children knew that pedagogies varied between domains and 
that they learned in an apprenticeship alongside more experienced others. They 
appreciated that shared texts and problems were central to learning 
in such 
apprenticeships and their use of a multiplicity of texts and languages 
for different 
purposes was a key feature of their lives. As multilingual learners all their 
languages 
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contributed to their learning and literacy learning and, therefore, to their knowledge of 
their one social reality. 
In conclusion, I can distinguish the emergence of four main pedagogic uses for literacy 
knowledge. First, there was 'local' knowledge that related to growing up as an effective 
and respectful family member, which was present from a young age and associated first 
with growing up at home; second, there was 'religious' knowledge about Islam and 
becoming a practising Muslim, which was present first amongst family and kin and then 
experienced more widely in the community; third, there was 'official' educational 
knowledge that related to school and the wider society, which children often 
experienced first on starting in Reception class; and fourth, there was 'sociocultural' 
knowledge relating to the wider lives of Bangladeshi children and their families, which 
was both formally and informally gained through family practices, community classes, 
cultural activities, and diaspora. 
Evidence from Chapters Six, Seven and Eight shows how the children used their 
literacies in many different ways and the significance attached by families and children 
to acquiring such home, religious, official and cultural knowledge. Literacy learning 
involves the ability to appropriate, transfer and transform their own cultural knowledge. 
There appear to be three essential components for children learning new knowledge 
across domains, which are integrated and happening continuously at all ages. First, there 
is learning how to appropriate new knowledge, such as that needed for learning to be 
learners at home and in school and community classes; second, there is learning to 
transfer new knowledge and skills between domains and over time; and third, as 
children learn they transform this knowledge into new knowledge and skills and thus 
develop their own culture. Embedded in this process is the continued development of 
metacognitive awareness so that by Year 5 children were considerably more able 
to 
articulate what and how they were learning, as well as to 
indicate their complex 
understandings of their own engagement in the learning process and 
the meanings they 
give to objects and events. 
Between Reception class and Year 5 the children became increasingly aware of 
how to 
integrate learning pedagogies and strategies, as well as how to make meaning and use 
their new knowledge and develop their competences 
in literacy for a wide range of 
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purposes. These learners moved towards full participation in communities of practice as 
discussed earlier. Evidence suggests that the children, like any group of children, could 
talk about their earlier learning experiences, showing that they were developing their 
metacognition over time. 
My study raises questions as to whether Bangladeshi children's learning experiences 
and opportunities for literacy learning across domains were particular to this minority 
ethnic group. It is the context in which they learn and the opportunities they were 
offered that might be different from those of other children. The analysis of the nine 
core instructional events suggested that, for most Bangladeshi families, Islam was 
central in their lives and that they wanted their children to grow up as Muslims 
(Rosowsky 2006). They also wanted to retain their cultural heritage and links to their 
diaspora and to Bangladesh (Gardner, 2002a; Eaude, 2007). Education played a highly 
valued part in this process, as well as being seen as key to enhancing life's chances and 
choices (Ofsted, 2004: 14). At the same time, based on Bangladeshi cultural traditions 
and notions of childhood, families were often protective of their children, especially 
girls, and encouraged both boys and girls to live largely amongst their own kin and 
within their communities. 
The children in my study, like all children, have many multifaceted identities. Their 
families were both British and Bangladeshi, as well as having regional identities such as 
belonging to London and Sylhet. There may be differences due to religious affiliations, 
caste Yat), social class, wealth and gender. Any diversity amongst the study families 
undermines any general assumptions about similarities. Despite these reservations, I see 
some commonalities in their approaches to learning, including their trust and faith in 
religion, educational pedagogies, multilingualism and schools. 
Firstly, families shared strongly held religious beliefs, they differed in the degree of 
adherence and religiosity. However, all homes had Qur'anic texts proclaiming Islam. 
All the children in this study referred to themselves as Muslim and practised their 
religion on a daily basis with prayers. In addition, children in these 
families experienced 
a coherent culture that is different from many of their peers and teachers. 
In learning 
literacy the children were living their Islamic identity. The involvement of children in 
wider family matters seemed to act as drivers for them to 
become literate and this 
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coherence gives the children many of the strengths they need to succeed in literacy 
learning. 
Secondly, the Bangladeshi children experienced a wide range of teaching styles, with 
parents having confidence in didactic instruction and highly visible pedagogies, such as 
in learning Arabic. They switch between pedagogies as appropriate. They also relied on 
participation in cultural ceremonies using texts, often with almost invisible pedagogies, 
such as in the milad. Although the children experienced a range of learning domains, 
the pedagogies were closely tied into a strong cultural context, combined with powerful 
and highly structured support from families and kin. The children embody the social 
meaning and values embedded in such cultural practices and from a young age develop 
what Bourdieu (1977) refers to as an enduring 'disposition'. 
Thirdly, the children were multilingual, often using Sylheti, Bengali, Arabic and 
English languages at home as a normal part of their daily lives. Their identity and sense 
of self came through these languages. However, despite such similarities, each child had 
their own individual learning experiences with a variety of different texts that resulted 
in a spectrum of uses for their literacy. The children demonstrated multilingual weaving 
as they switched from one language or literacy practice to another and engaged with the 
corresponding rules and values. They learned to switch between one linguistic setting 
and another, and between different writing systems. In this process language and culture 
interacted and impacted on each other. 
Fourthly, the children progressed from home learning to school and community classes, 
with parents reinforcing the linkages between them and closely monitoring their 
children's progress. While there was a strong tradition of trust in teachers in schools and 
in community classes, parents kept a watchful eye on how effectively and accurately a 
teacher taught. While parents might be unconvinced by the discourse of learning 
through play, formal teaching was seen as the remit of the teachers. Home, mosque and 
community were all seen as having responsibility for inducting children into Islam, as 
well as the community's cultural knowledge and heritage. 
Sociocultural theory of learning offers a strong and coherent explanation for children's 
learning. The children in my study were strong and flexible learners who, from an early 
age, actively engaged with learning in different domains and thus 
developed their future 
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linguistic and literacy fluency, literacy capabilities and metacognitive skills. They 
moved with apparent ease between the different domains and actively participated in 
various educational discourses. They learned that each domain had its own privileged 
knowledge and skills, but they also brought to each domain their own experience of 
different pedagogies. I extend the notion of linguistic fluency, as the children develop 
their competence in languages and literacy, to one of cultural flexibility in which they 
became open to actively appropriating, transferring and transforming their own 
knowledge. 
I would now like to return to the metaphor of the quilt, which I first referred to in 
Chapter One, section 1.9. In Bangladesh the kantha quilt, which is stitched together by 
women using old and well-used saree (wrap around cloth worn by women) and lunghi 
(cloth, like a sarong, worn by men), has symbolic meaning as protection and security. It 
is a metaphor for comfort, warmth and family ties and, far from home, the kantha is a 
symbol of one's wife, mother or auntie. The hard work involved in making these quilts 
symbolises the women's role in caring for families (Mariam, personal communication, 
December 2007) 
My kantha quilt, which has three layers, is symbolic of my analysis of instructional 
events. The surface layer of patched blocks represents the nine different literacy 
learning events encountered by the children. Each event is a separate block but pieced 
together they make up an impressive design. The thicker middle layer represents the 
pedagogies the children experience and the development of their concepts, skills and 
understandings in different domains. The back or bottom layer represents the social and 
cultural fabric that underpins all literacy learning and the meanings and uses of literacy. 
Many strands of learning are stitched through the three layers, both singly and together, 
and provide a strength and flexibility that is beyond the notion of patches and threads. 
Although each layer is necessary in a quilt, it is the threads that hold the layers together 
and create the surface patterns. It is the combined effect of the 
blocks, layers and 
threads that give the quilt its multiple meanings and uses. 
In order to illustrate the sociocultural basis for learning and how Bangladeshi children 
live one social reality, I leave the last word with three Year 5 girls who are composing a 
song in the school playground. This shows how they exercise agency 
for their own 
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learning and use their experience to transform their own literacy knowledge and culture 
for personal purposes. 
9.8 Transforming Knowledge: "We are writing a song" 
I wish to leave the last words with the children, who continuously transform their 
knowledge and cultural ideas by living their world, or one social reality, and by 
participating in many different learning domains. The vignette in Box 9.1 below 
illustrates how three Year 5 Muslim girls, Ashna, a Bangladeshi, Antonia from Eastern 
Europe and Zuzanna from the former Yugoslavia, are in the school playground during 
break. Ashna tells me, "We are writing a song. " Ashna and Antonia sit cross legged on 
a picnic table facing each other. Ashna listens while Antonia reads from her personal 
notebook, holding a pencil in her right hand. 
Box 9.1: Transforming culture: "We are writing a song" 
Ashna: We could call it Christmas Love 
Antonia: Or Christmas Snow 
Ashna: What do you think, Mrs Macaulay? 
PM: Both sound good. What about Christmas Love? 
Zuzanna joins and stands by the table. 
Zuzanna: Ergh! Love - we're too young for love. 
She pulls a face, buries her head and walks around the table 
Ashna: Not that kind of love,, stupid. 
Zuzanna: Why do you always close the book when I come? 
Antonia: You can look at it now (She opens the book) 
Zuzanna disdainfully looks at the one line written across the top of the page 
Ashna: We could start ... 
(she suggests the first line of the song) 
Antonia (Listens, nods and starts to write the words verbatim) 
Ashna: Shall I sing it first? 
Antonia: Yes. 
Ashna pauses slightly, takes a deep breath, sits up straight, clasps her hands in 
front and starts to sing the words. Antonia watches and listens mtently. The 
posture and tune are clearly in the Bengali tradition. The tune is similar to 
one she sang earlier at the Eid Assembly in school. The lyrics seem to in 
the seasonal genre of popular Christmas songs. 
Antonia: That's good. What shall we put next? It's got to rhyme 
Deputy Head: Stop playing. Stand still. And start lining up. 
He blows his whistle. It's the end of 'playtime'. 
Antonia shuts her book. She and Ashna walk quickly over to their designated places 
in 
the queue facing their waiting classteacher. 
Based on Fieldnotes, December 2004. 
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Ashna, Antonia and Zuzanna are working closely together as peers, while Ashna's 
announcement suggests she wants me, the experienced adult other, to know they are 
engaged in composing a song. Each brings their own embodied knowledge and 
understandings to their composing. They share the school as a community of practice, 
as well as the global ummah. Each one brings their own cultural understandings about 
Christmas and love to their composition and they know the conventions of poetic titles 
and rhyming. As Ashna sings their song she uses her Bangladeshi cultural heritage to 
express her emotions. However, all three children seem to know that composing this 
song would not be considered as official knowledge. They appear to have clear notions 
of what constitutes creative learning, what is school work and which literacy activities 
constitute reading and writing. 
They are actively learning literacy and transforming their own knowledge, as they 
making meaning and develop their literacy knowledge, interest and skills. It illuminates 
how they create and transform literacy texts into new knowledge by drawing on their 
cultural resources in different learning domains. It also exemplifies the creative 
activities of children as they draw on each other's cultural knowledge and talents to 
produce, reproduce and transform their traditions. 
Children weave together the strands in their lives and use their knowledge and 
experiences of learning across domains, as they engage with both superficial and 
underlying layers of meaning. In so doing they constitute themselves as strong and 




The Bangla (Bengali) words are written as I heard them pronounced. English 


















a Muslim should offer as-salah five times a day at fixed times: 
from dawn until just before sunrise 
after midday until afternoon 
from late afternoon until just before sunset 
after sunset until daylight ends 
night until midnight or dawn 
homestead, collection of households surrounding a courtyard 




a good person 
abroad, foreign land 
book 
bolte to speak, say 
borobhai elder brother 
bos to sit 
burqa long coat worn by Muslim women to cover the body, head, chest 
and often the face 
chottomanush if used positively, a small person or child, or if used in a 
derogatory manner, a low status or vile person 















homeland country or area 
supplication to Allah asking for favour, blessing and mercy, 
expressed in own words or memorised in Arabic 
devotional reciting of words and phrases 
annual celebration in the Muslim calendar at the end of Ramadan 
sin 
village 
patrilineage or patrilineal kin group 
man who can recite the Qur'an from memory 
woman who can recite the Qur'an from memory 
first book for leaming Arabic to read the Qur'an 
pilgrimage to Al-Ka'bah in Makkah and the fifth basic duty of 
Islam 
that which is lawful (permitted) in Islam 
most commonly translated as 'caste'. Meaning varies with the 




kolimah the five pillars of Islam 
korte- to do or make, often combined to make action words, 
eg: ami chesta kori is 'I try' or literally I make a try 
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kurta traditional style of dress shirt for men lena dena ritual and reciprocal gift exchanges 
lok people 
lunghillungi cloth, like a sarong, worn by men 
mashid mosque 
mela fair 
messablmessab i Arabic and Bengali teacher, and can be used when addressing 
the father and mother of the son in law 
milad the Prophet Mohammad's birthday, a devotional ceremony 
mishti sweets and sweetmeats 
mullah Muslim priest, religious teacher, or man with Islamic learning 
namaz prescribed act of worship, often translated as prayer. 
Persian word for as-salah 
nana mother's father 
nouka traditional river boats 
orna long scarf wom across woman's bosom or head, with 
shalwar kameez 
phupu father's sister 
por read 
punjabi long shirt wom by men 
purdah womeWs seclusion or the veil 
Qur'an the sacred book of Islam 
raiel stand for Qur'an, usually carved wood 
robibar Sunday 
rumal handkerchief, 
saree long wrap around cloth worn by women 
shadhi. -nota independence 
shalwar kameez long loose trousers and shirt worn by young unmarried girls 
shapla waterlily, national flower of Bangladesh 
shingara savoury pastry filled with potato, peas and chilli 
soab religious merit 
shonibar Saturday 
shundor kor doing something well or beautifully 
shudhu bangla pure Bengali 
somaj society or moral community 
sundarbans area of mangrove swamps in south east Bangladesh 
surah a chapter of the Qur'an 
taba forgive 
tabji amulet, with Arabic or magical writings, circle of beads used for 
reciting verses of Qur'an 
tupi embroidered cap worn by Muslim men and boys 
ummah Muslim community of believers 
wudulozu partial ablutions in a prescribed way essential before namaz 
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APPENDICES: 
APPENDIX 4.1 -. 
DISCOURSES ON ETHNICITY, MIGRATION AND CULTURAL DIVERSITY 
FOR BANGLADESHIS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM 
Bangladeshi Migration and Settlement in the United Kingdom 
The main discourse in the literature on the settlement of different ethnic groups in the 
United Kingdom shifted from a focus on 'assimilation' in the 1960s to 'integration' in 
the 1970s and from 'diversity' in the 1980s to the notion of a 'social and global 
environment' in the 1990s. These changes in emphasis represented shifts in the main 
debates that continued between different views of social policy, including education as 
concerning minority ethnic groups. As pointed out by Troyna (1992), these phases from 
the 1960s to the mid 1990s do not form a 'neat and regular progression', but they do 
capture some features in our changing understanding of ethnicity. 
The social anthropological literature in the 1960s and 1970s mainly used an assimilation 
framework, tending to focus on countries and cultures of origin, while sociological 
literature tended to be more concerned with issues relating to race relations, such as 
housing, social class and education (Rex and Moore, 1967; Banton, 1967). Thus studies 
focused on minority cultural backgrounds (Oakley, 1968; Morrish, 1971; James, 1974) 
and provided descriptive information about the lives of 'immigrants' in the country of 
origin compared to the United Kingdom with the purpose of supporting the induction of 
'immigrants' into the 'host' culture in the schools (Tomlinson, 1984). However, such 
studies by both white and black academics may have unwittingly encouraged a 
stereotyped view of minority cultural groups as living in worlds that were static, 
problematic and separated from mainstream society (Tomlinson, 1984). 
Studies emerging during the 1980s began to show a greater understanding, with an 
increasingly focus on the experience of migration from South Asia and the impact of 
settling in the United Kingdom (James, 1974; Watson, 1977; Wilson 1979; Anwar, 
1979; Bhachu, 1985). While this literature began to show a greater awareness of the 
complexities of the relationship between minority ethnic groups and the often 
hostile 
white majority society (Krausz, 1971; Tomlinson, 1984), 
it was still assumed that 
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"migrant groups partook of two cultures" (Gardner, 2002a: 6) and that ethnic minorities 
were "in need of special help" from the caring and educational agencies (Khan, 1979: 3). 
This view arguably failed to focus on social realities or to note the strengths of minority 
groups and their organisations. Similar perspectives were also adopted to explain the 
high rates of mental illness among African-Caribbeans (Littlewood and Lipsedge, 
1982). Khan (1977,1979) in her work on Pakistani parents, and Ballard and Ballard 
(1977) writing about Sikhs, both suggested that second-generation children in the 
United Kingdom did not actually live between two cultures, but were creating new 
traditions at the same time as maintaining old ones. However, ethnic minority culture 
and traditions were still in the main being represented as problematic and unchanging. 
Concern about the Bangladeshi population in the United Kingdom was described in the 
Home Affairs Committee Report, Bangladeshis in Britain (1986: iv), as follows, "The 
most recently arrived of Britain's major ethnic minorities and ... considerably the most 
disadvantaged. " The educational performance of children of Asian origin (sic) first 
became of concern following the publication of the Rampton Report on West Indian 
children (Rampton Committee, 1981; Tomlinson, 1983a, 1983b). The poor situation of 
Bangladeshis for housing, education, health, employment and social services, together 
with high levels of racial harassment and attacks, was highlighted by the above Home 
Affairs Committee (1986). It is significant that the United Kingdom 1981 National 
Census only asked if the head of household had been born in Bangladesh, while the 
1991 National Census included a category for Bangladesh household members (Peach, 
1990). This change recognises the long term presence of Bangladeshi citizens in the 
United Kingdom. 
Earlier studies of the Bangladeshi community were mainly in Tower Hamlets, London, 
the oldest and largest settlement in Britain. Carey and Shukur's (1986) study revealed 
kin ties in the migration of village men during the 1960s and 1970s, and documented 
the change from 'sOjourner' to 'settler' as many let go of the 'myth of return' 
(Anwar, 
1979). Migration escalated in the 1980s, largely due to unsettled political conditions in 
Bangladesh and the forthcoming tightening of United Kingdom immigration laws. 
This 
resulted in a long process of family reunions that occurred much 
later than for other 
Asian groups (Murshid, 1990; Peach, 1990). For example, South 
Asians from East 
Africa were described as 'twice migrants' as many in the late 1960s moved 
from India 
to East Africa and later, in the early 1970s, to the United Kingdom (Bhachu, 
1985). 
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Many of these migrants were able to take advantage of social and cultural networks set 
up by those who were already established in the United Kingdom (Vertovec, 1994). 
Many Bangladeshis entered the restaurant trade, which in turn was associated with the 
'Islamisation' of space, including the establishment of mosques, community centres, 
halal butchers, and small businesses that catered for the local Bangladeshi population 
(Carey and Shukur, 1986; Eade, 1994b; Eade and Momen, 1996). Many wives joined 
their husbands in the United Kingdom and the so-called Bangladeshi 'community' 
began to take form (Gardner, 2002a). 
From the late 1970s younger Bangladeshis began to stay longer at school as they 
experienced discriminatory practices in employment and ethnic minority students 
entered higher education in greater numbers (Carey and Shukur, 1986; Modood, 1993, 
1998). The same occurred amongst Kashmiri students (Murshad, 1996b). However, a 
gap existed between the needs of the Bangladeshi children and the actual provision 
made by the educational authorities (Tomlinson, 1992). Communities had a sense of 
hopelessness about future prospects (Murshid, 1990). In addition, the Inner London 
Education Authority (ILEA) further disadvantaged Bangladeshis by failing to respond 
properly to the rising demand for school places (Tomlinson, 1992). In London's East 
End the Bangladeshis experienced racial conflict as longer established ethnic groups, 
including the white majority, became resentful of the more recent immigrants (Phillips, 
1988). 
Bangladeshi Ethnicity and Culture Diversity 
By the late 1970s notions of cultural integration had begun to replace those of 
assimilation. However, Ballard (1994) later dismissed as mistaken the notion of 
conflicts of identity and the clash of values between generations, particularly on 
marriage and mobility of young women. Such interpretations appeared to 
deny the 
possibility of adaptation, flexibility or accommodation and were similar to perceptions 
of bilingual learners as children who operate within the "markedly negative perceptions 
of the other" (Ballard, 1994: 32). 
The paucity of literature about Bangladeshis at this time probably reflects 
their 
relatively late entry onto the British scene. However, 
during the 1980s more 
ethnographic studies explored the dynamics of settlement and portrayed 
South Asian 
communities as 'encapsulated' within British cities 
(Jeffrey, 1976; Khan, 1979; Anwar. 
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1979; Shaw, 1988), with encapsulation being described as an "ethnic force which causes 
individuals to conform to the value system of their own country" (Bhatti, 1999: 6). The 
presence of small businesses and local mosques was seen as facilitating this 
encapsulation (Eade, Vamplew and Peach, 1996; Peach, 1996), while strong kinship ties 
continued to play a key role in ensuring conformity (Bhatti, 1994,1999). 
Even by the late 1980s Bangladeshis were still being portrayed as in need of integration 
because of their isolated communities (Gardner, 1993). Later, Gardner (2002a) 
suggested that the Bangladeshi 'community' only began to take shape during the late 
1980s when the majority of wives had joined their husbands and a new generation of 
British-born children emerged. A concern for equality and multiculturalism amongst 
second generation Bangladeshis began to grow as they experienced the wider socio- 
political and economic context for racism and class inequalities. Studies drew attention 
to the ambivalence of some Bangladeshi elders and the lingering 'myth of return', 
particularly for burial, despite long periods of residence in Britain (Anwar, 1979; 
Dahya, 1974; Gardner, 1998). The general discourse in studies of race relations began to 
focus more on issues to do with cultural differences and diversity and the different 
representations of cultures, although notions of 'culture clash' remained pervasive. 
By the 1990s the essentialist view of South Asian communities was increasingly being 
challenged (Anwar, 1979,1998). Hall (1992: 252) argued that the untenability of the 
"innocent notion of the essential black subject" implies recognition of the ways 'black' 
people have been visually and culturally represented, the diversity of subjective 
positions, and the social experiences and cultural identities which compose the category 
'black% itself essentially a politically and culturally constructed category "with no 
guarantees in Nature. " In other words, no representation of the minority ethnic subject 
can be made without reference to such dimensions as class, gender and ethnicity. 
It follows that the term ethnicity acknowledges not only that history, language and 
culture have a place in the construction of subjectivity and 
identity, but also that all 
discourse is "placed, positioned, situated, and all knowledge is contextual" 
(Hall and 
Robinson, 1995: 257). This involves our recognition of our particularity and the 
important specificity of place, history, experience and culture, without necessarily 
being 
contained by that position, such as for 'ethnic' minority pupils. 
Evocative images were 
provided by the "shifting and kaleidoscopic nature of ethnic 
differentiations and 
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identities and their relation to internal divisions of class and gender" (Rattansi, 
1992: 39). This resonates with the 'diasporic experience, as unsettlementl recombination 
and hybridizations, a kaleidoscopic blackness (Hall and Robinson, 1995). 
At the same time, individuals may see themselves through a variety of lenses in ways 
that are not always consistent and may even be contradictory (Gillbom, 1995). For 
instance, Baumann's (1996) study on identities in multi-ethnic Southall in west London 
showed that people chose between discourses according to context, at times drawing on 
essentialist traditions and norms and at others presenting themselves as a hybrid with 
complex identities. They rarely used the term 'culture clash'. Thus,, research had begun 
to look beyond representing ethnic boundaries and cultural identities as immutable and 
gave greater importance to fluidity, context and specificity, a more finely nuanced 
account of the 'new ethnicities' (Hall, 1991). 
However,, neither the multicultural nor the antiracist involvement in education had yet 
taken on board these 'new ethnicities'. Indeed,, British educational concerns for 
diversity failed to enhance understanding (Troyna, 1992). There was a kind of ethnic 
essentialism with an "over emphasising of the internal homogeneity of cultures in terms 
that potentially legitimize repressive demands for mutual conformity" (Turner, 
1993: 411-12, in Baumann, 1996: 20). By focusing on material artefacts they failed to 
confront issues of cultural difference and the over simplification of 'other' cultures. 
Educational policies with a 'benevolent multiculturalism' aimed to improve antiracist 
awareness at both individual and institutional levels. The effect, however, was that 
communities were still "presented as the cause of their own problems and became 
scapegoats for the socio-economic difficulties in Britain at that time" (Gundara, 
1994: 3). 
From the late 1980s studies began to place a greater emphasis on social and community 
context. Thus interpretation of ethnicity and identity in Britain moved away from 
essentialist and conventional understandings, in terms of social and cultural institutions, 
towards the recognition of individual subjectivities and a greater emphasis on context 
(Shaw, 1988,1994; Alexander, 1996). It was increasingly recognised that children, like 
adults, have multifaceted social identities (Siraj-Blatchford and Clarke, 2004) and may 
position themselves according to particular contexts or situations. Bangladeshi children 
may experience education in similar ways to those of their 
Pakistani peers. Hence 
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Bangladeshis in the United Kingdom often see themselves as Muslim, Sylheti, Bengali 
and British Bangladeshi, as well as British citizens. Shaw also suggests further 
complexity. For example, decisions taken by Pakistani families living in Oxford on 
education and employment can only be fully understood by taking into account family 
beliefs and kin relationships, including biraderi (class) and strongly held community 
beliefs and practices (Shaw, 1988). It is only quite late that research began to consider 
"the articulations between racism, class relations, cultural forms, and gender in the 
highly dynamic situation of contemporary Britain" (Westwood and Bhachu, 1988: 2) 
and how this articulated with the global connections common amongst Bangladeshis. 
Ethnicity and Education 
Issues of socio-econornic status, ethnicity and education first came to wider attention in 
the Bullock Report: A Language for Life (DES, 1975) and the Swann Committee 
Report: Education of Childrenftom Ethnic Minority Groups (DES, 1985). These reports 
recognised the importance of language and culture in contributing to educational 
attainment and two common themes emerged in the research literature. First, socio- 
economic and structural inequalities were found to be powerful determinants of 
differential attaim-nent (Newson and Newson, 1976; Rutter and Madge, 1976; 
Mortimore and Mortimore, 1986) and second, there were important interactions 
between such factors as social class,, ethnic background, gender and disability which 
were increasingly recognised as having a substantial influence on the life chances of 
young people (Essen and Wedge, 1982; ILEA, 1983a, 1983b). 
During the 1970s and 1980s academic 'underachievement' became a major focus in 
educational debates about ethnic minority pupils, including Bangladeshi children, and 
central in debates about ethnic diversity in British education (Gillbom and Mirza, 
2000). The effects of poverty and deprivation on educational achievement have long 
been acknowledged as important explanatory factors (Wedge and Prosser, 1973; 
Rampton Committee Report, 1981; Wedge and Essen, 1982). Attention turned to 
children's experiences in schools and the significance of 'race' and ethnicity for greater 
contextual understanding of education (Tomlinson, 1992). 
Studies have examined the educational experiences of secondary British Bangladeshis 
children but fewer have looked at the younger primary age group. 
For instance, research 
on secondary education has looked at language learning and 
home-school relations from 
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a pedagogical standpoint (Warner, 1992; Quader, 1993), the failure of mainstream 
education to meet the needs of Muslim pupils (Murshad, 1996a, 1996b; Haw, 1998; Ali, 
2000), the disjuncture between religious values taught in school and those held at home 
(Parker-Jenkins, 1995) and generational continuity and change among the second 
generation of young Bangladeshi people (Eade, 1994a, 1994b, 1997). Other studies 
have examined the needs of Muslim pupils in mainstream education (Murshad, 1996b), 
effects of education on identity and self esteem (Milner, 1975,1983; Venna et al., 
1993; Siraj-Blatchford and Clarke, 2000,2004), the pedagogical needs of second 
language learners (Gregory, 1993; Quader, 1993; Gregory and Biames, 1994), the 
importance of effective home-school relations (Warner, 1992; Quader, 1993; Brooker, 
2000), and the effects of teacher expectations on pupil performance (Coard, 1971; 
Tomlinson, 1984; Verma, 1993). 
Many Bangladeshi parents remained puzzled by the education received by their young 
children in comparison to their own experiences in school (13hatti, 1994,1999), while 
alternative educational settings, such as community classes were usually ignored 
(Mirza, 1997; Reay and Mirza, 1997). In addition, cultural bias was seen in standardised 
curriculum and associated tests (Jeffcoate, 1984) which often assumed that all South 
Asians form one undifferentiated group (Haque, 2000). Ofsted (1996) pointed out that 
the concept of 'under achievement' is problematic and, as Gilborn and Mirza (2000: 7) 
point out, "The reasons for such relative 'under achievement' are multiple and patterns 
of inequality are not fixed. " In addition, failure often continues to be located within 
individuals and their families rather than in the educational system (Mirza, 1992; 
Ofsted, 1996), with 'underachievement' being located mainly in the 'disadvantaged' 
child and in their home and community (Troyna and Carrington, 1990). 
During the 1980s and 1990s considerable shifts occurred in educational discourse which 
had an impact on classroom provision and pedagogic practice in schools, while more 
recent research has added to our understanding of children's educational careers. 
Significantly, Gillborn and Gipps (1996) and Lawton (2005) suggested that issues of 
'raceý and equal opportunity have continued to be relevant even though they 
have been 
largely ignored in educational reforms. It has been demonstrated that the complex and 




Institutional factors inside school, such as teacher expectations, have also been shown to 
disadvantage particular groups of pupils. For instance, research in the United States and 
Britain has shown that the high concentration of Black pupils and their working class 
white peers in the lower teaching groups can be traced back to forins of selection and 
differential teacher expectations in both primary and secondary schools (Huss-Keeler. 
1997; Gillbom and Mirza, 2000). During the 1980s two large studies in London infant 
and primary schools by Tizard et al. (1988) and Mortimore et al. (1988) both found 
that teachers had lower expectations of pupils from socio-economically disadvantaged 
backgrounds, which recalls the studies of Rosenthal and Jackson (1968) and Rist (1970) 
on the power of teacher expectations and unequal access to high quality teaching. 
The effects of teacher expectations can also be present in other subtle ways. In an 
ethnographic study of four primary schools, Wright (1992) showed that teachers gave 
less contact and attention to learning-teaching interactions involving Asian pupils, with 
many being excluded because it was assumed that they could not understand or speak 
English, while Gregory et al. (2004) found that most progress was made in classes 
where the teacher was explicit about learning events and tasks. The importance of being 
explicit in teaching has also been stressed by Conteh (2003). 
Recent studies based on ethnic monitoring have also highlighted some differential 
successes. Pupils of Indian origin achieved much higher outcomes than Bangladeshi or 
Pakistani pupils and they were also marginally better than their white peers of the same 
sex (Gillborn and Gipps, 1996; Gillborn and Mirza, 2000). Bangladeshi pupils were less 
likely to achieve five or more high GCSE (General Certificate of Secondary Education) 
grades and more likely to leave school without any qualifications (Gillborn and Gipps, 
1996). The reasons for these disparities are complex and they are not linked to any one 
factor, although economic disadvantage clearly has a very real impact on educational 
achievement (Gillbom and Mirza, 2000). In addition, boys achieved 
less well than girls 
across all ethnic groups (Bhattacharyya, Ison and Blair, 2003). On the relationship 
between ethnic origin and social class Gipps (2002) identified lower attainment 
by 
pupils from manual family backgrounds within each ethnic group and that social class 
factors persist and sometimes override the influence of ethnic 
inequalities, even when 
comparing pupils with similar social class factors and same sex. 
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A similar pattern was seen in the poor performance of Bangladeshi pupils in the London 
Borough of Camden. For example, over 30% were classified by their schools as being at 
Stages I and 2 for English language development (as new to, or becoming familiar with 
English), far more than any other ethnic group (Camden Borough Council, 1995). The 
National Pupil Database showed that over 90% of Bangladeshi and Pakistani pupils in 
England are registered as having English as an Additional Language at Key Stage I 
(EAL) (Bhattacharyya, Ison and Blair, 2003). 
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APPENDIX 5.1: 
RESEARCH AGREEMENT WITH WESTWAY SCHOOL. 
A formal written statement of intent and code of conduct was produced and agreed with the school regarding roles and responsibilities. It included the researcher's declared intention to safeguard privacy and confidentiality of the data collected on individual 
children. It also included all reasonable efforts to communicate clearly with children, 
staff and parents at school. 
Research Agreement Between the Headteacher, Westway Primary School, 
and 
Pauline Macaulay, Institute of Education, University of London. 
1. Introduction. 
This study aims to investigate the ways Bangladeshi children see themselves as learners 
and their ideas about learning. It examines the similarities and differences between 
learning opportunities experienced by these children both at home and in and out of 
school. It considers how Bangladeshi children constitute themselves as learners across 
their experiences of different instructional styles. It also explores to what extent and 
how,, as the children move back and forth between home and school, their experiences 
in one may affect their participation in the other. 
The study focus is young Bangladeshi children's experiences and expectations of being 
a learner and the different learning and teaching styles they experience in their first year 
at school and in Years 2 and 5. 
2. Research Questions. 
1. How do Bangladeshi children aged 4-10 years old see themselves as learners across 
their experiences of different instructional styles? 
2. What are the similarities and differences in the children's learning opportunities at 
home and in and out of school? 
Researcher's Role in School. 
Pauline Macaulay, the researcher, was an early years teacher and headteacher. In 1999- 
2000 she spent 9 months in the school with Reception and Year 2 and Year 5 classes in 
this school. She is now continuing her study focusing on 4-10 year old children of 
Bangladeshi descent. She will work alongside members of school staff to oberve and 
monitor children's learning for 2-3 days a week throughout the year 
2000-2004. 
All research activities in the classrooms will be undertaken in consultation with the 
class teacher,, and she will be as unobtrusive as possible with both children and parents. 
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Outside of the classrooms she will conduct interviews with parents of Bangladeshi 
children in Reception and Years 2 and 5 and with school staff involved in these classes, 
at a time and place convenient to the interviewees. 
4. Making Observations and Collecting Data: 
With children: Classroom observations, interviews, tasks, assessments, samples of 
work, audiotape recordings and photographs. 
With families: Parents interviews and questionnaires (sample of about 18 families). 
On school: Policies, documents, communications with parents, staff interviews. 
Researcher's Responsibilities. 
1. Ensure the anonymity and confidentiality of all information received, both within 
the school setting and in reporting the study's findings. 
2. Inform families of the purpose of the study and obtain their consent for their child" s 
participation. 
3. Consult regularly with classteachers and to plan all research activities to fit in with 
the normal running of the classroom. 
4. Make all reasonable efforts to communicate clearly and openly with all children, 
staff and parents, both in and out of school. 
5. To report on the study's findings to the school staff and governors at their request. 
6. Responsibilities of the School: 
Allow the researcher access to all information normally available to school staff about 
the school,, and children and their families. 
Respect the confidentiality of all the information gained by the researcher in the course 
of making observations and conducting interviews. 
Signatures: 
Date: 
Headteacher Pauline Macaulay, Researcher 
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APPENDIX 5.2: 
INTRODUCING THE RESEARCH TO PARENTS OF BANGLADESHI 
CHILDRIEN. 
Letter to All Parents of Children at Westway Primary School. 
Date: 
Dear Parents 
I am writing to let you know that Pauline Macaulay, a research studcDt at the Institute of 
Education, University of London, will be spending some time each week this terin with 
the (Reception, Year 2 or Year 5) class. She is interested in young children's learning at 
home and in and out of school, in order to learn more about how children learn and how 
we can help them. She will be observing and listening to children in the classrooms. 
Sometimes she will interview children and tape-record classroom activities. She is also 
keen to talk with teachers and parents about their children's learning. 
Mrs Macaulay may also like to talk to some parents about their own experiences of 
learning and about how children come to learn at home and in community classes. She 
hopes you will be happy to meet with her. She will get in touch with you to introduce 






PARENTAL INFORMED CONSENT FOR CHILDREN TO BE 
PHOTOGRAPHED. 
Parental consent was obtained for children to be photographed in school. The following 
printed letter was distributed by the headteacher and collected from all parents who did 
not want their child to be included in any photographs. Those parents who did not 
consent were asked to let the school know. This permission was not required in 1999. 
etter To All Parents from the Headteacher, Westway School.. 
ear Parents 
Let me introduce you to Pauline Macaulay, a research student at the Institute of 
Education, who is doing a study about young children learning at home and at school, to 
understand more about how children learn and how we can help them. 
If you have any questions you would like to ask her, she is happy to try and answer 
them. Some of you may remember Mrs Macaulay who was here four years ago. 
During the time she is in school she will be taking photographs around the school and of 
children as they work and play. The photographs will ggly be used for her study. 
The names of children will not be used. 
If you do not wish your child to be included in any photographs, please sign and return 
the slip below to the school office. 
Yours sincerely 
adteacher,, Westway School. 
leturn Slip to Headteacher 
I do not wish my child (Name) .......................................................... 
In class .................................... 
to be included in any photographs taken by 
Pauline Macaulay of children and school activities. 
Signature ..................................................... ,, 
Please also print your name .................................. 
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APPENDIX 5.4: 
LETTER TO BANGLADESHI PARENTS REQUESTING A MEETING. 
40 Witley Court 
Coram Street 
London, WC IN IHD 
Dear Parent 
As you may already know I am doing a study about children and leaming and about the 
experience of children and their families in education. You may have seen me in your 
child's classroom. I hope that my study will help to increase our understanding about 
childhood and how children learn. I am talking with parents, children and teachers. 
I would very much like to talk with you and ask some questions. I hope that you will be 
happy to meet me at your home or at school. I will be pleased to tell you more about my 
research. Please let me know which day or evening is best for you. I will telephone you 
to make a time convenient for you. I speak a little Bengali, but do tell me if we need an 
interpreter. 
Please send back the tear-off slip below to your child's classteacher and I will get it 
from him/her. 




To: Pauline Macaulay 
From: ......................................... 
I am/We are happy to meet you at home/at school. 
My best days are: My best times are: 
My address is: 
We need an interpreter: YES/NO 




AGREEMENT WITH PARENTS FOR THEIR CHILDREN TO 
PARTICIPATE IN THE RESEARCH. 
School of Early CMdhood and Primary EduaMun 
qead of School Dr Jani Riley, Reader in Literacy in Primary Education 
Re5eurch & Consultancy Iram Siraj-Blatchford (PhD), Professor of Education 




UNIVERSITY OF LONDON 
20 Bedford Way 
Lmdon WC1H OAL 
Telephone 020 7947 9520 
F4xc 020 7612 6466 
Email. schooLecpeTioe-ac-uk 
Website wwwJoe. ac. ukIecpe 
Director Professor Geoff Whitty 
Pauline 1-\4acaWay, University of London Institute of Education 
and 
Parents of cbildren in Year 5- 2004 -m2005 
I under-stand the nature of this researcli study, and am willing 
for mv child ................................... .... to 
be included 
-Aý -CNý A 
................. ------------------- ................ (motheV father) ! 5-ý 
........... I ................ ......................... (date) 
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APPENDIX 5.6: 
INFORMATION LEAFLET DISTRIBUTED TO ALL BANGLADESHI 
CHILDREN IN RECEPTION, YEAR 2 AND YEAR 5 CLASSES. 
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AIDE-MEMOIR-E FOR MAKING OBSERVATIONS AND COLLECTING 
DATA. 
My main objective in planning the fieldwork was to gather data in a manageable and feasibility manner and within a limited timeframe. I attempted to observe both 4naturally occurring' and 'researcher-provoked' situations (Silverman, 1993: 159). The 
intention was to create, through a broadly ethnographic approach and a range of data 
gathering methods, evidence to include in a holistic description by including a 'thick description' in the analysis. Planning for observations and data collecting was guided by 
the need to link the main research questions with the anticipated thesis analytical plan. 
The Learning Environment: 
The learning environment in the three domains (home, school, community classes) 
time,, space,, layout, materials, equipment, displays, visual items, organisation, 
routines etc 
activities, relationships 
discourses of provision of learning opportunities and diversity 
Literacy related environment was seen in relation to the wider school, local authority 
and national context as well to home and social networks and cultural beliefs. 
Teachers' Views of the Classroom and on Learning: 
how they have organised the classroom as listed above 
- how children learn 
- their goals for children - and how they set these 
- their assessment of children - how they do this 
- their own experience and training/education 
- their views and beliefs about learning 
- their pedagogy and practice 
- their views of the curriculum and National Curriculum 
- their knowledge of family background, experiences 
and practices of teaching and learning 
of leaming, family views 
Parents', Families' and Carers' Views and Beliefs about Learning: 
about how children learn 
about what children should or should not learn 
their ideas of the child 
their goals for children - and how they set these 
their assessment of children - how they do this 
their pedagogy and practice 
how they have arrange their home in terms of a learning 
(intentionally or unintentionally) 
their own experience of learning, schooling, and training/education 
the teaching and learning at school, community classes 
environment 
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Children's Views of Learning at Home, in School and in Community Classes: 
- their ideas about how children learn 
- what helps them learn or prevents them learning 
- what they learn at home and how 
- what they learned when they were little 
- why they think they come to school 
- their goals and ambitions - what they would like to be able to do/be 
- why they attend Bengali and Qur'an classes 
- how they describe how they are taught in each domain 
- their assessments of how they learn and progress in each domain 
- what is important to them 
- if they could choose one thing different in school, what would it be? 
Teachers', Parents' and Children's Views Relating to Literacy Learning: 
close observation of 'instructional events' in the three domains 
views and practices relating to teaching and learning to read and write 
their views and meanings attached to different literacies 
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APPENDIX 5.8: 
OUTLINE OF DRAWING AND PHOTOGRAPH TASKS FOR READING AND 
WRITING. 
Rationale: 
Kendrick and Mackay (2003) found that children have rich images of literacy and that 
their drawings revealed complex understandings about the multi-faceted and interactive 
nature of literacy. I decided, therefore, to use children's drawing of themselves reading 
and writing to explore their ideas and understandings of literacy and instructional events 
across domains. This approach is also based on the experience of the the Reggio Emilia 
model that focuses on something a child has produced and which they see as a valued 
product and worth talking about. Children's drawings allow them to represent visually 
their own construction of learning and literacy, what is salient to them, and how they 
position themselves in the process. 
For the young Reception class children I also showed them a set of photographs of 
reading and writing activities taking place in all three domains. I then asked them to say 
what they saw and explain the situation to me during the follow-up interview. 
Drawing and Photograph Tasks with the Reception Class. 
Drawing Task. 
-i this whole class task, carried out on 23 February 2005, each child was asked to draw 
picture of themselves and their family reading at home. The classteacher and I set up 
ie task as part of a class project on My Family. The initial whole class discussion was 
Alowed by forming small groups, which I audio-tape recorded while they drew. 
wo, days later, I had one-to one conversations with each child in the study about their 
rawings. After setting the tape recorder, I began by explaining that I needed their help 
understand how children were learning to read and write. 
y broad questioning included the following: 
Tell me about your picture - who, where, what, when and why? 
What do you like reading at home? Who with? What do you do together? 
What kinds of things do they read with you? 
When you read and write at home is it the same or a bit different from when you 
read and write in school? 
In your picture you've drawn lots of things (eg buildings, people. 
Tell me about Z: ý 
what you wanted to put in your drawing - (get explanation 
for items represented) 
Can you remember learning to write your name? 
How did you learn to write? 
Finally, I asked if there was anything they would like to add or change in their picture. 
Would they like to draw these into the Picture? Why was it important to them? 
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2. Photograph Task. 
As the Reception child and I sat side by side, we looked at a book of photographs I had 
taken during fieldwork in the domains of home, school and community classes. The aim 
was to use the photographs to elicit responses and explanations from the children. They 
were asked to help me understand so I could explain to others. Can you tell me what the 
people are doing in the photographs, so I can explain to my friends? 
I audio-tape recorded us talking together. 
Tell me what you see? Do you have one in your house? What does it say? 
What are these people doing? Who are they? 
What do you think they are saying? 
" What's happening here? 
" Why are they sitting like that? 
" What are they learning here? 
" What are these two children doing? 
" Can you remember learning your name? 
3. Drawing Task with Year 2 and Year 5. 
The task for Year 2 followed a similar sequence to the Reception class, while the Year 5 
children had a longer brainstorming session and completed the task the following day. 
I initially presented the task to to the whole class and followed this with a class 
discussion. Follow-up interviews were conducted with the Bangladeshi children, either 
singly or in pairs according to their preference. These interviews were audio-tape 
recorded. For examples see Appendix 5. 
Do you remember I told you I am interested in what children think about your 
experiences about learning to read and write? Some of you have been telling me lots of 
interesting things about what you like to read and who you like to read with, and that 
you don't just read and write in books. You read different kinds of things. 
I want to find out a bit more. Let's ha-ve a brainstorm to help you think of your own 
ideas for what you do. Your ideas might be different from each other's. . 
How many of you like reading and writing? (Put your hands up). 
What kind of reading do you do in school? 
What kind of reading do you do outside of school? 
Why do you read and write in school? 
Why do you read and write outside of school? 
Where do you read and write in school? 
Where do you read and write outside of school? 
Prompts: 
In school can you choose what to read and write? 
When you read at home, can you choose what you read and write? 
Or does someone tell you what to read? 
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Can you eat and drink when you read at home? What about in school? 
Do you lie on the floor, on your bed, or do you sit at a table? 
What kind of things do you read at home and in school? (books, cartoons, games. 
computers, newspapers) 
What do you do? What things do you use? (pencils, crayons, pens, felt-pens, 
computers). 
Drawing Task: 
Draw two pictures, one of yourself reading or writing at home and another one of 
yourself reading and writing in school. 
Draw as much detail as possible and show me those little things you want me to see. 
You can label your picture. 
Remember what you do at home and in school may be different from your friend. 
Your drawings may be very different from your friends. 
Do you understand what you have to do? Any questions? 
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APPENDIX 5.9: 
FOLLOW-UP INTERVIEWS AND TRANSCRIPTS WITH THE CHILDREN. 
Introduction. 
The children's drawings of themselves reading and writing at home and at school, 
together with the follow-up interviews, provided an opportunity for them to elaborate 
and explain to me how they were learning. In this way they could also comment freely 
on their literacy practices in different domains. 
The follow-up interviews with the Bangladeshi children took place on a one-to-one 
basis the following day or up to to a week later. I invited other non-Bangladeshi 
children in each class to tell me about their drawings if they wished to do so. The 
interviews were audiotape recorded and transcribed. 
Although the interviews were unstructured and free flowing, I attempted to cover a 
number of key questions. 
[ started by saying: "You've done a very interesting drawing. I'm interested in what 
-hildren think about reading and writing and what you do in school and out of school. 
So tell me about your drawing and what you drew. Where would you like to start? " 
In order to encourage the child to respond, I prompted for who/what/when/where was in 
your drawing? Why did you choose to draw these? 
General questions for information on learning included the following: 
" Why do you come to school? 
" When you were little what sort of things did you learn before you came to school? 
" What did you learn in Reception class? 
" Tell me what you are good at? 
More specific questions about learning literacy included: 
Why do you think you have to learn to read and write? 
What does your teacher do to help you to learn Literacy? 
And are you learning to read and write Bengali? Tell me about it. 
And are you learning to read and write Arabic? Tell me about it. 
What sort of things do you read at home? 
What types of reading do you do in conu-nunity classes? 
What do you do to read and write? 
Does anyone help you? 
Do you help anyone else? If so who, how where and when? 
The following are three sets of drawings and transcripts are examples of the 
task 
and follow-up interviews held with Reception 
Class, Year 2 and Year 5 
Bangladeshi children. 
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Appendix 5.9 (Continued). 
Mujibur, Reception Class: Drawing Task for Reading at Home and at School. 
(Drawn, 25 February 2005). 
C, ý C. ) Z ý:; 







Appendix 5.9 (Continued). 
Mujibur, Reception Class: Extract of Transcript. 
(Tape number 71, recorded 25 February 2005). 
Mujibur PM = Pauline Macaulay 
M: My mum teach me things reading books, stories, learn me how to do cars 
racing cars 
PM: How does that work? 
M: and I do it by myself. 
PM: And what do you like to read? 
M: Spiden-nan books with my mum and Winnie the Pooh books and my mum likes 
that..,, and nothing else. And my sisters read with me Batman some Spiderman 
books and their books to read and they do colouring for me and they do some 
painting for me and they do some they read books for me 
PM: What books? 
M: Spiderman and Winnie the Pooh (loudly and impatiently) from the library - and 
postcards - and nothing else 
PM: And do your mum and dad read somethings that you don't read - different 
things? I'm asking you lots of questions 'cos I really want to find out, and you 
to help me find out 
M: Mm they play cooking things. They cook some rice for me. And I help 
sometimes I put the rice in the thing 
PM: in the saucepan 
M: in the pan and my mum puts the fire on and I put some I tidy up. 
PM: and in school I know you help a lot in your classroom 
M: sometimes I go by myself in the shops by myself and I buy some food to cook 
PM: and how do you know what you have to buy? 
/M: My mum give[s] me a list then I buy something 
PM: What does she write on the list? 
M. mm English writing 
PM: And what about in school? I see in your drawing you 
M: I walk from my door number one, I walk from there to there to my school. 
In school I read a little bit and then I go choose and then that's that. 
Can I go and play? 
PM: And you read and you choose. Tell me about choosing 
M (is silent) 
PM: Can we just finish this? 
M: All right. I like choosing. 
PM: Do you want to show me the next one. This is number three. 
A Yes, number three. This is a school these little children and Miss Cooper 
in my picture 
PM: This looks like the book box 
M: There's Miss Cooper sitting on the chair. She reads she doos (sic) the register 
she choose a special helper then she says you can go off the carpet and choose. 
And that's that nothing else! 
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Appendix 5.9 (Continued). 
Kamal, Year 2 Class: Drawing Task for Reading at Home and at School. 
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Appendix 5.9 (Continued). 
Kamal, Year 2 Class: Extract of Transcript. 
(Tape number 88, recorded 27 April 2005). 
Kamal PM =- Pauline Macaulay 
K: I read sometime I read mm haida and cifura Qur'an because and my mum tells 
me I have to start all over again because I finished Qur'an two times I have to 
go haida and then finish there haida then finish there I go I just still have to learn. azzan 
PM: Then after that you learn azzan 
K: Then you don't have to read no more. We do that sometimes in my mosque or 
sometimes my reader comes to read us 
PM: Can you remember when you started how did he or she teach you? 
K: He he says you have to read with your heart 
PM: with your heart 
K: and you have to memorise it and you have to concentrate this little book and 
sometimes I forget 
PM: You forget and when you forget 
K: He listens to it and he says you have to read them again 
PM: So you start again 
K: Yes 
PM: How does he teach you? Is it different from the way the teacher teaches you in 
school? 
K: Yes. And sometimes I get muddled. Mm sometimes the letter thing but I get 
muddled lots of times because the letters look the same 
PM: Tell me about your drawing at school 
K: I am reading in the carpet because I don't have no space for my chair [unclear] 
and because mm too much people are in chairs 
PM: And what about kinds of books - how does it work? 
K: We choose our books like Farmer Duck or The [unclear] Bear or things like that 
and from the book comer and like in the holidays we can get a video and like we 
can show it and see it and we can get a book, book video or a book or you can't 
get the library book. I sometimes read with my teacher about animal things or 
books or cartoons or books like chapter books or what people make min how 
coconuts grow and things like that 
PM: And when you are reading what is happening in your head? 
K: I am reading Come [unclear] ,I forgot the name, 
I am reading [unclear] 
Certainly not writing the book. My little sister sometimes brings the books then 
I just read to her. She learning how to sometimes she reads like when you say 
I Mummy' she says I Mummy' and when you say 'Daddy ' she says 'Daddy "- 
I showed it to her. I've been teaching her how to say that and she knows how to 
say 'Ball' and when I do this she does this and when I do that she does that. 
Then my mum feeds her things because she always goes like that and my mum 
feeds her. 
PM: So youýre helping a lot at home 
K: I do. And I feed her too sometimes 
PM: And when you grow up, what would you like to be? 
K: Uh, no. I haven't thought about it. I don't talk about it with my mum or my 
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sisters. I don't say anything. I have got some books I've got some books what I 
did I have got. 
PM: So why do you come to school do you think? 
K: To learn to learn and to mm understand things and read lots of books and 
recognise mm read them and like ah know the books and write things write 
carefully and uh I don't have no more ideas 
PM: Those are good ideas - and when you're reading at home? 
K: Mm for going into different stages like stage E or Stage or chapter books or 
going to doing your homework if you're on chapter books just to read those 
PM: And are you reading in Bengali? 
K: Yes,, I got a Bengali book. I got books at home. So I could put that there at 
home? I also do my Qur'an book 
PM: How would you show a Bengali books and a Qur'an book? 
Would it help to draw it? 
K: Put mine up here. (Draws) It's a [unclear] like that it's a [unclear]. When I read 
it I put it on this big shelf where I put my mum puts her j ewellery in the sitting 
room too 
PM: Explain why Ws on the top 
K: Because my baby sister is going to rip it. She is going to rip the paper. It's got 
it's got a onco [unclear] and videos at the bottom. My videos I put inside here. 
Sometimes I go 
PM: You have drawn you reading by yourself 
K: I'm sitting and reading on mm I can't I don't know how to cross people's legs 
when I do pictures so I just made myself lying down 
PM: that's a good idea 
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Appendix 5.9 (Continued). 
Ashna, Year 5 Class: Drawing Task for Reading at Home and at School. 
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Ashna: ... The reason 
I did the playground was that sometimes I used to 
take my 
cook book and with my best friend 
Farhana we used to love reading how to make 
things. And we loved reading things like fairy talesq adventures, spooky, 
magazines 
and stories. We love to read ... a true story, 
like cook books. 
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Appendix 5.9 (Continued). 
Ashna, Year 5 Class: Drawing Task for Reading at Home and at School. 
(Drawn, 25 November 2004). 




Ashna: Reading in bed, I think, makes you more knowledgeable. I used to do this 
whenever I never got my times tables right. I used to read in bed and say 
2x2 is 4. 
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Appendix 5.9 (Continued). 
Ashna, Year 5 Class: Extract of Transcript. 
(Tape number 64, recorded I December 2004). 
PM: Tell me about your drawing of reading and writing at school and out of school. Where would you like to start? 
A: I'll start with school. First of all I started with the library the school library because it's the best place to start. I read tons of books there so that is why I 
started off with the library. I've done all sorts of books like Cinderella Part 2, 
The House of'Wisdom, Revolting Rhymes, Pumpkin Soup, Shrek. I did all these 
things. And second of all I started off with the classroom. In our classroom 
normally teachers start off with the library comer with the library but our teacher 
is very creative since she comes from New Zealand,, they're very creative, she 
came up with the name called the Book Caf&. So I thought I would draw the 
whole box showing the whole classroom. I did lines of tables, little long 
rectangles, books on the tables and then I started 
PM: What kind of books are they on those tables? 
A: Any books the children want to read. I couldn't do the writing 'cos it's a bit too 
small but they like adventurous stories, spookey stories, magazines, things like 
that, that is what they like. And then I started off with the Book Caf6. I went 
vertical and then I started horizontal showing there lots of books over there. 
That's the end of the classroom. 
And then playground. The reason I did the playground was that sometimes I 
used to take my cook book and with my best friend, Farhana. we used to love 
reading how to make things and we loved reading things like fairy tales, 
adventurous, spookey, magazines and stories, things like that, and we loved to 
read the real world based on a true story like cook books. We loved reading 
cook books and everything. And then after that I began bringing books to the 
playground and reading them things like that and that's quite nice. And I also I 
then the next thing I did computers. The next thing I did with computer was I did 
computer because children, you know the TV advertisements they count down 
web sites to show you where you can find read like www. puffin. co. uk 1 tons of 
books,, but I didn't go too far in case I had to pay for anythink. So I was flipping 
through those stories you can read and those links and it was quite nice and there 
are some web sites, I don't quite know, and you could type you could do 
anything, if you have a reference library you can find about anythink, books, 
stories, anything, and they will read it to you. Loads of fun. After that I did 
assembly. Now the reason assembly was because I read a book in assembly 
before to the whole school and I done some talking, I read my manifesto for 
School Council, I was elected twice and mm in assembly I sang some songs for 
the Eid Assembly. That's the reason I did assembly I did do quite a lot. And that 
was it for school and I think it is very important 
PM: And you didn't do any people in your picture 
A: No you can see when I did playground, instead of doing whole people, I'm not 
very good at drawing, I just did a hand holding a book. And then 
I'm going to 
home. So, starting off home. First I did a bed, a nice flowery bed with a book on 
it on top of it. Because it's like I can't draw people properly I 
decided to just 
you could tell by the picture. it's just a plain bed with a 
book on top of it. So 
you could tell like what do you see inside this picture. What 
do j, ou see? 
PM: Someone likes reading in bed and maybe they've gone 
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A: Like to the toilet. 
PM: And reading on the bed is a nice place 
A: And a chair. What does this tell you? 
PM: You tell me 
A: I tried to draw a person reading to my baby brother [unclear]. And if I just did a book on the chair that it shows that I was reading on a chair PM: What kind of books do you read to your little brother? 
A: Yes he's three. Okay. Mm He likes fairy tales he likes books. You know before 
in Westway just next door there was a trip to Thorpe Park and now when we 
came back I read him a book about fun fairs. It's kind of like an adventure story 
that he likes so that's what he would like it. And then we had the whole part I 
mean the first part that had the book on it and just the same as this is the (pause) 
okay and then this is the most important thing. This is the most important thing. 
It's called the Qur'an. So I've done a little mistake 
(She corrects soniething and looks at the draiving). 
There. Okay, now the Qur'an is the most important. Now I don't believe that 
Christian people or Muslim people are better than each other, but we all believe 
that the Quran Muslim people their culture is in control but Christian people 
they have control but sometimes they go out of order. So that's what I think. I 
don't know what you think, but we read the Qur'an because it makes us feel a 
bit special and we want to worship God we want to worship him a lot cos he is 
the people. He's someone - he's not someone, he's just Allah 
Allah gave us our parents so that if Allah had not gave us parents we wouldn't 
have been bom. Allah gave us food to eat, Allah gave us a house, Allah gave us 
money, Everything 
PM: I see. Can I just interrupt here? So where do read? 
A: You can read in mosque 
Yes. This is very special, it is very important as well. Whenever you are reading 
the Qur'an you must always read it in a clean place otherwise you will get lot of 
bad luck which can never be forgived , you 
know, and mm I think that it is really 
important that you take care of it so that so when you are reading it you must 
read it correctly, try to read it correctly. That's what I think about the Qur'an. 
Okay. 
PM: Uhuh. 
A: But the fifth picture was of my friend Hilal, she is one of my best friends. We 
are reading a book together holding hands and reading a book. I couldn't exactly 
hold the book. It"s a fairy tale and in this fairy tale you can tell they are holding 
hands and the book is flying up so you can tell it's an adventure story. Books 
that fly in the air are adventure stories. And the sixth picture was of me on my 
bed lying down reading my baby brother adventurous story of him and me 
going to Thorpe Park with all my friends 
PM: If you had any more time is there anything more you would add to that? 
A: Yes. Like reading and writing are very important. Reading in bed, I think, it 
makes you more knowledgeable 'cos when you I used to do this whenever I 
never got my times table right I used to read in bed I used to say two times two 
was four, how do I write eight times eight sixty four. And I used to think 
in my 
head when I was sleeping. When I woke up and I went to school I 
knew all the 
answers and everything So I thought if I read in bed and then I 
fall asleep then I 
think that will make me more better. Everythink. I think reading is the most 
important thing in your life, well not the most important, 
but it is very important 
for you to get a knowledgeable career. And so is writing 
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APPENDIX 5.10: 
HOME INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE FOR BANGLADESHI PARENTS: 
English and Bengali Versions. 
Confidential Parent Questionnaire. 
This questionnaire, in both English and Bengali, was used during my first home visit, 
mainly to collect basic information. Subsequent visits, if agreed, were used to explore 
the family literacies in more detail and to audiotape record the child/children reading at 
home. 
Main Respondent's Name: 
1. Child's name: Date of Birth: 
2. Your name and relationship to child: 
3. Your education: 
3.1 Primary schooling Places Dates 
What did you enjoy most? What did you dislike? 
3.2 Secondary schooling Places Dates 
What did you enjoy most? What did you dislike9 
3.3 Further education and training Places Dates 
Qualifications obtained 
4. Work and employment Give details 
Name of your wifeAhusband: 
5. Her/his education: 
5.1 Primary schooling Places Dates 
What did they enjoy most" What did they dislike? 
5.2 Secondary schooling Places Dates 
What did they enjoy most? What did they dislike? 
3.3 Further education and training Places Dates 
Qualifications obtained 
6. Wife/husband work and employment Give details 
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L)ici you try - 
ABC: names of letters 
ABC: sounds of letters 
Numbers: counting 
Numbers: adding 
Writing child's name: 
Learning nursery rhymes: 
Should parents try to teach their any of the following before they start school" 














10. Learning Bengali: 
Does your child learn Bengali at home/ in an after school class/ with a tutor/ 
at local school/ or somewhere else? 
Do you or someone else teach him/her? 
How many times per week? How many hours per week? 
What materials are used? 
Leaming Arabic: 
Does your child learn Arabic at home/ in a mosque class/ with a tutor/ 
at another house/ local school/ or somewhere else? 
Do you or someone else teach him/her? 
How many times per week? How many hours per week? 
What materials are used? 
12. Reading at Home: 
Is any one in this home a keen reader? Who? 
What do they read? 
13. Family Activities: 
Are there any activities that your child/children take part in? 
Such as TV viewing/ outings/ religious observances/ preparing meals/ 
shopping/ computing/ visiting family relations. 
14. Helping at Home: 
Are there any family activities your child/children like to take part in? 
Such as cooking/ preparing food/ tidying/ shopping/ looking after siblings. 
Thank you. 
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Appendix 5.10 continued: Confidential Parent Questionnaire in Bengali (Page I). 
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KIXEY QUESTIONS FOR INTERVIEWS WITH SCHOOL STAFF. 
1. Example of Questions for Classteachers. 
Researcher: "I thought you might like to have a copy of the questions I would like 
to ask you and the topics I am interested in. I look forward to our meeting. " 
1. What kind of learning environment do you aim to provide in your classroom? 
2. How do you see your role as classteacher? 
3. Can you give me an indication of the strengths that Bangladeshi children bring to 
their language and literacy activities/learning, or even in Literacy Hour? 
4. Is there any specific advice you might give a new teacher taking your class 
regarding the specific learning needs of this group of pupils? 
5. When you are planning for the Literacy Hour how closely do you adhere to the 
National Literacy Strategy (NLS) guidelines? 
6. To what extent does the NLS Framework cater for individual leaming styles and 
needs? 
7. What kind of materials do Bangladeshi children read at home? 
8. What do you know about Bangladeshi children's literacy experiences out of school? 
9. Are you able to make use of any such out of school literacy experiences? 
10. Do you sense that these children encounter differing views of what counts as 
teaching literacy in their different leaming situations? 
11. Do you have any ideas about the views of parents on their children" s literacy? 
12. Are there any other ideas or topics you would like to share with me on Bangladeshi 
children's experiences of learning? 
Thank you. 
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2. Example of Questions for the EMAG Teacher(s) 
(Ethnic Minority Attainment Grant). 
Researcher: "Tell me about your role as the EMAG coordinator at Westway 
School, including in the local community. " 
1. How would you describe the kind of learning environment you aim to provide? 
2. Are there any special considerations you make in terms of the children's 
backgrounds? How do you achieve these? 
3. To what extent does Westway meet the learning needs of its etlu-iie minority pupils? 
What works well and what not so well? 
. 
What do you know about the children's literacy experiences out of school? 
5. What sort of things do the Bangladeshi children read? 
6. Do most of the Bangladeshi children attend Bengali and Arabic classes during the 
week and at weekends? 
7. Is it desirable and possible to build on these experiences in designing the school's 
literacy curriculum? 
8. Are you able to capitalise on these out of school literacy experiences? 
Do you sense that these children encounter different views of what teaching literacy 
involves in their different learning environments? How do they cope with any 
differences? 
10. What do you think is contributing to the steady improvement in the achievements of 
the Bangladeshi children? 
1. Are there any different patterns emerging in how Bangladeshi families engage with 
Westway School for their children's education? 
you. 
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3. Example of Questions for the Headteacher and Deputy Headteacher. 
Researcher: "I thought you might like to have a copy of the questions I would like 
to ask you and the topics I am interested in. I look forward to our meeting. " 
1. What are some of the changes you have seen at Westway since you became the 
headteacher? 
2. How would you describe the kind of learning environment you aim to provide in 
this school? 
3. To what extent do you think that Westway meets the leaming needs of the different 
pupils in this school? 
4. What strengths do the Bangladeshi children bring to their own language and literacy 
learning activities? 
5. Since most of the Bangladeshi children attend Bengali and Arabic classes, is it 
desirable, or even possible, to build these experiences into the school's curriculum? 
6. Is this school able to capitalise on these experiences in any way? 
Do these children encounter different views of what is literacy in their different 
learning enviroments? 
- In your view, 
how do they cope with these different aspects of leaming? 
What do you think is linked to the improvements seen in Bangladeshi children's 
achievements by Year 6? 
10. Is there anything else you would like to bring to my attention or feel I should know 




RECORDING OF FIELDWORK OBSERVATIONS, DATA AND 
INFORMATION. 
Zecording observational data was made in the following ways: 
Observations and fieldnotes: Daily notes were kept in a simple chronological form 
and formed the basis for notation and identification of patterns for further coding. During fieldwork, observational notes and recorded conversations were written down during the day and later written up and amplified with more detail, including 
reflections and insights, together with informal communications and observations,, 
and anecdotes and comments told to me or overheard. Important were general 
comments on how children learn in general and also about particular children. Other 
concerns were how children related to their class or school and information about Bangladeshis locally and nationally. Every effort was made to transcribe on the 
same day while events were still fresh, but keeping up with transcribing tape 
recordings was most problematic and time consuming. 
Diaries: The researcher kept two kinds of diary. In order to keep a sequential record 
of events, one diary had details of meetings, interviews and venues for observation,, 
while a second diary was a chronological daily journal that included even the most 
tentative speculations and comments (as recommended by Oakley, 1994). A private, 
personal diary was kept as a way of recording the researcher's more subjective 
anticipations,, responses and interactions. 
AudioTape recordings: These were made of classroom events and were listened to 
as soon as possible after the event, so as to identify critical events and allow for 
further exploration and analysis. The most important and relevant events were 
selected and then carefully transcribed. 
Transcriptions: Efforts to transcribe whole interviews and episodes was hugely 
time consuming and onerous. Taped classroom events usually suffered from 
interruptions and classroom noise. Getting tapes transcribed by someone else proved 
unsatisfactory, due mainly to misinterpretations and mistranslations. It was decided, 
therefore, that the researcher would listen to all tapes but only arrange to transcribe 
selected sections. 
Conversations and events in Bengali and/or Sylheti: These were particularly 
challenging and required help from a native speaker to distinguish the overlapping 
threads of speech from different speakers. Lessons were learned on ways of 
transcribing in order to achieve a more systematic and effective analysis. 
Document analysis: School policies on the curriculum and other relevant areas, 
such as parental involvement, equal opportunities and admissions procedures, were 
examined together with written communications to parents on attendance and 
educational visits. The Ofsted Report (1999a) on Westway was studied together 
with another study report on Bangladeshi children"s play carried out in the school. 
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Wall displays were noted and useful inforination recorded from the school's notices 
to parents, children and visitors, together with information in curriculum planning 
grids and notices from the LEA and government departments. 
Photographs: Photographs were taken of people and the school environment and 
local areas. They were also taken in classrooms of children engaged in various 
activities during the course of the school day. Some parents also agreed to 
photographs of them and their homes. These helped make observations and identify 
features that were not noticed at the time. A copy was given to each child and parent 
towards the end of the fieldwork. 
Mixed methods of observing and data collection: Following analysis of earlier 
fieldwork the second phase utilised what Agar called a 'funnel approach' (Okley, 
1994: 20). As themes and tentative interpretations gradually emerged, priorities for 
further inquiry in the next round of data collection also became clearer. This 
signalled items needing greater focus and more in depth study, while also continuing 
the systematic collection and management of information. This approach enabled a 
multi-faceted description of the children's experiences of learning to be compiled, 
including detailed profiles of each child in the sample and their families, the school 
and classrooms, and community classes. This allowed for comparisons across 
families and children and the identification of structural influences on their lives and 
ideas about learning. 
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APPENDIX 5.13: 
ORGANISATION OF RESEARCH FIELDWORK: 
SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES FOR PHASE ONE 1999-2000 AND 
PHASE TWO 2004-2005. 
The research field work was carried out in north London in two phases: 
" Phase One (1999 - 2000) focused mainly on observations in the school 
" Phase Two (2004 - 2005) included in-depth observations with a small sample of 
children, selected families and local community organisations. 
PHASE ONE RESEARCH FIELDWORK 1999-2000: 
1999 
June-July Preliminary Visits to Westway School 
Meetings held with headteacher and reception classteacher 
Presentation on proposed research at staff meeting on INSET day 
Helped in reception class, & accompanying school educational visit, 
and attended class party and school end of year events 
September - Reception Class 
November 
Observed school day and class teaching 
Interviewed children, tape-recorded instructional events 
Visited Bangladeshi Women's Sewing Group, family homes 
Interviewed Bangladeshi community workers and LEA staff 
December Year 5 Children Interviews 
Continued with community events 
Searched for interpreter 
2000 
January- Year 5 Class 
February 
Tape recorded instructional events 
Followed up conversations on diary task 
Visited family homes for Eid celebrations, community classes, 
youth centre and tenants association 
March - Year 5 Class 
April 
Observed & tape recorded instructional and literacy events 
Interviews and focused conversations with Year 5 children 
Interviewed school staff 
Continued involvement with B shi community activities 
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May - Year 2 Class 
June 
Observed & tape recorded instructional and literacy events Interviews and focused conversations with Year 2 children Interviewed school teaching staff, bilingual assistants 
Made family home visits and recorded interviews of literacy events Visited Bengali and Qur'an classes, attended rnilad, worked with Bangladeshi 
mothers at community centre, and attended national celebrations 
July Westway After School Bengali Class 
Attended parent-teacher conferences , interviewed parents Cconducted staff interviews, continued document collection 
PHASE TWO RESEARCH FIELDWORK 2004-2005: 
2004 
February- June Preliminary Visits to Westway School 
Met with headteacher,, made presentation to staff meeting 
Obtained Police clearance 
July Informal Visits to Westway School 
Obtained lists of nursery children starting in September, Class lists for 
children moving up to Year 2 in September 
Selected sample children in new Reception and Year 2 classes 
Attended infon-nal meetings with teachers, search for interpreter 
September - Reception Class 
October 
Assessment of classrooms and physical learnIng environment 
Observed instructional and literacy events 
Tape recorded literacy events and conversations with children 
Visited families at home after school and parent interviews 
Interviewed teachers and EMAG and bilingual assistant staff 
Collected and reviewed LEA and school documentation 
November - Continued Observations and 
Tape-recording 
December 
Focused on instructional events,, review of class records and 
assessments, examined school letters and samples of 'work' 
Parental follow-up interviews, staff interviews and home visits 
Preliminary analysis of initial observations 
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2005 
January- Year 2 Class 
March 
Systematic observation of children and learning environment 
Held interviews & conversations with sample children 
Observed and tape recorded literacy events 
Conducted home visits and questionnaire, first and second parent interviews 
Interviewed classteacher,, head and deputy-head, and assistants 
Collected samples of children's work, reviewed documents & records 
Observed Bengali and Qur'an classes and interviewed teachers 
Interviewed Sure Start coordinator 
April Completed Follow-up with Parents and Teachers 
Finalised interviews and collected missing information 
May - Final Preparations to Leave School 
June 
Completed all tasks and information collection, feedback 
preliminary study findings 
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APPENDIX 5.14: 
PHASE ONE FIELDWORK: MAIN OBSERVATIONAL METHODS AND 
ACTIVITIES. 
These included the following: 
Participant-observation undertaken in the primary school. The researcher, as 
participant-observer, spent 60 days in school in the role of 4helpful person'. This 
was for 3 days per week over the three terms in the Reception class with children in 
their first term of statutory schooling, with a Year 2 class at SATs key stage I and 
with Year 5. The researcher helped with minor tasks but did not act as a teacher. She 
accompanied the class on educational visits, read with children and observed parents 
meeting with Reception and Year 2 classteachers. Case studies of children and their 
families were formed from the 'scratch notes' of observations,, infon-nal 
conversations and comments. 
Participant-observation with Bangladeshi families at home. The researcher spent 
after school sessions with two families, attended birthday celebrations, Eid ul Fitr, a 
milad, women's prayer days, a women's trip to the East End for shopping, several 
home visits,, and helped with letters to the borough housing department, school and 
Home Office. The researcher also helped to run an information stall at the annual 
Bengali mela (fair), attended a reception to celebrate Bangladesh National Day, and 
a community celebration of Eid for local residents invited by the Bengali 
community. 
In-depth and semi-structured interviews. These were held with parents and 
school staff, chair of school governors and community workers. Family interviews 
were conducted to explore their backgrounds, educational experiences and 
expectations for their children. These interviews also explored their understanding 
of the education that their children were receiving. 
Participant-observation in local community centres. This was carried out with 
womeWs groups, Bengali classes, Qur'anic classes and Bengali mother-tongue 
classes after school. Once a week the researcher joined a womeWs class who met in 
a local community centre to learn to sew and embroider. During these activities 
conversation often turned to educational issues and worries about children's 
learning, difficult relationships with the school and the impact of housing and 
overcrowding on their children's studying. 
Observations of task-centred activities. These included the use of stories,, 
drawings and diaries. In Reception the strategy was to draw on families as the 
current topic. Purposeful conversation was used with the children as opportunities 
arose and considering what they were doing at the time. The researcher mostly 
observed and waited for children to initiate conversations. In 
Year 2 similar 
strategies were used but the children were also asked to keep a 
diary and were later 
'interviewed' individually. 
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Collection of documentation. Documentation was collected covering such topics 
as school policies, literacy materials, teachers' records, and examples of children's 
"work". 
Textual analysis of learning and instructional events. These included taped 
interviews, teaching events at home, at school and in Quran and Bengali classes, 
together with documentation and photographs. 
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APPENDIX 5.15: 
PHASE TWO FIELDWORK: MAIN OBSERVATIONAL METHODS AND 
ACTIVITIES. 
These included the following: 
0 Participant-observation in Reception, Year 2 and Year 5 classes. This comprised 
an initial 'naturalistic" observation period, followed by planned activities such as 
event sampling, time sampling, and shadowing in order to build up mini-case 
studies of each sample child. I spent 49 days in school, as up to three days a week 
over a nine month period. 
Participant-observation with Bangladeshi families at home. Each visit lasted 1-2 
hours after school or at weekends. Observations included samples of materials used 
and recording of instructional events, particularly those relating to literacy learning. 
0 In-depth interviews with parents and kin, school staff and teachers of 
community classes. Depending on the circumstances the interviews included a mix 
of informal and formal and semi-structured and more structured approaches. They 
were arranged in advance and took place in school, at home or in a place 
comfortable for the participants. The main content of the questions was indicated in 
advance of the interview. A background questionnaire was completed with parents, 
some with help of an interpreter, which provided a basis for asking further 
questions. 
Task-centred activities with children. Tasks included stones, mapping, drawing 
and keeping a diary for a day. These provided a basis for conferencing, sharing 
interests, and further questioning. They also provided an invitation to children to 
express their own views and ideas. 
Conversations with children in Reception, Year 2 and Year 5 classes. These 
took place singly and in small groups while they performed other tasks, which were 
seen as conversations purposefully held alongside the task. 
Interviews with individual children in Reception class, Year 2 and Year 5. 
These took place singly, in pairs or threes. Two short interviews were each related to 
a task-centred activity. 
Observations in Bengali and Qur'an classes in after school and community 
centres. These comprised two visits to a large mosque in East London with 
observation in a Bengali and a Qur'an class of an hour each. Two visits were also 
made to a nearby community class on a Saturday and Sunday. It was not possible to 
gain access to the local mosque near Westway, attended by the Bangladeshi 
children,, as it had only one entrance. It was not seen as appropriate for this to 
be 
shared by both men and women. 
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Collection of documentation. This included school policies, literacy materials, 
children's records, and samples of children's work. 
I 
Textual analysis. This included taped instructional events, taped conversations and 
interviews, and documentation, photographs and children's products. 
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APPENDIX 6.1 
MAHERA LEARNS TO READ AT HOME - TRANSCRIPT 
Core Event Number One - Reception Class. 
Transcript for Mahera Reading at Home with her Father and Mother, Observed 
and Recorded on 16 May 2005 (Tape 101). 
Venue: Observed in the living room at home sitting at the dining table at 4.30 pm. 
Karim, her father (F) Asha, her mother (M) Pauline Macaulay (PM). 
Counter 000 Side A: 
I PM: Let me put that there while you read. VV]-fth one are you going 
to read first? 
2 Mahera: This one. On the farm tractor 
3 Mahera: Pig bam mm sheep hen horse goat 
4 PM: Uhuh. Oh it's finished 
5 Mahera: Finished and we need to get a new one 
6 PM: Hold on let me just find my pen, Mahera, 'cos that one is not any 
good. So which book is that one you just read? 
7 Mahera: On the farm On the farm 
8 PM: Tell me a little bit about that book 
9 Mahera: Fanner tractor 
10 PM: Uhuh 
11 Mahera: Cow mm sheep hen horse no horse goat (background 
bang ing) 
12 PM: Is this one of your books? 
13 Mahera: Yes. And I have another one. It's a big one. It got a lot of pages 
14 PM: Uhuh 
15 Mahera: [unclear] I gonna read that one right now and then It's Time to 
Wash. (Reads) Turn on the tap. Look at the bubbles rub a dub 
dub. Rub a dub dub. 
16 PM: Uhuh 
17 Mahera: She goes tsshhhh went out 
18 PM: Hold on. Let me see. Can you see that one? Don't 
What is that one? What does that one say? 
19 Mahera: Don't throw it out 
20 PM: Okay 
21 Mahera: First you've got to wash yourself. First you've got to put the 
shampoo on your head. First get dry ready for bed 
22 PM: Uhuh. Can I borrow that little book and give it to you in 
school tomorrow? 
23 Mahera: Yes 
24 PM: That would be good. So which was the one you said: 
"Don't throw it out"? 
25 Mahera: This one. 
26 PM: Oh all right. (I laugh at the picture) And what does this one say? 
27 Mahera: SPLASH 
28 PM: That says splash does it? Okay 
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29 Mahera: Don't forget to wash yourself 
30 PM: Don't forget to wash yourself. 
31 Mahera: And don't forgot to put shampoo on your head and don't forget 
to get dry and ready for bed 
32 PM: Good. Do you read this with somebody sometimes? Your dad? 
33 Mahera: No 
34 PM: No, not that one. Which do you read with your Dad? 
35 Mahera: I read the Bengali books 
36 PM: You read the Bengali books. Ooh. When you get that one we 
could tape it on the tape recorder. Shall we see? Do you want to 
listen? [to the tape] (We listen to the tape so far) 
Counter 035 
There is a break in recording while we set up for Mahera to read with her father. They 
sit side by side at the table in the living room. 
Mahera's father brings an orna and indicates with a nod of his head that she should put 
in over her head. Mahera shakes her head. Her father puts the orna down on the table 
and sits down beside Mahera. She has opened a sipara, a primer for learning the Arabic 
of the Qur'an, at the first page. They start to read from right to left. 
37 F: alif baa taa [unclear] 
38 Mahera: alif baa taa saa 
39 M: tomar matta gomta dao [cover your hair) 
40 Mahera: alif baa taa saajim haa khaa daaljaaljim (etc) 
(Mahera continues reading the letters of the Arabic alphabet by 
herself) (parents attentively listen). Mother chuckles as she 
finishes. 
41 M: bolo ("Read", 2 nd person informal imperative) 
42 F: (to wife) [unclear] 
Counter 041 
43 M: Are you ready? 
44 PM to Mahera: So what have you just been reading? Can you explain that to 
me? 
(Mother and father start to speak at same time) 
45 M: Arabic alphabets 
46 Mahera: alif baa taa saajim haa kha daaljaaljim (she continues) 
47 F: She['s] trying learn the letter 
48 PM: You've learned all that? 
49 Mahera: No. I have gone to this page 4 
50 PM: Now you've gone to page 4 and 
51 Mahera: and I'm going to read alif baa taa nd i i 52 F: ve) mperat abar arombho kor (Begin again -2 person 
53 M: No. she's all mixed up 
54 F: All mixed up 






nd Sho do poro (Read the sound/word -2 person 
imperative) 
58 Mahera: Alif baa taa min gan dan shin baa haa, mm, 
kaujhumdina wad 
imlam (these are my approximations) waa ka, mm, gau? 
(turns to her father) 
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59 F: Go 
60 Mahera: kash mm pla 
61 F: illa 
62 Mahera: la mm 
63 F: ra 
64 Mahera: mm ra 
65 F: fa 
66 Mahera: fa daw haa mun 
67 F: min (father quietly and gently prompting and correcting) 
68 Mahera: min mm 
69 F: No 
70 Mahera: nooks ha 
71 F: Ei kolimah [poro] 
Counter 114 
113 M: It's Time to. .... (Mother starts by reading the title; where she 
supplies the word for the child the word is written in bold). 
114 Mahera: Wash. It's time to wash. It's 
115 M: Fill 
116 Mahera: Fill tub up 
117 M: Fill the tub 
118 Mahera: Look at 
119 M: /W/ /a/ /tch/ 
120 Mahera: Watch the tub bubbles 
121 M: Bubbles 
122 Mahera: Bubbles rub a dub dub. Naughty naughty ducky 
123 M: Mustn't 
124 Mahera: Mustn't 
125 M: Splash 
126 Mahera: Splash 
127 M: Don't forget to have.... 
128 Mahera: have a wash 
129 Together: Look in 
130 Mahera: the mirror just ahead of Mahera] 
131 M: Fluffy 
132 Mahera: Fluffy head 
133 M: All 
134 Together: clean 
135 Mahera: Ready for 
136 M: and dry 
137 Mahera: Ready to go to bed 
138 M: Ready for bed 
(They put the book down on the table) 
Counter 151 
164 M: [unclear] 
165 F: [unclear] 
166 Mahera: Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 
167 F: Bangla bolo (Say it in Bengali) 
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168 M: Bangla bolo 
169 F: shonibar (Saturday) 
170 M: shonibar 
171 Mahera: shonibar 
172 F: Eita shonibar Ar eita robibar. (And this is Sunday) 173 M: robibar 
174 F: robibar Monday shombar 
175 Mahera: [golbar] (trying to read) 
(Mahera's mother laughs) 
176 F: Mongolbar. Then budhbar 
177 Mahera: Then what? 
178 F: Then Thursday brihoshpotibar. Friday shrukrobar 
179 Mahera: Heh? 
180 F: Friday shukrobar 
181 Mahera: shukrobar 
182 M: Saturday? 
183 Mahera hesi tates: nun 
184 F: shonibar 
185 M: shonibar 
186 Together: And then? 
187 M: robibar 
188 Mahera: robibar 
189 F: Monday shombar 
190 Mahera: shombar 
191 F: Tuesday mongolbar 
192 Mahera: mongolbar 
193 F: Wednesday budhbar 
194 Mahera: budhbar 
195 M: tarpore? (and then? (counter 162) 
196 Mahera: I want to look at that 
197 F: Friday shukrobar 
198 Mahera: shukrobar 
199 F: [unclear] 
200 Mahera (to me): I am teaching you alphabets and words in Bengali 
240 M: And now Bengali maths ar Bengali hoi one two three 
241 F: one two three [unclear] 
242 Mahera: I want it in the book 
243 F: Aek 
244 Mahera: A ek dui tin char pach 
245 M: choi 
246 Mahera: choi ar 
247 F: shat 
248 Mahera: ar aat 
249 Together: noi 
250 Mahera: dosh 
Counter 228 
251 M: Now you see why she speaks better [in] English. (To Mahera) 
How many things do you learn to read in the book?. How many 
you can (count) up to starting from one? 
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(Mahera starts counting from I in English. She counts confidently up to 20). 252 Mahera: 19 20 30 31 32 
253 F: 21 
(Mahera's mother laughs) 
254 F: 21 22 
255 Mahera: 22 24 25 26 29 30 
256 F: 31 
257 Mahera: 3132 33 34 35 36 37 38 30 
258 M: 39 
259 F: 40 
260 Mahera: 40 
261 F: 41 
(Mahera continues counting, occasionally gently prompted by her father, continues up 
to 100. No one comments or praises) 
Counter 348 
The Apple on the Bed -A book Mahera brought home from school. 
269 M: That's one she brought home from school. Mahera get them two 
270 PM: Oh look at the teeny weeny books. Stories. I like them 
271 Mahera: I usually read it with my mum. Which one are you going to read 
with your mum now? 
276 PM: It's a very old story. My mum told me that story 
277 Mahera: One two three four five six seven eight nine ten. Ten pages. 
278 PM: In such a tiny book. 
Counter 348 
279 M: Mahera go and get your school book, Apple on the Bed 
280 F: Apple on the Bed taina? (Apple on the Bed, isn't it? ) 
281 Mahera: Apple on the Bed (she reads the title) 
282 PM: by Collins Pathways 
283 Mahera: Apple on the Bed 
284 Mahera reads: A for apple (says name of letter) 
285 F: poro. amra shuni (Read. We are listening) 
(2 nd person indicative to a child. ) 
286 Mahera: Apple 
287 M: What's this one? A /a/ (says letter sound as in /c/ /a/ /t/ 
288 Mahera: /a/ (says name of letter pronounced as in shape) 
B (says name of letter) 
289 M: What's that? 
290 Mahera: C (says name of letter) 
291 M: What's that? 
IN? Mqhera- D 
293 M: mm (approvingly) Apple 
294 Mahera: on the bed 
295 M: Cat 
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Tape Side B, Counter 022 
Mahera and her mother continue reading together in the pattern of her mother asking "at is that? 
296 Together: Key in the Lock (Mahera says lock a split second before M ) 297 Mahera: . Lock. It's locked It's locked and that can't t t 298 M: . ge ou Mm. What letter's that one? 
Q 
299 Mahera: Q 
300 M: and 
301 Mahera: R 
302 M: mm Q queen 
303 Mahera: queen 
304 M: and 
305 M: U and 
306 Mahera: V 
307 M: U is for 
308 Mahera: Umbrella 
309 M: and V is for 
310 Mahera: Van 
311 M: mm Umbrella in 
312 Together: in the van 
313 Mahera: Mummy can everyone, can anyone get umbrella on a van? 
314 M: in the van, yes he can. They got an umbrella to stick in the van 
315 Mahera: No 
316 M: You know you make the umbrella smaller 
317 Mahera: and then put it inside 
318 PM: like mine 
319 M: (laughs) Okay. W and 
320 Mahera: X 
321 M: Wig 
322 Mahera: Wick 
323 M: Wig 
324 Mahera: Wig 
325 M: This is false hair. You know when people grow old they don't 
have no hair, so a special hair, it's like a hair okay, and they make 
it round to make to fit on anybody's head and you can put one on 
top of you and you could be a big lady. You know when you do 
plays and stuff from school it's what they put on and that's called 
a wig. 
326 Mahera: Yes and we 
327 M: A wig 
328 Mahera: uh uh we have a penguin with a pink hair, with long hair 
329 M: Acha. Wig in a 
330 Together: Box (turns the page) 
331 Mahera: Y is it 
332 M: Yacht in 
333 Together: a 
334 M: Zoo 
328 
335 Mahera: yok What's a yok? 
Mahera's mother continues in this pattern as they look at the last page in the book with 
all the alphabets and small pictures. The Mother continues reading the alphabet on her 
own and insists that Mahera finishes the alphabet in this book. 
Switched off at Counter 054 on side B. 
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APPENDIX 6: 2 
MAHERA LEARNS TO READ AT HOME - ANALYTICAL GRIDS 
Core Event Number One - Reception Class. 
Based on Extracts From Transcript for Mahera Reading at Home with her Father 
and Mother, Observed and Recorded on 16 May 2005 (Tape 101). 
Child: Mahera (aged 5 years 4 months) 
Parents: Asha (mother) and Karim (father) 
For full transcript see Appendix 6: 1 
1. MAHERA READS IN ARABIC: ANALYTICAL GRID ONE 
Transcription Lines 37 to 41 and 57 to 62 
2. MAHERA READS IN ENGLISH: ANA11, YTICAL GRID TWO 
Transcription Lines 113 to 138 
3. MAHERA READS IN BENGALI: ANALYTICAL GRID THREE 
Transcription Lines 168 to 181 
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1. MAHERA READS IN ARABIC: Analytical Grid One 
Transcript Lines 37 to 41 and 57 to 62 
Mahera Karim = K: Asha = A: 
ID - instructional discourse RD - regulatory discourse RR - recognition & realisation rules C- classification F- framing 
Line Child's Action and Parent's Actions and Notes for Analysis 
_Speech 
Speech 
37 Mahera sits at table, K: alif'baa taa bolo K: initiates 
hands in her lap K initiates by reading K: tells Mahera to say it in 
Wears clothes she first three Arabic Bengali 
wore in school alphabets. 
Tells Mahera to say +C - you must listen and 
them (literally: speak) repeat out loud 
ID - attend to first letters on 
first page of Arabic primer 
RR - Mahera recognises rule 
that 'teacher' initiates 
38 A lif baa taa saa Repeats 
RR - Mahera reallses rule is 
listen and repeat 
39 A: ton7ar matta gomta A: tells Mahera to cover her 
dao head 
40 A lif baa taa saa [hu] A and K listen Mahera continues reading 
kul ha haa khaa 
... attentively 
Arabic alphabets 
A chuckles as M 
finishes the sequence RR - Mahera repeats and 
continues reciting a few more 
alphabets 
ID - repetition aloud assists 
memonsation Testing and 
evaluation of Mahera's effort 
to recall softened by familial 
support 
41 A: bolo A: prompts 
(Speak - go on) 
ID - discourse of teaching 
emphasises the child's effort in 
identifying letters and 
remembering the matching 
sound 
57 K: shopdo poro K: scaffolds her with a prompt 
(Read the word/sound) 





encouragement to make 
attempts 
58 A lif baa laa saa RR - Mahera realises she is [miajim gin dan expected to perforin. the 
shin baa??? ] gau recitation of basic alphabets 
(Mahera looks at her She recognises the importance 
father) of correct pronunciation and 
role of her father as 
knowledgeable and proficient 
59 K: go +F - strong framing that this is 
the correct way to pronounce 
to make that sound 
60 kash mm pla RR - Mahera recognises and 
realises the implicit rule that 
she should have a go 
61 K: illa +F - strong framing 
62 la K: ra 
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2. MAHERA READS IN ENGLISH: Analytical Grid Two 
Transcript Lines 113 to 138. 
Mahera Karim = K: Asha = A: 
ID - instructional discourse RD - regulatory discourse RR - recognition & realisation rules C- classification F- framing 
Line Child's Action and Parent's Actions and Notes for Analysis 
Speech Speech 
113 A: It's time to A: inititates,, reads first words 
of the title 
+C - strong classification ie do 
it like I do - modelling and 
scaffolding. A frames the 
reading task 
114 Wash. It's time to A: listens and reads Mahera: completes sentence. 
wash. It's Begins caption on second page 
Predicts following sentence 
RR - Mahera recognises and 
realises model set by her 
mother 
Begins caption on second page 
Tries to read on predicting an 
extension of the sentence 
pattern 
115 A: Fill A: reads,, sticking closely to 
the text. Prompts by reading 
first word 
+C - strong classification ie 
reads what is written on the 
page 
A: scaffolds by prompting 
reading first word 
116 Fill the bath up Mahera 'reads' using 'bath' a 
word she knows 
RR - Mahera 'reads' using a 
word she knows 'bath' for 
'tub' (an American word) 
1-17 A: Fill the tub A: corrects Mahera's version 
ID - discourse of teaching 
reading is to model and/or 
correct to learner's attempt 
-- To-ok at 
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R0 RR - Mahera recognises the 
ID of school where guessing, 
predicting and anticipating the 
text are encouraged 119 A: /w/ /a/ /ch/ A: helps Mahera by sounding 
out 
ID - A: maintains +C 
softened by scaffolding 120 Watch the tub Mahera takes up her mother's bubbles clue and the picture clues and 
reads the sentence adding the 
word 'tub' 
RR - Mahera reads in the 121 A: Bubbles A: corrects Mahera as there is 
no word 'tub' in the text 
ID - A: corrects immediately 
(ie there is no word tub in the 
text) (implicit is message stick 
to the text) 
122 bubbles rub a dub Mahera reads on 
dub. (turns the page) 
Naughty Naughty RR - Mahera recognises and 
ducky realises mainstream school 
reading approach 
123 (hesitates) A: Mustn't A: prompts the second line of 
text 
RR - reinstitutes her role in 
supporting accurate decoding 
of text word for word 
124 Mustn't Mahera repeats 
RR - recognises and realises 
the turn taking pattern that 
involves demonstration, repeat 
125 A: splash A: models 
As for line 123 
126 Splash Mahera repeats 
As for line 125 
127 A: Don't forget to A: models 
have 
ID - demonstration and 
prompt 
128 have a wash Mahera finishes sentence 
RR - recognises and realises 
expectation for her to complete 
the sentence 
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129 Look in A: Look in Speaking together 130 the mirror __ _ Mahera reads just ahead of her 
mother 
RR - demonstrates own 
knowledge of the story and 
text by reading just ahead of 
mother (the illustration 
provides no representation of a 
mirror) 
138 Close the book. Close the book They close the book 
No comments made 
ID - They have clearly read 
the book several times before 
This interaction indicates a 
view as practice rather than an 
opportunity for wider 
discussion 
They focus on reading through 
the text 
At the same time each employs 
different ideas about what 
counts as reading 
Each syncretises in varying 
degrees teaching and learning 
strategies for tackling text 
words 
Mahera skilfully and adeptly 
responds to her mother's 
predominant model of leaming 
to read as decoding and 
thereby building up the text 
At same time she employs 
strategies encouraged by her 
classteacher in shared reading 
Notable points: 
e they have clearly read the book several times before 
4P both contribute their model of what counts as reading 
Mahera tacitly introduces reading behaviours from school eg: prediction, 
finishing sentences, reading together with her mother, looking for clues from 
the pictures (not all of which accurately match the text) and applying words 
she is familiar with such as bath for tub 
Mahera mediates for her mother whose ideal for reading is the accurate 
reading of the text 
Noticeably Asha focuses on reading and decoding, and does not comment, 
praise or encourage. Her support is in terms of initiating, prompting and 
correcting. 
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3. MAHERA READS IN BENGALI: Analytical Grid Three 
Transcript Lines 167 to 181 
Mahera Karim = K: Asha = A: 
ID - instructional discourse RD - regulatory discourse RR - recognition & realisation rules C- classification F- framing 
Mahera is learning to read in Bengali. Her mother says she has been learning for 
three weeks. Mahera has just recited without faltering the days of the week in 
English. 
Line Child's Action Parent's Actions and Notes for Analysis 
and Speech 
Speech 
167 K: bangla bolo Tells Mahera to say days of 
the week in Bengali 
+F - direct instruction to say 
the days of the week 
Non-negotiable 
K: controls the sequence and 
pace 
168 A: bangla bolo A: also tells Mahera to say 
them in Bengali 
+F - ditto 
169 K: shonibar Saturday K: models 
ID - demonstrates the first 
day of the week in Bengali 
and English equivalent 
170 A: shonibar A: models 
ID - models task for Mahera 
171 shonibar Mahera repeats 
RR - recognises and realises 
the task of repeating 
172 K: eita shombar ar eita K: models the sequence in 
i-obibar (This is Saturday Bengali 
and this is Sunday) 
(points to the primer) ID - draws attention to the 
written forms of two days of 
the week in sequence 
- 173 robibar 
Mahera repeats 
RR - realises the principle of 
repeating but pointing to the t: ) 
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wrong day 
174 K: robibar shonibar K: models in Bengali 
(Sunday Saturday) 
ID - +F direct correction 175 [unclear, sounds A: laughs Mahera tries to remember, 
like golbar] only gets it partially right 
RD - Mahera breaks with the 
rule of behaviour, by 
breaking with the pattern of 
demonstration and repeat 
She has a go, partially 
successfully 
A: amusement may relate to 
Mahera's novice status 
176 K: mongolbar then K: corrects,, now 
budbar (Tuesday then incorporating English 
Wednesday) 
ID - K's feedback provides 
the correct model ie not like 
that,, like this 
And models the sequence 
177 Then what? Mahera now asks in English 
+F - Mahera takes the 
initiative and pace 
178 K: Then Thursday K: replies giving the day first 
b7-ihoshpotibar- Friday in English, then Bengali 
shula-obar 
+C-K: maintains strong 
framing ie you must follow 
how I say it but with 
supportive English 
equivalents 
179 Heh? Mahera questions in an 
infon-nal manner 
Mahera puzzled by the long, 
difficult Bengali word for 
Thursday 
180 K: Friday shulb-obar K: repeats first in English 
then Bengali 
ID -K repeats the easier 
word for Friday. 
181 shrobar 
Mahera repeats 
RR - Mahera easily repeats 
Notes: In the exchanges following features: 
Exchange: demonstrate, repeat, correct andcontinue 
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Mahera only poses two questions - one moving the pace on and the other prompting her 
father to repeat a difficult word 
Feedback: immediately for corrections 
No praise is a form of praise and acceptance. 
Model of teaching and learning apparent here: 
Aim is for Mahera to learn to recite the days of the week. Similar to practice in school - 
difference is that in school it is contextualised in Register rituals or projects or in stories 
(eg: Hungry Caterpillar). Here is it decontextualised. Later counting in Bengali took a 
similar pattern of exchange, with prompting by parents so Mahera counted to 100. 
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APPENDIX 6: 3 
WASIMUL LEARNS TO WRITE HIS NAME: ANALYTICAL GRID 
Core Event Number Two: Reception Class 
Observed 28 September 1999. 
Pupil: Wasimul Islam (aged 5 years 0 months) Reception classteacher: Mrs Miles 
ID - instructional discourse RD - regulatory discourse RR - recognition & realisation rules C- classification F- framing 
Line Child's Action and Teacher's Actions and Notes for Analysis 
Speech Speech 
Wasimul sits at the Mrs Miles helps the RD - recognition of rules of 
table with 3 children rest of the class still behaviour ie sitting on chair 
sitting on the carpet to with legs under table, not 
'-choose' activities touching other child or 
child's work 
2 Wasimul draws ID - draw first then write 
(implicit); primacy of 
drawing over writing in 
Reception class 
What is the purpose of this 
activity? 
3 Wasimul stops Four long laminated ID - cards as models for 
drawing and turns cards on which are children to copy as aids ie 
the page over written each child's learn to write by copying; 
first name lie in the view of child's own name as 
middle of the table a word of high interest (but, 
here, not as providing insights 
that Wasimul may have that 
print conveys a message) 
RR - Wasimul recognises 
and realises the first part of 
the task ie draw first then 
write. 
But mysterious learning 
objective is embedded in a 
behavioural objective 
RR -W recognises the rule 
of writing your name on your 
work 
4 Wasimul draws a RR - creates his own writing 
horizontal line half aid according to home 
way down the page 
. literacy learning practices 
5 Wasimul writes his As in 3 above 
full name just above Still -C +F 
for Wasimul 
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the line. He writes RR - Wasimul skilfully Wasimullslam realised the writing of his 
(without a space, but name 
his letters are small, Wasimul has acquired the 
tidy and sit neatly on leaming objective from out- 
the line he has of-school sources 
drawn) 
6 Mrs Miles stands ID - The discourse of beside Wasimul teaching young children to 
She looks at his writing which CT adheres emphasises 
I -I relationship with learners 
requiring intervention and 
feedback while child is 
actively engaged 
Does Wasimul 'read' this as 
interesting to him? 
7 "'Do it like mine" +C - strong classification ie 
copy-write, and 
+F - strong framing ie you 
must do it how I want 
CT demonstrates a 
developmental model of 
learning derived from 
educational discourse and 
practice based on 
expectations of what children 
can be expected to be able to 
do and learn at this age 
8 1 wrote my name" Mrs Miles points to the RR - Wasimul challenges 
pile of name cards on RD thinking he is right and 
the table CT is wrong on this occasion. 
But he does it so politely he 
can get away with it this time 
9 She walks to the other +F -the task is not negotiable, 
group to look at a its compulsory nature of the 
child's drawing task is implicit by her body 
language and non response 
CT continues to monitor 
children's individual efforts 
10 Wasimul sighs, picks RR - Wasimul recognises 
up his name card on and realises the 
ID/RD 
which is written requirements - teacher's 
Wasim, and puts it model must be copied 
just e ond his paper ' ' II Wasimul copies his the reads RR - Wasimul 
first name in large, requirements 
in terms of size 
separate letters and style of script and 
shown on the model restriction 
to his first name 
card 
His print is deliberately much 
larger and in traditional early 
years script 
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12 Wasimul writes W persists in writing his first WasimAul name in full 
The A may reflect his trying 
to sound out 13 Wasimul looks at RR -W interacts with his what he has written writing in manner acquired 
from out-of-school sources 14 Wasimul puts a +C - Wasimul recognises a diagonal through the task as framed at home ie A look at what you have written 
and correct it if necessary. 
Wasimul corrects/edits - as in 
13 
15 Wasimul looks again As in 14 
at what he has 
written 
16 Wasimul writes/adds +C -as in 14 IsLAM +F - despite the non- 
negotiable task, Wasimul 
demonstrates confidence 
enough to override the 
teacher's model and write his 
last name 
He reclaims his name 
His full name is (culturally, 
identity) important to him 
17 Wasimul pushes the 
paper towards the 
middle of the table 
18 Wasimul gets up and Mrs Miles notices For Wasimul the school 
walks away from the She continues with version of his name is not on 
table what she is doing a par with the version he 
produced 
it is puzzling and unsettling 
He disengages with the task 
19 Later -He"s very Classteacher's assessment of 
bright, but no social Wasimul reflects her model 
skills" of learner in terms of 
cognitive abilities and social 




TARIQ AND ARMEEN JOIN IN THE MILAD IN THE COMMUNITY: 
FIELDNOTES 
Core Event Number Three - Reception Class 
Community Event, Observed 8 June 2000. 
Venue: Bangladeshi home in Camden. 
Reflective questions: 
I am interested in what and how the children are learning as they participate in this 
milad, a community activity that takes place in a private flat. Although the adults' 
learning and instructional intentions for the children are implicit and subtle, literacy 
learning is a central element in this milad and considerable sociocultural meaning is 
attached to participating in the reading of the Qur'an and in reciting prayers. 
My questions concerning the children and their leaming literacy are: 
" What does participation mean for young children like Tariq and Anneen? 
" What are the adults' leaming and instructional intentions for their young 
children? 
" What is the sociocultural significance of the milad to the children for literacy 
leaming? 
Part One: Observing the milad. 
Rubeya, my interpreter, telephoned to invite me to a milad on Sunday "where women 
pray and support each other talking about their troubles. " This is a community activity 
that is being organised in a friend's flat in Camden because it is the month of the 
Prophet's birthday. She suggests I wear clothing that covers my ankles and head and I 
agree to wear my shalwar kameez. She says to come to her flat at 10.30am and the 
milad will start at 11.3 Oam. 
What is a milad? 
Rubeya, who went on Haj the previous year, explains: 
"It is the moon month, rabiyul. On an Islamic calendar it says Safar-Rabi al Awwal. It is 
the Prophet's birthday (Peace be unto Him). During this month women often pray at 
home at any time and they also meet together in each other's flats and houses to pray 
and read the Qur'an, talk about good and difficult things and try to support each other. 
" 
Such religious milad gatherings are usually organised separately 
for men and women. 
However, the women usually do include their young male and female children so that 
they can participate and learn the importance of reading the 
Qur'an and how to partake 
in saying prayers. 
The previous year they had met at Rubeya's 
flat and today they are gathering in the flat 
of a woman in her forties who, Rubeya tells me, 
"knows the Qur'an and everything, 
which is why we ask her to be our 
leader. She can recite the whole of the Qur'an by 
memory - nothing wrong -I 
don't know how she does it! " This lady also teaches 
Arabic to children and is a highly respected member 
in their community. 
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Where is the milad ? 
At the flat a young girl opens the flat door and we take off our shoes in the hall, adding to the many assorted sizes and styles already lining the wall. Rubeya places two packets 
of biscuits on the kitchen table where there are also a big fridge/freezer, automatic 
washing machine and microwave. There are also two or three bedrooms. The door next to the living room is closed but quiet voices can be heard from inside. 
Rubeya leads me into the living room which has windows along one side and two long 
settees and some chairs lining the walls. Two glass fronted display cabinets on both 
sides of the fireplace contain sets of china plates, ornaments, a brass shapla or water lily (Bangladesh's national flower), and small vases with artificial flowers. There is a wall 
clock with Arabic writing and a mosque outline. Suitcases at the end of one settee indicate a readiness for travel, a feature of the Bangladeshi diaspora. A Quran rests on 
a top shelf, together with four wooden raiel (stands for the Qur'an) and other hardback 
books. On the shelf below sit a football and a Teletubbies ball. 
What is happening? 
The women and children note our arrival and, although clearly puzzled by my presence, 
continue to read and recite. When the leader, dressed in a grey burqa, head closely 
covered and wearing large glasses, stops reading Rubeya explains who I am and what I 
am interested in. The leader listens and finally gives her assent with a sideways nod. A 
women asks me using a polite form "apni ki musulman? " (Are you Muslim? ) and I 
reply "ji na. " (No). 
We sit down on the floor cloth which covers the central area of the wall-to-wall carpet. 
The large white cloth and a smaller dark blue one cover the carpet and a young girl tells 
me it is to "keep the carpet clean as outside things are dirty and you are meant to be 
clean inside and outside when you pray. So the cloth keeps you from touching the 
carpet which might be dirty. " 
Reading the Qurlan. 
The leader sits on the cloth, one leg tucked underneath and the other crossed in front 
with her back to a large television which is also covered by a cloth and a shelf with 
many videos (I can't see the labels). The young girl explains that the leader is "facing 
Mecca. " In front of the leader stands a low carved wooden raiel on which rests an 
embellished Holy Qur'an and she reads with her hands resting one on top of the other in 
her lap. She does not need to point to the words and she rocks forward slightly as she 
reads. 
Three women wearing black burqas sit alongside the wall beneath the windows holding 
one hundred white beads threaded onto cotton, tabji. They say the same words or 
phrases over and over again. An older eleven year old girl explains "you have to say the 
words one hundred times. " She and the children also recite with the 
beads but tell me 
they don't know what it means. Another girl tells me she has done it 400 times and they 
keep a tally on paper. The children sit with me and recite and invite me to 
join them. We 
sit side by side reciting a phrase over and over as we rock 
from side to side. My Bengali 
teacher later tells me this is called durud kora and that it is like a mantra. The women go 
on chanting and before long make eye contact with me. 
We smile and nod slightly. all 
the while chanting. 
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Rubeya goes to sit beside the leader and listens to her reading. She then gets a paperback book out of her carrier bag, puts it on the carpet and starts reading aloud the Arabic text. Each woman is intent on reading or reciting out aloud or listening to the Qur'anic verses. The individual sounds and rhythms merge and fill the room. 
The leader then passes around a perfume bottle. Rubeya says it is "flower essence from Mecca. The Prophet loved perfume from flowers. " Each woman rubs some perfume on her wrists and passes it on. The room fills with the strong sensual scent of attar of roses 
and queen of the night. The leader closes the Qur'an and then starts to recite, her eyes 
closed and rocking from side to side. 
Praying and singing. 
At about 1.30pm the leader leads all the women and children in prayers. Rubeya 
explains that the women now pray holding their cupped hands in front of them and with 
their gaze firmly focussed on their hands. They recount their sins and ask for 
forgiveness and mercy. They pray for Bangladesh. Tears run down their cheeks and 
they pass their hands up over their faces. As they finish a few women stand up, talk 
quietly and leave. 
Next Rubeya and another young woman (thumbing through the handwritten words in a 
book) lead the singing of what sound like devotional songs and songs celebrating the 
beauty of Bangladesh. 
Part Two: How Do the Children Participate? 
In the living room two older boys stand in the doorway and another aged about eleven 
years sits on a chair. They seem to want to join namaz but appear reluctant to enter the 
room and one insists "No, it's for women. " Only one boy about 8 years old enters the 
living room and joins the women by sitting on the white cloth. The women are engaged 
in reading and reciting phrases. 
Also present are six girls between 10 and 15 years old but during the morning more 
women arrive with their sons and daughters. The girls go and sit on the chairs and sofas 
lining the living room walls. A young baby drinks milk from a bottle and is soon put to 
sleep in a bedroom next door. The children occasionally move in and out of the living 
room without causing any disruption. 
Several times,, as children walk across the room, women put out their hands to protect 
the 'book', pointing to indicate how close a child is to it. The girls watch for a while 
without interrupting their mothers as they recite with their beads and then they 
disappear again. The older girls stay longer. A teenage girl, who wears a floor length 
skirt, long cardigan and black head covering, does not sing the devotional songs 
praising Allah, Allah hoo, and after a while she leaves the room. 
After about an hour some mothers go to give snacks to the children in the bedroom next 
door where the children of all ages are talking together and playing on a computer. A 
girl comments "They (the boys) don't want to go in with the women. 
" A boy tells me he 
will go in later. It is striking how quietly they are 'hanging out' while their mothers and 
aunties are busy praying and reading in the living room next door. 
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A young boy about six years old comes in and sits beside me. He sings the songs and joins in with the words Ha 111a 111aha Illa la, la Illa ha 111a ha. He joins in the manY 
repetitions. Like the women, although he does not close his eyes, he rocks as he recites. 
The leader beckons the children and women to sit closer to her and two women and two 
young girls sit closely on her right side and Rubeya and two other women sit on her left. There is a book containing the handwritten words of songs. The older girls then bring in 
cups of tea and biscuits to the women and collect the cups as soon as they are empty. In 
the kitchen the children help themselves to buns,, biscuits and tamarind and orange 
squash. They talk about Pokemon cards. 
Participation by Tariq and Artneen. 
At this moment a boy, a child called Tariq aged five years old, brings into the living 
room a small girl about 3 years old, Armeen, wearing a frilly dress over embroidered 
jeans. Tariq silently leads Armeen to her mother and sits her down whispering "boso- 
("Sit down"). Her mother continues to recite dua with fingers on her beads. As Tariq 
then walks across to the edge of the white cloth a woman puts her hand out to protect 
the Qur'an and to show how close he came to it. 
Armeen then goes to stand in the middle of the room, raises her hands to her chest, 
whispers, looks around, sits down and begins to rock. The other girls smile as the leader 
continues to chant and rock backwards and forwards. The women smile broadly at 
Anneen and at each other as she continues to read, pray and rock sideways. Twice her 
mother places a black flowered rumal, a head scarf, over Anneen's head but she pulls it 
off each time. On the third try she keeps the scarf on and every one watches, smiles and 
nods at her. 
After about ten minutes Armeen again pulls off her rumal and continues to rock to and 
fro. Some one says in Sylheti "shundor xorso " ("you have done it beautifully") and a 
girl next to me says: "She doesn't understand but she's trying. " Next Armeen stands up 
and Tariq comes over to take her by her hand over to an older girl who sits Anneen on 
her lap and gives her some car keys to hold. A few minutes later Armeen goes to Tariq 
and together they leave to join the other children in the room next door 
As I am about to leave I ask Nasma (I I years old) whether her friends at school knew 
about what she does at weekends. She replies that she did not think her friends knew 
anything about what she does or her religion as "They are really interested in Christian 
stuff. " Nor does she think her teachers know "about Eid or big Eid festivals and 
don't 
know about other times like now. These are important to us. " 
I leave at about 2.30pm and say goodbye to the children in the room next 
door. They are 
romping with great restraint and are surprisingly quiet. 
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APPENDIX 6: 5 
TARIQ AND ARMEEN JOIN IN THE MILAD: ANALYTICAL GRID 
Core Event Number Three: Reception Class 
Observed 8 June 2000. 
ID -instructional discourse RD - regulatory discourse RR - recognition & realisation rules C- classification F- framing 
Line Child's Action and Adults' Actions and Notes for Analysis 
__Speech - - 
Speech 
- I Tariq silently leýd s ' RR - Tariq reallses implicit Anneen to her mother rules of conduct (RD) - ie 
move quietly 
2 Tariq sits her down Mother continues RD - Tariq implicitly 
"boso" he whispers reciting dua, fingers on conveys rule for behaviour 
("Sit down") her beads by not interrupting 
F- manner of transmission 
3 Tariq moves to the A woman puts out her RR - Tariq recognises 
edge of the white cloth hand out to protect the membership of milad is for 
Qur"an, showing how women and girls 
close he was to the book ID - woman gestures 
Tariq's responsibility not 
to touch the Holy Book 
(the 'unthinkable') 
+C - category of contents 
(prayer, Qur'anic reading 
and relationships) all 
Muslim, females and 
young children 
4 Armeen stands in the Other girls watch and RR - Armeen recognises 
middle of the room, smile as the leader prayer and gestures as 
raises her hands to her continues to chant and proper way to behave, with 
chest, whispers, looks rock backwards and content and purpose 
around, sits down in the forwards embedded in the ritualised 
middle and begins to actions 
rock +C - recognises 'task' as 
framed at home, ie copy 
what adults do when doing 
namaz 
5 Women smile broadly at ID - encouraging feedback 
Armeen and each other given by adults 
as she continues to read, 
pray and rock sideways 
6 een pulls off her Twice her mother ID - do as I say and obey 
headscarf each time replaces the rumal over the rules of conduct 
Anneen's head RR - refuses to complv 
7 Mother puts rumal on ID - mother teaching 
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for a third time explicit and appropriate 
behaviour 
8 Armeen keeps rumal Everyone smiles RR - Armeen recognises 
on and continues to the rule for headcovering, 
rock reasons for this remains 
tacit 
ID - explicit group 
approval 
9 Arn-ieen stands up "sundor xorso" ID - adults give explicit 
("you have done it feedback and praise to 
beautifully") Armeen for her 
performance 
10 Tariq places Armeen Older girl takes her on 
with an older girl her lap and gives her car 
keys 
II An-neen goes to Tariq 




SAMI READS WITH SAMINA AT HOME: TRANSCRIPT 
Core Event Number Four - Year 2 Class 
Transcript of Tape 103, Observed and Recorded on 23 May 2005 
As we walk over from the main building to the small room, Sami tells me he "often 
reads with Samina, so does my Dad on his day off when he's had a rest. My Mum does 
too sometimes, but she's busy. " Sami is also learning Arabic, "A teacher comes to our 
house. We don't go to the mosque because there are too many children. But my friends 
go there. So I don't see my friends. " 
The siblings Sami (Year 2) and Samina (Reception) read together in a quiet room near 
the Reception classes. They had chosen to read Goldilocks ad the Three Bears, 
illustrated by Chris Russell, a Ladybird retelling by Audrey Daly (1993). It is 9.5 0 am 
and they read together for about 20 minutes. 
I PM: Tell me about your book. Do you even talk about the pictures in 
the book or do you just read? 
2 Sami: We just read 
3 Samina: Sometimes though she draws the pictures and 
4 PM: Do you sometimes ask her what she thinks is happening? 
5 Sami: Sometimes she can tell me what the story is she can tell me 
6 PM: So what you're saying is sometimes Samina tells you the story 
And if she doesn't get it right? 
7 Sami: Then I tell her 
8 Samina: Other day I read with Mishumi. In our class 
9 Sami: What Mishumi? (starts to read) Goldilocks and the Three Bears 
10 Samina: Goldilocks and the Three Bears. (Sami holds the book. ) 
11 Sami: Once upon a time 
12 Samina: Once upon a time 
13 Sami: There were three bears 
14 Samina: There were three bears 
15 Sami: Who lived in a little house 
16 Samina: Who live[d] in a little house 
17 Sami: Right in the middle of the forest 
18 Samina: huh? 
19 Sami: Right in the middle of the forest 
20 Samina: Right in middle forest 
21 Sami to PM: First she has to listen to the words I say. After I say the words she 
has to say the words 
(continues reading) Goldilocks and the Three Bears 
Once upon a time there were three bears 
22 Samina: Once upon a time there was the three bears 
23 Sami: They lived in a little house 
24 Samina: They lived in a little house 
25 Sami: Right in the middle of the forest 
26 Samina: Right on 
27 Sami: Middle of the forest 
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28 Samina: of the forest 
29 Sami: There was great big Father 
30 Samina: There was great big Father 
31 Sami: Bear and medium sized 
32 Samina: Bear and medium sized 
33 Sami: Mother Bear 
34 Samina: Mother Bear 
35 Sami: and little tiny Baby Bear 
36 Samina: and little tiny Baby Bear 
Counter 033, other children open the door and disturb us. I ask them to go away. 
37 Sami: Miss, can we start again? Now loudly ho shoho 
(Samina starts to read again from the beginning) 
38 Sami: Ami ata kor. Ami ata kor. Shall we start again? 
39 PM: Just keep going 























(Sami tums the page) 
But the porridge was too hot to eat (He omits much too hot) 
The porridge was too hot to eat 








to cool while we go 
to cool while go 
while we go 





[unclear] What is ofV 
So off we go 
So off they went into the forest 
So off we go to the forest 
They continue with Sami breaking the text into small chunks, often at moments 
when a 
native English speaker might use the full phrase. 
Samina repeats and on occasion misses out a word 
(which did not affect the meaning). 
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Counter 150 
62 Sami: The three bears 
63 Samina: The three bears 
64 Sami: began to search 
65 Samina: to search 
66 Sami: began to search 
67 Samina: began to search 
68 Sami: the house 
69 Samina: the house 
70 Sami: upstairs 
71 Samina: [up] stairs 
72 Sami: father bear 
73 Samina: father bear 
74 Sami: looked around 
75 Samina: looked around 
76 Sami: Someone's been 
77 Samina: sitting sleeping on my bed 
78 Sami: He said. And 
79 Samina: Someone's been sleeping 
80 Both together: in my bed 
81 Sami: cried mother bear. Oh 
82 Samina: Oh 
83 Sami: squeaked baby bear, some 
84 Saminajoins: one's been sleeping 
85 Samina: on my bed 
86 Sami: in my bed and she's still there (text says 'here') 
87 Both together: And she's still there 
88 Sami: At the sound 
89 Samina: At the sound 
90 Sami: of Baby Bear's voice 
91 Samina: of Baby's Bear's 
92 Sami: voice Goldilocks 
93 Samina: Goldilocks 
94 Sami: woke up 
95 Samina: woke up 
96 Sami: The first thing 
97 Samina: The first thing 
98 Sami: she saw 
99 Samina: she saw 
100 Sami: was father bear 
101 Samina: father bear 
102 Sami: looking cross very cross 
103 Samina: looking very cross. 
104 Sami: Goldilocks jumped up in fright in fright 
105 Samina: Goldilocks jumped up and cried 
106 Sami: in fright 
107 Samina: in cried 
108 Sami: in fright 
log Samina: in fright 
110 Sami: She ran down the stairs 
III Samina: She ran down the stairs 
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112 Sami: and out of the house 
113 Samina: and out of the house 
114 Sami: as fast as she could 
115 Samina: as fast she could 
116 Sami: I don't think she trouble us again. I don't 117 Samina: I could 
118 Sami (brusquely): I don't 
119 Samina: I don't 
120 Sami: think 
121 Samina: think 
122 Sami: she'll trouble us again. 
123 Samina: she trouble again. 
124 Sami: said Father Bear 
125 Samina: said Father Bear 
126 Sami: smiling 
127 Samina: smiling 
128 Sami: And she never did 
129 Samina: And she never did 
130 Sami: The end (this is not in the text) 
131 Samina: The end. 
132 PM: So that's how you do it. When Samina finishes the book what do 
you say or do? 
133 Sami: She writes it down on a piece of paper. Sometimes she does it by 
herself. Like if it's an easy book, like if there were two words 
then sometimes when she does it herself, she tries herself by 
looking at it. This is too hard for her to read by herself 
(ie Goldilocks) 
134 PM: Do you look at the pictures? 
(Samina goes off to find an easy book in her classroom) 
135 Sami: If I don't read them she doesn't know what to say. So if I read 
them she gets to understand and then read the book 
136 PM: And does your Mum read like that, the same way? Or your Dad? 
137 Sami: No,, they don't read like that. My Mum and my Dad don't do that 
4 cos I only know the words mm to say the words but I don't 
know some of the meanings, so I tell my Dad and my Mum they 
tell me the meaning 
138 PM: and for Samina? Do they read the same way? 
139 Sami: Yes, but instead of them telling Samina the meanings, I tell the 
meanings 
140 PM: Good. And does she ever hold the book? 
141 Sami: I hold the book sometimes and I point to the words. 
(Samina comes back "I don't find it, but I got this one. I can read this! " A little 
book 
called The Seaside, the caption actually reads At the Seaside) 
142 Samina: The Seaside. 
143 PM: At the Seaside. 
144 Samina: The sun the sand 
sandeastle the sea 
145 Sami: The end 
the spode (sic) the shell the stick the 
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146 Samina: It's the end. 
147 PM: Tell me about your book. Do you ever talk about the pictures in 
the book or do you just read? 
148 Samina: We just read 
149 Sami: Sometimes though she draws the pictures and 
150 PM: and do you sometimes ask her what is happening in the story? 
151 Sami: Sometimes she can tell me what the story is she can tell me 
152 PM: So what you're saying is sometimes Samina tells you the story if 
she doesn't get it right 
153 Sami: then I tell her 
154 PM: Samina, tell me the story because I haven't read this one before 
155 Samina: The sand the sand A the seaside the sun the sand the spode 
(sic) the stick the sandcastle the sea. 
156 PM: Tell me the story of this 
157 Sami: kita holo? 
158 Samina: Kala and we're going to the seaside 
159 Sami: [in Sylheti] 
160 Samina: to go on to the sea (long pause and Sami prompts in Sylheti) and 
there are families there 
161 Sami: We've been about six times. Our cousins 
162 Samina: They live in [Portsmouth] and they got shark on the seaside 
163 Sami: No, no 
164 Samina: The other day my cousin and my brother they were splashing me 
on my dress and I was splashing them. We didn't make 
sandcastles 
165 Sami: It's mostly about on rocks 
Counter 257 
We go to assembly. I thank them very much. 
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APPENDIX 7.2 
SAMI READS WITH SAMINA AT HOME: ANALYTICAL GRID 
Core Event Number Four - Year 2 Class 
Observed and Recorded on 23 May 2005 
Line Child's Speech or Teacher's Speech or 
Action Action Notes 
_(Samina) 
(Sami) 
62 The three bears +C = repeat what I read 
+F = in this manner 
63 The three bears Recognises and realises 
ID (listen and repeat) 
64 began to search 
65 to search Fails to realise exact 
repetition 
66 began to search +C = repeat exactly 
67 began to search Reallses task on second 
attempt 
68 1 the house +C 
69 the house Realises ID 
70 upstairs +C 
71 stairs Fails to realise the full 
word 
72 Father Bear Tacitly accepts 
Samina's partial 
repetition 
73 Father Bear Realises task 
74 looked around +C 
75 looked around Realises exchange 
(takes hold of the pattern and now through 
comer of the book) gesture signals a change 
in exchange pattern and 
of ID 
76 Someone's been +C =::: repeat these 
words 
77 sitting sleeping on my Tacitly introduces IP 





78 he said And Realises and recognises 
rules of the ID of school 
reading picking up on 
SaminYs initiative by 
reading on 




80 in my bed in my bed Both realise ID 
81 cried Mother Bear Oh Realises ID whereby 
more experienced reader 
can set the pace 
82 Oh Recognises and realises 
ID of school literacy 
discourse ie reading 
with expression 
83 squeaked Baby Bear, some ID - models reading 
with accuracy 
84 one"s been sleeping one's been sleeping Recognise and realise 
ID of school reading 
together 
85 on niy bed Recognises and realises 
ID of school literacy 
discourse ie reading 
with expression and 
emphasis 
Fails to realise rule of 
adherence to text (by 
applying spoken 
language) 
86 in my bed and she's still +C +F corrects her 
there (text says 'here') prepositional error 
while himself actually 
misreading a word 
(which does not change 
meaning of text) 
demonstrates next 
phrase 
87 and she's still there and she's still there Realise the task 
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APPENDIX 7.3 
ABDUL GIVES HIS ADVICE IN SCHOOL: FIELDNOTES 
Core Event Number Five - Year 2 Class 
These Fieldnotes for the Year 2 School Literacy Hour cover observations made at Westway School on 16 May 2000, with further follow-up observations for this core event made on 5 April 2005 
Venue: Year 2 Class, Westway School, Camden 
Reflective questions: 
I am interested in what and how the children are learning as they participate in this School Literacy Hour. The National Literacy Strategy is being implemented and the 
teacher's pedagogical intentions for the children appear to be explicit. The session is divided into two main parts, individual word work using phonics and the whole class 
reading of the 'big book'. 
My questions concerning the children and their learning literacy are: 
" What does participation mean for the Year 2 children like Abdul? 
" What are the teacher's intentions for these children? 
" What is the wider sociocultural significance of the National Literacy Strategy? 
Observations made 16 May 2000. 
Again today I notice that the space of the carpet is a central hub, a place for collecting 
the children together as a class in order to start the day. It is also a base from which to 
send children off to recorders, toilet and to line them up for daily assemblies. It acts as a 
defined space for the teacher to work with different kinds of groupings and for a variety 
of activities. It is a place where the daily enactment of pedagogic interactions for whole 
class teaching takes place. The teacher's chair and easel are placed in one comer to 
focus children's attention as they sit cross legged immediately facing the teacher. 
Children make quarter turns to watch the teacher writing on the blackboard. All the 
children have their "usual places" on the carpet and if they sit in a different place or 
move to sit near another child the teacher may ask them to "move back to your proper 
place" to "your usual place. " The teacher makes it clear that only she can rearrange the 
seating arrangements. 
The business of putting hands up is a very subtle one. How do children know when to 
do this? The inconsistencies allow for the occasional 'calling out' but at other times 
provoke gentle reminders or a teacher's reprimand? Why is "sitting nicely", "sitting on 
your bottom" "with your hands up" so important and highly valued? Occasionally 
correct or desired behaviour is rewarded with praise, stars or stickers. Calling out, 
waving the hands and saying "Me, me" is definitely discouraged. How is "sitting nicely 
on the carpet" related to learning? How is this interpreted by teachers and the children 
themselves? 
Observations made 5 April 2005. 
A new carpet has arrived. It replaced the previous one that was well wom and stained 
with intensive use. Its comers were curled up and seen as hazardous. It measures about 
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ten by twelve feet and has a thin ribbed texture that provides an unforgiving cover for a 
fair proportion of floor space. The Year 2 teacher, Mrs Ward, says she likes the "nice 
rust colour" and Abdul says with approval: "It's good, innit. Much bigger. " Abdul's 
observation reflects the physical discomfort he experiences each day during the hour 
long sessions he and his classmates sit for long periods. 
The Teacher's call of "On the carpet" no longer punctuates the day as frequently as it 
did in Reception class. The carpet, however, still takes centre stage and at one end is the 
teacher's chair and whiteboard. The carpet provides an area where 'pupils' gather 
several times a day in a well practised manner. The teacher sits in her upholstered chair 
and is surrounded by her small 'library' of writing tools, record books, and teaching 
materials. From here she orchestrates her carefully planned learning opportunities. Here 
the pupils encounter different strategies for teaching. Literacy Hour, Numeracy Hour. 
Science and other areas of the National Curriculum start here. It is pivotal in that it is 
here that Mrs Ward initiates and introduces activities with the whole class and then 
dispatches children in groups or pairs for follow up activities usually involving drawing 
or writing, at a level of work that the teacher considers appropriate. It is here she draws 
the class back together in plenary sessions to share work and to gather at the beginning 
and end of the school day. 
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APPENDIX 7.4 
ABDUL GIVES HIS ADVICE IN SCHOOL: TRANSCRIPT 
Core Event Number Five - Year 2 Class. 
Transcript for Abdul Gives His Advice, Observed and Recorded 
on 19 April 2005 
Counter 000 Side A: 
The classteacher (CT) is busy liaising with support teachers as the children come in 
through the door which opens onto the rear playground. They put book bags into boxes 
lined up along the wall and go and sit down on the carpet. The teacher sits down on her 
chair in one comer of the carpet facing the children. A whiteboard easel stands to her 
left. She holds the register on her lap. 
I CT: Okay. Right! Good morning, Kawsar. It's very confusing if 
people come in late. We'll have to wait for quiet. 
Could you shut the door please, one of you. I can see Kutub ready 
to start the day cos he's sitting with his arms folded his legs 
crossed facing the front ready to hear his name on the register. 
Good. Now I'm going to start again. Good morning, Kawsar 
2 Kawsar: Good morning 
3 CT: Good morning, Khadra 
4 Khadra: Ciao, bon j our 
5 CT: A mixture there, two languages 
(The pattern continues with CT saying "Good morning" and children: "Good morning") 
6 CT: Good morning. I think you're all half asleep this morning 
Gokcen 
7 CT: Bobby 
8 Bobby: Ciao 
9 CT: Ciao. Redon 
10 Redon: Good morning. Bon j our 
11 CT: Raman 
12 Raman: Bonjour. Good mom 
13 CT: You mean what? 
14 Raman: Morning 
15 CT: You mean what? 
16 Raman: Good morning. 
17 CT f smiling l: Good morning. Naomi 
(The pattern continues and some children answer spontaneously in another 
language, eg 
ciao, bonjour, but with no Bengali greeting) 
Counter 023 
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CT: I can't do it now I'm with the class. I'll have to do it later. 
Remind me later, okay? We've got lots to get down to this 
morning. I'm going to ask a mm Gokcen, I wonder if you can 
change today's date. 
Do you know what today is the date is, Gokcen? 
Gokcen: Tuesday 
CT: Tuesday, tu tu Tuesday. Go and see if you can change it to 
today's date. If yesterday's day was the 18 th day of April, what 
does that make today? (no reply) If yesterday was the 18thday 
then today is the 
Gokcen: 1 9th 
CT: It's the I 9th April. Good girl. Okay. Last week I got you to write 
this down. Today I'm just going to see if you can do the 
calculation in your head. Mahima, how many children should we 
have sitting on the carpet every morning? How many children are 
on roll in our class? 
Mahima: Umm 
CT: Can you remember what we said we have sitting on the carpet in 
the morning if everybody is feeling good and if everybody has 
come to school? (Pause) Redon, how many children? 
Redon: 25 
CT: We should have 25. Good. We should have sitting on the carpet. 
BUT, then, one person is not here. Okay. I don't want to know 
how many children are sitting on the carpet. I want to know, 
Redon, listen because you might be able to help with this one, I 
want to know how you can work this out - how you can work out 
how many children are actually sitting on the carpet - if you can 
tell me how to work this out. If I look round - Nahid, I wonder if 
you can have a try, I'm going to say it again, we should have 25 
children sitting on the carpet, but there is one person is not here. 
What could you do to find out how many children are sitting on 
the carpet for me? There's a maths process you can use. 
Nahid: I can't [unclear] 
CT: It could be. Have a good think about it. 
While you are thinking about it I'm going to ask Selim if he can 
explain it to me. 
Selim: Put 20 in your head and 5 in your fingers. 
CT: Why do you say put 5 in your fingers? 
What does that mean? What 
does that mean? What does it stand for? 
Abdul: You've got 25 to 
CT: So you're saying we then would have 25 so you've got that large 
number to work with in your head ready to work with yea, good., 
okay. So you were saying you've got 5 on your fingers 
Abdul: And you take away one 
CT: Ooh, take awqy. That was the word I was thinking of 
You need to take away, don't you. You're not going to make 
it 
more children, you've got to make it less children. 
So, how 
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would you do that. Put 20 in your head. I have 5 on your fingers how would you take away I? 
35 Abdul: On my fingers 
Counter 054 
36 CT: Show me. That's what I want you to do is to show me (Children giggle) 
You've got 20 and the 5. What would you do? 37 Abdul: Point with my fingers 
38 CT: Put your finger up? 
39 Abdul: NO-O! (Children laugh) 
40 CT: Show me 
41 Abdul: Fold it. 
42 CT: Fold it down. That's a good way to do it. Okay. And then what 
would you do? 
43 Abdul: And then you add 20 to the 4 
44 CT: Say that again, I can't hear Kawsar's talking 
45 Abdul: Then you add 20 to the 4. 
45 CT: The 20 and the 4 together and so then you've got 20 ... 46 Abdul: 24. 
47 CT: 24. Do you know what -I really like the way you have worked 
that out, Abdul. Well done. Has anyone got a different way? Not 
moving 20 and then 5 on their fingers, but still taking away it's 
called you're subtracting, but a different way. I am sure that you 
have. It's all right to be different. We don't need to work things 
out the in same way. Raman, how would you do it? 
48 Raman: Stick 25 in your head and take I away from your head and put it 
in your thingee, put it in the bin and then you'll have 24 
49 CT: So you're imagining you're taking one away you're counting 
back. Do you remember about counting back yes? And when we 
start with a big number and then we count back. That's a really 
nice story taking it out of your head and throwing it in the bin 
f Children laugh). That's a really good way of doing it {Children 
laugh louderl. But I tell you what I think you'll remember it for 
tomorrow morning throwing it the bin. Well done. Good. Okay. 
Abdul and Redon well done. So, has anyone worked out with 
their hands up and without calling out hands up, how many 
children we've got sitting or we would if they were all here 
together sitting on the carpet today. Did you listen to Abdul and 
to Redon? Mmm. Edon? 
50 Edon: 24 
51 CT: 24 children. Well done. Good. Okay. And we've got today's date. 
So let's have a quick read of it 
Altogether: Tuesday the 19th of April 2005 
52 CT: The quick one 
53 Children: Nineteen of April 
54 CT: Hold on I said the quick one. Is that quick? I've got (she puts on 
an exaggeratedly slow voice) nine teen of April. Is that 
quick? 
55 Children: No 
56 CT: alkino in a brisk I could write the whole date out the whole year ýt i, 
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pace) Remember, 19.4.05, it goes at the top of page and all the 
work that you do. Okay, Oh let's have Nasrin and Gokcen Okay. 
while they're taking the register, I've got four children here NA-ho 
will make the front of our columns our lines on the carpet behind 
them. Can you please sit ready. We're going to work with some 
whiteboards. I want you to sit behind them in rows. In columns. 
In lines. Move forward, Nahid. Abdul move forward. Mahima, 
you're not behind anybody with a board. Move over. Glen, can 
you go behind Abdul and Mahima you can go behind Kutub or 
behind Selim, and Redon, you can actually move because you're 
not actually behind anybody. Why is it turning into three children 
in the back there? Hisham, move over. Stop. A little bit. Adil 
can you go behind Hisham. Raman, move over. Gokcen go 
behind Kawser. Can you see what I mean by four rows here. We 
are not going into three rows. Then we've got four rows and four 
people in the front. And then on the other hand anyone can go in 
at the back. Okay, people at the front four five five four . Pass back three boards and Nasrin can you pass back four three 
three four. So everyone has got a white board and a rubber and a 
pen. And before recorders start Nasrin, take one and pass the rest 
back. Okay 
57 Children: Take one 
58 CT: Take one and pass the rest back. Okay? 
59 Children: You've got three more. 
60 CT: And the boards, darling, as well. Okay? 
Counter 095 
(Children pass back boards, 'rubbers' (little cloths) and pens) 
61 CT: We're trying to get organised. Take one and pass the rest back. 
(there's some difficulties in taking one and passing the others 
back as instructed. ) 
62 CT (impatiently): Hisham, keep one, pass the rest back. Take one and pass the 
rest back. Remember? Take one, pass the rest back 
(Children pass back) 
63 Child: I haven't got one. 
64 CT: What have you not got? You haven't got the rubbers yet. 
You've got boards 
65 Children: Where are our pens? 
66 CT: Well where have the boards gone? Did I only give you two? 
67 Child: Yes. There are some in there. 
ý68 Children: Where are the other pens? 
69 CT: [unclear] 
(Counter 105) 
70 Child: I've got two pens! 
71 CT: The children at the front obviously haven't been 
[listening]. 
Four. So keep one and pass the rest back (she emphasises this) 
72 Selim: One. 
73 CT: Edon's ready. Mahima's ready. Jess is ready. 
Redon's ready. 
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Your pens should be in front and you should have our y arms folded and not be playing with anything. Glen are you watching 
me or playing? Okay. I wonder, just from absolutely nowhere, if 
you can remember any of the consonant blends we looked at last 
week. Ooh, lovely, ooh loads of you can. Nasrin. 74 Nasrin (pauses): e ru 
75 CT: Do you remember how (pauses) what letters make the cru sound? 76 Nasrin: c ru 
77 Children: e ru 
78 CT: Oh good girl, well done. cru Good. That's one (writes cr on the board). Mahima. 
79 Mahima: bru 
80 CT: bru. What letters make that sound? 81 Mahima: bu ru 
82 CT: Good. Redon. What letters make that sound? 83 Redon: [bu ru] 
84 CT: Oh you're getting very good at this. (writes br on the board) 
Any more? Is that it? 
85 Children: Yes 
86 Child: SP 
87 CT: Yes sp (writes it on the board). Because we've got plenty more to 
get through. Quickly we're all going to do a new one (talks 
faster) because that's the bit we've got to be quick. This one 
what do you hear is (pauses) If you can look at me it helps you 
(pauses) Okay, Abdul, if you look at me it helps you. 
flu flu (enunciating the blend very clearly) 
88 Children: (quietly) flu flu 
(Kawsar writes fl on his board, Abdul writes: cr br sp fl) 
89 CT: Flu I wonder if anyone can tell me what makes that sound flu. 
Can you tell me what letters make that sound flu flu. It's a new 
one. Only flu. Anyone going to try? flu flu Two letters. Glen 
90 Glen: f and 1 
91 CT: Did you write that down on your board as well? That's a really 
good way of helping you to see it, isn't it? Well done. I'm going 
to put a line around those ones and I'm going to put our new 
sound. And just in case you're not sure it's f and 1. Those are the 
two consonants which often start 
92 Child: Aargh (cries out) 
93 Child: fu lu 
94 CT: flu Right. The other three rub out the other three. You don't 
need those three down. Today our sound is flu f Abdul wipes off 
the three pairs of consonantsl So we can get them straight away 
who can think of a word which might have those two letters 
together in it? Straight away, Redon, you've got your hands up. 
(Abdul writes fl and undemeath writes flag. He wipes it out and rewrites flag; 
Kawsar writes fl and undemeath writes Flag) 
95 Redon: Flag. 
96 CT: Fla-ag. Listen carefully, remember, if you look at me, Kutub, if 
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you look at me sometimes it helps you with your spelling because 
I'm going to say it really clearly for you. Ready? Flag flag. See 
if you can write it down. 
(Children pronounce quietly as they write flag) 
97 CT: Remember the sounds or the letters we are looking at today 
flu flu flag 
98 Children: flu ag fu lag 
99- CT: flag. Redon, would you tell us how you spelt it? 100 Redon: f la g (pronounces letters as ef el ai ji) 
101 CT: Fantastic. Hold on a minute. How did I do it last week ? 
That worked really well, didn't it. Let's have a look. 
102 Child: Yes 
103 CT: Let's have a look. Flu/ le/a/gu (as she writes on board) 
Did anyone else get spelling like that? 
Counter 137 
104 Children: Yes 
105 CT: Shall I just show you whether or not we've you've got all the 
Letters in here that we need? 
106 Child quietly: flag flag 
107 CT: Thefirstfu well done we've got the flu fu lu 
Remember that's the two flu letters we're concentrating on 
today. That's the clue for helping you. a gu fu/lu/a/gu 
(she writes a tick above each letter of flag) 
108 Children: flag 
109 CT: That word is correct it goes up on our list (emphasises 
each word as she writes on the whiteboard) 
Well done. WELL DONE. 
(Children talk quietly) 
110 Glen: Mine pen isn't working (holding up his dry marker pen) 
III CT: Glen, always your one doesn't work. Let me see. 
Counter 140 
112 CT: You can see it, honey. That's fine. It doesn't matter if it's a bit 
faded. Watch (she writes) 
113 Child calls: Fly 
114 CT: Fly. Ooh. This one we need to be careful with. This is one of 
those words which you could put too 
115 Child: Look we already got fly I already put 
116 CT: because I'll tell you you could put too many letters in. Fly fly 
I love to fly. You could put too many letters in this one. In fact, 
no, I'm going to help you.. I'm going to show you how many 
letters you need. Sh-h sh-h. Thank you for [not] calling out 
how many letters you need. Can you see this Bobby? If you 
have a look here look how many letters you need see which 
ones you mig get rid of there. 
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120 CT (writes): 







Kutub, I want you to look really closely at these three here. Can 
you see there is nothing in the middle of them. All are just [bunched up] (pauses) Okay. Let's see-ee -ee Kawser ef el ai I mean y 
fIy (writes on white board) 
el 
I 
y (CT writes on white board) 
Let's see what we've got, ready? (children write). Well done. Excellent. Okay Sometimes what you lot do and this is not me being critical of you as such, but watch lpronouncesl fu/lu/i/ye 
(simultaneously writes) fliye fli ye 
fliye. That's a [unclear] 
It does sound like it could be doesn't it flu/ ai ye Fly It does 
If you sound it out properly phonetically it sounds like it does 
have an i in it. You need to know this word f taps four times on 
the wordl is 
fly Like that 
Is like that. It's one of those words. Okay. Now, who's got 
another word for us? NIm, Mahima 
float 
128 CT: Ooh that's a great one. Naz (Nazrin) float is one which has got a 
vowel a long vowel sound in the middle I want you to just 
remember that that far. I'm going to show you how many letters 
Imran 
(she draws five short horizontal lines on the board ) 
129 Imran: one two three four five 
130 CT: And I am going to show you the phonemes, the sounds in it. 
(Children sound a little restless) I am just 
going to write one more word and then we can go off for that 
(write fI oa t as she writes the children try to sound out the 
letters. ) Excellent. I think some of you have got this brilliantly. 
131 Child calls: I writ it do-own! 
132 CT: We don't like [unclear] One two three four five letters for 
phonemes, right Let's have Nahid. Everybody watch on the 
board. 
133 Nahid: ei o ei ti 
134 CT: Oh! That's three. Let's check if that's got the five letters. Yes, 
one two three four five. Let's just check the phonemes together. 
Ready? The phonemes I want to hear you giving me the sounds 
(draws a short squiggly line underneath the f, the 1, the oa together, and the t) 
135 Children: flu 
136 Child: fu 
137 CT: Uh! That's not fulu that's 
138 Children: fl 0 
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139 CT: Excellent. So it's Fu lu oa t. Excellent. Well done. Some of 
you then used instead of our a used those w's . Again I would be so-o pleased if you did that in your spelling because you're really 
thinking about your sounds. I need be over here with [unclear] 
ow [unclear] crown do you remember? No it's not. It's the /ow/ sound we 
did. We did the /ow/ Good, it's because you're remembering. 
You're remembering what the /ow/ sound is. If you're in 
recorders, could you please wipe your board dry, put your pens 
and your rubber and your board back and line up at the door. 
jNoise of children passing boards etc and lining up I- It's 
fantastic. You've all got so much better at your spellings and 
your sounds. I'm very impressed how you've tried. And even if 
you haven't spelled the word completely correctly at least I can 
see that you are trying in your spelling. Really good. 
Counter 190 
(Some children, including Kawsar and Sumaiya (Mahima is not here today) leave the 
room for recorders) 
140 CT: Okay. There is only a few of us in here, so I wonder how many 
we can get done. Let's see if we can all get some new words. I'm 
going to ask Nasrin, can you think of a word which begins with 
flu? 
141 Nasrin: jNo replyj 
142 CT: We've had so far let's see if we can read them. Let's see if we 
can read these ones. 
143 Children: flag fly float 
144 CT: Excellent. Can you think of another word? Could there be 
something that grows in the garden with petals. 
(Abdul and Kutub write flouer, Abdul and Adil write flower. Bobby writes fIawa 
r. While they are writing CT draws six short horizontal lines on the board. Then 
underneath the first two she draws a short squiggly line, under the next two she draws 
one longer squiggly line, and under the next two she draws two short squiggly lines) 
145 Nasrin: flower 
146 CT: flu flu ow er flow er 
147 Children quietly as CT writes: flower 
148 CT: I'll help you again. 
149 Children: flouw flouw (children write silently) 
150 CT: Check your phonemes with that 
151 Child (quietly): One two three four 
152 CT: Fantastic. This quiet show me that you are really concentrating 




Flu ouw er ou wer ou er Are you done Abdul? 
Mine's ready. Mine's got an ow in it. 
Flower. Okay. Let's have I think I am going for 
(Lots of extraneous noise in corridor) [unclear] 
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Counter 208 
155 CT: Well done, good boy. Abdul? 
156 Abdul: I've got [unclear] 
157 CT: Have you got this spelling? Okay. Let's have a look. Let's just 
check. 
Up here I said one two three four five six letters one two 
three four five six . You've got the right amount of letters. And I said that there were five phonemes. Let's look at the 
phonemes. One two three four five. When you come across 
two that means two letters make one sound. Okay? Let's just 
see how many phonemes we've got here. /Fu/ Can I hear 
you all? 
158 Children onetwo, 
159 CT: /Fu/ lu/ 
160 Children: /fu / lu / ouw / er/ 
(CT leads children just a second behind her) 
161 CT: ouw ouw er (stresses and prolongs the er) 
162 Children: flower 
163 CT: So, that's just one er At is isn't it really. That's really one 
sound you don't hear the eh and the eu together. [unclear] It's 
just one sound. Have a look. 
164 Bobby: A-a-w 
165 CT: Bobby, you went like this you went like this Aagh. Why did you 
do 
that? Tell me what you've got. Let's have a look at what you've 
got? [unclear] to get the correct spelling. Why did you do that? 
What have you got written down there? 
166 Bobby: [unclear] 
167 CT: Ooh are you listening? Let's see. Do you mind if I show 
everyone? Oh, I've done it now. A bit late isn't it! /ef / ai 
168 Bobby: [unclear] 
169 CT: Okay. I wonder, Bobby, you see now that the correct way I 
wonder if you can sound things out for me, okay, if you can tell 
me the sounds the phonemes okay? 
170 Bobby: flu ow 
171 CT: is that an ow sound? Do you know what listen Let's have a look 
(writes on the white board) Who knows what that says? 
172 Children: Kawsar. Kawsar! 
173 CT: Kawsar. Ku ow er 
173 Child: Cow 
174 CT: It sounds like it, doesn't it. The a and the w actually sound 
like an ow because we've got it in some of our other spellings. 
175 Child: It's like [unclear] 
176 CT: It's not in this case. To show you it can be written this way, but 
No in this case f she writes fl awar. Then crosses our the 
first a and writes an o above the a and an e above the second a. 
She then draws three short squiggly lines under the fl, first a and 
the w) So cross that out and put the ow ow We're going to go 
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back to doing our long vowel sounds so don't you worry about 
that. Now fl ow er er Is it ar or an e? 
Flowe flowe e. Again you've got to remember that e 
sound. We do need to do some more work on that but I am really 
pleased And do you know what I like that Bobby said "At least I 
really tried" and he did. Okay. You know what I think we can do 
this and [unclear] Abdul, wipe your board dry, put your pen in 
the rubber band and then you can go to the toilet. Actually, I am 
going to give you one minute and see if you can write some other 
words with flu okay? with flu -in it. Write it down. Don't tell 
me. Think of some words. We've had flag fly float flower. I 
don't want those words. See if you can think of Ana other words 
see if you can think of any animals or Ooh that's a nice word. 
I can see a nice looking word over there. Think of words that 
begin with flu flu flu 
177 Abdul (whispers): Oh just write it down and then show her 
188 CT: Because that is not one we are concentrating on today because I 
was wondering, if you can remember back to last week, if you 
can tell, Adil, of another word which means the same as 
illustrated. I can wait for a minute. Any children? Any children? 
What I am asking is, Edon, Glen, Abdul, Jane, I thinks it's rain 
knocking on the window. It is rain. What I am asking is if you 
can think of another word which means the same as illustrated. 
What that actually means? What does illustrated mean? Do you 
know what illustrated mean? Illustrated or illustrations for 
example, what does it mean? Another word. I did ask you not to 
call out. Mahima 
189 Mahima: drawing 
190 CT: Drawing. Can you remember that, Abdul? Illustrations are the 
drawings, okay. So, illustrated by also means drawn by 
(she writes drawnb 
191 Child: drawn 
192 CT: By or painted by or photographed by (after the word illustrated 
she writes b y) 
193 Child: An artist 
194 Child: Who's the author? 
195 CT: No that's coming. You hold your thought there, you wait a 
minute. 
196 Child: The author 
197 CT: Who can think, without calling out, of another word for ýwritten' 
or what 'written' means? When we have the word written by on 
a book can you think of another word that might be on the book 
instead of written by. Abdul 
198 Abdul: Write? (fiddles with his shoelaces) 
199 CT: Write it's the [famous] word let's do the same thing, but, I don't 
think you can have write by Abdul Stop doing that, cross your 
legs or you can't concentrate. You can help me. You wouldn*t 
have 'write' on a book okay you would see 'written by' or there 
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might be another word, think about it carefully. Khadra 200 Khadra: Author 
201 CT: Author. Abdul did you notice that word? Author. What does 
author mean? Bobby. Bobby, what does author mean? 202 Bobby: It's the person what wrote the book 
203 CT: Fantastic, how did I know you knew it. 
(Interruption by another adult) 
Okay. All these interruptions. So we've got this word here. Who 
can read this word. Kawsar, can you read this word for me. 
204 Kawsar: (taps his cheek) 
205 Abdul: Author 
206 CT: Gokcen. What does author mean? 
207 Adil: Author writes some books. 
208 CT: Oh, you know Adil, you really have got it right. Your name is 
Adil, not Gokcen! 
IChildren laugh heartilyl. 
(Children talk and chat as the CT gets up to get another book. She sits down again 
holding a big book. She holds the front cover facing the children. She looks enticingly. 
The EMAG teacher (ET) stands beside CT and mimes as the CT reads the story) 
209 CT pretends to cough: We've got the book here 
210 ET: Ooh Farmer Duck 
(Children talking) 
211 CT: We're going to look at the front cover together 
Oh lovely, it's all coming together 
212 CT: Glen,, can you read the title for me 
213 Glen: Farmer Duck 
214 CT: Well done. Can you see this Abdul? 
215 Abdul: Yes 
216 CT: Read the title for us: Farmer 
217 Children: Farmer Duck 
218 CT: Farmer Duck. Do you think they can ta and read the author for 
me the author 
219 Children: Oh (trying to get attention and to be chosen) 
220 CT: Hisham 
221 Hisham: Helen Oxen 
222 CT: Half a minute. Remember the order of how things are on books. 
The author 
223 Hisham: He's there Martin Wa Wadell (He pronounces with the 
accent on the last syllable ie correctly) 
224 ET: Well done 
225 CT: Really fantastic try, well done Hisham 
226 Child: Martin Wadell 
227 CT: Martin Wadell. Excellent. Well done. Do you think they can 
find 
illustrator for me the illustrator. Mahima 
228 Mahima: Helen Oxenbury 
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229 CT: That's a great word. I love that word. Helen Oxenbury. 
Well done. Okay. I wonder if anybody can see which publisher 
printed this book. Bernadette, can you see where the publisher is? You come and show me on the book where the publisher is. Come up and show me, Come up here. Come on. And I'll help 
you. And we'll recap on what we've done already. Ready? 
We've done the title. We've done the author. We've done the 
illustrator. Now we're looking for the publisher. Can you see 
what the publisher might be? Where that might be the person 
who's [unclear] what's the author (She points to a logo of a bear holding a candle) Can you see what it is? 
230 Child: A bear holding a candle 
231 CT: A bear holding a 
232 Children: Candle 
233 CT: A bear holding a candle, now that's the publisher we all know. 
Thank you very much, Bernadette. Go and sit down. I don't 
suppose, Bernadette, you can remember what that publisher is 
with that picture? 
234 Child- It's a walk it's a walker 
(EMAG teacher pretends to be walking) 
235 Children prompt: walker books 
236 CT: Adil 
237 Adil: Walker Books 
238 CT: Walker Books. Well done. Good. We did loads of books week, 
didn't we, Jessica. That's what Walker Books published. Right. 
Have you read this before? Jessica have you read this before? 
239 Children: Ye-es 
240 Child- I don't remember that 
241 Child: Oh look Walker Books! 
242 CT: Oh a Walker Big Book! That's because this book has been made 
by Walker Publishers and it's a BIG book. 
243 Asim: There's a bear on the back 
244 CT: Shall I just try like this just now. You're right, darling. 
245 Child- No, look what happens. 
246 Child- We're going to read it 
247 Abdul: He eats chocolate every day 
248 Kutub: Chocolate chocolate 
249 CT: But, you know what. I must have quiet for the reading. I might 
not get to read all of it for now, but we will 
250 Abdul: I know what happens in that book 
I'm only going to read it if we are really quiet. Then we can read 251 CT: 
it: There once was a duck who had the bad luck to live ivith a lazy 
old 
252 Children: Fanner 
253 CT: farmer 
254 Abdul: The duck did work every day (he reads fast out aloud) 
255 CT: The duck did the work. The farmer stayed in bed 
256 Abdul: Everyday 
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257 CT: stayed all day in bed. What is that Fanner eating, Nazrin, 
can you see? 
258 Children: Choc 
259 Nazrin: Chocolates 
260 CT: CHOCOLATES! In bed! What's the poor duck doing, Goldi, 
what's the poor duck doing? 
261 Goldi: (remains silent) 
262 Abdul: Ate the food 
263 CT: Not good enough. Goldi, bring him more food. Bringing him 
More food. Bringing more -food look at that poor duck 
(CT reads with lot of animation and in different voices and accents) 
264 Child: Chocolates 
265 CT: That lazy fanner's in bed 
266 Abdul: He brings it to the farmer. Look at the poor duck! 
267 Child: He's lazy 
268 CT: He's definitely poor he's having to work, isn't he? 
269 Child: Quack quack 
270 Abdul: He's quite cruel 
271 CT: You must stay quiet. Even if it's a book you read before but you 
must stay silent. The duck fetched the cow from the field. "How 
goes the work? " called the farmer. (She puts on a very funny 
voice for how goes the work? ) The duck answered, "Quack! " 
Look at this poor duck. What is it walking around in here? 
272 Child: Mud 
273 Child: Rain Water 
274 Child: Puddles 
275 CT: Puddles. Well done. Big farmhouse in the comer there. The duck 
brought the sheep from the hill. "How goes the work? " called the 
fanner. The duck answered 
276 Children & CT: "Quack! " Quack 
277 CT: Can you see? Look at the farmer in his bedroom in the farmhouse 
leaning out the window "How goes the work? " (in a funny voice) 
278 Children: "Quack" "Quack" (loudly) 
279 ET: I was saying that the illustrator really wants to draw your 
attention to the main characters here, to the fanner and his duck 
feeding the chickens. We need to know about the grass and the 
field he's just drawn them in black and white and then he's 
coloured in the main features. Okay? Asif? 
280 Selim: Who's writes the publisher? 
281 CT: Oh who writes the publisher? 
282 ET: They want to sell more of their books so they put their 
picture on 
283 CT: But that's got nothing to do with the Fanner Duck, that's to do 
with before. Okay. The farmer got fat through staying in bed and 
the poor duck got fed up with working all day. "How goes the 
work? " (EMAG teacher mimes lying in bed and digging) 
284 Children: "Quack" (loudly) 
285 CT: What is he doing here? Bobby 
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286 Bobby: Drawing 
287 CT: I'm asking. What is he doing here? Put your hands up and tell me what he's doing here. Gokcen 
288 Gokeen: Digging 
289 CT: Digging. Well done. "How goes the work? " 290 Children: "Quack" (loud and long) 291 CT: What is he doing here? Junior 
292 Junior: Cooking 
293 CT: He's doing the 
294 Child: Washing doing the washing up 295 Child: Pots 
296 CT: "How goes the work? " 
297 Children: "Qua-a-ck? " (long and louder) 
298 CT: Hands up. What's he doing here. Mahima 
299 Mahima: Ironing 
300 CT: Ironing. "How goes the work? " 301 Children: "Qua-a-ck" 
302 CT: Much better when you are not shouting and screeching. He's 
getting [] oh it's quite tricky. Redon, what is he doing there? 303 Redon: Work f Mrs Jones mimes climbing the ladder and picking fruitl 304 CT: Yes he has to so-o There are all the fields the animals are in and 
now we are also seeing that this farm has got [] it is for the 
duck to collect. Okay. "How goes the work? " 
305 Children: "Qua-a- ck" 
306 Child: You do so loud. Miss says 
307 CT: Kawsar, what is he doing now? 
308 Kawsar: Getting eggs 
309 CT: He's collecting eggs from the hens. "How goes the work? " 
310 Children: "Qua-a-ck. " 
311 CT: The poor duck was sleepy and weepy and tired. Just lean forward, 
that's the sensible thing to do. Oh look. Naomi, who's looking 
after the poor duck here? 
312 Naomi: Hens are 
313 CT: The chickens the hens are. He looks tired,, exhausted 
314 Child: Why he's tired? 
315 CT: The hens and the cow and the sheep got very upset. They loved 
the duck. So they held a meeting under the moon and they made a 
plan for the morning. "MOO! " said the cow 
316 Children & CT: "BAA! " 
317 CT: Said the sheep 
318 Children: "Cluck! " 
319 CT: Said the hens. And that was the plan . "Moo! " "Baa! " "Cluck! " 
went the plan. What animals have we got on this page? Edon 
320 Edon: Er cows sheep 
321 CT: Sheep. Well done. Bobby 
322 Bobby: Hens 
323 CT: Hens. Well done. Have you seen anything else? We've got 
sheep, hens and what this over here? 
324 Abdul: Cow 
325 CT: A big cow. Well done. it was just be just before dawn and the 
farmyard was very still. Have a look at the illustration. 
Remember that it was night time under the moon, if it's just 
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before dawn, what sort of time of day do you think dawn might 
be? Bernadette 
326 Bernadette: Er just before 
327 CT: Just before dawn. Fra not asking you what they are doing. I want 
you tell me what time of day you think it is. 
328 Jane: mm mm the sky's getting light 
329 CT: The sky's getting lighter. Well done. Because it's dark and the 
light of the moon and the sky's getting lighter, we'rýe beginning to 
seethe It's 
330 Children: Morning 
331 CT: Dawn is when the sun comes up. It rises 
332 Child: Rises? 
333 CT: Er early early morning. And hopefully when you are still asleep 
at dawn. it's still dark. It's not the night time 
End of Tape side A. 
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APPENDIX 7.5 
MAHIMA LEARNS BENGALI IN THE COMMUNITY: TRANSCRIPT 
Core Event Number Six - Year 2 Class 
Transcript for Mahima in Bengali Community Language Class, Observed and Recorded on 6 March 2005 
Line Child's Actions and Adults' Actions and Notes 
_. 
Speech Speech 
"Draw ajackfruit, a bird and Directs. sets task 
a fish and write the words in 
Bengali" 
2 "How can I do it? " (in Signals difficulty and 
English) implicitly asks for help 
Points to the word on the Scaffolds by indicating 
paper, leans over and the relevant words in 
underlines the word text 
Bangladesh and the word 
kathal in the text 
3 "We don't have any rulers Provides an aid for 
so I'll use this" (in Bengali) writing letters of a 
She draws two parallel lines certain size 
across the top of the page 
using a card as a ruler. 
4 Looks at the ruled 
lines 
5 Copies Bangladesh in Realises the task of 
Bengali script from writing between lines 
the word underlined 
by the teacher, writing 
between the two 
horizont4l lines 
6 "Shall I rub out the Teacher does not reply 
lines? " (in English) 
7 Leaves the lines. Does not rub out lines 
the teacher herself drew 
8 Says to girl next to her Comments on the 
"It's hard, innit ý! ý difficulties involved in 
the task 
9 Draws a rectanglý and 
draws a bird inside it 
10 Writes ýird -in English Volunteer assistant (VA) (in VA points out her 
in graffiti style Bengali) points to her 
failure to write Bengali 
writing "You haven't done word 
the Bengali word. You've 
done it in English" 
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"Aw! " (rubs out týe- Removes the imported English word) English word 12 Underlines the words for Provides further support bird, jackfruit and fish in the to enable Mahima to 
photocopied text identify and copy the 
words 13 Pushes the paper closer to 
her 
14 Copies the word for Copies carefully bird (paki) in Bengali 
script 
15 Draws another 
rectangle below and a 
jackfruit inside it. 
Copies the word 
(kathcqo in Bengali 
script 
16 Draws another 
rectangle and a fish 
inside it. Writes the 
English word 'fish" 
and copies the 
underlined word 
(niach) in Bengali 
script 
17 "And write your name" (in Directs 
Bengali) 
18 "1 don't know [how] Signals her lack of 
(in English) linguistic knowledge for 
writing independently 
18 Teacher hands her a sheet Scaffolds by providing 
of paper with an alphabet an alphabet chart and 
chart "Find nio" directing her to search 
for the initial letter of 
her name 
20 Scans the sheet Searches and seeks 
muttering "mo nio confirmation 
mo. - Points to mo and 
looks at the teacher 
21 "Good"' (in English) Praises 
22 Writes her name in Bengali Now provides a model 
script on a small piece of of her name to copy 
paper and passes it to her 
23 Copies her name at Copies letter by letter 
the top of the page 
24 Passes paper across Glances at it as she takes it Accepts her product 
the table to teacher 
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APPENDIX 7.6 
MAHIMA LEARNS BENGALI IN THE COMMUNITY: ANALYTICAL GRID 
Core Event Number Six - Year 2 Class 
Transcript for Mahima in Bengali Community Language Class, Observed and Recorded on 6 March 2005 
Line Child's Actions and Adult's Actions and Notes 
Speech Speech 
"Draw aj ackfruit, a bird and +C =draw these on this 
a fish and write the word in page and in this 
Bengali" language 
-F (Do it how? ) 
2 "How can I do it? " (in Recognises ID but also 
English) knows he cannot realise 
it 
Points to the word on the ID = learn to write the 
paper, leans over and words by copying 
underlines the word 
Bangladesh and the word 
kathal in the text 
3 "We don't have any rulers +C = write the title 
so I'll use this" (in Bengali). within the two ruled 
She draws two parallel lines lines ("writing nicely" 
across the top of the page 
using a card as a ruler 
4 Looks at the ruled Recognises ID 
lines 
5 Copies Bangladesh in Realises ID 
Bengali script from 
the word underlined 
by the teacher, writing 
between the two 
horizontal lines 
6 "Shall I rub out the Teacher does not reply VP through not replying 
Iines? " (in English) 
7 _ Leaves the lines. Realises ID and 
recognises ID 
8 Says to girt next to her Child comments on the 
"Itýs hard, innit" challenge with. in the task_ 
9 Draws a rectangle and Realises task 
draws a bird inside it 
- 10 Writes 'bird' in Volunteer assistant (VA) (in Falls to recognise task 
English in graffiti Bengali) points to her by using 
English word 
style writing "You haven't done and script and popular 
the Bengali word. You've script 
done it in English" VP 
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+C +F 
" " - Aw! (rubs out the Recognises and realises English word) task 
12 Underlines the words for +C (do it this Nxaý) 
bird, jackfruit and fish in the 
_ _photocopied 
text 
13 Pushes the paper closer to 
her 
14 Copies the word for Recognises and realises bird (paki) in Bengali ID 
script 
15 Draws another Recognises and reallses 
rectangle below and a ID 
jackfruit inside it. 
Copies the word 
(kathal) in Bengali 
script 
16 Draws another Recognises and realises 
rectangle and a fish ID 
inside it. Writes the 
English word 'fish' 
and copies the 
underlined word 
(mach) in Bengali 
script 
17 "And write your name" (in +F 
Bengali) 
18 "1 don't know [how] Fails to realise ID 
(in English) 
18 Teacher hands her a sheet +C +F 
of paper with an alphabet 
chart "Find nio" 
20 Scans the sheet Recognises and realises 
muttering "mo mo ID 
nio. " Points to nio and 
looks at the teacher. 
21 "Good. " (in English) 
22 Writes her name in Bengali +C +F 
script on a small piece of 
paper and passes it to her 
23 Copies her name at Realises ID 
the top of the page 
24 Passes paper across Glances at it as she takes it Realises ID 
the table to teacher 
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APPENDIX 8.1 
DESCRIPTION OF YEAR 5 CHILDREN'S DRAWINGS: FIELDNOTES 
Year 5 whole class exercise was based on drawing themselves reading and writing 
at home and in school and community classes. Follow-up conversations were used to reveal their perceptions about the many salient social issues that have meaning for them. 
Whole Class Task Performed I November 2004 
The drawings, which depicted the Year 5 children reading at home and reading in 
school, conveyed a rich range of practices and different purposes for literacy. Kendrick 
and McKay (2004) suggest that children's drawings reveal how they perceive 
themselves and others in relation to literacy. What is not included seems to be as important as what is. 
The drawing task took place early in the school day after my presentation of the task 
and a quarter of an hour discussion. It followed a session in which the classteacher 
expressed displeasure at certain children not bringing their reading bags to school while 
some had not yet bought one. Unfortunately this probably undermined this time as the 
most opportune moment for my whole class task in which the Year 5 children were 
asked to draw themselves reading at home and in school. 
The children later explained their drawings in individual conversations with myself 
which were recorded on tape. The initial disappointing efforts made by the boys were 
later ameliorated by their verbal explanations. The drawings were used as a way into 
conversations which in turn enabled me to examine them for views and themes on the 
meanings they constructed within their social settings. 
For instance, Ashna reads texts in different spaces at home. She makes a metaphoric use 
of the symbol of an open book left on her bed, on a chair, on the settee in the living 
room to represent herself reading stories and information books; a book also hovers 
above herself and a female friend, which confirms reading as a pleasurable activity. The 
social nature and responsibility to induct her much younger brother is conveyed by her 
reading to him as he sits at the end of her bed. Capital letters (in relation to other 
objects) and stylised writing enclosed within a square mark entitled "The Holy Qur'an" 
embodies the special nature of the Qur'an and the version that Ashna is reading. 
Altogether it conveys a domestic space in which literacy features frequently and 
expansively. 
School is also clearly a busy and ordered space. Ashna labels the School Library with 
its books on shelves, with a wide choice of stories and poetry. Some relate to films and 
DVDs. symbolised by copies of Lord o the Rings (Parts 1,2 and 3), Revolting Rhymes, )f 
and Cinderella. She approves of her teacher's 'creative idea' of calling an area 'Book 
Caf6' for individual reading, reflected in the large area her diagram takes up. Ashna sees 
literacy as going outside the classroom. For example, in the playground she is reading 
cookery books with her best friend, working on the computer, and 
being read to in 
assemblies. 
For Aysha reading at home takes place at a table or desk. She draws herself smiling at 
the table as about to engage in homework and home reading books (here a poetry 
book) 
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which are arranged neatly on a table, as do writing tools and sharp pens and pencils. A 
wardrobe may indicate where writing equipment is also kept. As a much smaller figure, 
she sits on a chair, hair uncovered, with the Qur'an symbolically represented bý- a large 
square titled The Qur'an. In school, she portrays herself as smiling and arms readý- for 
action, writing tools and papers arranged on her desk, while three friends work individually at theirs. 
A door mat welcomes visitors to Tasneem's home. A tall cupboard signals careful 
storage and organisation. A speech bubble from Tasneem's mouth tells us "I like 
reading and writing. " She draws herself busy putting pen to paper and various books lie 
on her dining table in the living room. In her bedroom, she and her older sister read as 
they lie on their bunk beds. In school, the classteacher sits at her table facing the 
children while for Tasneern the carpet is the main place for her reading activities as she 
sits cross legged with her female peers. One says "Reading is the best" and another asks 
"Is it writing? " She also shows herself sitting on a comfortable chair in the Book Caf6 
while her classteacher stands beside the whiteboard with 'magic stick' in hand pointing 
to the maths sums. She did not draw any children interacting with the teacher. 
The boys' drawings seem to present a different image of literacy. Babul's title is 
carefully drawn in graffiti script for both home and school. He depicts himself holding a 
book up high near his bed. With his hair carefully spiked he sits on a chair reading to his 
young brother who sits on the floor in front of him. He seems to sit awkwardly at a 
table. At school he is more interested in his peers and presents himself in trendy clothes, 
spiked hair and a logo on his sweatshirt as he stands in front of his desk with exercise 
books, pencils and a rubber. He has rubbed out the word library. A computer symbolises 
the enjoyment he gets from accessing a computer at school. A small figure riding a 
bicycle remains an "unknown" image of literacy (Kendrick and McKay (2004: 1). 
Enamul depicts himself at school carrying a book, reading a book, and standing by a 
chess board. A pencil completing the last line on a page symbolises "writing on a 
book", two cards with the word 'cat' and the word 'snap' represent his view of card 
games as reading activities. Under the title 'Outside School' Enamul shows a computer 
with keyboard, mouse and port. The screen displays MANU VS ARSENAL, at the 
time a topic of conversation with his football mates in school. A blank exercise book 
and pencil labelled 'doing my homework' (in j oined-up writing) shows him waiting for 
the work to be begun. 
Said first draws himself reading at home. He writes his name in full and puts '5.1' 
referring to his class name. He stands in his bedroom which has a tall cupboard with a 
TV&PS2 on top. He has drawn himself with meticulously spiked hair, trendy clothes 
and the word 'Reebok' written across his chest and down each trouser 
leg. There is a 
carpet on the floor. There is a label CLA$$ROOM, with 
its two dollar signs and the 
00s transformed into eyes. The only drawing is of teacher's desk, a single book or box 
placed on top, the top drawer labelled with her name. She stands squarely 
in the lower 
part of the page, conveying the dominance of teachers 
in the life of the classroom. 
Fahim's drawing is almost identical. Nazeeb's drawing is basically similar but depicts 
his bed and a book with the comment 'Bed is the best' and a television and 
PS2. Bright 
school lights shine down on him as he stands dressed 
in gear with REEBOK and NIKE 
logos next to the book and library comer with a computer at the side. 
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APPENDIX 8.2 
MOHAMMAD READS THE QUR'AN AT HOME: FIELDNOTES 
Core Event Number Seven - Year 5 Class 
Venue: The living room at Rusna's flat after school, Observed 17 May 2000 
Present are Rusna Begum (mother) and two sons, Mohammad (9yrs), Abbuel (6yrs) and daughter Mina (3yrs), as well as two boys Umar (6yrs) and Ali (5yrs), sons of 
neighbours. They all speak mainly in the Sylheti dialect of Bengali although Rusna 
occasionally speaks in English. They read in Arabic and then in standard Bengali. 
The living room of Rusna Begum's local authority flat has many functions. It provides a 
comfortable space for playing, watching TV, socialising with visitors and kin and 
discussions, such as the need for their grandfather, Jamil Ali, to apply for an extension 
to stay in Britain. It is also where he sleeps. Around the walls of the room are the settee 
and upholstered chairs, covered with huge cotton textiles, and straight back chairs, a 
small colour television and a bed on which are rolled two quilts made from saris. The 
foot of the bed faces away from Mecca. 
A display cabinet has small shell and brass ornaments from Bangladesh, books, writing 
materials,, medicines and family photographs. On the top of the cabinet are kept bottles 
of medicine, plastic toys, a toy aeroplane and vases containing artificial flowers. On the 
wall above the cabinet there is a clock and a framed Qur'anic saying. A garland of 
flowers is strung high up on the wall and a shell mobile and a large framed print of a 
forest scene from Bangladesh decorate another wall. Three large sheets of paper, which 
have Abbuel's name in large Bengali letters on the bottom, are sellotaped to the wall 
near the television. 
Following the children's return from school Mohammad and Abbuel, after eating 'our 
rice', watch children's television on a small TV with an indoor aerial. Mohammad then 
opens the door to two other boys who live nearby and they talk quietly in the hall. 
Rusna says: "It's time for namaz and Qur'an class" and she agrees I can stay. She 
explains that she "teaches Qur'an reading and Bengali reading" to her sons and two 
neighbour's sons from 5prn four times a week. 
Rusna brings in a large white cloth and spreads it on the floor so that it covers a large 
red rug and the central area of the wall to wall carpet. As she does so she tells the boys 
to "make Wudu. " Rusna goes to her bedroom and returns having put on a long cotton 
coat and oma which tightly covers her hair. The sons, watched by the neighbour's two 
children, go to the bathroom where they wash their feet under the bath tap. They also 
run water over their hands and pass their hands over their faces. The 
floor is getting wet. 
They tell me: "You have to be clean to say your prayers. " They go back to the 
living 
room and wait quietly. Mohammad tells me: "We did ozu, we washed our 
face"" and 
Abbuel adds: "We put on a special hat and we start reading. " I ask them why they 
do all 
these things and Mohammad replies: "To stay clean and we end up ... 
(he pauses) we 
don't touch the Qur'an with your leg. " Abbuel explains: "Then you don't go in 
fire 
and... " and Mohammad explains further: "because 
it's a special book. " -And be 
careful", prompts Abbuel. 
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Rusna brings a black orna from her bedroom and indicates for me to cover my head. The boys laugh at this unusual sight. Rusna says "You look nice. " She throWs a large 
green orna round her shoulders covering her torso and a black covering over her head. She puts a white head covering (a hood with lace covering the forehead) over 3 year old Mina's head. She soon pulls it off. Rusna puts it on again but Mina pulls it off. Rusna 
gives up while the boys have been quietly watching. The boys put on small densely 
embroidered caps, tupi, while Rusna looks at each one of them but does not adjust any. 
I sit by the door on a wooden chair while the boys align themselves along one side of 
the white cloth. I ask which way they pray: "Towards the patio door. To the Mohammad". replies Mohammad. "Mecca" prompts Abbuel. Rusna, overhearing this 
as she comes in and starts to unroll a colourful blue, green and pink prayer mat, corrects him "This way to Mecca. Because of wud" as she places the mat almost at a right angle 
to the patio door. She places the mat on the white cloth, with the mosque minaret 
pointing towards Mecca. 
Suddenly Rusna notices that her daughter Mina has put lipstick on her mouth and jumps 
up and impatiently grabs a cloth and wipes it off. (Earlier in the afternoon, as Rusna and 
I sat on the bed in her bedroom, she had not stopped her daughter decorating herself 
with her lipstick. ) The daughter cries loudly and pulls off her head covering. She runs 
and jumps onto the settee and later onto her grandfather's bed and again rubs her mouth 
and nails with lipstick. The others ignore her and continue with their preparations. Mina 
continues screaming but her mother Rusna admonishes her and Mohammad shouts 
gruffly: "Why do you not listen [to your mother] and do [what you are told]?. ") 
Abbu, unasked, gets the wooden holder, raiel, and carefully places it on the white cloth 3L" 
while Mohammad gets from the shelf in the display cabinet the Qur'an which is covered 
with a rumal, an embroidered cloth carefully folded to protect it. There are two books 
inside the cover. He places the large hard back, beautifully decorated, in the 'V' of the 
wooden stand. Mohammad stands on the prayer mat. The boys stand behind him on the 
white cloth and Rusna stands behind them. All stand with their arms lightly folded with 
the right hand on the left. Rusna tells Mohammad, the eldest "Pray. Pray loudly. " 
Mohammad recites. "Alahu Akbar .... " The 
boys, led by Mohammad, then prostrate 
themselves and touch their forehead, nose, palms of both hands, knees and toes to the 
floor. Rusna remains standing and Mina stands watching on the bed while drinking milk 
from a bottle. 
The boys now sit down cross legged with their hands in their laps. Rusna removes her 
green oma and black scarf and covers her head with a flowered oma. She now sits on 
the prayer rug facing the boys. She sits with one leg underneath and the other tucked to 
her right side. At one point she points to the text of the Qur'an while Mohammad 
recites. She then turns the holy book and raiel round to face Mohammad. Abbu's 
flimsy 
preparatory book remains closed cover page up on a cushion 
in front of him. Rusna 
quietly signals to Mohammad "Bolo" (Read) and Mohammad starts to read the 
Kohmah 
(the five pillars of Islam). The others listen. Mina stands nearby, away 
from the white 
cloth, but continues to paint her nails with her mother's nail polish. 
Rusna tells me: "He is good at it. He does it well and he learnt very young. 
He heard me 
doing it many times and then one day he did it. He was not six. He 
does it better than 
older men. He can read the first part already and 
is now doing the second. Abbu has 




Mina sits on the settee smeared with lipstick and starts to join in. Rusna and the boys 
smile, look at me and are clearly proud of what she is doing. Rusna tells her: "Say it. " 
Mina starts to recite. Rusna says: "Children start learning to say a little bit of Salah 
when they are about six. But my daughter understands and she listens and she just 
learns it little bit by little bit -I didn't teach her. She is not shy to say it. I am very 
lucky, my children are learning so fast. Mohammad says it so beautifully and Abbuel is 
doing good and my daughter understands. Umar doesn't know very much because his 
mother does not help him to read the Qur'an or with Bengali. " 
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APPENDIX 8.3 
MOHAMMAD READS THE QUR'AN AT HOME: TRANSCRIPT 
Core Event Number Seven - Year 5 Class 
Extract From Full Transcript - Rusna's Class Reading the Qur'an and PraYing at Home. Based on interpreter's translation 
Observed and Recorded 17 May 2000 (Tape No. 21) 
Background: 
Present are Rusna Begum (mother) and two sons, Mohammad (9 years), Abbuel (6 
years) and daughter Muna (3 years), as well as two boys Umar (6 years) and Ali (5 
years) of neighbours. They all speak mainly in the Sylheti dialect of Bengali. Rusna 
occasionally speaks in English, they read in Arabic and then in standard Bengali. 
The following literacy event took place four times a week between 5-7 pm in the home 
of Rusna Begurn whose eldest son attended Year Five at another local school. She 
taught the children to read the Qur'an in Arabic and to learn to read in Bengali. The 
class took place in the sitting room. The children included her own two sons 
(Mohammad and Abbuel) and daughter (Mina), as well as two sons of neighbours 
(Umar and Ali) on a paid basis. After these two sessions she went onto listening to the 
reading of school English story books, although this is not included in this analysis. 
Most of the conversations and instructions were in Sylheti, with occasional comments in 
English. 
Line Child Child's Words Rusna's Words Notes 
And Actions And Actions 
I I can't understand To Md 
Bolo, read kolima 
2 Mina (Mina is crying) 
3 Md I can't hear. Sylheti 
4 Pray loudly To Md 
Alhamdu lilahi Rabbil Rusna recites in 
Alamin Arabic 
5 Md Allah huliman Md looks at the 
ham ida A Ilahi Qur'an which is 
huakbar facing Rusna 
6 fd- -& Walamia kulli lamia 
Abbu zidni 
Mina Mum , 
Mum I want Sylheti 
to eat something 
Don't do that Sylheti 
Be blessed by God 
They are just leaming To PM 
you know they can't do 
that one 
He only can do 
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10 
Rusna turns Qur'an 
round to face Md 
II Md Points as he reads 12 Touch with your right Sylheti 
hand 
13 Allah huniniý7wlliala Arabic 
14 Put your finger nicely Sylheti 
underneath, Didar 
15 Md Rabbona zalamma Arabic 
16 Md Wala alihi ainin Wala alihi anfin Arabic 
summa amin summa amin 
17 Very nice reading English 
18 Pauline Thank you English 
19 Yeah well done boy English 
OK read some Bengali Sylheti 
book a little bit 
Just read a little bit 
then we will stop at 
seven thirty 
20 Md No Bengali, no Sylheti 
21 Mina Crying loudly 
22 OK, Mummy is going Sylheti 
to give you 
23 Md I will only read four Sylheti 
lines Mummy, I will 
only read four lines 
24 OK OK,, shall Mummy Sylheti 
give you some milk? 
25 [ ... 
IPM chats with 
boys while Rusna 
goes to get milk 
26 Ei Didar Rusna calls 
Mohammad 
27 d Yes? (polite forin) Bengali C; -, 
ji? 
28 This is your break time 
OK come Mohammad 
Sylheti 
Didar come here 
See you should listen, 
respect your parents 
everything 
Oh where is your 
English book? Look 
for it 
-Md OK English 
[ 
... 
] Md and I talk 
This group [ofl people 
their reading is good 
English 
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Everybody is saying to 
learn 
What happen is very 
Aakashey shada ghuri 
ure 
Rusna reads Bengali 
text 
32 Md Nil aakash blue sky 33 
34 Abbuel What? 
A akashey shada guri 
urey 
A white kite is flying 
in the sky 
Sylheti 
35 Md I will only read four 
lines [ofl this one 
Sylheti 





37 Md I will read only four 
lines 
Sylheti 
'38 nil aakash The sky is blue 
39 Md I will read only four 
lines 
Sylheti 
40 Nil aakashe In the blue sky 
Shishu Motiur Rahman The child Motiur 
Rahman 
41 Mina Water, water Sylheti 
42 shishu The boy 
43 Md Shishu Motiur 
Rahman 
The boy Motiur 
Rahman 
44 aakash deke aare is looking at the sky 
and 
45 Md aare and 
I 
... 1 
46 giure deke is looking at the kite 
47 Md Aai-e ghui-i deke taar 
duichook 
and looking at the kite 
with both his eyes 
48 Taar dui chook 
kuchitey niche uley 
(literally) Both his 
eyes got very excited 
49 Md Taar dui chook 
kushi ey niche utey 
Both his eyes got very 
excited 
50 Md kushitey niche utey 
shey 
got very excited 
51 Abbuel kushitey excited 
52 Mina [unclear] 
53 Aakashey urbey He will fly in the sky 
54 Md Shey aakashey u He will fly in the sky 
55 Urojahaj chalabey, He will fly an 
aeroplane 
. 
56 Md Urqjahqý chalabey He will fly an 
aeroplane. 
Bom holej, When he is grown up 
(literally: big) 
ý-5 When he is grown up 
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59 Shey pilot he will be a pilot 60 Md ýhev pilot he will be a pilot 61 She pilot hobey kub When he is [literally: 
nzoja hobey will be] a pilot it will 
be very exciting 
(literally: there will be 
a lot of fun) 62 Md Shey pilot hobey kub When he is a pilot it 
moja hobey will be very exciting. 
Stop here for today 
OK 
6-3 It's not hard. Try kor Sylheti + English Z-- Please try it's not hard word for try 
You are doing a lot 
today 
You can read already 
from here so try please. 
Try it's not hard 
64 Md We will stop here Sylheti 
then 
65 OK good boy English 
66 Do you want to read Sylheti 
this one? And this 
one? 
67 Md Look at the dog Sylheti 
68 Aakashjurey inegh The whole sky gets 
po7-echey cloudy. 
69 Md Mum tell me what Sylheti 
this one is 
70 Abbuel Aukashjurey megh The whole sky gets 
porechey cloudy. 
71 Bir si-eshto The best hero/warrior 
72 Md Bir sreshto Motiur Motiur the best hero 
Rahman 
73 This one [unclear] Sylheti 
Now leave it [unclear] Rusna moves to sit 
leaning against the 
sofa. Abbuel and 
Umar sit alongside 
her. She holds the 
Bengali 'primer' 
74 Md Motiur the best hero, Bengali 
the sky is blue 
75 nt is one Sylheti 
76 Md Aakashe aakashe In the sky in the sky 
shada ghuri shada the white kite 
j urey 
77 0 [short ol 
78 - Abbuel 0 [short ol 
79 aa Pona a 
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80 Abbuel aa. 
81 Look at that boy Sylheti 
82 Md Mum can you tell Sylheti 
me what this one is? 
83 So, come over here Sylheti 
84 Ore flying 
85 Md Ore ore flying flying 
86 Abbuel o aa 
87 Md Nil aakashey shada A white kite is flying 
g ury ore in the blue sky 88 00 
89 Abbuel 00 
90 You know this one English 
91 Abbuel 0ooo 
92 0 
93 Abbuel o 
94 aa 
95 Abbuel aa 
96 e short 'e" 
97 Abbuel e 
98 Aa shoman aakar 'A' sounds 'aa' 
99 Abbuel Aa shoman aakar 
100 Shishu The boy 
101 Md Shishu Motiur Motiur Rahman looks 
Rahman aakash at the sky and looks at 
deke aar ghury deke the kite 
ghuri deke kshiye He looks at the kite 
kushitey ne nechey and got very excited 
nechey orey she He will fly in the sky 
aakashe urbey He will fly an 
urujahai urujahaj aeroplane 
chalabey baa baar He will be a pilot and 
holey she pilot have lots of fun 
hobey khub nioja When Motiur grows 
hobey baar baar up he will become a 
hoye motiur motiur famous pilot 
namaaj namniai He will fly aeroplanes 
naam jadaapy pyl Bangladesh 




102 Mina Mummy I want to Sylheti 
eat a biscuit, I want 
to eat a biscuit Mum 
103 Eat later Sylheti 
104 - Roshoiv shoinan Bengali alphabets 
roshoi4ar 
105- Abbuel Rosho14, shoman 
roshovi*ar 
- 106 fd N/ To shoman 
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rosho-m*ar 
107 Ko - chondro binýu- 
Good boy. Now can Sylheti 
you tell me 
108 Md Mum does this say? 




110 Md Mum Mum I 
[unclear] and what 
Just one A Sylheti 
Sylheti 
does this one say? 
War? 
III war war Bengali 
112 Md And then? Sylheti 
113 independent Bengali 
independent 
independent 
114 Md independent Bengali 
115 Shadhi. -nota means Sylheti 
independent 
116 Abbuel I see you still don't Sylheti 
really know Bengali 
117 Md independent Bengali 
118 the war of Bengali 
independence 
119 Md the war of Bengali 
independence 
120 Motiur Bengali 
121 Md Motiur Bengali 
122 to the enemy Bengali 
123 Md Motiur to the enemy Bengali 
124 1 will finish Bengali 
125 Md Motiur will finish Bengali 
the enemies 
126 Abbuel Mum Mum look 0 
AI EE 
127 My seat please Sylheti 
128 Abbuel Dirgo-", oo dorgo Bengali alphabets 
dorsho rie 
129 0 
130 Abbuel - 0 aa roshoee 
dirgoee roshowoo 
dirgoivoo 
131 Md His plane will be Bengali 
flying in the sky 
132 0 aa roshoee dirgoee Bencrall alphabets 
roshoivoo dirgo-"'oo_ 




134 Md Mum can you tell Sylheti 
me this one, it's 
hard 
135 Got broken Bengali 
136 Md Got broken got 
broken got broken 
got broken got 
broken 
137 Abbuel 0 aa roshoee Bengali alphabets 
dirgoee rosho-m)oo 
dirgowoo 
1108 Md He died for his Bengali 
country 
Motiur died for his 
country 
He is our pride 
Motiur is the best 
hero 
The best hero 
139 Abbuel 0 aa roshoee Bengali 
dirgoee rosholvoo 
dirgo-"7oo 
140 Md Finished Sylheti 
141 Abbuel chondrabindu (the last letter) 
142 Thank you boy English 
Let me see Sylheti 
143 Abbuel Ko kho go gho aah o Bengali alphabets 
aa roshai dirgoi 
144 000 
145 Abbuel o aa roshai dirgoi 
146 roshowoo 
147 Abbuel Roshowoo 
ShundUnited 
kingdornko o 
148 Selim Yeah you're right 
149 Umar Rie rie 
150 Ko 
151 Umar Ko kho gie 
152 Go gho.. uiniiio 
153 Umar Go gho unimo 
154 Do you know this one? Sylheti 
Don't you know it at 
all? 
Tell me what is this 
one 
155 Md Mum,, finished Sylheti 
156 _ Md continues to read 
the story out aloud. 
Then Rusna and Md 
read the story right 
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through with her 
reading each sentence 
and Md repeating 
157 All go and play with Sylheti 
the computer 
It's going to be eight 
o'clock after five 
minutes, His mum's 
going to mind, Go on 
OK for five minutes 
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APPENDIX 8.4 
MOHAMMAD READS THE QUR'AN AT HOME: ANALYTICAL GRID 
Core Event Number Seven - Year 5 Class 
Based on Extracts From Full Transcript for Mohammad. 
Observed and Recorded on 17 May 2000 (Tape 101) 
Extract One: Preparations For Rusna's Class To Read The Qur'an And Pray 
Extract Two: Mohammad Reads The Qur'an 
For full Transcription see Appendix 8.3 
Parent: Rusna (mother) 
Children: Mohammad Son 9 years 
Abbuel Son 6 years 
Selim Neighbour's son 6 years 
Umar Neighbour's son 5 years 
Mina Daughter 3 years 
ID - instructional discourse RD - regulatory discourse 
RR - recognition & realisation rules C- classification F- framing 
Extract One: Preparations For Rusna's Class To Read The Qur'an And Pray 
Line Child/ren's Actions Rusna's Actions and Notes 
and Speech Speech 
To her sons "make ++C - direct instruction 
14, udu"' +F - bathroom and 
bucket provided for this 
purpose, but Rusna leaves 
them to do the ablutions 
by themselves 
This command marks the 
beginning of the 
instructional event 
Md and Abu wash Rusna prepares herself RR - recognise and 
Mina Umar and elsewhere in the flat realise the sequence for 
Selim watch. washing, albeit in a 
playful manner 
ID - Mina is allowed to 
watch (and learn) 
Rusna returns covered ID - Rusna 
in a long loose coat and unintentionally models 
head covered and with proper attire for 
a larger ol-na round her conducting prayers and 
shoulders religious reading 
++C - markina symbolic L- 
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boundary secular clothing 
from clothing deemed 
suitable for prayer 
and gendered behaviour 
Rusna covers carpet ++C - Rusna makes t 
with white cloth space 'clean, tacit 
message for the children 
of symbolic purification 
of and designation of 
domestic space for 
religious reading and 
prayer 
Rusna gives me an RD - must comply with 
orna to cover my hair rule of dress code for 
respectful behaviour 
-.,.. +C - ie you must do it 
like this,, no reason given 
Rusna puts head -F - Strongly framed but 
covering on Mina Rusna does not insist - 
Mina's young age? 
Rusna places prayer ++F - the direction of 
mat "This way to mat is not negotiable - 
Mecca" precision required 
Symbolically signalling 
"all roads lead to Mecca"' 
Rusna wipes lipstick +F - you must be clean 
off Mina's face for this valued practice 
Md uncovers and RR - Md recognises and 
places Qur'an on realises what and how to 
raiel and puts Haida prepare and the rule for 
on cushion for not putting the Qur'an on 
Abbuel the floor; recognises the 
relative status of the two 
books. 
Boys silently sit RR - recognise and 
down cross-legged in realise rule of sitting in a 
a line on one side of line and not talking 
the cloth 
Rusna sits on prayer ID - teacher sits in close 
mat facing them proximity to give close 
attention to each child 
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Extract Two: Mohammad Reads The Qur'an 
Line Child/ren's Actions Rusna's Actions and Notes 
and Speech Speech 
I Abbu sits sulking at Rusna I ýcan't +F - Rusna closes down the side understand" Abbu's distraction thus 
framing reading the 
Bolo read kolima. Qur'an as immediate task 
A Ihamdu lilahi ID - Rusna sits so as to 
be able to pay close 
attention to each child 
++C - Rusna initiates 
reading interaction with a 
direct instruction 
She gives her instruction 
in Bengali in 2 
nd 
person 
familiar Je to a child, 
repeats it in English 
imperative and Arabic 
word for the verse 
She starts to recite 
providing a model 
2 Mina cries Rusna ignores Mina +F - you must not disturb 
or interrupt 
3 Md"I can't hear" +F - Md's protest 
indirectly adds weight to 
2 above and suggests he Z: ) 
wants/needs to hear his 
mother's recitation 
4 Rusna: Pray loudly ID - instructs Md - the 
proper way is loudly and 
Alhanidu lilahi Rabbil clearly for her to hear/for 
Alamin >> Allah. 
ID - models a correct 
way of reciting this kind 
oftext 
5 Md reads RR - recognises and 
realises both the ID rule 
Allah huliman reciting louder and the 
hamida Allahi expectation that he will be 
huakbar able to and will recite the 
next phrase 
6 Walanfia kulli lamia RR - Md realises the 
zidni" view of learning as 
memonsation 
Abbu also recognises and 
realises the ID of reciting 
and joining in when you 
can ie practising to build 
on chunks of words 
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remembered 
Mina "Mum, Mum I Mina tries to get -attention 
want to eat While she may hear the 
something" RD (see 2 above) she fails 
to recognise it 8 Mina stands near the Rusna "Don't do that. RD - Rusna directly 
group, puts lipstick Be blessed by God" admonishes her and urges 
on her nails her to behave in an 
acceptable Islamic way as 
they pray and read 
+F - redirects her 
attention to listening to 
Md reading 
9 (continues reading) Rusna to PM ID - Rusna comments to 
"They are just learning PM - Her assessment 
you know they can't do reflects her view of 
that one. He only can leaming to read and recite 
do"' Arabic as achievable by 
all the boys and as a 
matter of time 
10 ID - turns Qur'an round 
to face Md. View of 
reading as recitation but 
also implicitly draws his 
attention that decoding 
text as desirable 
RD - Md starts to point 
with finger of left hand. 
Does not realise the rule 
to treat Quran 
respectfully, keeping it 
clean 
Is this a transfer of school 
practice where you can 
point with finger of either 
hand? 
12 Rusna "Touch with +F - do it the proper way 
your right hand" RD - Rusna corrects 
directly and swiftly, 
reason implicit probably 
assumes he knows 
cultural practice related to 
notions of pollution, 
cleanliness, respect 
13 Allah humina solliala ID - Rusna keeps up the 
flow and pace 
i 14 , put your finger nicely rects Md to ID - Rusna d 
underneath, Didar do a specific tested and 
tried reading behaviour 
With possible objective of 
decoding and matching 
words to what he is 
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reciting, and to ensure 
correct reading 
15 Rabbana Zalamma Rusna listens RR - Md recognises the 
rule of reading the next 
phrase if you know it 
16 Wala alihi amin Wala alihi amin summa ID and RR - Md and 
sun2n? a amin amin Rusna together recite the 
last phrase 
17 Rusna "Very nice ID - Rusna's use of 
reading. Well done praise in English reflects 
boy. Okay" her adoption of a 
mainstream 'official' 
school policy and practice 
where praise is seen as 
positive encouragement to 
the learrier 
What specifically does 
"nice" refer to? 
Accuracy/deportment/ 
demonstration of sound or 
improved memorisation? 
ID - Rusna's comment 
may also be intended for 
the other pupils to hear 
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APPENDIX 8.5 
ASHNA REPORTS BACK FROM SCHOOL COUNCIL: ANALYTICAL GRID 
Core Event Number Eight - Year 5 Class 
Observed and Recorded 17 November 2004 (Tape No. 54) 
Pupil: Ashna Abedin (10 years I month) Whole class: Year 5 
Classteacher: Miss Morrow 
Background: 
This event takes place in the Year 5 classroom. Ashna had been elected by her peers to 
represent them on the School Council which consists of representatives of both staff and 
pupils. It had discussed two priorities: redecoration and renovation of the toilets or 
collecting money for a charity for poor people. She reports back on the estimated costs 
of doing the toilets and on the plight of poor people in Bangladesh. She then answers 
questions from her classmates. 
Ashna's presentation draws on information she collected from home and official 
publications. She speaks using her notes, with support from the classteacher, and 
explains to the whole class about meeting the needs of poor people in Bangladesh. 
Subsequent interviews and conversations with Ashna throw light on her emotional and 
historical connection with Bangladesh, and her sense of duty to make a difference. This 
also triggers her thoughts on possible future professional aspirations as a politician in 
Bangladesh or as a Bengali singer-dancer. 
RD - regulatory discourse RR - recognition and realisation rules 
ID - instructional discourse C- classification F- framing 
Line Children's Actions 
and Speech 
Teacher's Actions and 
Speech 
Notes 
16 Year 5 class are "... Ashna is going to RII) - children recognise 
sitting cross-legged on start. See how Ashna, and realise rules of 
the carpet facing the Meherjan, tells us behaviour on the carpet 
classteacher about the meeting. 
Come and stand here. ID - gently directs 
Would that be all right? attention to the way the 
Ashna is getting her Ashna is sorting out her representative reports back 
papers out of her bag bits of paper, aren'I 'how Ashna tells us about' 
and trying to sort you, Ashna? (is not specific as to what 
them to look out for) le to the 
purpose of this activity 
-F - weak framing - the 
task is non-negotiable, but 
you can do it how you 
want 
Apparent choice 
+C - strongly boundaried 
by CT from the monitoring 
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activities immediately prior 
and at the end from 
following Mathematics 
session 
17 "... We're all going to RD - rules for pupil 
sit quietly and Ashna is behaviour 
going to tell us what ID - the discourse of 
they've been talking teaching as enabling 
about in Council. Right children to take part as 
Ashna. Come up here. speaker or listeners, and as 
Ashna nods Do you want my chair? voters, to contributing to 
Sits down on teacher's All right. " the school envirom-nent and 
chair in front of ethos, with the adult acting 
children as facilitator and 
chairperson 
RR - Ashna recognises the 
change in status as 
signalled by CT offering A 
her chair 
She accepts the temporary 
symbolic seating 
arrangement 
18 Children laugh and RR - children are ill at 
continue giggling and ease with the anomalous 
laughing as Ashna role reversal 
stands up Their continued awkward 
laughter unsettles Ashna 
Ashna says "I don't She recognises the unease 
think I'll sit" of some of her peers 
-F - choice to change her 
position 
19 "Okay,, you can stand RD - CT essentially 
up, Ashna, and I'll sit retains control by giving 
here and help them permission to Ashna, and 
listen. And you can monitoring children's 
start off, Ashna" attention 
+F - strong framing - you 
must sit and listen to your 
Representative 
20 "Okay. Mm [ 
] to our people Mr 
Hall decided [lots of 
background noise] to 
help us about the 
fundraiser" 
(Children laugh) 
21 iks--hna "I'm going to 
RD - Ashna defers to CT's 
tell Miss" power and control 
22 irl I "They are not RR - girls ýread' the 
letting her talk" teasing of their peers, defer 
Girl 2 "Miss can you to CT for her power and 
tell them off because disciplin 
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they are being ... 
" 
23 "You come and sit with +C - strong classification 
me and we will do ie sit and listen 
some proper listening" +F - strong framing ie you 
(we) must listen the proper 
way, no interruptions 
24 "Last week when we RR - Ashna recognises 
were in School first part of the task 
Council" 
25 Girl "Sh sh" 
26 "Last week when we RR - Ashna recognises 
were in our meeting first part of the task ie 
we were talking about introduction, then outlines 
the fundraiser yea. We options for fundraising, 
are going for two, one then the focus for present 
for new equipment, discussion with her peers 
like another we are 
wanting to fund 
Africa and poor 
children whatever 
And we want new 
equipment like 
lockers and things like 
that 
We are going to talk 
about those things 
yea, because for the 
fundraiser it's going 
to cost too much 
because to redecorate 
the toilet it's about 
f2000 
27 Children "Ooh! " RR -children 'read' her 
message about costs being 
expensive 
28 Ashna "for one toilet 
to decorate" 
29 "Say it again. How 
much? " 
30 "f2000 to redecorate 
the toilet" 
31 "Two thousand 
pounds" 
32 Children "Two As in 27 
thousand pounds! " 
33 Ashna"So we should +C - Ashna recognises a 
have a fundraiser for task framed at home ie 
the charity first building a persuasive 
because that is what argument based on 
we should do and then obligation 'what we should 
we'll talk about the do' 
fundraiser for the new 
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equipment" 
"And what's the ID - models clarification 
charity? Have you 
chosen one? " 
35 Ashna "Yes. We've RR -A recognises CT's 
got people from enabling strategy and uses Bangladesh. Because it to expand on discussion 
we [] because in Council meeting about 
there's more [than] countries who might from Portugal we qualify for charitable help 
want to do something 
for different countries RR - recognises but falls like America, mm to name correctly poor 
Barba[dos] all the countries. 
countries that are 
poor. The Bangladesh 
is probably the low 
one 'cos enough 
people you know it 
has lots of people" 
36 "How many children ID - CT seeks inforrnation, 
come to this school she is not asking a question 
from Bangladesh? " to which she already 
knows the answer 
37 Ashna "Don't know RR - recognises a genuine 
because some of us question and replies 
are bom here" appropriately 
How does Ashna 
understand the term 'from 
Bangladesh'? 
38 Child I never went RR - understands Ashna's 
there" reply and confirms by 
giving herself as an 
example of having never 
visited Bangladesh 
39 Several children try to '61 hope you don't all sit RD - rules of not chatting 
say something, some there and chat" or talking without being 
put their hands up asked by CT 
+F- strong classification 
ie talk about what I initiate 
+C - strong framing le do 
it how I want 
RR - children read the rule 
differently as the subject is 
important to them as 
experienced by their kin 
They realise the shared 
knowledge, narratives and 
news learned at home, 
community and media 
-: fo- Ashna ... Cos there are +C -A recognises a home 
actually thirty million practice where she can 
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people that are persist with her version 7 homeless" +F - Ashna demonstrates' 
confidence enough to 
persist with her case. 41 "That's thirty millio 
so you ve got to raise a 
lot of money" 
42 Ashna "You know As in 42 
some of you lot could 
help us if you want to 
You could do things 
like mm you could 
give things mm f 1.00 
but some people could 
give something like 
f 5.00. 'Cos if you 
want new equipment 
you are going to have 
to pay lots of money 
cos it's too much to 
decorate the school 
So if you want these 
things you are just 
going to have to [pay 
for] them 
But Mr Hall and 
everyone is going to 
do a fundraiser for 
them,, but we need 
your help 
43 "Because we don't +F - CT frames by 
have the funds,, the returning to the core 
money. " problem 
44 Ashna "The charity +F- Ashna frames by 
thing"' returning to her view of the 
problem 
45 "Mm. Yes. Let's see ID - models a function of 
how much that will be. the chair to recap and 
That will be about clarify and to invite the 
f 2000. Well, do a little speaker to move on to the 
bit about Bangladesh next point, in this case 
and then we'll have asking for information 
some infori-nation and 
data" 
46 Ashna "Okay. Mm. RR - Ashna recognises 
Right. I'll tell you and realises the need for 
about the poor people preparation for a 
of Bangladesh 'cos presentation, stating what 
it's our country" she will talk about and 
She reads her written presenting some facts 
notes in a stilted about the target group 
manner "Up to thirty Ashna also recognises and 
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million people realises the exchange 
homeless or they're pattern in which she is 
stranded; most of the expected to respond to the 
homeless people are chairperson's request 
affected by water 
water-borne RR - Ashna 'reads' the (pronounces this as requirements and reads 
bern) diseases; most main points taken from 
of Bangladesh is rofficial' publications 
submerged under four brought from home 
metres of water; 
factories and farms 
destroyed with an 
estimated[d] cost of a 
dozen million pounds 
to run one of the 
poorest countries in 
the world" 
47 Ashna holds up a "Thank you. And that 
pamphlet is how many pounds 
you can [raise] like a 
million pounds or have 
you decided how much 
cash you are going to 
need to get? " 
48 Ashna "We haven't RR - Ashna recognises 
come to anything like and reallses the procedural 
that and decision making 
We are probably requirements of School 
going to do that in our Council 
next meeting" 
49 "Right. I see. Do you ID - implicitly indicates 
want ideas from the the appropriateness of 
children or questIons? " peers' contribution through 
sharing ideas or asking 
questions of their 
_ _Representative 
50 Ashna "Yes, yes, I do. RR 
They can just ask +F - Ashna 
limits their 
questions contributions to questions 
51 Boy-You know Blue RR - asks his questions 
Peter they have their based on out-of-school 
own charity. Why 
knowledge and media 
don't we just give to 
literacy 
their charity? " 
52 "That is another thing 
to think about. Let's 
have a question from 
h 
Boy "Have you got to +F - Boy confident enoug 
give to a charity for to clarify even challenge 
the homeless people? " whether the choice of 
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- 
charity is negotiable 
"Yep. Yes. There are --F - CT recognises wider hundreds of charities. sources of information eg Do you remember last children's TV programmes, 
time I watched Blue as influences on their 
Peter choices 
They said there are 
more than two hundred 
charities in Britain 
And you could choose 
a favourite charity 
You can think of that. 
Another time you can 
think of that 
55 Child I thought it RR - recognises and 
would be more good realises the rule that in this 
if we had new discussion a variety of 
equipment but we opinions are valid and may 
don't have half of it" be expressed. 
56 "Well you think you , 
wouldn't have half 
57 Child I think that he RR - as in line 55, a 
means that the supportive interpretation 
fundraiser person 
yeah [unclear] 
58 Ashna "To raise the ID - Ashna focuses on 
money of f 2000 what practical issues 
kind of things would 
we have to do? " 
59 "Daphne, do you want RD - CT tacitly establishes 
to ask? " principle of 'bidding' to 
ask questions 
Daphne "So would the 
natives' charity get 
the money and then 
and then how do you 
think we will raise 
enough money to 
make proper school 
equipment? " 
61 Ashna "Yeah that's 
what I think too. You 
know all our members 
of the School Council 
there are more of 
thern,, they're people. 
62 Daphne "Yes, I know, 
but"" 
63 Ashna "But if you 
have seven altogether, 
seven people can be 
the ones for the 
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fundraiser for the 
other ones 
They could organise it 
The seven people 
could be ones for the 
new equipment 
So there will be two 
hundred, one in the 
kitchen area, someone 
can be somewhere 
down by the shed, and 
one can be in the 
playground where 
they do cricket and 
things like that 
64 "Right so that means , 
you might have to pay 
50p to get in the game" 
65 Ashna "Yeah, but it +F -A frames the 
canýt just go to new discussion by returning to 
equipment, you have the central issue 
to give that charity as 
well, so" 
66 "Hilal? What would 
you like to say? " 
67 Hilal "If you pay for it RR - Her question seems 
would you change based on her understanding 
things? " of commercial transactions 
at home 
68 Ashna "'Yea-ea, As in 67 
because you are 
paying for it 
So you are obviously 
going to pay for it 
You could pay the 
school like f 10. K 
f20.00, E5.00 or 
something. " 
69 "Okay. You could see 
to that later" 
70 Child "f 1.00 or 50p. 
That wouldn't be 
enough! " 
71 Ashna "Or f 1.00. It 
won't be enough for 
our new equipment. " 
72 "It would be a good ID - draws on her 
help with it though experience of fundraising 
And then some of the in schools, CT suggests L- 
teachers can help to possible sources for future 
pay, and the governors discussion at Council 
will have to pay 
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You might have even 
some more of that at 
the next meeting. Next 
one? " 
(several children 
make suggestions and 
ask questions of 
Ashna) 
73 Ashna "Miss,, can you RR - Ashma recognises a 
remember all their rule of recording (minutes) 
questions? " contributions and ideas 
Tactfully alerts CT to this 
74 I'm not sure if "Well' ID - CT gently refers to 
Ashna puts her papers 
, 
we have to write them rules of meetings. By 
in her drawer, sits yet formally thanking Ashna Z: ý 
down in her place on Thanks Ashna and acknowledging ideas 
the carpet and faces There are lots of ideas from the floor and Ashna's 
the teacher for here personal preference, she 
Mathematics I know you want to like positively reinforces the 
to help a different perfon-nance and the many 
charity ideas. 
Shivanie, show me how RD - CT puts into place a 
to sit nicely (She looks different pattern of 
at her list for the day, interactions. 
reads out and ticks +C - strong classification 
items off the list) signalling different subject 
Right, let's see if we area and bodily 
can read the Maths comportment, CT as in 
rules" charge 'Show me' 
+F - strongly classification 
- monitoring children's 
reading of the Maths rules 
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APPENDIX 8.6 
JAHANARA FORGETS HER CIFARA: FIELDNOTES 
Core Event Number Nine - Year 5 Class 
Community Event observed 8 June 2000 
Venue: Tenants community hall on a housing estate 
Reflective questions: 
I am interested in how the children are learning to read in Arabic and Bengali as they 
attend a locally organised class in a community centre. Participants are involved in 
reading the Qur'an, reciting prayers and writing the Bengali script. The teachers' 
learning and instructional intentions for the children appear to be explicit and well 
organised, while the sociocultural meanings are much more implicit. 
In observing this core event my questions concerning the children and their leaming 
literacy are: 
" What does participation mean for young children like Jahanara? 
" What are the adults' learning and instructional intentions for these children? 
" What is the sociocultural significance of learning literacy in such classes? 
Background: Observing the Community Class. 
It is late on a hot weekday afternoon for my second visit to this community class, which 
is organised by a local Bangladeshi parent who is actively involved in local community 
affairs. The class takes place after school on two afternoons a week. There are 20 boys 
and girls registered with the class. 
Today 12 'pupils' are present, ranging from Year 2 (primary school) to Year 9 
(secondary school). The two teachers, Jalal Uddin, father of three of the children, and 
the young mullah unlock the premises. The children and adults arrange the tables and 
chairs into a large T-shape. At the far end a large whiteboard is fixed to the wall. 
Jalal Uddin wears a knee length white kurta and the mullah a long fine embroidered 
punjabi. Although the children wear the same clothes and trainers they wore earlier to 
school,, the boys now don a densely embroidered tupi and the girls wear their head 
scarves tightly pinned under their chins and covering their hair. Only one girl wears a 
shalwar kameez. 
After exchanging greetings with Mal Uddin and the mullah, the children nod to me, sit 
down at the table, and unwrap and open their books carefully. The boys sit along one 
side of the table, two girls across the 'top' and the other girls along the other side. The 
adults stand and move around behind the readers. Jalal Uddin invites me to sIt at the end 
of the table and agrees to my audiotaping the children reading. Several children arrive 
'late' and quietly greet, sit down and start reading. No one comments about being 
late. 
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The class appears to have four main parts: 
I. Individual reading of the Qur'anic text or learning of individual symbols or the joined up script. 
2. A whole class session focusing on letter or word level work. 3. Further periods with individuals reading and reciting. 4. Preparation of the room space for namaz prayers. 
Finally, the furniture is rearranged before leaving. 
Jahanara Forgets Her cifara Book. 
Jahanara (Year 3) sits looking uncomfortable and does not have a book in front of her. Jalal Uddin notices and asks "Where is your book? " She looks down and says -I forgot it. " He looks for another book but, as it is in Saudi Arabian Arabic script, he says "so 
she cannot read this - too hard. " He tells her to recite Al Fatehah. "It is the first thing 
children learn", he explains, "children hear it all the time - they just learn it. " 
Imran and Rehad (secondary school pupils) read thick leather bound copies of the Holy Qur'an. Tareq, Rohima (both Year 6) and Fahima (Year 4) and Rehana (Year 5) read 
cifara "a simpler version of part of the Koran" in the form of a thin paper book. Rohima 
and Rehana, who started attending two months ago, keep pace with each other although 
they do not read the same passage at the same time. 
Jahanara tries to sit still and look busy as she recites rocking slightly as she recites. If 
she stops Fahima nudges her to continue reciting. She does not distract other children or 
'mess about'. While the other children are reading Jahanara continues to recite the same 
passage for over half an hour until the mullah draws the group together in front of the 
whiteboard. He starts to explain and demonstrate on the whiteboard how to use 
particular letters or words and how they can change according to diacritical notation. 
How Are the Children Learning to Read Arabic? 
All the boys read for a while and concentrate intensively, head down over the book, 
with the first finger of the right hand pointing under each word or letter. Tareq shows 
moments of hesitation as he works out the combination and conjuncts, and how the 
particular notation marks affect the alphabet in the script. Rehad traces the shape of 
letters as he reads, as if bodily internalising the shape of the "alphabets. " Rehana does 
the same with the aid of a bright silver and red sweet wrapping folded into a fine point. 
Each child takes a short rest frequently keeping their right-hand finger on the page. 
The younger children concentrate on decoding the words and increasingly give 
particular attention to the length of time they sustain a sound. As they become aware of 
the han-nonious element in reciting, they develop their competence in reading the 
Qur'an in a manner that distinguishes it from other texts. Over time the children are 
expected, through practice, to develop the refined skills of chanting and intoning. As the 
adults listen to the more fluent readers they also tutor this oral performance for reciting 
the text. There seems to be some redundancy as a number of phrases and names come 
up over and over again. 
The individual reading of texts continues for a long time. The children read and then 
take short breaks and look round but not take too long. Jalal Uddin laughs "You can see, 
they need rests. " Occasionally they chat discretely if the adults' attention is focused 
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elsewhere. Older children are expected to take shorter breaks than the younger ones. JaIal Uddin sometimes drums his fingers on the table. On one occasion he thumps his fist and points to the book "What are you doing? Get on. " To another boy he curtly insists "Read. " 
What Is the Role of the Teachers in Reading the Qur'an? 
Jalal Uddin and the mullah move around the table and as they do so they listen and 
watch. When Jalal Uddin sees or hears something not being read or pronounced quite 
right, he says the phrase or word combination and emphasises the sounds and intonation 
of classical Arabic. He always recites in a special melodious voice, providing a clear 
model of the correct way of pronouncing and intoning. He usually repeats the most 
challenging part and he may repeat several times a particular sequence of sounds. The 
child repeats after him and then Uddin or the child proceeds. Because he knows the 
Qur'an well, he says that just by listening he knows which passage a child is reading 
and hence can support the child's reading without looking at the Qur'anic text himself. 
The adults are aware of each child. For instance, Jalal Uddin asks "What is in your 
mouth? What are you eating? " Imran looks sheepish and says, "Chewing gun. " Jalal 
Uddin says, "Put it in the bin" and Imran immediately does so. As he sits down again 
his teacher silently points to the book. 
The mullah also moves from child to child standing closely behind but not touching, 
rephrasing and modelling the phrases. He reads the text by intoning and chanting - 
never using an 'ordinary' reading mode. 
If a child pauses, falters or makes a mistake the adults feed in the word, chanting as they 
do. They may do it twice with the child joining in the second time. They rarely go back 
to the beginning of the sentence or stop the child. Occasionally the teacher says bujhena 
(I don't understand) and joins in or waits for the child to correct him/herself. They insist 
on being able to hear clearly. For instance, Jalal Uddin says in English to Rehad who is 
reading very quietly, "I can't hear it so I can't see if it is correct or not. " 
Jahanara gets stuck. She has another go at the word. She looks up to the mullah who is 
reading with Rehad on the other side of the table. She waits until he looks over and 
notices she has stopped reading. She quietly asks him for help. He comes round the 
table and stands behind her. Jahanara points to a word and starts to read to show where 
she is having a problem. He starts to read the words with her. She listens and then joins 
in. Together they read the phrase. He stops and she continues. He moves to another 
child and listens. There is no praise. No comment seems to imply that her reading is just 
fine. 
What Is the Pedagogy for Arabic? 
After almost an hour, the mullah goes to the white board on the wall and the children 
gather close to him. In Bengali he focuses on the Arabic alphabet and 
how it changes 
both in writing and in pronunciation with various markers. It seems very complicated. 
He writes with an orange dry marker, right to left, focussing on one 
letter and its 
variations and extensions. He explains two examples and asks the children to read with 
him. As they read together he points under each alphabet. Next time they read without 
him pointing. He rubs out the letters and, smiling, challenges them to say them again. 
They say them again in unison. He then asks the older children one 
by one to saN, them. 
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The mullah disbands the group. The two youngest girls have been attentive and are surprised when they are not asked to demonstrate their knowledge. They glance at each other. Quietly but determinedly first Fahima and then Jahanara whisper the sequence of the letters and sounds just as the others had done. Nobody notices. They all sit back in their places. 
The children start reading again. Fahima starts to read and Shamina (her older sister) gently pulls Fahima's orna up over her hair, points to her reading and helps her with a word. 
Getting Ready for Prayers. 
Just before 7pm the children close their books and leave the table. The girls draw their 
covering up over their hair and begin to talk about Pokemon cards. Jalal Uddin. who is talking with me, suddenly calls out "What Pokemon? We are not here to discuss 
Pokemon. " They remove their shoes and as their chatting gets more animated he says loudly "Eh! (loudly). You should be quiet when elders are talking! " The children lower 
their voices. 
Imran gets a large blue quilt out of a plastic bag and Rehad unrolls a prayer mat 
depicting a mosque and places it carefully on the quilt. While the girls chat on one side, 
the men and boys lay out the covering. Everybody takes off their shoes. I take off my 
shoes and keep my hair covered. 
I ask if I can photograph them as they pray and they say it is OK. The boys line up in 
the front row, the mullah stands in the middle with two boys on either side. Jalal Uddin 
is on the left hand end. The girls line up about two feet behind and the two youngest 
children take up their places on the end near me. 
Imran recites the call to prayer and then the mullah leads the sequence of prayers, 
sayings and actions. The girls ignore me, except for the two young ones who are aware 
of my presence. As Jahanara lowers her head towards the floor, she tugs her tunic down 
over her bottom. Shoulder to shoulder they follow the order, standing, kneeling, and 
making obeisance. At the end of the prayers, they roll up the mats and put them in 
plastic bags. It is 7.30pm. 
Mr Jalal Uddin Explains Learning Arabic. 
"The first step is to learn Arabic alphabets by looking and sounding it out, which 
involves making the sounds from the mouth and the throat. This is quite difficult. Then 
you put the alphabets together and make the words. Then you make the sentences or 
phrases. The more complex task is reading the script and using the correct intonations as 
these affect the meaning. The children cannot say it wrong, as people cannot be saying 
something that is not in the Qur'an. They do not laugh at mistakes as this would be 
inappropriate. It is not a time for joking. " 
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APPENDIX 8.7 
JAHANARA FORGETS HER CIFARA: ANALYTICAL GRID 
For Core Event Number Nine: (Observed 8 June 2000) 
Child: Jahanara Hoque (aged 10 years) 
Community teachers: JaIal Uddin and Mullah 
Venue: Tenants community hall on a housing estate, Camden. 
RD - regulatory discourse ID - instructional discourse RR - recognition and realisation rules C- classification F- framing 
Line Children's Actions and Teachers' Actions and Notes 
-- 
Speech Speech 
I Jahanara sits looking RR - Jahanara knows 
uncomfortable she has broken the 
rules by not bringing 
own book 
RD - Jahanara 
recognises that learners 
are expected to read 
their own books, 
pupils/children do not 
interrupt their elders, 
and should wait for 
adult attention 
2 Jalal Uddin asks RD - Jalal Uddin's 
"tomar bol kothay? question seeks 
(Where is your book? " information but also 
in Bengali) draws attention to 
Jahanara's 
responsibility to bring 
her own book 
+F - you must use the 
prescribed book 
3 Jahanara looks down and RR - Jahanara behaves 
says -bhulegelam appropriately by 
('41 forgot it ") looking contrite and . replying in an honest 
and responsible manner 
4 Jalal Uddin looks for ID - tries to find a 
another book, picks one replacement that 
up and examines it Jahanara can read and 
not waste time 
5 To PM ID - assesses level of 
It is Saudi Arabian challenge of alternative 
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Arabic so she cannot text but it does not 
read this - too hard" contain diacritic 




enough for everyone to 
hear 
6 To Jahanara ID - reciting as "Recite Al Fatehah. " memorisation put in 
practice 
+F - strong framing ie 
do it in the manner of 
reciting from memory 
in the accepted 
tradition 
Jalal Uddin knows 
Jahanara has 
memorised this first 
chapter of Qur'an 
He shows he values 
commital to memory as 
a long-held and trusted 
traditional Qur'anic 
practice 
Ideal goal is 
memorising of the 
whole text 
+F - strong framing -a 
non-negotiable task. 
7 Jahanara acknowledges To PM ID - Jahanara knows 
by nodding "It's the first thing the curriculum 
children learn. Children sequence for learning 
hear it all the time" to read the Qur'an 
She has been exposed 
to daily hearing the 
recitation of 'surah' 
from birth and as part 
of life 
Model of leaming - 
hearing, listening, 
imitating and practising 
8 Jahanara recites as she Jalal Uddin listens to RR - Jahanara 
rocks slightly to and fro another child reading recognises the required 
The mullah stands recitation pattern and 
behind the oldest boy behaviour 
who is reading the Holy Uses rocking as a 
Qur'an mnemonic devise. 
ID - leaves Jahanara 
to recite independently. 
Monitors readers by 
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Jistening 
9 Jahanara continues to RR - Jahanara 
recite several times, regulates her own pace taking short pauses 
between recitations 
10 Jahanara finishes reciting RR - both recognises 
and rests sitting quietly and realises the rule of 
completing sentences 
egulat s her own pace II Fahima nudges her RD - draws Jahanara's 
attention to behaviour 
required for being a 
4proper' pupil by 
keeping on task and 
reciting well 
+F - non-negotiable 
nature of the task 
upheld by Fahima who 
is slightly older 
12 Jahanara continues RR - Jahanara 
reciting the same passage recognises and realises 
rule for sustained and 
repeated recitation 
What is the purpose of 
this repetition? 
13 Jalal Uddin and mullah ID - whole class focus 
call the group to the on Bengali letter and 
whiteboard word level work 
Mullah waits for Mullah explains and 
children to finish what demonstrates in a 
they are reading direct, didactic manner 
Focuses on a problem 
encountered by one 
child and/or his 
decision to show how a 
particular conjunct 
works 
14 Jahanara completes the RR - recognition and 
passage realisation of the rule 
Each child completes the of not stopping in mid 
sentence they are reading sentence 
They gather by the ID - encompasses a 
whiteboard where the view of Arabic as a 
mullah waits with a language system with 
marker pen in his hand its own script, rules and 
conventions which it is 
useful , if not imperative. to learn 
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